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Preface to  the 
Second Edition 

The importance of permanent  magnet  motor technology and  its  impact on 
electromechanical  drives has significantly increased since publication of the 
first  edition of this book in 1996. The NdFeB permanent  magnet (PM) 
prices have dropped  and  their  performance  has  improved,  brushless  motor 
technology has become much more mature, in many applications  commu- 
tator  motors have been  replaced by more reliable brushless  motors, new 
PM motor  topologies have found their first applications,  and  significant 
progress in control  techniques  and design computations  has been achieved. 
Application of small PM brushless  motors  has  increased on a large scale not 
only in computer  hardware  but also in consumer electronics,  building  equip- 
ment, defence force, airborne  apparatus,  instrumentation  and  automation 
systems. The  era of electric  and  hybrid  cars is close and  it is obvious that 
PM brushless  motors are  the highest power density and efficiency traction 
motors. The all-electric ship, more electric  azrcraft,  advanced  combat  vehi- 
cle, smart  buildings and  other large-scale research programs  also  stimulate 
the development of PM motors. Since the 1996 book does  not cover the 
most recent  advances, the  authors have prepared  this revised,  improved, 
and  expanded second edition. We believe that  the new edition will serve 
as both a textbook  and design handbook for PM motors  and will stimulate 
innovations in this field. 

Jacek F. Gieras 
Mitchell Wing 
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Preface to the 
First Edit ion 

In a modern  industrialized  country about 65% of electrical energy is con- 
sumed by electrical drives. Constant-speed,  variable-speed or servo-motor 
drives are used almost  everywhere: in industry,  trade  and service, housc- 
holds, electric traction, road vehicles, ships,  aircrafts,  military  equipment, 
medical equipment  and  agriculture.  Electromechanical  drives for speed and 
position  control play a key role in robotics,  factory  automation, process con- 
trol,  energy  conservation  and  electric vehicles. There is an increasing neecl 
to  train  students, electrical  engineers,  and  electromechanical  engineers i n  
the  area of modern  electrical  motors  and  drives,  their  control,  simulation 
and CAD. 

Vector control  methods developed in the early 1970s allow for controlling 
three-phase  induction  motors in the  same way as d.c. commutator  motors. 
This new control technology, in connection  with the high reliability, very 
limited  maintenance  and low price of cage  induction  motors,  has  made 
induction  motors  the most  popular  motors  today. 

With  the world-wide trend  to energy conservation,  there is a need to 
increase the efficicncy of ax .  drives,  small  and  largc. The recent  advancc- 
rnents of permanent magnet (PM) materials,  solid-state devices and mi- 
croelectronics have contributed to new energy efficient, high performance 
electric  drives which use modern PM brushless  motors.  Owing t,o rare-earth 
PMs,  these  motors have higher efficiency,  power factors,  output power per 
mass  and  volume,  and better  dynamic perfornlance than cage induction 
motors  without sacrificing the reliability. I t  is quit,e possible that,  these PM 
brushless  motor  drives will become predominant in the next, century. 

Progress in PM materials  has also revolutionized construction of other 
PM  motors such as d.c.  commutator  motors  and  stepping  motors, as well 
as making possible the  manufacture of large PM  motors  (megawatts)  and 
micromotors  (milliwatts). 

V 
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New electromecharlical drive technology has  had an  impact  on teaching 
and  training.  Modern  electrical  drives  courses in electrical  engineering de- 
partments  and  the continuing  education  of  practicing  engineers  require  a 
book which can cover the broad  topic of PM  motors  and  their  applications. 
In comparison  with  other  recent  books on the  subject,  this book covers 
not only brushless PM motors but also other  types of PM  motors  (d.c. 
commutator, large, micro-, special  purpose,  disk,  stepping  motors),  their 
applications,  and  principles of optimization  and  design.  This  book  can also 
be used as a  handbook of PM motors. 

The aim of Chapter 1, ‘Introduction’, is to bring  the  reader  into  the 
modern world of electromechanics  and  motion  control. The  structure of 
electromechanical  drives  and classification of PM  motors  are  described.  The 
current  and  future  trends in the  PM  motors  and drives industry  are dis- 
cussed. This  chapter also shows the  reader how to select PM motors  to 
meet the specific requirements of electrical  drives. The second chapter, 
‘Permanent  Magnet  Materials  and  Circuits’, is devoted to  the physics of 
hard  magnetic  materials  and  practical  calculation of PM circuits. Analysis 
of magnetic  circuits is based on PM  materials  currently  available on the 
market. How to find an  operating  point,  including  armature  reaction,  and 
how to evaluate  the  airgap permeance and  permeances for leakage fluxes 
are emphasized. Chapter 3,  ‘Finite Element  Analysis’,  deals  with  CAD de- 
sign of PM motors  with  the aid of the  finite element  nlethod (FEM). Field 
equations,  their  solutions,  boundary  conditions,  pre-processing  and  post- 
processing routines  and  determination of integral parameters  (inductances, 
back EMF, forces, torques)  are  discussed.  According to a  survey  made in 
different parts of the world,  nearly 20% of electrical  engineers working in 
industry  require  additional  updated knowledge i n  electromagnetics.  Chap- 
ter 4, ‘d.c.  Commutator Motors’,  deals  with  cost effective d.c.  rornnlutator 
motors  with  barium  ferrite  PMs  manufactured in large  quantities.  Chapter 
5 ‘Theory of Permanent  Magnet  Synchronous  Motors’  discusses  analysis of 
synchronous  motors  with  PMs. Chapter 6, ‘dx. Brushless  Motors’,  empha- 
sizes the differences between the synchronous  motors  (sinusoidally  excited) 
and  d.c.  (square wave) brushless  motors. The next  three  chapters, ‘AX- 
ial Flux  Motors’, ‘High Power Density  Brushless  Motors’, and ‘Brushless 
Motors of Special  Construction’, focus on  a  large family of brushless mo- 
tors  with moving PMs such as motors of cylindrical and disk construction, 
micromotors,  large  motors  (ship  propulsion),  single-phase  motors,  trans- 
verse flux motors,  and  other  configurations.  Special  attention is paid to 
their  application to modern  electrical  drives.  Stepping  motors  with  active 
PM rotors  are discussed in Chapter 10, ‘Stepping  motors).  Fudanlentals of 
modern  mathematical  methods of optinlization,  including  population-based 
incremental  learning,  are found in Chapter 11, ‘Optimization’.  This chap- 
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ter also shows how to integrate  FEM  into  optimization  routines. The book 
concludes  with a discussion of reliability,  vibration and noise, condition 
monitoring,  protection  EMI,  RFI  and  lubrication of PM motors  (Chapter 
12, ‘Maintenance’). 

In each chapter,  applications of PM motors to various  electromechanical 
drives are  presented. Some examples of applications  are  limited to block 
diagrams  but most show ready-to-implement solutions to practical  motion 
control  problems  or how to modernize  existing  traditional  drives.  Each 
chapter also contains  numerical  examples of performance  calculations  or 
design of PM motor  drives. Both classical and finite element  approaches 
are  used. 

This book was written in the  Department of Electrical  Engineering a t  
the University of Cape Town. Research  carried out, by the  Electrical Ma- 
chines Group is partially  presented in Chapters 2, 4, 5, G and ll .  The rest 
of the  material was carefully selected and compiled on the basis of abundant 
literature  on  PM  motors  and drives. The  authors  are aware that not all 
existing PM motor designs have been described  and  not  all  contributions 
to  the development of PM motor  drives have been  included. This is never 
possible and  the  authors apologize to researchers whose work has  not  been 
covered. 

The book has  been  sponsored by the  Foundation for Research Devel- 
opment (FRD) with  some financial support received from Eskom and  the 
University of Cape Town. 

Jacek F. Gieras 
Mitchell Wing 
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Introduction 

1.1 Permanent  magnet versus 
electromagnetic  excitation 

The use of permanent  magnets  (PMs) in construction of electrical  machines 
brings the following benefits: 

0 no electrical  energy is absorbed by the field excitation  system  and 
thus  there  are no excitation losses which nleans substantial increase 
in the efficiency, 

0 higher torque  and/or  output power per volume than when using elec- 
tromagnetic  excitation, 

0 better  dynamic performance than rnotors  with  electromagnetic exci- 
tation (higher  magnetic flux densit.y in the air gap), 

0 simplification of construction  and  maintenance, 
0 reduction of prices for some  types of machines. 

The first PM excitation  systems were applied to electrical  machines as 
early as the  19th  century,  e.g., J. Henry (1831),  H. Pixii  (1832),  W.  Ritchie 
(1833), F. Watkins  (1835), T. Davenport  (1837), M.H. Jacobi  (1839) [31]. 
Of course,  the use of very poor  quality hard  magnetic  materials  (steel 
or tungsten  steel) soon discouraged  their use in favor of electromagnetic 
excitation  systems. The invention of Alnico in 1932 revived PM excita- 
tion  systems; however, its  application was limited to small and  fractional 
horsepower d.c.  commutator machines. At the present  tilne  most PM d.c. 
commutator  motors with  slotted  rotors use ferrite  magnets.  Cost effective 
and  simple d.c.  commutator rnotors with barium or strontium  fernte PMs 
mounted on the  stator will still  be used  in the forseeablc future in road 
vehicles, toys,  and household equipment. 

1 



2 Chapter 1 

Cage  induction  motors have been the most  popular  electric  lnotors in 
the 20th  century. Recently, owing to  the  dynamic progress  made in the 
field of power electronics and control technology, their  application to elec- 
trical  drives  has  increased. Their  rated  ouput power ranges  from 70 W to 
500 kW,  with 75% of them  running at  1500 rpm.  The main  advantages of 
cage induction  motors  are  their  simple  construction,  simple  maintenance, 
110 commutator or slip  rings, low price and  moderate reliability. The disad- 
vantages are  their small  air gap,  the possibility  of  cracking the  rotor  bars 
due  to hot spots  at plugging and  reversal,  and lower efficiency and power 
factor than synchronous  motors. 

The use of PM brushless  motors  has become a more attractive  option 
than  induction motors. Rare  earth PMs can  not  only  improve the motor’s 
steady-state performance but also the power density  (output power-to-mass 
ratio),  dynamic performance,  and  quality. The prices of rare  earth mag- 
nets  are also dropping, which is making  these  motors  more  popular. The 
improvements  made in the field of semiconductor  drives have meant that 
the  control of brushless  motors  has become easier and cost effective, with 
the possibility of operating  the motor over a  large  range of speeds  and  still 
maintaining  a  good efficiency. 

Servo  motor technology has changed in recent  years from conventional 
d.c. or two-phase &.c. motor  drives to new maintenance-free  brushless  three- 
phase  vector-controlled ax .  drives for all motor  applications  where quick 
response,  light weight and  large  continuous and peak  torques  are  required. 

A  brushless a x .  or d.c. motor  has the  magnets  mounted  on  the  rotor  and 
the  armature winding mounted  on the  stator.  Thus,  the  armature  current 
is not transmitted  through  a  commutator or  slip  rings  and  brushes.  These 
are  the  major  parts which require  maintenance.  A  standard  maintenance 
routine in 90% of motors  relates to  the sliding contact.  In  a  d.c.  commutator 
motor the power losses occur  mainly in the  rotor which limits  the  heat 
transfer  and consequently the  armature winding current density. In  PM 
brushless  motors the power losses are  practically  all in the  stator where heat 
can be easily transferred  through the  ribbed  frame  or, in larger  machines, 
water cooling systems  can be used [7, 19, 1881. Considerable  improvements 
in dynamics of brushless PM motor  drives  can  be achieved since the  rotor 
has  a lower inertia  and  there is a high air gap  magnetic flux density  and 
no-speed dependent  current  limitation. 

The PM brushless  motor  electromechanical  drive has become a more vi- 
able  option  than  its  induction or reluctance  counterpart in motor sizes up 
to 10 - 15 kW.  There have also been successful attempts  to build PM brush- 
less motors  rated above 1 MW (Germany  and U.S.A.) [7, 18, 19, 188, 2321. 
The high performance  rare-earth  magnets have successfully replaced  ferrite 
and Alnico magnets in all  applications where high power-to-muss ratio, 
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improved dynamic  performance  or  higher efficiency are of prime  interest. 
Typical  examples where these  points  are key selection  criteria are  stepping 
motors for computer  peripheral  applications  and servo motors for machine 
tools  or  robotics. 

1.2 Permanent  magnet  motor drives 
In  general,  all  electromechanical  drives  can  be divided into  constant-speed 
drives,  servo  drives  and variable-speed drives. 

A constant-speed drive usually employs a synchronous  motor  alone which 
can keep the speed constant  without  an electronic convert,er and feedback 
or  any  other motor when there is less restriction on the speed  variation 
tolerance. 

A servo  system is a system  consisting of several devices which continu- 
ously monitor actual information  (speed,  position),  compare  these values to 
desired outcome  and make necessary corrections to minimize the difference. 
A servo motor drive is a drive  with  a  speed  or  position feedback for precise 
control where the response  time  and the accuracy  with which the motor 
follows the  speed  and position  commands are  extremely  important. 

In a variable-speed drive the accuracy  and the response  time  with which 
the motor follows the speed  command are not important,  but  the main 
requirement is to change the speed over a wide range. 

In all  electromechanical  drives  where the speed  and  position  are con- 
trolled,  a power electronic converter  interfaces the power supply  and  the 
motor.  There  are  three  types of P M  motor  electromechanical  drives: 

0 d.c.  commutator  motor drives 
0 brushless  motor  drives (d.c.  and  a.c. synchronous) 
0 stepping  motor  drives 

Brushless  motor  drives fall into  the two principal classes of sinusoidally 
excited and square wave (trapezoidally  excited)  motors.  Sinusoidally ex- 
cited  motors  are fed with  three-phase  sinusoidal waveforms (Fig. 1 . h )  and 
operate on the principle of a rotating magnetic field. They  are simply 
called sinewave motors or PM synchronous  motors. All phase  windings 
conduct  current at  a  time.  Square wave motors  are also fed with  three- 
phase waveforms shifted by 120' one from another,  but  these waveshapes 
are  rectangular  or  trapezoidal  (Fig. 1.lb). Such a shape is produced when 
the  armature  current (MMF) is precisely synchronized  with the  rotor in- 
stantaneous position and frequency (speed).  The most  direct  and  popular 
method of providing the required  rotor  position  information is to use an 
absolute  angular  position sensor mounted  on the  rotor  shaft. Only two 
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Figure 1.1: Basic armature waveforms for three phase PM brushless  motors: 
(a) sinusoidally  excited, (b) square wave. 

phase windings out of three  conduct  current simultaneously.  Such a con- 
trol scheme or electronic  commutation is functionally  equivalent to  the me- 
chanical  commutation in d.c.  motors.  This explains why motors  with  square 
wave excitation  are called d.c.  brushless  motors. An alternative  name used 
in power electronics  and  motion  control is self-controlled  synchronization 
[ 1401. 

Although  stepping  motor  electromechanical  drives  are a kind of syn- 
chronous  motor  drives,  they  are  separately discussed due  to  their  different 
power electronic  circuits  and  control  strategies. 

1.2.1 d.c. commutator  motor drives 
The d.c. commutator  motor is still a versatile  machine for variable-speed 
drive  systems  and is often the preferred choice when considerations  such as 
freedom from maintenance,  operation  under  adverse  conditions  or  the need 
to  operate  groups of machines in synchronism are not paramount. Because 
of the  action of the  commutator, control of a d.c. drive is comparatively 
simple and  the  same basic control  system  can  satisfy the  requirements of 
most applications. For these reasons the  d.c. electromechanical  drive very 
often turns  out  to  be  the  cheapest  alternative, in spite of the cost of the 
motor.  In  many  industrial  drives  such as agitators,  extruders, kneading 
machines,  printing  machines,  coating  machines,  some types of textile ma- 
chinery,  fans, blowers, simple machine  tools, etc.  the  motor is only  required 
to  start smoothly  and  drive  the  machinery in one  direction  without  brak- 
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Figure 1.2: d.c. drives: (a) single-converter  drive, (b) four-quadrant  dual 
converter  drive; L,  are  reactors  limiting  the  currents  circulating  between 
the rectifying and inverting  bridges, L, is a series inductance. 

ing or reverse running.  Such  a  drive  operates only in one quadrant of the 
torque-speed  characteristic  and  requires no more than  a single  controlled 
converter (in  its rectifier mode) as shown in Fig.  1.2a. At  the expense 
of increased output ripple and  supply harmonics,  a  half-controlled rather 
than full controlled  bridge may be used up  to  about 100 kW. If the motor 
is required to drive in both forward and reverse directions,  and  apply re- 
generative  braking, a single fully controlled  converter  can  still  be used but 
with  the possibility of reversing the  armature  current  (Fig.  1.2a). 

Drives such as rolling mills, cranes  and mine  winders are  subject  to 
rapid  changes in speed  or in load. Similarly, in those  textile,  paper or 
plastics  machines  where  rapid  control of tension is needed,  frequent  small 
speed adjustments may call for rapid  torque reversals. In  these cases a four- 
quadrant  dual  converter comprising two semiconductor  bridges in reverse- 
parallel, as in Fig.  1.2b, can be used [141]. One  bridge  conducts when 
armature  current is required to be  positive,  and the second bridge when it 
is required to be  negative. 

Natural  commutation is impossible in such situations as the  control of 
small d.c.  motors.  The motor may have so little  inductance  that normal 
phase  control would cause  unacceptable  torque  ripple  without  substantial 
smoothing which, in turn, would impair the response of the  motor [141]. 
Power transistors,  GTO  thyristors or IGBTs can  be turned off by appro- 
priate control  signals, but conventional thyristors need to be  reverse biased 
briefly for successful turn off. This  can  be accomplished by means of a 
forced-commutation  circuit, usually consisting of capacitors,  inductors  and, 
in some  designs,  auxiliary  thyristors. Forced commutation is used mostly 
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Figure 1.3: Chopper  controlled  d.c.  motor  drives: (a) one-directional  with 
added  regenerative  braking leg, (b) four-quadrant  chopper  controller. 

for the frequency control of ax .  motors by variable-frequency  inverters  and 
chopper  control of d.c. motors. 

Fig. 1.3a shows the main  components of a one-directional  thyristor  chop- 
per circuit for controlling  a PM or  separately  excited  d.c.  motor. The thyris- 
tor  must be accompanied by some form of turn-off circuit  or,  alternatively, 
be  replaced by a GTO thyristor  or  IGBT.  When  the  mean value of the 
chopper output voltage is reduced below the  armature EMF, the direction 
of the  armature  current  cannot reverse unless T2  and D2 are  added.  The 
thyristor T2 is fired after T1 turns off, and vice versa. Now, the reversed 
armature  current flows via T2  and increases  when T1 is  off. When T1 is 
fired, the  armature  current flows via D2 back to  the supply. In  this way 
regenerative  braking  can  be achieved. 

Full four-quadrant  operation can  be  obtained  with  a bridge  version of 
the  chopper shown in Fig.  1.3b.  Transistors  or GTO  thyristors  are usually 
used for this  type of drive as they allow the chopper to  operate  at  the higher 
switching frequencies needed for low-inductance  motors. By varying the  on 
and off times of appropriate  pairs of solid switches, the mean  armature 
voltage,  and hence speed, can  be  controlled in either  direction.  Typical ap- 
plications are machine  tools, generally with  one  motor  and  chopper for each 
axis, all fed from a common  d.c.  supply. For numerically  controlled  machine 
tools the motor would normally  be  fitted  with a digital  shaft  encoder. 

1.2.2 a.c. synchronous motor drives 

The low  power PM synchronous  motors (in  the  range of kWs)  are supplied 
from d.c. link converters  with  a  simple  diode  bridge rectifier as a line- 
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side  converter (Fig  1.4). A constant voltage  d.c. link is used. The forced 
commutated  inverter  can use either power transistors or IGBTs. 

Fig. 1.4b shows a  basic power circuit of a load commutated  current  source 
thyristor  converter with a d.c. link. The motor-side  converter (inverter) is a 
simple  three-phase  thyristor  bridge.  Here,  not only the line converter (con- 
trolled  rectifier) but also the motor  converter  can be  commutated  without 
resorting to forced commutation. Load commutation is ensured by overex- 
citation of the synchronous  motor so that  it  operates  at  a leading power 
factor. The leading  angle is  in the range of 30" [112]. This causes  a de- 
crease in the  output power. The elimination of forced commutation means 
fewer and simpler  components  and  consequently lower converter  volume, 
mass,  and losses. Another  advantage is the possibility of four-quadrant 
operation  without  any  additional power circuitry. The induced  motor volt- 
ages (EMFs) required for load commutation of the motor-side  converter 
are not  available at standstill  and at very low speeds (less than 10% of the 
full speed). Under  these  conditions, the  current  commutation is provided 
by the line converter going into  an inverter  mode  and forcing the d.c. link 
current  to become zero, thus providing turn-off of thyristors in the load 
inverter [187]. 

The maximum output frequency of a load commutated current  source 
inverter (CSI) is limited by the  time of commutation, which in turn is 
determined by the  sum of the overlap angle and  the margin  angle.  These 
angles are load  dependent. Fast thyristors allow maximum frequencies up 
to 400 Hz. 

The  commutation  circuits  can  be eliminated if thyristors  are replaced 
by GTOs  or  IGBTs.  This simplifies the inverter  circuitry. In  addition,  the 
pulse frequency  can be increased.  Synchronous  motors  with high subtran- 
sient  inductance  can  then  be used [112]. A PWM voltage  source inverter 
(VSI)  with GTO  thyristors  (Fig. 1 . 4 ~ )  allows a synchronous  motor to oper- 
ate with  unity power factor. Four quadrant  operation is possible, but  with 
a  suitable line-side converter which allows power regeneration. 

The maximum output frequency of the load commutated CS1  is limited 
even if fast thyristors  are used. A higher output frequency can  be achieved 
using a load commutated VS1 which uses thyristors  with antiparallel  diodes 
(Fig.  1.4d).  The  commutation voltage is  now the  d.c. link voltage. The 
commutation angle is the difference between the margin  angle and  the angle 
of overlap. This leads to high possible output frequencies. The motor 
subtransient  inductance must  not  be very small as in the load commutated 
CS1 . Moreover, the synchronous  motor operates  at  a leading power factor, 
but  the leading  angle is from 5 to 10" [ l la] .  The synchronous  motor fed 
from a  load commutated VS1 can also be  started by pulsing the d.c. link 
current as in the case of a load commutated  CSI. The performance is very 
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Figure 1.5: Cycloconverter  synchronous  motor  drive. 

sensitive to  the  control angle.  Four-quadrant  operation is possible with  a 
suitable line-side converter for regeneration. 

Cycloconverters are usually used to supply high power, low speed  syn- 
chronous  motors due  to  their limited  maximum output frequency (Fig. 1.5). 
Synchronous  motors for passenger cruise vessels’ propulsion are fed from 
diesel alternators mostly  via  cycloconverters [234]. A cycloconverter has  an 
advantage of very low pulsating  torque at  low frequencies. Combining to- 
gether  a  cycloconverter  and CS1 to  obtain  the so-called cyclo-current source 
converter, a high output frequency can be achieved [112, 2341. 

1.2.3 PM d.c. brushless motor drives 
In PM d.c.  brushless  motors,  square  current waveforms are in synchronism 
with  the  rotor position  angle. The basic elements of a d.c.  brushless mo- 
tor drive are: P M  motor,  output  stage  (inverter), rectifier,  shaft  position 
sensor (encoder, resolver, Hall elements,),  gate signal  generator,  current 
detector,  and  controller,  e.g., microprocessor or computer  with DSP board. 
A simplified block diagram is shown in Fig. 1.6. 

1.2.4 Stepping motor drives 
A typical stepping motor drive (Fig. 1.7) consists of an  input  controller, 
logic sequencer and  driver.  The  input controller is a logic circuit that 
produces  the required train of pulses. It can be a microprocessor or micro- 
computer which generates a pulse train  to speed up, slew and slow down 
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Figure 1.6: d.c.  brushless  motor  drive. 
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Figure 1.7: Stepping  motor  drive. 

the  stepping  motor.  The logic sequencer is a logic circuit that responds to 
step-command pulses and controls the  excitation of windings  sequentially 
[145]. Output signals of a logic sequencer are  transmitted  to  the  input  ter- 
minals of a power drive which turns  on  and  turns off the  stepping  motor 
windings. The stepping  motor  converts  electric  pulses  into  discrete  angular 
displacements. 

1.3 Towards  increasing the motor efficiency 
Unforeseen consequences can  results from problems the contemporary world 
currently faces, i.e.: 

0 increasing economic gap beween rich and  poor  countries 
0 enormous  increase in energy  consumption 
0 drastic pollution of our  planet 
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Table  1.1: World total  population, energy  consumption  and  carbon emis- 
sions 

Population Energy  consumption Carbon emissions 
Year billions quadrillion Btu million metric  tons 
1990 5.3 345.8 6,013 
2000 6.1 398.0 
2005 6.5  403.3 

6,901 
7,523 

2010 6.8 471.6 7,900 

The reduction of both  the energy consumption  and  pollution is in the  hands 
of scientists  and engineers  (Table 1.1) [133]. World statistics show that 
at  least 26 million tons of oil equivalent (MTOE) of  primary energy is 
consumed per  day by mankind, 7.6 MTOE of which is used for generating 
electricity [237]. In developed countries,  nearly  one-third of all commercial 
energy is devoted to generation of electricity. The growth in the energy 
consumption is estimated to  be 1.5%  per annum  in  the coming  decades 
[237]. The mix of energy  sources in the world is illustrated in Fig.  1.8. A 
comparison of world energy consumption by sources reveals a  diminishing 
role for coal and oil-based energy on  the global stage. 

The world electricity  consumption is estimated as 12,000 TWh (12 tril- 
lion kwh)  per annum in  1996 and is expected to increase in 2020 to 22,000 
TWh [133]. The industrial  sector, in developed countries, uses more than 
30% of the electrical energy. More than 65% of this electrical  energy is con- 
sumed by electric  motor drives. The number of installed  electrical  machines 
can be  estimated  on  the basis of their world production which amounts  to 
more than five billion per annum in sizes from micromotors to large  syn- 
chronous  machines. 

The increasing  electrical  energy  demand  causes  tremendous  concern for 
environmental  pollution  (Table  1.1,  Fig.  1.8). The power plants using fossil 
and nuclear fuel and road vehicles with  combustion  engines are main con- 
tributors to the air  pollution,  acid  rain, and  the greenhouse effect .  There 
is no doubt  that electric  propulsion  and  energy  savings can improve  these 
side effects considerably. For example,  the  population of Japan is about 
50% of that of the U.S. However, carbon emmision is four times less (Fig. 
1.8). Mass public transport in Japan based on  modern  electrical  commuter 
and long distance  trains network plays an  important  part in reduction of 
carbon emission. 

It has been estimated that in developed industrialized  countries, roughly 
20% of electrical energy can  be saved by using more efficient control strate- 
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gies for electromechanical  drives. This means that electrical machznes  have 
an  enormous  influence  on  the  reduction of energy  consumption. Electrical 
energy  consumption  can  be saved in one of the following ways [178]: 

good housekeeping 
use of variable-speed  drives 

0 construction of electric  motors  with better efficiency 

Good housekeeping measures are inexpensive, quick and easy to implement. 
The simplest way to save  energy  costs is to switch  idling  motors off. MO- 
tors  can  be switched off manually  or  automatically. Devices exist that use 
either  the  input  current  to  the motor  or  limit  switches to  detect  an idling 
motor.  When  larger  motors  are  being  switched off and  on,  the high starting 
current  drawn by the  motor could cause  supply  interference  and mechani- 
cal  problems  with  couplings,  gearboxes,  belts, etc., which deteriorate  from 
repeated  starting.  These problems  can  be avoided by using electronic solid 
state converters. 

Fan  and  pump drives employ over  50% of motors used in industry. Most 
fans and  pumps use some form of  flow control in an  attempt  to match 
supply  with  demand.  Traditionally, mechanical means have been used to 
restrict  the flow, such as a damper  on a fan or a throttle valve on a  pump. 
Such  methods  waste  energy by increasing the resistance to flow and by 
running  the fan or pump away from its most efficient point. A much better 
method is to use a variable-speed  drive to  alter  the speed of the  motor. For 
centrifugal  fans  and pumps  the power input is proportional to  the  cube of 
the  speed, while the flow is proportional to  the  speed. Hence,  a  reduction 
to 80% of maximum  speed (flow) will give a potential  reduction in power 
consumption of 50% [178]. 

The application of PMs  to electrical  machines improves their efficiency 
by eliminating  the  excitation losses. The air  gap magnetic flux density 
increases, which means greater  output power for the  same main  dimensions. 

A 3% increase in motor efficiency can  save 2% of energy used [178]. 
Most energy is consumed by three-phase  induction  motors rated at below 10 
kW. Consider a small  three-phase,  four-pole,  1.5-kW, 50 -H~ cage  induction 
motor. The full load efficiency of such a motor is usually 75%. By replacing 
this motor  with a rare-earth  PM brushless  motor the efficiency can  be 
increased to 88%. This  means  that  the  three-phase  PM brushless  motor 
draws from the  mains only 1704 W  instead of 2000 W  drawn by the  three 
phase cage induction  motor. The power saving is 296 W  per  motor.  If in a 
country, say, one million such  motors  are  installed,  the  reduction in power 
consumption will be 296 MW, or one  quite large turboalternator  can be 
disconnected from the power system. It also means  a  reduction in CO2 and 
NO, emitted  into  the  atmosphere if thc energy is generated by thermal 
power plants. 
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1.4 Classification of permanent  magnet 
electric  motors 

In  general,  permanent  magnet  motors are classified into: 

0 d.c.  commutator motors 
0 d.c.  brushless  motors 
0 a x .  synchronous  motors 

The construction of a PM d.c. commutator  motor is similar to a  d.c. mo- 
tor  with  the electromagnetic  excitation  system  replaced by PMs.  PM d.c. 
brushless and ax. synchronous  motor designs are  practically the same:  with 
a polyphase stator  and  PMs  located on the  rotor.  The only difference is in 
the  control  and  shape of the  excitation voltage: an &.c. synchronous  motor 
is  fed with more or less sinusoidal waveforms which in turn produce  a  rotat- 
ing  magnetic field. In PM d.c. brushless  motors the  armature  current  has  a 
shape of a square  (trapezoidal) waveform, only two phase  windings (for Y 
connection)  conduct the current at  the  same time  and  the switching pattern 
is synchronized  with the  rotor  angular position  (electronic commutation). 

The  armature  current of synchronous  and  d.c.  brushless  motors is not 
transmitted  through  brushes, which are  subject  to wear and  require main- 
tenance.  Another  advantage of the brushless  motor is the fact that  the 
power losses occur in the  stator, where heat  transfer  conditions  are  good. 
Consequently the power density  can  be increased as compared  with a d.c. 
commutator  motor.  In  addition, considerable  improvements in dynamics 
can be achieved because the  air  gap magnetic flux density is high,  the  rotor 
has  a lower inertia  and  there  are no speed-dependent  current  limitations. 
Thus,  the volume of a  brushless PM motor  can  be reduced by more than 
40% while still keeping the  same  rating as that of a PM  commutator  motor 
[66] (Fig. 1.9). 

The following constructions of PM  d.c.  comutator  motors have been 
developed: 

0 motors  with  conventional  slotted  rotors 
0 motors  with  slotless  (surface-wound)  rotors 
0 motors  with moving coil rotors: 

(a) outside field type 
- cylindrical 
- wound disk rotor 
- printed  circuit disk rotor 

- honeycomb armature winding 
- rhombic armature winding 
- bell armature winding 
- ball armature winding 

(b) inside field type  with cylindrical  rotor 
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Figure 1.9: Comparison of PM brushless  and PM  d.c.  commutator  motors. 

The  PM  ax.  synchronous  and  d.c.  brushless  motors  (moving  magnet rotor) 
are designed as: 

0 motors  with  conventional  slotted stators, 
0 motors  with  slotless  (surface-wound)  stators, 
0 cylindrical  type: 

- Merrill’s rotor  (with  star-shaped  stator  and cage winding) 
- interior  magnet  rotor (single layer PMs, double layer PMs) 
- surface  magnet  rotor  (uniform  thickness PMs,  bread loaf PMs) 
- inset  magnet  rotor 
- rotor  with  buried  magnets  symmetrically  distributed 
- rotor  with  buried  magnets  asymmetrically  distributed 

0 disk type: 

(a) single-sided 
- armature winding  with distributed  parameters 
- armature winding  with  concentrated parameters or multilayer 

foil armature winding 
(b) double-sided 
- with  internal  rotor 
- with  internal  stator  (armature) 
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1.5 Trends in permanent  magnet  motors  and 
drives  industry 

The electromechanical  drives family has  the biggest share in the electric 
and  electronic  market. The electromechanical  drives  market  analysis shows 
that  the d.c.  commutator  motor drive  sales  increase only slightly  each year 
whilst the  demand for ax. motor  drives  increases  substantially [242]. The 
same  tendency is seen in the brusllless PM motor  drives as compared  with 
PM d.c.  commutator motor  drivcs. 

Small PM motors  are especially demanded by manufacturers of com- 
puter  peripheral  equipment, office equipment, medical instruments, mea- 
surement technology, automobiles,  robots,  and  handling  systems. From 
today's  perspective,  the Far East (principally Japan,  China,  and Sout,ll 
Korea), America  and Europe will remain  or become the largest  market 
area [ 1771. 

Advances in electronics  and P M  quality have outpaced  similar improve- 
ments in  associated mechanical trarlsrnission systems,  making ball lead 
screws and gearing the limiting  factors i n  motion  control. For the snlall 
motor  business,  a  substantially higher integration of motor  components 
will increasingly help to bridge this  gap in tlle future [177]. However, there 
is always the question of cost analysis, which ultilrlately is tlle key factor 
for specific customer needs. As a cost-oriented  construction system,  CAD 
is a very important element  [177]. 

1.6 Applications of permanent  magnet 
motors 

PM motors  are used in a  broad power range from mWs to huntlrecls kWs. 
There  are also attempts  to apply PMs to large  motors  rated a t  minimum 
1 MW. Thus, PM motors cover a wide variety of application fields, from 
stepping  motors for wrist watches,  through  industrial  drives for machine 
tools to large PM synchronous  motors for ship propulsion  (navy  frigates, 
cruise  ships,  medium size cargo vessels and ice breakers) [95, 2341. The 
application of PM electric  motors  includes: 

0 Industry  (Figs. 1.10, 1.11, 1.12 and  1.13): 

- industrial  drives,  e.g.,  pumps,  fans, blowers, conlI)ressors, cell- 
trifuges, mills, hoists,  handling  systems, etc. 

- machine  tools 

- servo drives 
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- automation processes 

- internal  transportation  systems 

- robots 

0 Public life: 
- air  conditioning  systems 
- catering  equipment 
- coin laundry  machines 
- autobank machines 
- automatic vending  machines 
- money changing  machines 
- ticketing  machines 
- bar-code  readers at  supermarkets 
- environmental  control  systems 

- amusement  park  equipment 
0 Domestic life (Fig. 1.14,  1.15  and  1.16): 

- clocks 

- kitchen  equipment  (refrigerators, microwave ovens, mixers, dish- 
washers, etc.) 

- bathroom  equipment  (shavers,  hair  dryers,  tooth  brushes, mas- 
sage apparatus) 

- washing machines  and  clothes  dryers 

- heating  and  air conditioning  systems 

- vacuum  cleaners 

- lawn mowers 

- swimming pool pumps 

- toys 

- vision and sound  equipment 

- security  systems  (automatic  garage  doors,  automatic  gates) 

0 Information  and office equipment  (Figs. 1.17 and  1.18): 
- computers [136, 1381 
- printers 
- plotters 
- scanners 
- facsimile machines 
- photocopiers 
- audiovisual  aids 

0 Automobiles  with  combustion engines (Fig.  1.19); 
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Transportation  (Figs.  1.20, 1.21 and  1.22): 
- elevators  and  escalators 
- people movcrs 
- light railways and  streetcars  (trams) 
- electric  road vehicles 
- aircraft flight control  surface actuation 
- electric  ships 
- boats 

0 Defence forces (1.23): 
- tanks 
- missiles 
- radar  systems 
- submarines 
- torpedos 

- rockets 
- space shuttles 
- satellites 

- dentist’s  drills 
- electric wheelchairs 
~ air conlpressors 
- trotters 
- rehabilitation  equipment 
- artificial  heart  motors 

0 Power tools  (Fig.  1.24): 
- drills 
- hammers 
- screwdrivers 
- grinders 
- polishers 
- saws 
- sanders 
- sheep  shearing  handpieces [219] 

0 Renewable energy systems  (Fig. 1.25) 
0 Research and exploration  equipment (Fig.  1.26) 

0 Aerospace: 

0 Medical and  healthcare  equipment: 

The car  industry uses a large quantity of P M  d.c.  commutator  motors.  The 
number of auxiliary  d.c. PM commutator  motors  can vary from a few in an 
inexpensive car to  about one  hundred in a luxury  car  [146]. 

PM brushless  motors seem to be the  best propulsion  motors for electric 
and hybrid road vehicles [121]. 

Given below are some typical  applications of PM motors in industry, 
manufacturing processes, factory automation  systenq comput)ers,  trans- 
portation ancl marine technology: 
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1 l 
Figure 1.10: Machine  tool for milling  grooves  across a steel bar stock: 1 
- PM brushless  servo  motor for indexing the stock, 2 - stepping  motor 
for  controlling the mill  stroke.  Courtesy of Parker Hannifin Corporation, 
USA. 

Figure 1.11: An  industrial  robot (M - electric  motor). 
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Figure 1.12: Chip  mounting machine: 1 - x-axis PM brushless motor, 2 
- PM brushless  motor for arm, 3 - printed  circuit  board, 4 - feeder. 
Courtesy of Parker  Hannifin  Corporation, USA. 

Figure 1.13: Automatic labelling  systems  with  a PM brushless  motor: 1 - 
PM brushless  motor  servo  drive, 2 - controller, 3 - spool of self-adhesive 
labels, 4 - registration  mark  sensor, 5 - box position  sensor, 6 - conveyor 
speed  encoder.  Courtesy of Parker  Hannifin  Corporation, USA. 
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Figure  1.14:  Electric  shaver  with a PM brushless  motor: 
motor, 2 - position  sensor, 3 - printed  circuit  board, 4 

1 - PM brushless 
- cam-shaft,  5 - 

twizzer head, 6 - platinum-coated  shaving foil, 7 ~ rechargeable battery, 
8 - input  terminals 110/220 V. 

l l \ \  \ 
3 5  1 2  5 

Figure 1.15: Toy space  shuttle: 1 - PM  d.c.  commutator  motor,  2 - 

transmission, 3 - on-off switch,  4 - 1.5-V battery, 5 - driven wheels. 
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Figure 1.16: Cassette deck: 1 - PM  motor, 2 - capstan, 3 - belt, 4 - 
flywheel, 5 - pressure roller, 6 - rec/play  head,  7 - erase  head, 8 - 
tape, 9 - supply reel table, 10 - take-up reel table, 11 - cassette. 

4 

\ -  l 

7 
Figure 1.17: Computer  hard disk with  a PM brushless  motor: 1 - in- 
hub PM brushless  motor  mounted in 2.5-inch disk,  2 - integrated  inter- 
face/drive  controller, 3 - balanced moving-coil rotary  actuator, 4 - actu- 
ator  PM, 5 - read/write  heads, 6 - read/write preamplifier,  7 - 44-pin 
connector. 
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4 

Figure 1.18: Laser beam  printer: 1 - PM brushless motor, 2 - scanner 
mirror, 3 - semiconductor  laser, 4 - collimator  lens, 5 - cylindrical lens, 
6 - focusing lenses, 7 - photosensitive drum, 8 - mirror,  9 - beam 
detect  mirror, 10 - optical  fiber. 

Figure 1.19: PM motors  installed in a  car. 
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6 1 7 8  2 

9 2 3  4. 5 
Figure 1.20: VW Golf with  a  single-shaft  hybrid  drive: 1 - combustion 
engine, 2 - 6-kW PM brushless  motor  (flywheel), 3 - gearbox, 4 - 
clutches, 5 - traction  battery, 6 - battery  charger, 7 - power electronics, 
8 - control  electronics, 9 - standard 12-V battery.  Courtesy of Robert 
Bosch GmbH, Stuttgart, Germany. 

3 
Figure 1.21: Electromechanical actuator for flight control  surfaces: 1 - 
brushless motor, 2 - gearbox, 3 - ball lead screw, 4 - end-effector. 
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Figure 1.22: Ship  propulsion  system  with a PM brushless  motor: 1 - diesel 
engine and  synchronous  generator, 2 - converter, 3 - large PM brushless 
motor, 4 - propeller shaft, 5 - propeller. 

/’ /2 ? 

Figure 1.23: Stealth  torpedo: 1 - guiding system, 2 - conformal  acoustic 
arrays, 3 - advanced  rechargeable batteries, 4 - integrated PM brushless 
motor  propulsor, 5 - active  and passive noise control, 6 - synergic drag 
reduction. 
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Figure  1.24:  Cordless  electric  screwdriver: 1 - PM d.c.  commutator motor 
3.6  VI240 mA, 2 - speed  reducer,  3 - locker for manual  screwing, 4 - 
screwdriver bit, 5 - forward-reverse rotation  switch, 6 - rechargeable 
Ni-Cd battery, 7 - bit  compartment. 

Figure  1.25:  Water  pumping  system for a  remote  population  center: 1 - 
solar  panels,  2 - inverter, 3 - submersible PM brushless  motor-pump 
unit,  4 - well, 5 - water  storage  tank. 
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Figure 1.26: Underwater  robotic vehicle for remote  inspection of hydraulic 
power plants: 1 - two thruster  sets for forward and reverse (200-W  d.c. 
brushless motors), 2 - two thruster  sets for lateral  and vertical  (200-W 
d.c. brushless motors), 3 - buoyancy material, 4 - transponder, 5 - 
flood light, 6 - still  camera, 7 - video camera, 8 - electric flash, 9 - 
cover. Courtesy of Mitsui  Ocean  Development and Eng. Co., Tokyo, Japan. 

Indexing  rotary  tables: stepping  motors 
X - Y  tables, e.g. for milling grooves across  steel  bars:  brushless  servo 
drives 
Lead screw  drives: ball lead screws convert rotary  motion  to linear 
motion and  the combination of microstepping  and lead screws pro- 
vides  exceptional  positioning  resolution 
Transfer  machines  for drilling a  number of holes: ball lead screw 
drive  with  a  brushless  motor 
Grinding  the  flutes in twist  drills: the  speeds  are  moderate  and  step- 
ping motors  can  be used 
Industrial  robots and x,y-axis  coordinate machines: brushless PM 
motors 
Monofilament  nylon  winders: d.c.  commutator  motor as a  torque 
motor  and  brushless  motor as a  traverse  motor  (ball screw drive) 
Computer disk  burnisher: brushless  servo  motor  system for the disk 
and  stepping  motors for burnishing  heads (low speeds) 
Computer  printers: stepping  motors 
Computer  hardware: brushless PM or  stepping  motors 
Road  vehicles: PM  d.c.  commutator  and  PM brushless  motors 
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(b> 

Figure  1.27:  Gearbox design: (a) conventional system,  (b) mechatronics 
system. 

0 Gearless  elevators: PM brushless  motors 
0 Propulsion of electrical  cars: PM brushless  motors of cylindrical  or 

0 Ship  propulsion: large PM brushless  motors  or  transverse flux motors 

0 Submarine periscope  drives: direct-drive  d.c. torque  motors 

disk type 

(above 1 MW) 

1.7 Mechatronics 
A new technology called mechatronics emerged in the  late 1970s. Mecha- 
tronics is the intelligent  integration of mechanical  engineering  with micro- 
electronics and  computer  control in product design and  manufacture to give 
improved  performance  and  cost  saving.  Applications of mechatronics  can 
be found in the aerospace and defence industries, in intelligent  machines 
such as industrial  robots,  automatic guided vehicles, computer-controlled 
manufacturing  machines  and in consumer products  such as video cassette 
players  and  recorders,  cameras, CD players  and quartz watches. 

A typical  example of a novel mechatronics  application is in the control 
of multi-shaft  motion. A gear train  has  traditionally been employed with 
the  performance, i.e. speed,  torque  and  direction of rotation  determined 
by the motor and  gears  rated  parameters as  shown in Fig.  1.27a.  Such 
a configuration is acceptable for constant speed of each  shaft  but where 
variable  speeds are required,  a different set of gears is needed for each gear 
ratio.  In  the mechatronics  solution (Fig.  1.27b) each shaft is driven by an 
electronically  controlled motor,  e.g. a PM brushless  motor  with feedback 
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Table 1.2: Basic formulae for linear and  rotational  motions 

Linear  motion Rotational motion 
Quantity 

Angular Linear dis- 
Unit Formula Quantity Unit  Formula 

placement 
rad/s Angular v = ds /d t  Linear 
rad e displacement m S = er 

velocity 

ration a,. = R2r ration 
or l/s2 cy = dR/d t  accele- m/s2 at = cyr accele- 
rad/s2 Angular a = dv/d t  Linear 
or l /s  R = de/d t  velocity m/s v = R r  

Mass m ke of inertia J ke;m2 
Moment 

Force I F = m a  I N 1 Torque 1 T = J o  1 Nm 
Work I dW = Fds  I Nm I Work I d W  = T d d  I Nm 
Kinetic 

W = T R  Power W = F v  Power 

J Ek = 0.5JR2 energy -7 or Nrn Ek = 0.5mv2 energy 
Kinetic 

P = d W / d t  P = dWfdt  

which provides more flexibility than can  be  obtained from mechanical  gear 
trains. By adding a microprocessor or  microcomputer,  any  required  motion 
of the mechanism  can  be  programmed by software. The common term for 
this  type of control  system is mechatronics  control  system or mechatronics 
controller. The "electronic gearbox" is more flexible, versatile and reliable 
than  the mechanical  gearbox. It also  reduces  acoustic noise and  does  not 
require  maintenance. 

1.8 Fundamentals of mechanics of machines 

1.8.1 Torque and power 

The shaft  torque T as a function of mechanical power P is expressed as 

where R = 27rn is the  angular speed  and n is the  rotational speed i n  rev/s. 
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Figure 1.28: Simple  trains. 

1.8.2 Simple gear trains 
In  the simple trains shown in Fig.  1.28,  let n1, n2 = speeds of 1 and  2, 21 

and z2 = numbers of teeth on 1 and 2, D l ,  D2 = pitch circle  diameters of 
1 and 2. 

0 in train according to Fig. 1.28a 

1.8.3 Efficiency of a gear  train 
Allowing for friction, the efficiency of a  gear train is 

output power P2 
= input power PI 

- - - 

Thus, 

P2 T2(27%) T2n2 
PI Tl(2.lrnl) T1n1 

v = - =  - 

According to eqn  (1.2) n2/nl = IN1/N2J so that eqn (1.5) becomes 

The torque on wheel 1 
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1.8.4 Equivalent  moment of inertia 

In  the simple trains shown in Fig.  1.28a,  let J1, 5 2  = moments of inertia 
of rotating masses of 1 and  2, R1 and R2 = angular  speed of 1 and 2, Dl, 
D2 = pitch circle diameters of 1 and  2,  0.5JlR?, 0.5J2R; = kinetic  energy 
of 1 and 2, respectively. 

The  net energy  supplied to a  system in unit  time is equal to  the  rate of 
change of its kinetic  energy E k  (Table 1.2), i.e. 

= 0.5 (J1+ 5 J2 )  x 2R1 dR 1 

The  quantity J1 + (R2/R1)2 J 2  may be regarded as the equivalent  moment 
of inertia of the gears  referred to wheel 1. The moments of inertia of the 
various  gears may be reduced to  an equivalent  moment of inertia of the 
motor  shaft, i.e. 

The equivalent  moment of inertia is equal to  the moment of inertia of each 
wheel in the  train being  multiplied by the  square of its gear ratio  relative 
to  the reference wheel. 

1.8.5 Mechanical characteristics of machines 

In general, the mechanical characteristic T = f (Q)  of a  machine  driven by 
an electric  motor  can  be  described by the following equation: 

P .=G($) (1.10) 

where T, is the resisting  torque of the machine at  rated angular  speed R,, 
,B = 0 for hoists,  belt conveyors, rotating machines and vehicles (constant 
torque  machines), /3 = 1 for mills, callanders,  paper  machines and  textile 
machines, /3 = 2 for rotary  pumps, fans,  turbocompressors  and blowers. 
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1.9 Torque  balance equation 
An  electromechanical  system  can  simply  be  described  with the aid of the 
following torque balance  equation 

d28 de 
dt2  dt 

J -  + D- + K8 = T d  

where J is the moment  of  inertia of the  system in kgm2  assumed as constant 
( d J / d t  = 0), D is the damping  coefficient in Ns/m, K is the stiffness coef- 
ficient or spring  constant in N/m, T d  is the  instantaneous  electromagnetic 
torque developed by the  motor, Tsrl is the  instantaneous  external  (shaft) 
load torque, 0 is the rotor  angular  displacement,  the - sign is for accelel- 
eration  (motoring  mode),  and  the ”+” sign is for deceleration  (braking 
mode). 

Assuming D = 0 and K = 0 the  torque  balance  equation becomes 

(1.12) 

1.10 Evaluation of cost of a PM motor 
The cost of an electrical machine is a  function of large  number of variables. 
The cost  can  be  evaluated only approximately  because  it  depends  on: 

0 number of electrical machines of the  same  type  manufactured per  year 
0 manufacturing  equipment (how modern is the  equipment, level of 

automatization,  production  capacity per  year, necessary investment, 
etc.) 

0 organization of production  process  (engineering  staff-to-administrative 
and  supporting staff ratio, qualification and experience of technical 
management,  overhead  costs,  productivity of employees, company 
culture,  etc.) 

0 cost of labor (low in third world countries, high in North America, 
Europe  and  Japan) 

0 quality of materials  (good  quality  materials  cost  more)  and many 
other  aspects 

It is impossible to take  into  account all these  factors in a  general  mathe- 
matical model of costs. A logical approach is to select the most important 
components of the  total cost and  express them as functions of dimensions 
of the machine [157]. 

The most important  costs of an electrical  machine  can  be expressed by 
the following approximate  equation: 
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c = kN(C,  -l cc CPM -l c,h -k CO) (1.13) 

where k N  5 1 is the coefficient depending  on  the  number of manufactured 
machines  per annum, C, is the cost of winding, Cc is the cost of ferromag- 
netic core and  components  dependent  on  the size of core  (frame,  end  disks, 
bearings, etc), Cphf is the cost of PMs, Csh is the cost of shaft  and CO is 
the cost of all  other  components  independent of the  shape of the machine, 
e.g.  nameplate,  encoder,  terminal  board,  terminal  leads,  commutator in 
d.c.  brush machine, etc. 

The cost of winding is [l571 

where k,, < 1 is the slot  space (fill) factor, kii > 3 is the coefficient of the 
cost of fabrication of coils including  placing in slots,  insulation,  impregna- 
tion,  etc., k,, 2 1 is the cost of the  stator  and  rotor winding-to-the cost of 
the  stator winding ratio (if the  rotor winding  exists, e.g.,  damper), pc, is 
the specific mass  density of the  conductor  material  (copper) in kg/m3, ccu  
is the cost of conductor  per kilogram and Vsp is the  space designed for the 
winding and  insulation in m3. 

The cost of a  ferromagnetic  core  consists of the cost of laminated  parts 
Cc[ and  other  material  parts, e.g.,  sintered powder parts Ccsp, i.e., 

c c  = kp(Cc1 + Cc,,) (1.15) 

where k, > 1 is the coefficient accounting for the cost C Cc, of all  machine 
parts  dependent  on  the dimensions of the  stator core  (frame,  end  plates, 
bearings, etc.) expressed as 

(1.16) 

The cost of laminated  core 

where k,  > 1 is the coefficient of utilization of electrotechnical  steel  sheet 
or strip  (total surface of sheet/strip corresponding to single lamination to 
the surface of the  lamination), ki < 1 is the stacking  (insulation)  factor, 
k,, > 1 is the coefficient accounting for the cost of stamping,  stacking  and 
other  operations, p~~ is the specific mass density of electrotechnical  steel, 
C F =  is the cost of electrotechnical  sheet  steel  per  kilogram, DoUt is the  outer 
diameter of the core and c L is the  total  length of laminated  stacks  (the 
stack  can  be divided  into  segments). 
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The cost of sintered powder core 

c c s p  = ~ s h P s p C s p V s p  (1.18) 

where k,tL > 1 is the coefficient accounting for the increase of the cost of 
sintered powder part  dependent on the complexity of its  shape  (related  to 
a  simple shape, e.g., a cube), p s p  is the specific mass  density of the  sintered 
powder material, cSp is the cost of sintered  powder  material  per  kilogram, 
V V p  is the volume of the sintered powder part.  The cost of the solid steel 
core  can  be  calculated in a similar way. 

The cost of PMs is 

CPAf = k s h P M k m a g n P P M C P h 4 V M  (1.19) 

where k s h p M  > 1 is the coefficient accounting for the increase of the cost of 
PMs  due complexity of their  shape  (related  to a simple  shape,  e.g., a cube), 
ICnaagn > 1 is the coefficient taking  into  account  the  cost of magnetization 
of PMs, p p ~  is the specific mass  density of the  PM  material, c p ~  is the 
cost of PM material per kilogram  and V,, is the volume of PMs. 

The cost of the  shaft 

c s h  = kushkmPs tee lCs tee l v sh  (1.20) 

where kUSJL > 1 is the coefficient of utilization of the  round  steel  bar  (total 
volume of the  steel  bar to  the volume of the  shaft), km > 1 is the coefficient 
accounting for the cost of machining, psteel is the specific mass  density of 
steel, c,teel is the cost of steel  bar  per kilogram, V s h  is the  shaft volume. 
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Figure  1.29:  Electric  motor  driven  rolling mill. 
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Numerical  example 1.1 
Find  the  steady-state  torque,  output power, and  shaft  moment of inertia of 
an electric  motor  propelling a rolling mill as in Fig.  1.29. The speed of the 
motor is n = 730 rpm.  The flywheel and rollers are  made of steel  with  the 
specific mass  density p = 7800 kg/m3. 

Solid steel flywheel 1: diameter D1 = 1.5 m, thickness 11 = 0.2 m. 

Second roller 3: diameter D3 = 0.5 m,  length 13 = 1.2 m, circumferential 
force F3 = 14 kN, number of teeth of the second gear z3 = 20, z4 = 45, 
efficiency of the second gear 772 = 0.9. 

Solution 

The  shaft  (load)  torque according to eqn  (1.6) 

where the gear ratio is z 2 / z 1 .  
Output power of the motor 

Pout = 27rnTsh = X (730/60) X 2820 = 216 k W  

The mass of flywheel 

7rD2 

4 
m1 = p L l l  = 2757 kg 

The mass of the first roller 

7r 0; 
m2 = p-12  = 785 kg 4 

The mass of the second roller 

Moment of inertia of the flywheel 
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I l 120 

Figure  1.30:  Torque profile of the electric  motor  according to numerical 
example  1.2. 

J1 = m1 - = 776 kgm2 D? 
8 

Moment of inertia of the first roller 

5 2  = 7722- = 15.7  kgm2 D; 
8 

Moment of inertia of the second roller 

03” 53 = m3- = 57.5 kgm 

The  total moment of inertia of the system  with  respect to  the motor  shaft 
according to eqn  (1.9) 

2 

8 

Numerical example 1.2 
A 12-kW,  1000-rpm  electric  motor  operates  with  almost constant  speed 
according to  the torque profile given in Fig. 1.30. The overload capacity 
factor k,,f = Tmaz/Tshr = 2. Find the  thermal  utilization coefficient of 
the motor. 
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Figure 1.31: 
ical example 
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Speed and  torque profiles of a servo drive  according 
1.6. 

to numer- 

Solution 

The required rated  shaft  torque 

Pout - 12,000 
Tst tr  = - - 27rn 2n x (1000/60) 

= 114.6 Nm 

The rms torque based on the given duty cycle 

2002 x 3 + 1202 x 7 + 802 x 16 + 602 x 12 
3 + 7 + 1 6 + 1 2  

= 95.5Nm 

Note that in electric  circuits the Tms  or effective current is 

since the average power delivered to  the resistor is 
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T 
P = $ l i2Rdt = R- i2dt = RI,,, f I’ 2 

The maximum  torque in Fig. 1.30 cannot exceed the  rated  shaft  torque 
times overload capacity  factor kocf x T s h r .  Also, the required Tshr should 
be  greater  than or  equal to TT,,. 

The coefficient of thermal  utilization of the  motor 

Trm, - x 100% = - 95’5 x 100% = 83.3% 
T s  h 114.6 

Numerical  example 1.3 
The required  torque and speed profiles of a  servo  drive are given in  Fig.  1.31. 
At constant speed 2500 rpm  the load shaft  torque is T,h = 1.5  Nm. The 
load  inertia subjected to the  motor  axis  is JL = 0.004 kgm2. Assuming 
the servomotor intertia Jhf  = 0 . 5 5 ~ ,  select  a PM brushless  servomotor. 

Solution 

The mechanical balance  according to eqn (1.12) is expressed as 

where T d  is the  electromagnetic  torque developed by the  motor for accel- 
eration  or  braking,  the ‘-’ sign is  for acceleleration, and  the ‘+’ sign is for 
deceleration. 

The motor  torque required for acceleration 

T d  = 2 ~ (  JIM + J L )  - + T,h = - (0.004 + 0.002) 
An 21r 2500 - 0 
At 60 0.3 - 0 

+ 1.5 M 6.74 Nm 

The motor  torque  required for braking 

An 21r 2500 
T d  = 27r(Jhf + JL)- - T,,, = -(0.004 + 0.002)- - 1.5 M 5.98 Nm 

At 60 0.21 

The rms torque 

6.742 x 0.3 + 1.52 x 1.0 + 5.9g2 x 0.21 
0.3 + 1.0 + 0.21 Trms = = 3.93 Nm 

The  output power calculated for the rms torque 
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Pout = Trms(27rn) = 3.93 X 27r X - 2500 - - 1030 W 60 

The overload capacity  factor for Tdmax = 6.74 Nm 

Tdrnax - 6.74 - - - = 1.715 
T,,, 3.93 

A PM brushless  motor rated  at 1.1 kW with  minimum  1.8 overload capacity 
factor is recommended. 

Numerical example 1.4 
A 10 kW, 1450 rpm electric  motor has been used to drive the following 
machines: (a) a hoist ( p  = 0), (b) a mill ( p  = 1) and  (c) a fan ( p  = 2).  
The load torque in each  case is 60 Nm.  Find  the  drop in mechanical power 
if the speed is reduced to n = 1200 rpm. 

Solution 

The  output power delivered by the motor a t  T, = 60 Nm and n, = 1450 
rpm 

1450 
60 

Pout, = T,n, = Tr(27rn,) = 60(27r---) = 9111 kW 

As the speed is reduced to n = 1200 rpm,  the load torque is subject  to a 
change  according to eqn  (1.10), i.e., 

(a) for the hoist 

T = 6 0 ( ~ )  1200 O = 6 0 N m  

Pout = T(27rn) = 60 x 27r- = 7540 W ( l::) 

(b) for the mill 

1200 
1450 

1 
T = 60 (-) = 49.7 Nm 

Pout = T(27rn) = 49.7 x 27r- = 6245 W ( l::) 
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(c) for the fan 

The mechanical power at  reduced  speed and referred to  the  rated power is 

(a) for the hoist 

7540 
- X 10% = 82.7% 
9111 

(b) for the mill 

6245 x 10% = 68.5% 
9111 

(c) for the fan 

5165 x 10% = 56.7% 
9111 

Numerical example l. 5 

Evaluate  the cost of a  3-phase, 7.5 kW  PM  brushless servo  motor with 
NdFeB  surface  PMs  and  laminated  rotor  and  stator  core  wound  from elec- 
trotechnical  steel  strips.  The  mass of copper is mcu = 7.8 kg, mass of stack 
m F e  = 28.5 kg, mass of PMs m p M  = 2.10 kg and  mass of shaft msh = 6.2 
kg. The cost of materials in US. dollars  per  kilogram is: copper  conductor 
ccu = 5.55, laminations C F ~  = 2.75, magnets C P M  = 64.50 and  shaft  steel 
cSteel = 0.65. The cost of components  independent of the machine  shape 
(nameplate,  encoder,  terminal  leads,  terminal  board) is CO = $146.72. 

Coefficients taking  into  account  manufacturing,  utilization,  complexity 
and economic  factors of PM brushless motors are as follows: 

0 coefficient dependent of the  number of machines  manufactured  per 

0 coefficient taking  into  account  the cost of frame,  end bells and  bear- 

0 winding  space factor, ksp  = 0.69 
0 coefficient of the cost of fabrication of coils (insulation, assembly, 

annum, k N  = 0.85 (10,000  machines manufactured  per  year) 

ings, kp = 1.62 

impregnation), kii = 2.00 
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0 coefficient taking  into  account  the cost of the  rotor winding, k,, = 1.0 

0 coefficient of utilization of electrotechnical  steel, IC, = 1.3 
0 stacking  (insulation)  factor, ki = 0.96 
0 coefficient including the cost of stamping,  stacking  and  other  opera- 

0 coefficient accounting for the increase of the cost of PMs due  to com- 

0 coefficient including the cost of magnetization of PMs, knlayn = 1.1 
0 total volume of the steel  bar to  the volume of the  shaft, kush = 1.94 
0 coefficient taking  into  account  the cost of machining of the  shaft, 

(no  rotor winding) 

tions, k,, = 1.4 

plexity of their  shape, k,t1pM = 1.15 

km = 3.15 

Evaluate  the cost of the  motor assuming that 10,000 machines are manu- 
factured  per  year. 

Solution 

The cost of the stack  including  frame,  end bells and  bearings 

Ccl = kpk,kikSsmFecFe = 1.62 x 1.3 x 0.96 x 1.4 x 28.5 x 2.75) = $221.84 

The cost of the  copper winding 

C, = kspki~k,,.mcucc7L = 0.69 x 2.00 x 1.0 x 7.8 x 5.55 = $59.74 

The cost of PMs 

c p ~  = k,hpMkmagnmpMCpM = 1.15 X 1.1 X 2.10 X 64.50 = $171.34 

The cost of the shaft 

Csh = kUshkmmshCsteel = 1.94 X 3.15 X 6.2 X 0.65 = $24.63 

Total  cost of the  motor 

= 0.85(221.84 + 59.74 + 171.34 + 24.63 + 146.72) = $530.63 

The evaluated cost of 10,000 machines (annual  production) is 10,000 x 
530.63 = $5,306,300. 
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2 

Permanent  Magnet 
Materials  and  Circuits 

2.1 Demagnetization curve  and magnetic 
parameters 

A permanent  magnet (PM) can  produce  magnetic field in an air gap with 
no excition  winding and no dissipation of electric power. External energy is 
involved only in changing the energy of magnetic field, not in maintaining 
it. As any  other ferromagnetic material, a PM can  be  described by its B- 
H hysteresis  loop. PMs are also called hard magnetic  materials, meaning 
ferromagnetic  materials  with  a wide hysteresis  loop. 

The basis for the evaluation of a PM is the portion of its hysteresis  loop 
located in the upper  left-hand quadrant, called the demagnetization  curve 
(Fig. 2.1). If a reverse magnetic field intensity is applied to a  previously 
magnetized, say, toroidal  specimen,  the  magnetic flux density  drops down 
to  the magnitude  determined by the  point K .  When the reversal magnetic 
flux density is removed, the flux density returns  to  the  point L according 
to a minor hysteresis  loop. Thus,  the  application of a reverse field has 
reduced the remanence, or remanent  magnetism. Reapplying  a  magnetic 
field intensity will again  reduce the flux density,  completing the minor hys- 
tersis  loop  by returning  the core to approximately  the  same value of flux 
density at  the point K as before. The minor  hysteresis  loop may usually 
be replaced with  little  error by a straight line called the recoil line. This 
line has a slope called the recoil permeability pTec. 

As long as the negative value of applied  magnetic field intensity  does 
not exceed the maximum value corresponding to  the  point K ,  the P M  may 
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Figure 2.1: Demagnetization  curve, recoil loop,  energy of a PM,  and recoil 
magnetic  permeability. 

be regarded as being  reasonably permanent.  If, however, a greater negative 
field intensity H is applied,  the  magnetic flux density will be reduced to a 
value lower than  that  at point K .  On  the removal of H ,  a new and lower 
recoil line will be  established. 

The general  relationship between the  magnetic flux density B, intrinsic 
magnetization B, due  to  the presence of the  ferromagnetic  material,  and 
magnetic field intensity H may be  expressed as (174, 2001 

B =  OH + Bi = po(H + M )  = p0(1+ x ) H  = ~ o ~ T H  (2.1) 

in which 6, z, and n? = &/p0 are parallel or antiparallel  vectors, so 
that eqn (2.1) can  be  written in a  scalar  form. The magnetic  permeability 
of free space p0 = 0 . 4 ~  x H/m.  The relative  magnetic  permeability 
of ferromagnetic  materials pT = 1 + x >> 1. The magnetization  vector 
n? is proportional to  the magnetic  susceptibility x of the  material.  The 
flux density poH would be  present  within, say, a toroid if the ferromag- 
netic  core was not  in  place, The flux density Bi is the contribution of the 
ferromagnetic core. 

A PM is inherently different than  an electromagnet. If an  external field 
H ,  is applied to  the  PM, as was necessary to  obtain  the hysteresis  loop of 
Fig. 2.1, the  resultant  magnetic field is 
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Figure 2.2: Comparison of B - H and B, - H demagnetization  curves 
and  their  variations  with  the  temperature for sintered N48M NdFeB  PMs. 
Courtesy of ShinEtsu, Japan. 

where - H d  is a potential  existing between the poles, 180’ opposed to B,, 
proportional to  the intrinsic  magnetization Bi. In  a closed magnetic cir- 
cuit, e.g.,  toroidal,  the  magnetic field intensity  resulting from the  intrinsic 
magnetization H d  = 0. If the PM is removed from the  magnetic  circuit 

where M6 is the coefficient of demagnetization  dependent on geometry of 
a  specimen. Usually Mb < 1, see Section 2.6.3. Putting Bi = Bd - p,Hd 
to eqn  (2.3)  the  equation  relating  the  magnetic flux density Bd and  the 
self-demagnetizing field H d  to  the  magnet geometry is [200] 

The coefficient (1 - 1/Mb) is proportional to  the  permeance of the  external 
magnetic  circuit.c 

PMs  are characterized by the  parameters listed below. 

Saturation  magnetic flux density Bsat and corresponding saturation 
magnetic field intensity Hsat.  At this point the alignment of all the magnetic 
moments of domains is in the direction of the  external applied  magnetic 
field. 

Remanent  magnetic flux density B,, or remanence, is the  magnetic 
flux density  corresponding to zero magnetic field intensity. High remanence 
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means the magnet  can  support higher  magnetic flux density  in  the  air  gap 
of the magnetic  circuit. 

Coercive field strength H,, or coercivity, is the value of demagnetizing 
field intensity necessary to bring  the  magnetic flux density to zero in a 
material previously magnetized  (in  a  symmetrically cyclically magnetized 
condition). High coercivity  means that a thinner  magnet  can  be used to 
withstand  the  demagnetization field. 

Intrinsic demagnetization curve (Fig. 2.2) is the  portion of the Bi = 
f ( H )  hysteresis  loop  located in the  upper  left-hand  quadrant, where Bi = 
B - poH is according to eqn (2.1). For H = 0 the instrinsic  magnetic flux 
density Bi = B,.. 

Intrinsic  coercivity z H ,  is the  magnetic field strength required to bring to 
zero the intrinsic  magnetic flux density Bi of a magnetic  material  described 
by the Bi = f ( H )  curve. For PM materials > H,. 

Recoil magnetic  permeability p,.,, is the  ratio of the  magnetic flux 
density to magnetic field intensity at any  point  on the demagnetization 
curve,  i.e., 

where the relatave recoil permeability p,,,.,, = 1 . . .3 .5 .  

Maximum magnetic  energy per  unit  produced by a PM in the  external 
space is equal to  the maximum  magnetic  energy  density  per  volume,  i.e. 

where the  product (BH),,, corresponds to  the maximum  energy  density 
point  on the  demagnetization curve  with  coordinates B,,, and H,,,,. 

Form factor of the demagnetization curve characterizes the concave 
shape of the  demagnetization curve, i.e., 

For a square  demagnetization  curve y = 1 and for a straight line (rare-earth 
PM) y = 0.25. 

Owing to  the leakage fluxes, PMs used in electrical  machines are  subject 
to nonuniform  demagnetization.  Therefore, the demagnetization  curve is 
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Figure 2.3: Distribution of the  MMF  and magnetic flux along the height 
h M  of a rectangular PM. 

not  the  same for the whole volume of a PM. To simplify the  calculation, in 
general, it is assumed that  the whole volume of a PM is described by one 
demagnetization  curve  with B, and H ,  about 5 to 10% lower than those 
for uniform magnetization. 

The leakage flux causes  magnetic flux to  be  distributed nonuniformly 
along the height 2 h ~  of a PM. As a result,  the  MMF produced by the  PM 
is not constant.  The  magnetic flux is higher in the  neutral cross section 
and lower at  the ends,  but  the behavior of the  MMF  distribution is the 
opposite  (Fig. 2.3). 

The  PM surface is not  equipotential. The magnetic  potential at each 
point  on the surface is a function of the  distance  to  the  neutral zone. To 
simplify the calculation the  magnetic flux, which is a function of the  MMF 
distribution along the height hM per  pole, is replaced by an equivalent flux. 
This equivalent flux goes through  the whole height h M  and  exits from the 
surface of the poles. To find the equivalent leakage flux and  the whole flux 
of a PM,  the equivalent  magnetic field intensity  has to  be found,  i.e., 

where H ,  is the magnetic field intensity at  a  distance x from the  neutral 
cross section  and FM is the  MMF of the  PM per pole (MMF = ~ F M  per 
pole pair). 

The equivalent  magnetic field intensity (2.8) allows the equivalent leak- 
age flux of the  PM  to be  found,  i.e., 
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where @AI is the full equivalent flux of the PM and @ g  is thc  airgap magnetic 
flux. The coeficient of leakage flux of the PM, 

(2.10) 

simply allows the  air  gap magnctic flux to  be  expressed as (Dg = @ ~ ~ / a ~ ~ f .  
The following leakage pcrrnearlce exprcssed in the flux (D-hIMF coor- 

dinate  system  corresponds  to  the equivalent leakage flux of the PM: 

(2.11) 

An  accurate  cstinlation of the leakagc permeance Gln.1 is thc most difficult 
task  in  calculating  magnetic  circuits  with PMs. Of course,  this problem 
exists  only in the circuital  approach  since using the field approach alld  e.g., 
the finite  element  method (FEM) the leakage permeancc  can  be found fairly 
accurately. 

The average equivalent rnagnetic flux alld  equivalent Mh4F mean that 
the  magnetic flux density  and magnetic field intensity  arc assumed to be 
the  same in the whole volume of a PM. The full energy  produced by the 
magnet in the  outer  space is 

(2.12) 

where VAr is the volume of the PM or a syst,em of PMs. 
For PbIs with linear  demagnetizatiorl  curve, i.e., NdFeB magnets, t,he 

coercive fielcl strength  at room temperature  can  simply  be  calculated 011 

the basis of B,. and p r r e c  as 

B 
pOpr,./T 

H ,  = 2 (2.13) 

The magnetic flux density  produced in the  air g a p  $1 by a PM with  linear 
demagnetization  curve  and  its height I I , A J  placed in a magnetic  circuit  with 
infinitcly  large  nlagnctic permeabilit,y and air gap {J is, approxinlately, 

B,. 
1 + i b T , ! d I f  /),AI 

B, (2.14) 

The above eqll (2.14) has been derived assunling H C h ~ 1  x H A ~ I L A J  + H,,g,  
neglecting magnetic  voltage drops (MVDs) in  mild steel  port,ion of the 
magnetic  circuit,  putting H ,  according to eqn (2.13), HA! = B!//(popv,.,,/.) 
and H</ = 13,/po. More explaw~tioll is given ill Sectioll 8.8.5. 

For a simple PM circuit wit,ll  rcx:t,angular cross section  consistillg  of :L 

PM with height per pole h A l ,  width ' w A I ,  length l,-,, , t,wo lllilrl st,eel yokes 
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with average length 21.~7, and  an  air  gap of thickness g the Ampkre’s circuital 
law can  be written as 

where H,, H F ~ ,  and H M  are  the magnetic field intensities in the  air  gap, 
mild steel yoke, and  PM, respectively. Since (D,ol~ = @ M  or B,S, = 
BbfSM/olM, where B, is the  air  gap magnetic flux density, BM is the 
PM magnetic flux density, S, is the cross section area of the  air  gap,  and 
SM = w ~ l h f  is the cross section area of the  PM,  the magnetic flux balance 
equation is 

(2.16) 

where V, = S,g is the volume of the  air  gap  and VM = 2 h ~ S h f  is the 
volume of the  PM.  The fringing flux in the  air  gap  has been  neglected. 
Multiplying through  eqns (2.15) for magnetic  voltage  drops  and (2.16) for 
magnetic flux, the  air  gap  magnetic field intensity is found as 

(2.17) 

For a PM circuit the  magnetic field strength H ,  in a given air gap volume V, 
is directly  proportional to  the  square  root of the energy product ( B M H M )  
and  the volume of magnet vhf = 2 h ~ w ~ 1 ~ .  

Following the  trend  to smaller packaging, smaller  mass and higher ef- 
ficiency, the  material research in the field of PMs  has focused on  finding 
materials  with high values of the maximum  energy product (BH),,,,,. 

2.2 Early  history of permanent  magnets 
A hard  magnetic  material called loadstone was mentioned by Greek philosc- 
pher Thales of Miletus as early as ca. 600 B.C. [200]. This was a natural 
magnetic  mineral,  a form of magnetitie  Fe304.  Loadstone was given the 
name magnes because it was found in Magnesia, a district in Thessaly. 

The first artificial  magnets were iron needles magnetized by touching 
the loadstone.  Man’s first practical use of magnetism  may have been the 
compass.  Around 1200 A.D. there  are references in a  French  poem written 
by Guyot  de  Provins to a  touched needle of iron supported by a  floating 
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straw [200]. Other references suggest that good  magnet  steel was available 
from China in about 500 A.D. 

The earliest  systematic  reporting of magnets was a classical paper by 
W. Gilbert in 1600. Gilbert described how to  arm  loadstones  with soft 
iron pole tips  to increase attractive force on  contact  and how to magnetize 
pieces of  iron or steel (2001. The next  great  advance  in  magnetism  came 
with  the invention of the  electromagnet by J. Henry and W. Sturgeon in 
1825. 

By 1867, German  handbooks  recorded that ferromagnetic alloys could 
be  made from nonferromagnetic  materials and  nonferromagnetic alloys of 
ferromagnetic  materials,  mainly  iron. For example in 1901, Heusler  alloys, 
which had  outstanding  properties compared to previous  magnets, were re- 
ported.  The composition of a  typical Heusler alloy was 10 to 30% man- 
ganese and  15  to 19% aluminum, the balance  being  copper. 

In 1917 cobalt steel alloys and in 1931 Alnico (Al, Ni, CO, Fe) were 
discovered in Japan.  In 1938, also in Japan,  Kat0  and Takei developed 
magnets  made of powdered oxides. This development  was the forerunner of 
the modern ferrite. 

2.3 Properties of permanent  magnets 

There  are  three classes of PMs currently used for electric  motors: 

0 Alnicos (Al,  Ni, CO, Fe); 
0 Ceramics  (ferrites),  e.g.,  barium  ferrite BaOx6Fez03  and  strontium 

0 Rare-earth  materials, i.e.,  samarium-cobalt  SmCo  and  neodymium- 
ferrite  SrOx6Fez03; 

iron-boron  NdFeB. 

Demagnetization  curves of the above PM materials  are given in Fig. 2.4. 
Demagnetization  curves  are  sensitive to  the  temperature  (Fig. 2.2). Both 
B, and H ,  decrease as the  magnet  temperature increases,  i.e., 

(2.18) 

(2.19) 

where 1 9 9 p ~  is the  temperature of PM, Br20 and HczO are  the  remanent 
magnetic flux density and coercive force a t  20°C and CYB < 0 and CYH < 0 
are  temperature coefficients for B, and H ,  in %/'C, respectively. 
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Figure 2.4: Demagnetization  curves for different permanent  magnet  mate- 
rials. 

2.3.1 Alnico 
The main  advantages of Alnico are  its high  magnetic  remanent flux den- 
sity  and low temperature coefficients. The  temperature coefficient of B,. is 
-O.O2%/'C and maximum  service temperature is 52OoC. These  advantages 
allow a high air  gap  magnetic flux density at  high magnet  temperature. 
Unfortunately, coercive force is very low and  the  demagnetization  curve is 
extremely  non-linear.  Therefore, it is very easy not only to magnetize but 
also to demagnetize Alnico. Alnico has been used in PM d.c.  commutator 
motors of disk type  with relatively  large  air  gaps. This  results in a negligi- 
ble armature  reaction  magnetic flux acting  on  the  PMs. Sometimes, Alnico 
PMs  are  protected from the  armature flux, and  consequently from demag- 
netization, using additional mild steel pole shoes. Alnicos dominated the 
PM motors  market in the range from a few watts  to 150 kW  between the 
mid 1940s and  the  late 1960s when  ferrites  became the most widely used 
materials [2OO]. 

2.3.2 Ferrites 
Barium  and  strontium ferrites were invented in the 1950s. A ferrite  has  a 
higher coercive force than Alnico, but  at  the same  time  has a lower rema- 
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Figure 2.5: Demagnetization  curves of Hardferrite barium  ferrites manu- 
factured by Magnetfabrik Schramberg GmbH & Co., Schramberg,  Germany. 

nent  magnetic flux density. Temperature coefficients are relatively  high,  i.e. 
the coefficient of B, is -0.2O%/OC and the coefficient of H ,  is -0.27%/'C. 
The maximum  service temperature is  40OoC. The main  advantages of fer- 
rites  are  their low cost and very high electric  resistance, which means no 
eddy-current losses in the PM volume. Ferrite  magnets  are most economi- 
cal in fractional horsepower motors  and may show an economic advantage 
over Alnico up  to  about 7.5 kW. Barium  ferrite PMs (Fig. 2.5) are com- 
monly used in small  d.c. commutator  motors for automobiles  (blowers,  fans, 
windscreen wipers,  pumps, etc.)  and electric  toys. 

Ferrites are produced by powder metallurgy. Their chemical formulation 
may be expressed as MOxG(Fe203), where M is Ba,  Sr, or Pb.  Strontium 
ferrite  has a higher coercive force than  barium  ferrite. Lead  ferrite has 
a production  disadvantage from an environmental  point of view. Ferrite 
magnets  are available in isotropic and  anisotropic  grades. 

2.3.3 Rare-earth permanent magnets 

During  the  last  three decades great progress regarding  available  energy  den- 
sity (BH),,, has  been achieved with  the development of rare-earth PMs. 
The rare-earth  elements  are in general  not rare at all, but their  natural min- 
erals  are widely mixed compounds. To produce  one  particular  rare-earth 



metal, several others, for which 110 comnlercial  application esists, have to 
bc refined. This limits the availability of thesc  mctals. The first generation 
of these new alloys based on the composit,ion SmCo5 and  invented in the 
1960s has been commercially produced sincc the early 1970s. Today it is 
a well established  hard  magnetic  nlaterial. SrnCos has  the  advantage of 
high remanent flux density, higll cocrcive force, high energy  product,,  linear 
demagnetization  curve and low temperature coefficient (Table  2.1). The 
temperature coefficient of B,. is 0.03 t,o O.O45%/"C and  the tcrnpcrature 
coefficient of H,. is 0.14 to 0.40%/"C.  Maximum  service  t,emperature is 300 
to 350°C. It is  well suited to build motors  with low volume, high power 
density  and class of insdation F or H. The cost is t,he only drawback.  Both 
Sm and CO are relat,ively espcnsive duc to their  supply  restrictions. 

Wit,ll the discovery in the recent  years of a second generation of rare- 
earth  magnets on the basis of inexpensive neodymium (Ntl),  a remarkable 
progress with  regard to lowering raw material  costs has been  achieved. This 
new generation of rarc-earth Phls was announced by Surnztorno Speczal 
Metals, Japan, in 1983 at  the 29th  Annual Conference of Magnetism and 
Magnetic  Materials held in Pittsburgll.  The Nd is a n ~ c l l  n1ore abundant 
rare-earth clernent than  Sin. NtlFeB nlagncts, which arc now produced in 
increasing quantities have better magnetic  properties  than  those of SnlCo, 
but  unfortunatcly only at, room t,cnlpcraurc. The denlagnetization cIIrves, 
especially the coercive force, are strorlgly temperature  dependent.  The 
tenlpcrature coefficient of B,. is -0.09 to -0.15%/"C and the telnperature 
coefficient of H,. is -0.40 to -O.SO%/"C. The maximum  service  t,eInperature 
is 250°C and Curie  tcrnperaturc is  350OC). The NdFeB is also susceptible 
to corrosion. NdFcB magnets have great potential for considerably  improv- 
ing the perfor7rlurtce-to-cost ratio for many  applications. For this reason 
they will have R .  nmjor inlpact 011 t,he tlevelopmcnt and application of PM 
apparatus ill the future. 

The  latest  grades of NtiFeB have a higher remanent nmgnetic flux clen- 
sity  and better t,llernlal stability  (Table  2.2).  Metallic or resin coating arc 
employed to improve  resistance to corrosion. 

Nowadays, for the  industrial  production of rare-earth PMs the powder 
metallurgical route is mainly used [200]. Neglecting some  material specific 
paralnetcrs,  this processing technology is, in general, the  same for all rare- 
earth nlagnet materials [GG]. The alloys are  produccd by vacuum  induction 
melting or by a calciothermic  reduction of the oxides. The material is then 
size-reduced by crushing  and nlilling to a single crystalline  powder  with 
particle sizes less tllan 10 p~ 

In order to obtain anisotropic PMs with the lligllest possil)le (BH),, , ,L,l:  
value,  thc powders are then aligned in an  external nmgnct,ic ficld, presscd 
and densified to nearly  theoretical  density by sintering. The most economi- 
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Table 2.1: Physical  properties of Vacomax sintered SmzCo17 PM materi- 
als a t  room temperature 2OoC manufactured by Vucuumschmelze GmbH, 
Hanau,  Germany 

Vacomax Vacomax Vacomax 
Property 240 HR 225 HR 240 
Remanent flux density, B,., T 1.05 to 1.12  1.03 to 1.10 0.98 to 1.05 
Coercivity, H,, kA/m 
Intrinsic  coercivity,  iH,,  kA/m 

Relative recoil 
magnetic  permeability 
Temperature coefficient 00 

of B, a t  20 to 100°C, %/'C 
Temperature coefficient O ~ H  

of iH,  at 20 to 100°C, %/"C 
Temperature coefficient 00 

of B, at 20 to 150°C, %/'C 
Temperature coefficient C I ~ H  

of iH,  at 20 to 150°C, %/"C 
Curie  temperature, OC 
Maximum  continuous 
service temperature, ('C 
Thermal conductivity, W/(m ' C )  
Specific mass density, P p A f ,  kg/m3 
Electric  conductivity, x lo6 S/m 
Coefficient of thermal  expansion 
at  20 to IOOOC, x 1 0 " j / ~ C  
Young's modulus,  x lo6 MPa 
Bending stress,  MPa 
Vicker's hardness 

(BH),,,,, kJ/m3 

600 to 730 720 to 820 580 to 720 
640 to 800 1590 to 2070 640 to 800 
200 to 240 190 to 225 180 to 210 

1.22 to 1.39 1.06 to 1.34 1.16 to 1.34 

-.0.030 

-0.15  -0.18 -0.15 

-.0.035 

-0.16 -0.19 -0.16 
approximately 800 

300 350 300 
approximately 12 

8400 
1.18 to 1.33 

10 
0.150 

90 to 150 
approximately 640 
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Table 2.2: Physical  properties of Vacodym sintered NdFeB PM  materials at 
room temperature 20°C manufactured by Vacuumschmelze GmbH, Hanau, 
Germany 

Vacodym Vacodym Vacodym 
Property 633 HR 362 TP 633 AP 
Remanent flux density, B,, T 1.29 to 1.35 1.25 to 1.30 1.22 to 1.26 
Coercivity, H,, kA/m 980 to 1040 950 to 1005 915 to 965 
Intrinsic  coercivity, ZH,, kA/m 1275 to 1430 1195 to 1355 1355 to 1510 

Relative recoil 
magnetic  permeability  1.03 to 1.05 1.04 to 1.06 
Temperature coefficient Q B  

of B, at 20 to 100°C, %/'C -0.095 -0.115 -0.095 
Temperature coefficient Q ~ H  

of ZH, a t  20 to  ~oo'C, %/'C -0.65 -0.72 -0.64 

(BH),az,  kJ/m3 315 to 350 295 to 325 280 to 305 

Temperature coefficient O B  

of B, a t  20 to 150°C, %/'C 
Temperature coefficient  ai^ 
of ZH, at 20 to 15OoC, %/'C 
Curie temperature, 'C 
Maximum  continuous 
service temperature, 'C 
Thermal  conductivity, W/(m 'C) 
Specific mass  density, p p b ~ ,  kg/m3 
Electric  conductivity,  x lo6 S/m 
Coefficient of thermal expansion 
at  20 to 100°C, XIO-~/OC 
Young's modulus,  x lo6 MPa 
Bending stress,  MPa 
Vicker's hardness 

-0.105 -0.130 -0.105 

-0.55 -0.61 -0.54 
approximately 330 

110  100 120 
approximately 9 

7700  7600 7700 
0.62 to 0.83 

5 
0.150 
270 

approximately 570 
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cal  method for mass  production of simple shaped  parts like blocks, rings or 
arc segments of the mass in the range  of a few grams  up  to  about 100 g is a 
die pressing of the powders in an approximate  final  shape. Larger parts or 
smaller  quantities  can  be  produced from isostatically pressed bigger blocks 
by cutting  and slicing. 

Sintering and  the  heat  treatment  that follows are  done  under vacuum or 
under an inert gas atmosphere.  Sintering  temperatures  are in the range  of 
1000 to 12OO0C depending on the  PM  material  with  sintering  times ranging 
from 30 to 60 min.  During  annealing  after  sintering the microstructure of 
the  material is optimized, which increases the  intrinsic coercivity zHc  of the 
magnets  considerably. After machining to get  dimensional  tolerances the 
last step in the  manufacturing process is magnetizing. The magnetization 
fields to reach  complete saturation  are in the  range of 1000 to 4000 kA/m, 
depending on material  composition. 

Researchers at  General  Motors, U.S.A., have developed  a  fabrication 
method based on  the melt-spinning  casting  system  originally  invented for 
production of amorphous  metal alloys. In  this technology molten stream 
of NdFeCoB material is first formed into  ribbons 30 to 50-pm  thick by 
rapid  quenching,  then cold pressed, extruded  and  hot pressed into  bulk. 
Hot pressing and  hot working are carried out while maintaining  the fine 
grain to provide high density close to 100% which eliminates the possibility 
of internal corrosion. The  standard electro-deposited  epoxy resin coating 
provides excellent corrosion resistance. Parameters of Neoquench-DR PM 
materials  manufactured by Daido  Steel Co. Ltd ,  are given in Table 2.3. 
Those  PM  materials  are  suitable for fabrication of large diameter (over 200 
mm) radially  oriented  ring  magnets. 

Today for large-scale production  the prices of NdFeB magnets,  depend- 
ing on the  grade,  are below  US$80 per kg. This is about 60 to 70% of 
the cost of SmCo  magnets. Assuming constant raw material  prices, it is 
expected that  with  the increasing production,  and obviously with  the de- 
creasing  manufacturing  costs,  the prices will still  be  coming  down. 

A breakdown in the sales of rare-earth  magnets [254] according to ap- 
plication fields is given in Fig. 2.6. 

The most important  application  area of rare-earth  magnets  with  about 
40% of the sales are electrical machines. Other  major  areas of  application 
are  actuators in data storage technology, acoustic  devices, and magnetome- 
chanical devices (holding  devices,  couplings,  magnetic separators, magnetic 
bearings). PM motors  are used in a broad power range from a few mW to 
more than 1 MW, covering a wide variety of applications from stepping mo- 
tors for  wristwatches  via  industrial servo-drives for machine  tools (up  to 15 
kW)  to large  synchronous  motors. High performance  rare-earth  magnets 
have successfully replaced Alnico and  ferrite  magnets i n  all  applications 
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Table 2.3: Physical  properties of Neoquench-DR  neodymium-based PM 
materials  at,  room  temperature 2OoC manufactured by Daido Steel Co. Ltd 

Property ND-31HR ND-31SHR ND-35R 
Remanent flux density, B,, T 1.14 to 1.24 1.08 to 1.18 1.22 to 1.32 
Coercivity, H,, k A / m  
Intrinsic coercivity, iH,,, kA/m 
(BH),,,,,, kJ/m3 
Relative recoil 
magnetic  permeability 
Temperature coefficient c r ~  
of B,, %/('C 
Temperature coefficient a~ 
of H,, %/"C 
Curie  temperature 'C 
Thermal conductivity, W/(m "C) 
Specific mass  density, ppnf ,  kg/m" 
Electric  conductivity, X lo6 S/m 
Coefficient of thermal  expansion 
a t  20 to 200°C, x 1O-"/"C 
Young's modulus, x 10" MPa 
Bending stress, MPa 
Vicker's hardness 

828 to 907 820 to 899 875 to 955 
1114 to 1-132 1592 to 1989 1035 to 1353 
239 to 279 231 to 163 179 to 318 

1.05 

-0.10 

-0.50 
360 

4.756 
7600  7700  7600 

1.35 
1 to 2 in radial  direction 
-1 to 0 i n  axial  direction 

0.152 
196.2 

approximately 750 
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Figure 2.6: Fields of application of rare-earth PMs. 

where the high power density, improved dynamic  performance  or higher 
efficiency are of prime  interest. 

A comparison of the torque-to-mass ratio  and  rotary acceleration of 
different types of servo  motors in Fig. 2.7 shows that  the  torque  and ac- 
celeration of servo motors  with  rare-earth PMs can  be  increased by more 
than twice [66]. 

2.4 Approximation of demagnetization curve 
and  recoil  line 

The most widely used approximation of the demagnetization  curve is the 
approximation using a hyperbola,  i.e., 

(2.20) 

where B and H are  coordinates,  and a0 is the  constant coefficient, which 
can  be  evaluated as [l51 

(2.21) 

or on the basis of the  demagnetization curve 
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Figure 2.7: Torque-mass ratio  and  rotary acceleration of different types of 
servo  motors. 

n Bi H ,  Bi 
a= 1 

(2.22) 

where (B i ,  H,) are  coordinates of points i = 1 , 2 , .  . . n on  the demagne- 
tization  curve,  arbitrarily chosen, and n is t,he  number of points  on  the 
demagnetization  curve. 

The recoil magnetic  permeability is assumed to be  constant  and equal 
to [l981 

B, 
H C  

The above equations give good  accuracy  between  calculated and measured 
demagnetization  curves for Alnicos and  isotropic  ferrites  with low magnetic 
energy. Application to anisotropic  ferrites  with high coercivity  can in some 
cases cause  errors. 

For rare-earth PMs at room temperature 2OoC the  approximation is 

p r e c  = - ( l  - Q )  (2.23) 

simple due  to their  practically  linear  demagnetization  curves,  i.e., 

(2.24) 
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Figure 2.8: Stabilization of a PM:  (a)  PM  alone,  (b)  PM  with pole shoes, (c) 
PM inside an external  magnetic  circuit, (cl) PM  with a complete  external 
armature  system. 

This means that  putting a0 = 0 or y = 0.25,  eqn  (2.20)  takes the form of eqn 
(2.24).  Eqn  (2.24)  cannot  be used for NdFeB magnets at  the  temperature 
higher that 2OoC since  their  demagnetization  curves  become  nonlinear. 

2.5 Operating  diagram 

2.5.1 Construction of the operating diagram 
The energy of a PM in the  external  space only exists if the  reluctance of the 
external  magnetic  circuit is higher than zero. If a previously magnetized 
PM is placed inside a closed ideal  ferromagnetic  circuit,  i.e.  toroid,  this PM 
does  not show any  magnetic  properties in the  external  space,  in  spite of 
the fact that  there is magnetic flux (P,. corresponding to  the remanent flux 
density B,. inside the  PM. 

A PM previously magnetized and placed alone in an open  space, as in 
Fig.  2.8a,  generates a magnetic field. To sustain a  magnetic flux in the 
external  open  space,  an  MMF developed by the  magnet is necessary. The 
state of the  PM is characterized by the point K on  the  demagnetization 
curve  (Fig.  2.9). The location of the point K is at  the intersection of the 
demagnetization  curve  with a straight line representing  the  permeance of 
the  external  magnetic  circuit  (open  space): 

The permeance Gezt corresponds to a flux (P-MMF coordinate  system  and 
is referred to as MMF  at  the ends of the  PM.  The  magnetic energy  per  unit 
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Figure 2.9: Diagram of a PM for finding the origin of the recoil line and 
operating  point. 

produced by the  PM in the  external space is W K  = B K H K / ~ .  This energy 
is proportional to  the rectangle  limited by the  coordinate  system  and lines 
perpendicular to  the GI and F coordinates  projected from the point K .  
It is obvious that  the maximum  magnetic energy is  for BK = B,,, and 
H K  = H,,,. 

If the poles are furnished  with pole shoes (Fig. 2.8b) the  permeance of 
the  external  space increases. The point which characterizes a new state of 
the  PM  in  Fig. 2.9 moves along the recoil line from the point K to  the  point 
A.  The recoil line KGhf is the  same as the  internal  permeance of the  PM, 
I.e., 

(2.26) 

The point A is the intersection of the recoil line KGhf and  the  straight line 
OGA representing the leakage permeance of the  PM  with pole shoes,  i.e., 

(2.27) 

The energy  produced by the  PM in the  external space  decreases as com- 
pared  with  the previous  case,  i.e., W A  = B A H A / ~ .  
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The next  stage is to place the  PM in an  external  ferromagnetic circuit 
as shown in Fig. 2 . 8 ~ .  The resultant  permeance of this  system is 

GP = - @ P  F, tan ap = Gp- 
F P  @?- 

(2.28) 

which meets  the condition GP > GA > Gezt .  For an  external  magnetic 
circuit without  any electric  circuit  carrying the  armature  current,  the mag- 
netic state of the  PM is characterized by the  point P (Fig.  2.9), i.e., the 
intersection of the recoil line K G M  and the permeance  line OGp. 

When  the  external magnetic  circuit is furnished with  an  armature wind- 
ing and when this winding is  fed with  a  current which produces an MMF 
magnetizing the  PM  (Fig.  2.8d),  the  magnetic flux in the  PM increases to 
the value @N. The d-axis MMF F:, of the  external  (armature) field acting 
directly on the  PM corresponds to @N. The magnetic state of the  PM is 
described by the point N located  on the recoil line on the right-hand  side 
of the origin of the coordinate  system.  To  obtain  this  point it is necessary 
to lay off the  distance OF:, and to draw  a line Gp from the point FA, 
inclined by the angle a p  to  the  F-axis.  The  intersection of the recoil line 
and the permeance  line G p  gives the point N .  If the exciting  current in 
the  external  armature winding is increased further,  the point N will  move 
further  along  the recoil line to  the  right,  up  to  the  saturation of the  PM. 

When  the  excitation  current is reversed, the  external  armature  magnetic 
field  will demagnetize the  PM. For this case it is necessary to lay off the 
distance OF:, from the origin of the  coordinate  system  to  the left (Fig. 
2.9).  The line Gp drawn from the point F:, with  the slope a p  intersects 
the demagnetization  curve at  the point K' . This  point  can  be above or 
below the point K (for the  PM alone in the  open  space).  The point K' is 
the origin of a new recoil line K'GX.  Now if the  armature  exciting  current 
decreases, the  operating point will  move along the new recoil line K'G', to 
the  right. If the  armature  current  drops down to zero, the  operating point 
takes  the position P' (intersection of the new recoil line K'G', with  the 
permeance line GP drawn from the origin of the  coordinate  system). 

On  the basis of Fig. 2.9 the energies wpj = BpHp1/2 ,  wp = BpHp/2, 
and wpl < wp. The location of the origin of the recoil line, as well as 
the location of the  operating  point,  determine  the level of utilization of the 
energy produced by the  PM. A PM behaves  in a different way than a d.c. 
electromagnet:  the energy of a PM is not constant if the permeance  and 
exciting current of the  external  armature changes. 

The location of the origin of the recoil line is determined by the minimum 
value of the permeance of the  external  magnetic  circuit or the  demagneti- 
zation  action of the  external field. 

To  improve the  properties of PMs  independent of the  external fields 
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Figure 2.10: Location of the  operating point for the  magnetization  without 
the  armature. 

PMs  are  stabilized. Stabilization means the  PM is demagnetized up  to a 
value which is slightly higher than  the most  dangerous  demagnetization field 
during the  operation of a  system where the  PM is installed.  In  magnetic 
circuits  with  stabilized  PMs  the  operating  point  describing  the state of the 
PM is located  on the recoil line. 

2.5.2 Operating point for magnetization without 
armature 

Let  us  assume that  the  PM has  been  magnetized  without the  armature  and 
has  then been placed in the  armature  system, e.g., the  same as that for 
an electrical  machine  with an air  gap. The beginning of the recoil line is 
determined by the leakage permeance Gezt of the  PM alone  located in open 
space  (Fig. 2.10). In  order  to  obtain  the point K ,  the set of eqns (2.20), 
(2.25) in flux @"MMF coordinate  system is to  be solved,  i.e., this  results 
in the following second order  equation: 

If a0 > 0 ,  the  MMF corresponding to  the point K is 
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where 

If a0 = 0 (for rare-earth  PMs),  the  MMF FK is 

FK = @T 

G e z t  + @,/F, 
The magnetic flux @ K  can  be found on  the basis of eqn (2 .25) .  

The equation of the recoil line for a0 > 0 is 

(i) in the B-H coordinate  system 

B = BK + ( H K  - H ) p T e c  

(ii) in the flux @“MMF coordinate  system 

(2 .29)  

(2 .30)  

(2 .31)  

@ = @ K  + ( F K  - F)prec -  SM 
hM 

(2 .32)  

For rare-earth PMs with a0 = 0 the recoil permeability pTcc = ( / z b f / S h f ) ( @ T -  
@ K ) / F K  = a T h ~ / ( F c S ~ )  and  the  equation of the recoil line is the  same 
as that for the  demagnetization line, i.e., 

(2 .33)  

The  armature field usually demagnetizes the  PM so that  the line of the 
resultant  magnetic  permeance, 

(2 .34)  

intersects  the recoil line between the  point h’ and the magnetic flux axis. 
Solving eqn (2 .32)  in which @ = @ M  and F = FA, and eqn (2 .34)  the  MMF 
of the  PM is given by the  equation 

(2 .35)  
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For rare-earth PMs eqns (2.33) and (2.34) should  be solved to  obtain 

(2.36) 

The magnetic  flux @hf = Gt(Fbl-F:,) in the PM is according to eqn (2.34). 
The useful flux density in the  air gap can  be found using the coefficient of 
leakage flux (2.1O), i.e., 

@h{ Gt(Fn1 - F 2  B ---- - 
g - S , m  Sgfflhf 

- Gt @ K  + FKPrcc(SM/hhl) i- G t F i d  

- - S, 01 M [ Gt + Prcc(Sbf/hM) 
where S, is the surface of the  air  gap.  With  the fringing effect being 
neglected the corresponding  magnetic field intensity is 

The  external  magnetic energy  per volume is 

@K + FKPrcc(SM/hhf) + G t F i d  
X 

Gt + PTtXJ(SM/hM) 
(2.39) 

where Bhf = B g q m  and Vhl = 2hbfS,. The above  equation is correct if 
Gext < Gt.  A PM produces the maximum energy in the  external  space if the 
operating point is located on the  demagnetization  curve  and  the  absolute 
maximum of this energy is for tancrext = G,,t(Fc/@,.) W 1.0. 

In the general  case the resultant  permeance Gt of the  external  magnetic 
circuit  consists of the useful permeance G, of the air gap  and  the leakage 
permeance Glbf of the PM, i.e., 

Gt = G ,  + G~hr = 01 M G, (2.40) 

The useful permeance G, corresponds to  the useful flux in the  active  portion 
of the  magnetic  circuit.  The leakage permeance Gl,+,f is the referred leakage 
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permeance of a single PM or PM with  armature. Consequently, the  external 
energy weXt can  be  divided into  the useful energy wg and leakage energy 
wlbf. The useful energy per volume in the  external  space is 

(2.41) 

The leakage energy 

2.5.3 Operating point for magnetization with 
armature 

If the  magnet is placed in the  external  armature  circuit  and  then magne- 
tized by the  armature field or  magnetized in a magnetizer  and  then  the 
poles of the magnetizer are in a continuous way replaced by the poles of 
the  armature,  the origin K of the recoil line is determined by the resultant 
magnetic  permeance Gt drawn from the point FLdmax at  the  F-coordinate. 
The  MMF FLdmax corresponds to  the maximum  demagnetizing  d-axis field 
acting  directly  on  the  magnet which can  appear  during  the machine  oper- 
ation.  In  Fig. 2.11 this is the intersection  point K of the demagnetization 
curve and  the line Gt: 

(2.43) 

The maximum armature  demagnetizng  MMF FLdmaz can  be  determined 
for the reversal or locked-rotor condition. 

The beginning of the recoil line is determined by the  resultant perme- 
ance Gt of the PM mounted in the  armature  (Fig. 2.11).  In  order to  obtain 
the point K ,  the  set of eqns  (2.20),  (2.43) in the flux G " M F  coordinate 
system is solved,  i.e., this  results in the following second order  equation: 

If a0 > 0, the MMF  corresponding to  the  point K is 
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Figure 2.11: Location of the  operating point for the  magnetization  with  the 
armature. 

(2.44) 

where 

If a0 = 0 (for  rare-earth  PMs),  the  MMF FK is 

(2.45) 

The magnetic flux @K can  be found on the basis of eqn  (2.43). 
The rest of the  construction is similar to  that shown in Fig. 2.10  for the 

demagnetization  action of the  armature winding  (point M).  The coordinates 
of the point  M are expressed by eqns  (2.34), (2.35)  and  (2.36). 

2.5.4 Magnets  with different demagnetization  curves 
In  practical  electrical  machines,  except for very small  motors, the excita- 
tion  magnetic flux is produced by more than one  magnet. The  operating 
point is found assuming that all  magnets have the  same  demagnetization 
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Figure 2.12: Permeance  evaluation by flux plotting. 

curves. Owing to non-homogeneous  materials,  deviations of dimensions 
and differences in magnetization,  PMs of the  same  type  can have different 
demagnetization  curves.  Manufacturers of PMs give both maximum and 
minimum B, and H ,  of magnets of the  same  type  (Tables 2.1, 2.2 and 2.3) 
or  permissible  deviations &AB, and *AH,. 

Permissible  disparities of properties of PMs assembled in series are de- 
pendent  on  the  permeance of the  external  magnetic  circuit. The higher the 
permeance of the external  magnetic  circuit, the more homogeneous PMs 
are required [69]. In an unfavorable  case, the  stronger  magnet magnetizes 
the weaker magnet  and is subject  to  faster  demagnetization  than a  case in 
which all  magnets have the  same B, and H ,  [69]. 

2.6 Permeances for main  and  leakage fluxes 

2.6.1 Permeance evaluation by flux plotting 
The procedure to be followed in field plotting is simple. On a  diagram 
of the magnetic  circuit, several equipotential lines are  drawn.  Flux lines 
connecting the surfaces of opposite  polarity  are  then  added in such a manner 
so as to fulfill the following requirements: 

m all flux lines and  equipotential lines must  be  mutually  perpendicular 

m each figure bonded by two adjacent flux lines and two  adjacent  equipo- 

m the  ratio of the average  width to average  height of each  square  should 

a t  each point of intersection, 

tential lines must  be a curvilinear square, 

be  equal to unity. 
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Figure 2.13: Flat model of a simple PM electric  machine - division of the 
space  occupied by the magnetic field into simple solids: (a) longitudinal 
section, (b) air  gap field, (c) leakage field. The width of the  PM whf is 
equal to  its length 1hf. 

When  the full plot has been  completed,  the magnetic  permeance  can  be 
found by dividing the  number of curvilinear  squares  between  any  two  ad- 
jacent  equipotential lines,  designated as ne, by the number of curvilinear 
squares between any two adjacent flux lines, ng, and multiplying by the 
length In[ of the field perpendicular to  the plane of the flux plot (Fig. 2.12), 
I.e., 

(2.46) 

Table 2.4 shows equations for calculating  the permeances of air gaps be- 
tween poles of different configurations. 

2.6.2 Permeance evaluation by dividing the magnetic 
field into simple solids 

Fig. 2.13 shows a flat model of an electrical machine with  smooth  armature 
core (without  slots)  and salient-pole PM  excitation  system. The  armature 
is in the form of a cylinder  made of steel  laminations. The  PMs  are fixed 
to  the mild steel  ferromagnetic  rotor yoke. 

The pole pitch  (circumference  per  pole) is T ,  the  width of each PM is 
whf, and  its  length is l n f .  It is assumed that  the width of a PM is equal 
to  its  length,  i.e., w h f  = 1 ~ 1 .  The space between the pole face and  the 
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Table 2.4: Permeances of air  gaps between poles of different configurations 

Configuration of poles Permeance 

Rectangular poles (neglecting  fringing 
flux paths) 

G = p o Y  

Halfspace and  a  rectangular pole 

G = p";(Wn, i- Y)(~M f W) 

Fringe paths  originating on lateral flat 
surfaces 

Cylindrical poles (neglecting fringing 
flux) 

G = ~ 0 %  

Fringe paths  originating on lateral 
cylindrical  surfaces 
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Table 2.4: Continued 

2onfiEuration of r)oIes I Permeance 

Between lateral surfaces  inclined by an 
angle 0 

l 

Between  rectangles 
same surface 

lying on  the 

1 + 2 n 1 J ~ ) l n r  

l 

l 

Between two rectanglcs of different area 
lying in the smle plane 

Single  cylindrical airgap of a salient-polc 
electrical  machine 

G = / L ( )  
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System 

10 

11 

12 

13 

Chapter 2 

Table 2.4: Continued 

Configuration of poles Permeance 
- 

Cylindrical  space  between two salient 
poles without a rotor 

To  take  into  account  the fringing flux 
the  permeance G should  be  increased 
bv 10 to 15% 

Between a cylinder  parallel to  the 
salient pole with rectangular 
cross spction at W A ~  > 4h 

where n = h/(27-) .  For urn! 
= (1.25. . .2.5)h the permeance G 
should  be  multiplied by the 
correction  factor 0.85.. .0.92 

A cylinder  located  parallelly and 
symnletrically  betwcen two salient poles 
of rectangular  cross  section 

(1 .25  ... 1.40)T 
/AI 

where 71 = /~ / (2 r )  

Betwren two parallel  cylinders of 
differellt dianleters 
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armature core is divided  into  a prism ( l ) ,  four quarters of a  cylinder (2), 
four quarters of a  ring (3), four pieces of 1/8 of a  sphere  (4),  and four pieces 
of 1/8 of a shell (5). Formulae for the permeance  calculations are found on 
the  assumption  that  the permeance of a solid is equal to  its average cross 
section area  to  the average  length of the flux line. Neglecting the fringing 
flux, the permeance of a  rectangular  air  gap  per pole (prism 1 in Fig. 2.13) 
is 

G,1 = Po- 
W h f  1 hf 

9’ 
(2.47) 

The equivalent  air gap g’ is only equal to  the nonferromagnetic gap (me- 
chanical  clearance) g for a  slotless and  unsaturated  armature core. To take 
into account  slots (if they  exist)  and  magnetic  saturation,  the  air  gap g is 
increased to g’ = gkck,,t, where k c  > 1 is Carter’s coefficient taking  into 
account  slots  (Appendix  A,  eqn (A.22)),  and ICsat > 1 is the  saturation 
factor of the magnetic  circuit defined as the  ratio of the  sum of magnetic 
voltage  drops  (MVDs)  per pole in the iron and  air  gap pair to  the air  gap 
MVD taken  twice,  i.e., 

h u t  = 
qv, + Vlt + V2t) + v,, + v2y 

2% 

(2.48) 

where V, is the MVD across the air gap, V1t is the MVD along the  armature 
teeth (if they  exist), V2t is the MVD along the  PM pole shoe  teeth (if there 
is a cage winding), Vly  is the MVD  along the  armature yoke, and V2y is the 
MVD along the  excitation  system yoke. 

To  take  into  account  the fringing flux it is necessary to include  all paths 
for the  magnetic flux coming from the  excitation  system  through  the  air 
gap  to  the  armature  system  (Fig.  2.13),  i.e., 

where G,1 is the  air  gap permeance  according to eqn  (2.47) and Gy2 to G,5 
are  the  air  gap permeances for fringing fluxes. The permeances G,2 to G,s 
can  be found using the formulae for calculating  the permeances of simple 
solids given in Table  2.5. 

In a  similar way, the  resultant permeance for the leakage flux of the  PM 
can  be  found, i.e., 
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Table 2.5: Equations for calculating  the  permeances of simple  solids 

Svstern 

1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

Auxiliary  sketch  (configuration) Permeance 

Rectangular prism 

G = p 0 9  

Cylinder 

G=/& 

Half-cylinder 

G = 0.26p01~1 

guv = 1.229, S,, = 0.32291~1 

One-quarter of a  cylinder 

G = 0.52polhf 

Half-ring 

21 
G = p0 7T(g/:L) 

For g < 3c, G = ~ 0 %  In 

One-quarter of a ring 

21 
G = 110 x(g/cn;o.5) 

For g < 3c, G = In 1 + g 0 
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System 

7 

8 

9 

10 

11 

12 

Table 2.5: Continued 

Auxiliary  sketch  (configuration) Permeance 

One-quarter of a sphere 

G = 0.077pog 

One-eighth of a  sphere 

G = 0.308~09 

One-quarter of a shell 

G = p02 

One-eighth of a shell 

G = 

Ring  with a semi-circular 
cross section 

G = 1.63~0 (T + z )  
Hollow ring  with 
a semi-circular cross section 

G = p"- 4(r+0.5g) 
l+O.:,y 

For g < 3c, 
G = p0(2r + g )  ln (1 + $) 
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Figure 2.14: Ballistic coefficient of demagnetization M b  for cylinders  and 
prisms  with different ratios of ~ M / U J M  (experimental  curves). 

where G16 and G17 are  the permeances for leakage fluxes between the  PM 
and  rotor yoke according to Fig. 2 .13~.  

2.6.3 Calculation of leakage permeances for prisms and 
cylinders located in an open space 

In the case of simple  shaped PMs,  the  permeance for leakage fluxes of a 
PM alone  can  be found as 

(2.51) 

where Mb is the ballistic coefficient of demagnetization.  This coefficient 
can  be  estimated  with  the  aid of graphs [l51 as shown in Fig. 2.14. The 
cross section  area is SM = 7rd2,/4 for  a  cylindrical PM  and SM = W h f l M  

for a  rectangular  PM. In the case of hollow cylinders  (rings) the coefficient 
M b  is practically the  same as that for solid cylinders. 

For cylindrical PMs  with small hhf and  large cross sections 7rdif/4 
(button-shaped  PMs),  the leakage permeance  can be  calculated using the 
following equation 
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Figure 2.15: Equivalent  circuit of a PM  system  with  armature. 

(2.52) 

Eqns  (2.51) and  (2.52)  can  be used for finding the origin K of the recoil 
line for PMs magnetized  without the  armature  (Fig. 2.10). 

2.7 Calculation of magnetic  circuits  with 
permanent  magnets 

Fig. 2.15 shows the equivalent  magnetic  circuit of a PM  system  with  arma- 
ture,  The reluctances of pole shoes  (mild  steel)  and armature  stack (elec- 
trotechnical  laminated  steel)  are much smaller than  those of the air  gap  and 
PM  and have been  neglected. The 'open  circuit'  MMF  acting  along the in- 
ternal  magnet permeance Ghl = l / R , ~ f  is FATO = HAfohhf (Fig.  2.9). For 
a linear  demagnetization  curve HAfO = H,. The d-axis armature  reaction 
MMF is F a d ,  the  total  magnetic flux of the  permanent  magnet is @ A f ,  the 
leakage flux of the  PM is Qlhf,  the useful air  gap  magnetic flux is Q g ,  the 
leakage flux of the  external  armature  system is @ l a ,  the flux produced by 
the  arnlature is (demagnetizing or magnetizing),  the  reluctance for the 
PM leakage flux is  R,lAf = l /Glh~,   the air  gap  reluctance is R,, = l/G!,, 
and  the  external  armature leakage reactance is RILla = l /Ggla.  The fol- 
lowing Kirchhoff's  equations  can be  written 011 the basis of the equivalent 
circuit  shown in Fig. 2.15 
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or 

where the  total  resultant permeance Gt for the flux of the  PM is according 
to eqn  (2.40)  and the direct-axis armature  MMF  acting  directly  on  the  PM 
is 

The  upper sign in  eqn  (2.53) is  for the  demagnetizing  armature flux and 
the lower sign is  for the magnetizing armature flux. 

The general  expression for the coefficient of the  PM leakage flux is 

(2.55) 

Numerical example 2. l 
A  simple stationary magnetic  circuit is shown in Fig. 2.16. There  are 
two Vacodym 362TP NdFeB PMs  (Table 2.2) with  minimum value of 
B, = 1.25 T, minimum value of H,  = 950 kA/m,  temperature coeffi- 
cients CYB = -O.l3%/OC and CYH = -O.Sl%/OC at 20 5 f i p ~  5 150OC. 
The height of the  PM per pole is h M  = 6  mm  and  the  air  gap thickness 
g = 1 mm. The U-shaped and I-shaped (top) ferromagnetic  cores are  made 
of a laminated  electrotechnical  steel. The  width of the  magnets  and cores 
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Figure 2.16: A  simple  stationary  magnetic  circuit  with PMs and  air  gap. 

is 17 mm. Calculate  the  air  gap  magnetic flux density,  air  gap  magnetic 
field strength,  the useful energy of PMs and  normal  attractive force per 
two  poles at: (a) $PM = 2OoC and  (b) $PM = 100°C. The MVD in the 
laminated  core, leakage and fringing magnetic flux can  be neglected. 

Solution: 

(a) Magnet  temperature 1 9 p ~  = 2OoC 

The relative  magnetic  permeability  according to  eqn (2.5) for a straight  line 
demagnetization  curve 

1 AB 1 1.25 - 0 
Prrec = -- - - x 1.05 

PO AH 0 . 4 ~  X 650,000 - 0 

The air gap  manetic flux density  according  to  eqn (2.14) 

B -  1.25 
g - 1 + 1.05  x 1.0/6.0 

= 1.064 T 

The air  gap  magnetic field strength  according  to  eqn (2.24) 

= 1 4 1 . 3 6 ~  lo3 A/m 

The useful energy  per  magnet volume 
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The useful energy  per pole pair  according to eqn  (2.12) 

W, = W,VM = 75,203.5(2 X 6 X 15 X 17 X lo-’) = 0.23 J 

The normal  attractive force per 2 poles 

B2 1 .0642 

2PO 0 . 4 ~  x 
F = 9 ( 2 S b f )  = (15 X 17 X = 229.7 N 

(b) Magnet temperature 1 9 p ~  = 100°C 

The remanent  magnetic flux density  and  coercivity a t  100°C according to 
eqns  (2.18) and (2.19) 

B,. = 1.25 1 + - -0.13 [ 100 

H ,  = 950 X lo3 [l + - -0.61 
100 

= 486.4 x lo3 A/m 

At 1 9 p ~  = 100°C the  demagnetization curve is nonlinear. Its linear part is 
only between 0.6 T and B,. parallel to  the  demagnetization  curve a t  2OoC. 
Thus,  the relative recoil magnetic  permeablity pL,,.,, and  air  gap magnetic 
field strength H ,  a t  100°C are  approximately the  same as those at  room 
temperature. 

The air  gap magnetic flux density  according to (2.14) 

B -  
1.12 

- 1 + 1.05 x 1.0/6.0 
= 0.953 T 

The useful energy  per  magnet volume 

0’953 x 14’, 360 = 67,358.0 J/m3 
2 

The useful energy per pole pair  according to  eqn (2.12) 

W, = 67,358.0(2 X 6 X 15 X 17 X lo-’) = 0.206 J 

The normal attractive force per  2 poles 

0.9532 
F =  

0.4n x 
(15 X 17 X = 184.3 N 
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Figure 2.17: A primitive 2-pole PM machine. 

Numerical example 2.2 

A primitive 2-pole electrical  machine is shown in Fig. 2.17. The anisotropic 
barium  ferrite PM Hardferrite 28/26 [l691 with  the dimensions h M  = 15 
mm, W M  = 25 mm,  and 1n.1 = 20 mm and  demagnetization  curve as shown 
in Fig. 2.5, has been  magnetized  after  being assembled in the  armature.  The 
remanent  magnetic flux density is B, = 0.4 T, the coercive force is H ,  = 
265,000 A/m, and  the recoil magnetic  permeability is pTec = 1.35 X lo-' 
H/m.  The cross  section area of the  armature  magnetic  circuit is 25x 20 mm2 
and  its average  length is 1~~ = 70+2 x 50+ 2  x 20 = 210 mm. It  is made of 
a cold-rolled laminated  steel  with  its  thickness  0.5 mm and  stacking  factor 
Ici = 0.96. The air  gap across  one pole (mechanical  clearance) g = 0.6  mm. 
The  armature winding is wound with N = 1100 turns of copper  wire, the 
diameter of which is d, = 0.75 mm (without  insulation).  The  machine is 
fed from a d.c. voltage  source V = 24 V via a rheostat.  Find  the  magnetic 
flux density in the  air  gap when the  armature winding is  fed with  current 
I ,  = 1.25 A. 

Solution: 

1. The  armature winding is distributed in 22 layers, each of them con- 
sisting of 50 turns.  Without  insulation,  the height of the winding is 
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0.75 X 50 = 37.5 mm and  its thickness 0.75 x 22 = 16.5 mm. 
2. The average length of each armature  turn 

l,, M 2(46 + 41) = 174 mm 

3. The cross section area of the  armature  conductor 

S, = 0.25~d: = 0 . 2 5 ~  x (0.75 X 10-3)2 = 0.4418 x m2 

4. The resistance of the winding at  75OC 

R,=-= N 1 a u  1100 x 0.174 
os, 47 x loG X 0.4418 X 

= 9.218 R 

5. The maximum armature  current is  for the  external  resistance Rrhe = 
0, i.e., 

V 24.0 
R, 9.218 I a m a x  = - - = 2.6 A " 

6. Current  density corresponding to  the  maximum  armature  current 

2.6 
0.4418 x J a m a x  = 5.885 x lo-' A/m2 

The winding  can  withstand this  current  density  without forced ven- 
tilation for a short period of time. 

7.  Maximum armature demagnetizing MMF  acting  directly  on  the PM 
and referred to one pole 

IamaXN 2.6 x 1100 
FLdlnax M F a d m a x  = ___ - - 

2P 
= 1430 A M 1.43 kA 

2 

8. Maximum armature demagnetizing  magnetic field intensity in d-axis 

- 
H i d m a z  - ~ 

FAdmaz - 1430 = 95,333.3  A/m 
h&{ 0.015 

9. The MMF corresponding to  the Hardferrite 28/26 coercive force H, = 
265,000 A 

F, = H,hhr = 26,5000 X 0.015 = 3975 A = 3.975 kA 

10. At the  rated  armature  current I ,  = 1.25 A the  current  density is 
only J ,  = 1.25/(0.4418 x = 2.83 x 10' A/m2  and  the winding 
can  withstand  the continuous current I ,  = 1.25  A without  any forced 
ventilation  system. 
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11. The d-axis MMF and  magnetic field intensity  acting  directly on the 
PM a t  I ,  = 1.25 A are 

1.25 x 1100  687.5 
0.015 

F' = ad 2 
= 687.5 A,  H L d  = - - - 45,833.3 A/m 

12. The permeance of the air gap according to Table  2.4,  configuration  9 

l M 0  0.02 x 1.2915 
Gg = PO 

In (1 + g / h M )  
= 0 . 4 ~  X loF6 

In (1 + 0.0006/0.015) 

= 0.876 X H 

The angle 0 = 74' = 1.2915  rad  according to Fig. 2.17. 
13. Assuming the leakage factor ~ 7 1 ~  = 1.15, the  total  permeance is 

Gt = 0lhfGS = 1.15 X 0.876 X lop6 = 1.0074 X lo-' H 

14. The demagnetization  curve of Hardferrite 28/26 shown in Fig. 2.5  can 
be  approximated  with  the aid of eqns  (2.20)  and (2.22). Five points 
( n  = 5)  with  coordinates  (257,000;  0.04),  (235,000;  0.08),  (188,000; 
0.14), (146,000; 0.2),  and (40,000;  0.34) have been selected to  estimate 
the coefficient ao, i.e., 

1 265,000 0.4 265 000 0.4 265,000 
a0 = -(- 

5  257,000 0.04 257,000 0.04 235,000 
+"L" +- 

+- +- 

+- ) 

1 
5 

= -(0.7201 + 0.4896 + 0.2393 + 0.185 + 0.0104) = 0.329 

Demagnetization  curves  according to  the  manufacturer [l691 and ac- 
cording to eqn (2.20), i.e., 

B = 0.4 
265,000 - H 

265,000 - 0.3298 

are  plotted i n  Fig. 2.18. 
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Figure 2.18: Demagnetization  curves for Hardferrite 28/26 anisotropic  bar- 
rium  ferrite:  1 - according to  the  manufacturer, 2 - approximated  curve 
according to eqn  (2.20) for a0 = 0.329. 

15. The saturation  magnetic flux density  according to  eqn (2.21) 

B, 0.4 
a0 0.329 

Bsat = - = - = 1.216 T 

16. The magnetic flux corresponding to  the  remanent  magnetic flux den- 
sity 

Q, = B,WMIM = 0.4 x 0.2 x 0.025 = 2.0 x Wb 

17. The MMF  corresponding to  the point K in  Fig. 2.11 is calculated 
using eqn  (2.44) 

2.0 x 10-4 
= 0.5 - (:g 1430 + 0.329 X 1.0074 X 

= 7057.75 A 
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= 7057.75f J7057.752 - 19.676 x 10' = 1568.14 or  12,547.36 A 

There  are two solutions FKI = 1568.14 A and F K ~  = 12,547.36 A. 
Of course, I FK l < [  F, I so the  true solution is FK = 1568.14 A/m. 

18. The magnetic field intensity at  the point K is 

1568.14 H K = - =  
h M  0.015 
FK - = 104,542.67  A/m 

19. The magnetic flux at  point K can be calculated  with the aid of eqn 
(2.43),  i.e., 

= 1.0074 x 10-'(1568.14 - 1430.00) = 1.3916 x Wb 

20. The magnetic flux density at  the point K 

1.39 x 10-4 
W M ~ M  0.025 X 0.02 

B K = - -  - = 0.27832 T 

or 

BK = 0.4 
265,000 - HK 

265,000 - 0 . 3 2 9 H ~  

265,000 - 104,542 
265,000 - 0.329 X 104,542 

= 0.4 = 0.27832 T 

21. The angle between the @ coordinate  and Gt line (slope of Gt)  

3975 ) = 87.14' 
2.0 X 10-4 
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22. The d-axis armature reaction MMF  and  magnetic field intensity  act- 
ing directly on the  PM 

Fid - 598 H’ = - - -  ad = 39,866.7  A/m h M  0.015 

23. The  MMF corresponding to  the  point M in Fig. 2.11  is  calculated 
with  the  aid of eqn  (2.35) 

1.3916 x + 1568.14 x 1.35 x x (0.025 x 0.02/0.015) 
1.0074 x + 1.35 x x (0.025 x 0.02/0.015) 

FM = 

1.0074 x x 598 
‘1.0074 x + 1.35 x x (0.025 x 0.02/0.015) 

= 771.71 A 

24. The magnetic field intensity at the point M 

H M = - = - -  FM 771’71 - 51,447.3  A/m 
h M  0.015 

25. The magnetic flux from eqn  (2.34) is the  total flux produced by the 
PM including the leakage flux, i.e., 

@ M  = G ~ ( F M  - FLd) 

= 1.0074 X 10-‘(771.71 - 598.0) = 1.74995 X Wb 

26. The  total magnetic flux density  produced by the  PM 

which is smaller than B, = 0.4 T. 
27. The useful magnetic flux density in the  air gap 

28. The magnetic flux density in the laminated  core 

Bg - 0.304 
B F e  = - - - = 0.317 T 

ki 0.96 
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Finite Element Analysis 

The finite  element  method (FEM)  has proved to  be  particularly flexible, 
reliable and effective in the analysis  and  synthesis of power-frequency elec- 
tromagnetic  and  electromechanical devices. Even in the  hands of nonspe- 
cialists,  modern FEM packages are user friendly and allow for calculating 
the electromagnetic field distribution  and  integral  parameters  without de- 
tailed knowledge of applied  mathematics. 

The  FEM can  analyze PM circuits of any  shape  and  material.  There 
is no need to calculate  reluctances, leakage factors  or the  operating  point 
on the recoil line. The  PM demagnetization  curve is input  into  the finite 
element  program which can  calculate  the variation of the  magnetic flux 
density  throughout  the  PM  system. An important  advantage of finite el- 
ement  analysis over the  analytical  approach  to  PM  motors is the  inherent 
ability to calculate  accurately  armature reaction effects, inductances  and 
the  electromagnetic  torque variation  with  rotor  position (cogging torque). 
Of course, to  understand  and use efficiently FEM packages] the user must 
have the  fundamental knowledge of electromagnetic field theory. It is as- 
sumed that  the reader of this book is familiar with  vector  algebra, dot  and 
cross products,  coordinate  systems,  and  the physical senses of gradient] 
divergence and curl. 

3.1 V (del) operator 

To  reduce the  length of partial differential equations an  operator V, called 
del or nabla, is used.  In  rectangular  coordinates i t  is defined as 

87 
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v = 1,- + 1,- + 1,- 
- . a  - a  - . a  

ax ay a z  

where ix, i,, and 1', are  unit vectors. The V operator is a vector operator 
that has no physical meaning or vector direction by itself. The following 
operations involve the V operator  with  scalars  and vectors: 

-. 
(Divergence of A) = V . A = - + - + - - dAx dA, dA, 

a x  ay az (3.3) 

It should  be  noted that some of the V operations yield scalars while others 
yield vectors.  In the  last  equation V . V  = V2 is called a Laplacian  operator 
and is also used to  operate on a vector 

(Laplacian of 2) = V2A = TxV2A, + i,V2A, + i,V2A, (3.6) 

Vector identities, as for example 

diu curlA = 0 (3.7) 

curl  curl A= grad diu A'- V 2 2  (3.8) 

can  be  brought to  the following simpler  forms 

V . V X ~ = Q  (3.9) 

v x (V x A) = V ( V .  A) - v22 (3.10) 

using the nabla operator. 
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Figure 3.1: Graphical  display of the vector _magnetostatic field intensity 
dk2   a t  P2 produced by a current element Ildll  at PI. 

3.2 Biot-Savart, Faraday’s, and Gauss’s laws 

Maxwell’s equations were derived in 1864-1865 from tlle  earlier Biot- 
Savart  law (1820), Faraday’s  law (1831) , and Gauss’s  law (1840). 

3.2.1 Biot-Savart law 
Biot-Savart law gives the differential m_agnetic field intensity d 2 2   a t  a point 
P2, produced by a current element Ildll  at point PI, which is filamentary 
and differential in length, as shown in Fig.  3.1 [174). This law can  best  be 
stated in vector form as 

(3.11) 

where the  subscripts  indicate  the  Joint  to which the  quantities refer, I1 
is the filamentary current  at PI, dl 1 is the vector  length of current  path 
(vector  direction  same as conventional current)  at P I ,  f ~ 1 2  is the  unit vector 
directed from the  current element I1zl to  the location of d k 2 ,  from P1 to 
P2, R12 is the  scalar  distance between thc  current clcmcnt IlZl to  thc 
location of dk2,  the distance between Pl and P 2 ,  and d k 2  is the vector 
magnetostatic field intensity at  P2. 

Fig. 3.1 shows graphically the relationship between tlle quantities found 
in the Biot-Savart law (3.11) when a current  element 1121 is singled out 
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from  a closed loop of filamentary  current 11 .  The direction of d?i2 comes 
from dtll x i,,, and  thus is perpendicular to &l and in1.r. The direction of 
d k 2  is also governed by the  right-hand rule and is in the direction of the 
fingers of the right  hand when one  grasps  the  current element so that  the 
thumb  points in the direction of 21. Biot-Savart law is similar to Coulomb’s 
law of magnetostatics. 

3.2.2 Faraday’s law 

Faraday’s law says that a  time-varying  or  space-varying  magnetic field in- 
duces an EMF in a closed loop linked by that field: 

(3.12) 

where e is the  instantaneous EMF induced in a coil with N turns  and @ is 
the  magnetic flux (the same in each turn). 

3.2.3 Gauss’s law 

The  total electric flux passing through  any closed imaginary  surface enclos- 
ing the charge Q is equal to Q (in SI units).  The charge Q is enclosed by 
the closed surface and is called Q enclosed, or Qen.  The  total flux 9~ is 
thus  equal  to 

where indicates a double  integral over the closed surface S and f i s  is the 
electric flux density  through  the surface S.  The  mathematical formulation 
obtained 

is called 
due  to a 

where V 

from the above  equation 

(3.13) 

Gauss’s law after K. F. Gauss. The Q,, enclosed by surface S, 
volume charge  density pv distribution, becomes 

QeTL = P V ~ V  (3.14) 

is the volume. 
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3.3 Gauss's theorem 

Gauss 'S theorem also called the divergence  theorem2 relates  a closed surface 
integral of fis ' dS to a volume integral of V . DdV involving the same 
vector,  i.e., 

i d , . d 3 = l V . f i d V  (3.15) 

It should  be  noted that  the closed surface S encloses the volume V .  

3.4 Stokes' theorem 

Stokes'  theorem relates  the closed loop  integral of 2 .2  to a  surface  integral 
of V x fi . d 3 ,  i.e., 

(3.16) 

where the loop l encloses the surface S. 

3.5 Maxwell's equations 

3.5.1 First Maxwell's equation 

Maxwell introduced so-called displacement  current, the  density of which is 
d f i / d t ,  where d is the electric flux density  (displacement)  vector.  There 
is a continuity of the displacement  current and electric  current f, e.g., 
in a  circuit  with  a  capacitor. The differential form of the first  Maxwell's 
equation is 

ad 
cur l f i  = f+ - + c u d ( 6  x v') + v' d i u 6  (3.17) d t  

or 

V x 2 = f + - + V x ( 6 x i ? ) + v ' V . d  dB 
a t  

where Tis the  density of the electric current, d f i / d t  is the  density of the 
displacement current, curl(d x C) is the  density of the  current  due  to  the 
motion of a  polarized  dielectric  material, and v'divfi is the  density of the 
convection current. For v' = 0 
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- - aLi 
at C U T ~ H  = J + - (3.18) 

According to eqn (3.4) the last  equation  has  the following scalar form: 

"- = J, aDX 
ay az at 

a H ,  a H ,  "- = J y + -  
az ax at 

3.5.2 Second Maxwell's equation 
The second Maxwell's  equation in the differential form is 

- as 4 

curlE = -- - curl(B x v') at 
or 

- aE 
V ~ E = - - - - v x ( E x v ' )  at 

For v' = 0 

The scalar form of the  last  equation is 

aE, aE, dB, 
ax ay at 

For magnetically  isotropic  bodies 

(3.19) 

(3.20) 

(3.21) 

(3.22) 

(3.23) 
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where p0 = 0 . 4 ~  x lop6 H/m is the  magnetic permeability of free space, 
and p,. is the relative  magnetic  permeability. For ferromagnetic  materials 
(iron,  steel, nickel, cobalt) p,. >> 1, for paramagnetic  materials  (aluminum) 
p,. > 1, and for diamagnetic  materials  (copper) p,. < 1. 

For magnetically  anisotropic  materials,  e.g., cold-rolled electrotechnical 
steel  sheets 

If the  coordinate  system 0, x, y, z is the  same as the axes of anisotropy 

3.5.3 Third Maxwell’s equation 
From  Gauss’s law (3.13) for the volume charge  density pv and  through  the 
use of Gauss’s theorem (3.15), the third Maxwell’s  equation in differential 
form is 

divD = pv 
-4 

(3.25) 

or 

In  scalar form 

dDx d D ,  d D z  -+-+- = pv ax  ay az 

3.5.4 Fourth Maxwell’s equation 
The physical meaning of the  equation 

h Z . d 3 = 0  

(3.26) 
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is that  there  are no magnetic  charges. By means of the use of Gauss’s 
theorem (3.15) the fourth  Maxwell  equation in differential form is 

-4 

d ivB  = 0 

or 

In scalar form 

(3.27) 

(3.28) 

3.6 Magnetic vector potential 
Through  the use of the  identity shown in eqn (3.7) and  the  fourth Maxwell’s 
equation (3.27)’ which states  that  the divergence of B’ is always zero every- 
where, the following equation  can  be  written 

curlA = B or V x A = B  (3.29) 

On  the assumptions that p = const,  E = const,  u = const,  v’ = 0 ,  and 
d i u 6  = 0,  the first Maxwell’s equation (3.17) can  be  written in the form 

4 4  

4 - 82 
at  

curlB = puE + p€- 

Putting  the magnetic  vector  potential  and using the  identity shown in eqn 
(3.8) the above  equation  takes the form 

grad  divA - V 2 A  = puE + p 
- a2 

€ d t  

Since d i u 2  = 0 and for power frequencies 50 or 60 Hz ol? >> jud?’ the 
magnetic  vector  potential for sinusoidal fields can  be expressed with  the aid 
of Poisson’s equation 

V 2 A  = - p f  
- 

In scalar form 

(3.30) 

V2Ax  = -pJx  V2A,  = -pJy  V2Az  = -pJz  (3.31) 
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3.7 Energy functionals 
The  FEM is based  on the conservation of energy. The law of conservation 
of energy in electrical  machines  can  be  derived from Ma.xwell's equations. 
The net  electrical input  active power  is [37, 2291 

The  EMF from Faraday's law (3.12) for N = 1 is 

and  the  current enclosed from Ampkre's circuital law  is 

(3.33) 

(3.34) 

Putting E . 2 (3.33) and ss J'. d% (3.34) into eqn (3.32) for the  net 
electrical input power 

or 

The right-hand  side  can  be  rewritten to obtain 

E . J ' d V = - - i L [ L B f i . d % ] d V  (3.35) 

The  term  on  the  right-hand side is the  rate of increase of the  stored  magnetic 
energy,  i.e., 

(3.36) 

The  input power P can also be  expressed in terms of the  magnetic vector 
potential A'. In accordance  with  eqns (3.21) and (3.29) the electric field 
intensity E = -aA'/dt.  Thus,  the  input electrical power (3.32) can  be 
written as 
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(3.37) 

and  then  comparing eqns (3.35) and (3.37) 

S, [ l B f i . d 3 ]   d V  = S, [ l A J ’ . d i l ]   d V  (3.38) 

Eqn (3.38) shows that for lossless electromagnetic devices the stored mag- 
netic  energy equals  the input electric  energy. 

Variational  techniques obtain  solutions to field problems by minimizing 
an  energy  functional F that is the difference between the stored energy 
and  the  input  (applied) energy in the  system volume. Thus, for magnetic 
systems 

(3.39) 

The first term  on  the  right-hand side is the  magnetic  stored energy and  the 
second is the electric input.  The energy functional F is minimized when 

a F  
a = O  

Thus 

(3.40) 

(3.41) 

Including losses 0.5jwaA2 due  to induced currents where W is the  angular 
frequency and a is the electric  conductivity, the  functional according to eqn 
(3.39) for linear  electromagnetic  problems F becomes 

(3.42) 

where 

For two  dimensional (planar) problems 
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(3.44) 

The functional  (3.39) is further  altered if an additional  magnetization  vector 
BT is included in eqn (2.1) to model a  hard ferromagnetic  material. In 
problems with PMs 

where B', is the contribution of the P M  to eqn  (2.1)  equivalent to  the rema- 
nent  magnetization of the PM material  (equal to  the  remanent  magnetic 
flux density). 

Although  most FEM packages include the  magnetization vector in their 
code, PMs can also be  simulated using a sheet  current  equivalent, as dis- 
cussed in [94]. 

3.8 Finite  element  formulation 

The 2D  sinusidally  time  varying field can  be  described  with the aid of the 
magnetic  vector  potential,  i.e., 

where the  magnetic vector  potential  A'and  excitation  current  density  vector 
f a r e  directed  out or into  the flat model along the z-axis,  i.e., 

A = 1,A,, 
- - .  

J = 1,J, 
" 

(3.48) 

The magnetic flux detsity vector has two components in the xy plane  per- 
pendicular to A' and J ,  i.e., 

B'= l;& + l& (3.49) 

Using the definition of the  magnetic vector  potential  (3.29),  i.e., V X A = 

(V x i,)A = and  definition (3.4) 

- 
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Figure 3.2: Typical  triangular  finite  element  connected to  other elements 

B dA2 - - 
y -  ax 12--1" 

ay ax - g ( x ,  y) (3.50) 

For the energy  density 

Similar  equation as (3.47) can  be  written for the 2D magnetostatic field 

and  electrostatic field 

(3.52) 

(3.53) 

where $ is the  electrostatic scalar potential, p is charge  density  dependent 
on $ and E is the  permittivity. 

Further considerations  relate to  the 2D sinusoidally time electromag- 
netic field described by eqn (3.47). 

Minimization of the  magnetic energy  functional over a  set of elements 
(called the mesh)  leads to a  matrix  equation  that  has  to solve for the mag- 
netic  vector  potential A' [37,  229). It  is in fact the minimization of A' 
throughout  the mesh.  Fig. 3.2 shows the coordinate  system for planar 
problems,  along  with part of a typical  finite  element  mesh. The entire pla- 
nar mesh may represent, for example,  the  stator  and  rotor  laminations  and 
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air gap of a  motor. A similar two-dimensional derivation may be  made for 
axisymmetric  problems,  such as for  cylindrical  solenoids. In  either case, 
the device being  analyzed  must be subdivided  (discretized)  into  triangles 
or  quadrilaterals called elements. Each  element  has at  least  three vertices 
called nodes or  grid  points. The number of nodes  corresponding to each 
element  depends  on the  shape of the element and also  on the  type of func- 
tion used to model the potential  within  the element. This  function is called 
the shape function and  can  be of any  order  depending on the desired com- 
plexity. Usually linear  or  second-order shape functions are used. Assuming 
a linear shape function of A' within an element the vector potential inside 
each  element is described as 

A = + a22 + c ~ 3 y  (3.54) 

The values of A a t  each node are 

AI  = + ( Y ~ X I +  a3y1 

A ,  = Q I +  ( ~ 2 2 ,  + a 3 y m  (3.55) 

A ,  = Q I +  Q ~ X ,  + Q ~ Y ,  

where Al = A ( x l ,  yl), A ,  = A(x1, , ,  y m )  and A ,  = A ( x l l ,  y r L ) .  In matrix 
form 

Solution to equation (3.56) yields 

(3.56) 

(3.57) 

where A is the surface area of a triangle  with  nodes l,m,n. Putting eqns 
(3.57) into eqn (3.54) the linear  interpolation  polynomial  function is 
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(3.59) 

The magnetic field  is constant  within  a  particular  triangular finite  element. 
The node  point  potentials Ak can  be  calculated by minimizing the en- 

ergy functional (3.44) according to eqn (3.40). Considering  a single trian- 
gular  finite  element yields 

or 

(3.60) 

(3.61) 

where dS = dxdy. The minimization of the  functional  with  respect  to 
the magnetic  vector  potential  can  be  approximated by the following set of 
equations [84] 

2 1 1  
+ j - [  waA 1  2 l ] ;  

l2 1 1 2  
(3.63) 

(3.64) 

The above  eqns (3.62),  (3.63) and (3.64) solve for the  potential x i n  a region 
containing  the  triangle  with nodes l ,  m ,  and n. For practical  problems  with 
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K nodes, the preceding process is repeated for each element,  obtaining the 
matrix [S] with K rows and  columns, [A] and [ I ]  are  then column  matrices 
containing K rows of complex terms 1841. 

Three dimensional (3D) finite element models are  built on the ideas 
presented in the foregoing, but  with  the  added complexity of an additional 
coordinate.  This means that each  element  has a minimum of four nodes. 

3.9 Boundary  conditions 

Natural  boundaries very rarely  exist in electromagnetic field problems. In 
most types of applications  the  electromagnetic field  is an infinitely extend- 
ing space. In these  applications  boundaries  are used to simplify the fi- 
nite element model and  approximate  the  magnetic vector potential a t  node 
points.  Rotary electrical  machines have identical pole pitches or sometimes 
half-pole pitches.  Boundaries due  to  symmetry  greatly reduce the size of 
the finite  element  model. 

Boundary  conditions  can  be classified into  three  types [37], which will 
be looked at more closely. 

3.9.1 Dirichlet boundary conditions 

Dirichlet boundary conditions  require the magnetic vector potential,  at a 
particular  point,  to  take  on a  prescribed  value,  i.e., 

A = m  (3.65) 

where m is the specified value. Dirichlet  boundaries force the flux lines to 
be  parallel to  the  boundary’s edge. 

In 2D problems  a flux line is a line of A’ = const. By using the  boundary 
condition A’ = 0, flux lines are  constrained  to follow the  boundary.  The 
outer edge of the  stator yoke, for example, could have a Dirichlet boundary 
of A’ = 0. This is a  simplification  since  any leakage flux which would extend 
beyond the  stator’s yoke  is  now neglected. The high relative  permeability 
of the ferromagnetic yoke would ensure that most of the flux remains  inside 
the yoke and in most  motor designs this  boundary condition is a  reasonable 
simplification to make. 

- 

3.9.2 Neumann  boundary conditions 

Neumann boundary conditions  require the normal  derivative of the mag- 
netic  vector  potential  be zero, i.e., 
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aA - = o  
d n  

Chapter 3 

(3.66) 

This  type of boundary is not satisfied exactly by the finite  element  solution 
but only the  mean value of the  boundary.  Neumann  boundaries  are natural 
boundaries  in the FEM since  they do  not have to  be specified explicitly. 
Flux lines cross a Neumann  boundary  orthogonally. 

Neumann  boundaries  are used mainly in symmetry problems where the 
flux is orthogonal to a  plane. This only occurs in no-load operation in most 
electrical  motors. 

3.9.3 Interconnection boundary conditions 

Interconnection  boundary  conditions set  the  constraint  between  two  nodes. 
This could be between two geometrically  adjacent  nodes  or between two 
nodes a t  a particular  interval  apart.  This  type of boundary  has only one 
of the two potentials  independently specified and is still  exactly satisfied in 
the finite  element  solution. The relationship  between  the  two  nodes is 

A'I, = a A n   + b  (3.67) 

where a and b are  factors which link the two nodes. 
The general use of the interconnection  boundary  condition in electrical 

machines is  in relating two nodes that  are one pole pitch  or  a  multiple 
of a pole pitch apart.  This type of constraint is usually called a periodic 
constraint in which A,,, = A,  or A,,, = -AMn, depending on the number of 
pole pitches the nodes  are apart,  e.g., 

- 4 - 

(3.68) 

3.10 Mesh generation 
The accuracy of the finite element  solution is dependent  on  the mesh topol- 
ogy. The mesh is thus  an  important  part of any  finite  element  model  and 
attention should  be placed on  creating  it. Essentially, there  are two types of 
mesh generators. The first  being an analytical mesh generator that defines 
the problem  geometry using large global elements. These global  elements 
are  subsequently refined according to  the user,  usually  automatically. The 
other  type of mesh generator is a synthetic generator where the user de- 
signs  a mesh region at  a node-by-node level and  the model is the union of 
a number of different mesh regions. 
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Modern  finite  element packages can  generate  a mesh automatically from 
the geometric  outline of the problem  drawn in a CAD type package. These 
mesh generators usually construct  the mesh using a Delaunay  triangulation 
method. Automating  the mesh generation  drastically  reduces  the  manpower 
costs. 

Fully automated mesh generation  can only be achieved if the errors 
which arise from the mesh discretization  are  taken  into  account.  This is 
called self-adaptive meshing, and relies on an accurate  and reliable method 
of estimating  the  discretization  errors in the mesh. Modern  finite  element 
packages that use self-adaptive meshing normally calculate  the discretiza- 
tion  error  estimates from a finite  element  solution. These packages usually 
create a crude mesh which is solved. Error  estimates  are  made from this 
solution  and the mesh is refined in the  approximate places. This process is 
repeated  until the required level of accuracy is obtained for the model. The 
error  estimates used in the program  depend generally on  the  application, 
but general  finite  element  programs usually calculate  their  error estimates 
from the change in flux density across element edges. 

3.11 Forces  and torques in electromagnetic 
field 

The calculation of forces and  torques using the  FEM is one of the most 
important  functions of this  method. In  electrical  machine  problems four 
methods of calculating forces or  torques  are used: the Maxwell  stress  tensor, 
the co-energy  method, the Lorentz  force  equation (f x g ) ,  and  the rate of 
change of field  energy  method (g dB/dz) .  The most appropriate  method 
is usually problem-dependent,  although  the  most  frequently used methods 
are  the Maxwell stress  tensor  and co-energy methods. 

3.11.1 Maxwell stress tensor 
The use of the Maxwell stress  tensor is simple from a computational per- 
spective,  since it requires only the local flux density  distribution along a 
specific line or  contour. 

Using the definition of Maxwell stress  tensor,  the  electromagnetic forces 
can  be  determined on the basis of the  magnetic flux density,  i.e., 

the  total force 

F = S S I P o  2Po 1 --B(B. 6 )  - - B 2 6  dS 
1 "  1 

(3.69) 
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0 the normal force 

F, = - [B: - B:]dl 
2PO Li S 

0 the  tangential force 
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(3.70) 

(3.71) 

where 6,  Li, l ,  B, and Bt are  the normal  vector to  the  surface S, stack 
length,  integration  contour,  radial  (normal)  component of the  magnetic flux 
density  and  tangential  component of the  magnetic flux density, respectively. 

The torque T' = r' x F' in connection  with  eqn  (3.71) is 

(3.72) 

where r is the  radius of the circumference which lies in the  air  gap. 
Since a finite grid is being used the above equations  can  be  written for 

element i. The torque shown below in cylindrical  coordinates is a  sum of 
torques for each element i, i.e., 

(3.73) 

The accuracy of this  method is markedly  dependent  on  the  model  discretiza- 
tion and  on  the selection of the  integration line or  contour. The Maxwell 
stress  tensor line integration  necessitates a precise solution in the  air  gap, 
demanding  a fine discretization of the model in the  air  gap since the flux 
density is not  continuous at  the nodes and across  boundaries of first-order 
elements. 

3.11.2 CO-energy method 
The force or  torque is calculated as the  derivative of the  stored  magnetic 
co-energy W' with  respect to  a small  displacement. 

The finite difference approximation  approximates  the  derivative of co- 
energy by the change in co-energy for a displacement s, called the co-energy 
finite difference method.  The component of instantaneous force F, in the 
direction of the displacement S is [37, 1671 

dW' AW' 
ds As 

F --- 
Y -  m -  (3.74) 

or, for an instantaneous  torque T with  a  small  angular  rotation displace- 
ment 6 (mechanical angle), 
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dW' AW' 
d6 A6 

T = -  25- (3.75) 

The problem  with the finite difference approach is that two finite  element 
models have to be  calculated,  doubling  the  calculation  time,  and  the  most 
suitable value of angular  increment A6 is unknown  and  has to be found 
using a  trial-and-error  procedure. If A6 is too  small, rounding-off errors in 
AW' will dominate. If A6 is too  large, the calculated  torque will no longer 
be  accurate for the specific rotor  position. 

The  instantaneous  torque  can also be expressed in the following form 

(3.76) 

where W ,  9 and i are  the magnetic energy, flux linkage vector and  current 
vector, respectively. 

3.11.3 Lorentz  force theorem 

Using the Lorentz force theorem,  the  instantaneous  torque is expressed as 
a  function of phase EMFs and phase currents, i.e., 

= -[eA(t) iA(t)  + eB(t) iB(t)  + e c ( t ) i c ( t ) ]  (3.77) 
1 
R 

where p ,  6, R = 27rn and N are  the number of pole pairs, mechanical degree, 
mechanical angular  speed  and  conductor  number in phase belt, repectively. 

3.12 Inductances 

3.12.1 Definitions 

FEM computations use the following definitions of the  steady-state induc- 
tances: 

0 the  number of flux linkages of the coil, divided by the  current in  the 
coil, 

0 the energy  stored in the coil divided by one-half the  current  squared. 
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Both  definitions give identical  results for linear  inductances  but  not  for 
nonlinear  inductances [167]. 

If the incorrect  potential  distribution  does  not differ significantly from 
the correct potential,  the error in energy computation is much smaller than 
that in potential [229]. Therefore,  the  steady-state  inductances  are often 
very accurately  approximated even if the  potential  solution  contains sub- 
stantial  errors. 

3.12.2 Dynamic  inductances 
In  order  to  predict  accurately  the  dynamic behavior and performance of a 
solid state converter-fed PM brushless  motor  one  needs to know the self- 
and  mutual-winding  dynamic  inductance d9/di  rather  than  the steady- 
state value 9/1 [192]. 

The cunent/energy  perturbation method is based upon  consideration of 
the  total energy  stored in the  magnetic field of a given device  comprising 1 
windings (74, 75, 1921. The voltage across the  terminals of the j t h  winding 
is 

89, dil 89, di2 
dil dt a i2  dt 

v ,=R~i j+ - -+ - -+  . . .  

dPj di, 89, dil dP, de +--+...+--+-- 
di, dt dil dt de dt 

(3.78) 

For a fixed rotor  position the  last  term in eqn (3.78) is equal to zero,  because 
the  rotor speed dO/dt = 0. The partial  derivative of the flux linkage 9, 
with  respect to a winding current ik (IC = 1,2 , .  . . , j ,  . . , , l )  in eqn  (3.78) is 
the so-called incremental  inductance L T  [74,  75, 1921. Therefore, the  total 
stored  global  energy  associated  with the  system of 1 coupled windings can 
be  written as [74, 75, 1921: 

(3.79) 

In the  papers [75, 1921 the self- and  mutual-inductance  terms of the various 
1 windings have been expressed as the  partial derivatives of the global stored 
energy  density, W ,  with  respect to various  winding current  perturbations, 
Ai,.  These derivatives can, in turn, be  expanded  around a “quiescent” 
magnetic field solution  obtained for a given set of winding currents, in 
terms of various current  perturbations &Ai, and f A i k  in the   j th  and lcth 
windings,  and the resulting  change in the global energy. In  a  machine where 
Ljk = Lkj,  this process yields for the self- and  mutual-inductance  terms 
the following: 
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-w(ij + Ai,, i k  - A i k )  + w ( i ,  - Ai,, ik - A i k ] / ( 4 A i j A i k )   ( 3 . 8 1 )  

The details  are given in papers [74,  75, 1921. For the two-dimensional field 
distribution  the  currentlenergy  perturbation  method  does not take  into 
account  the  end connection leakage. 

For steady-state problems a similar  accuracy  can be  obtained by first 
calculating  the synchronous  reactance, then  mutual  reactance  and finally 
the slot and differential leakage reactance as a difference between  syn- 
chronous and  mutual  reactances. 

3.12.3 Steady-state  inductance 
In design calculations  it is enough to calculate  the  steady-state  inductance 
through  the use of the flux linkage Q, Stokes' theorem (3.16), and  magnetic 
vector  potential (3.29), i.e.: 

Q JsV x i . d S  $ i . d i  L="= -- - 
I I I 

where A' is the  magnetic vector potential  around  the  contour 1 .  

(3.82) 

3.12.4 Reactances of synchronous  machines 
The synchronous  reactance is when the  total flux Qsd or Q s q  includes both 
mutual  and leakage fluxes, i.e.,  the  armature  slot,  tooth  top,  and differential 
leakage flux. A flux plot  through  the  air  gap does  not  include the  stator 
leakage, but simply the d-axis and q-axis linkage flux Q a d  or QQq. The first 
harmonics of these  main fluxes give the armature  reaction or magnetzzing 
reactances  [215, 2161. A combination of the  total fluxes Q s d , Q s q  and linkage 
fluxes Qad and Q,, will give the armature leakage reactance (excluding the 
end  connection leakage reactance). 

This  method is easy to implement using any FEM software  since it 
can be  automated which is important when trying  to find the performance 
characteristics at  a  particular  input voltage using an iterative  loop. 
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If the  armature  current I ,  = 0, then  it follows that  the normal com- 
ponent of the  rotor magnetic flux density, B,, determines the d-axis. A 
line integral  through  the  air  gap gives the  distribution of the  magnetic vec- 
tor  potential.  The values of constant vector  potential  represent flux lines. 
Numerical Fourier analysis of this vector potential yields an analytical ex- 
pression for the first harmonic,  i.e., 

A,(pa) = a1 cos(po) + bl sin(pcy) = A,1 sin(pa + a d )  (3.83) 

where A,1 = d m  and a d  = arctan(bl/al).  The angle a d  relates to 
the d-axis  since it shows the angle of zero crossing of the magnetic vector 
potential  through  the  air  gap line contour.  This angle is usually found to 
be zero due  to  the  symmetry in the machine. The q-axis is related to  the 
d-axis by a shift of 7r/(2p), thus 

3.12.5 Synchronous 

x 
Q, = Qd + - 

2P 

reactances 

(3.84) 

In a two-dimensional FEM model the d-axis and q-axis synchronous reac- 
tances, respectively, excluding the  end connection leakage flux are 

x,, = 27r f - 
1,s 
@'ss (3.85) 

where @,d and 9,, are  the  total fluxes in the d and g axis, I u d  and I,, are 
the d-axis and q-axis armature  currents, respectively, and f is the  armature 
supply  (input) frequency. 

The d-axis and q-axis fluxes are  obtained from the  combination of the 
phase  belt linkages [52,  53,  73, 2031. The real and  imaginary  components of 
the flux represent the d-axis and g-axis flux linkages. The phasor  diagram 
for a synchronous  motor shows that  the rotor  excitation flux and d-axis 
armature flux are in the same  direction while the q-axis armature flux is 
perpendicular. 

The calculation of the synchronous  reactances using eqns (3.85) are 
sensitive to  the values of I,d and Ius ,  respectively. This is due  to  the 
fact that in the full-load analysis of a PM synchronous  motor  the values 
of l a d  and I,, both  approach zero a t  different load  angles. The rounding 
off errors that occur in the  FEM amplify the error in the synchronous 
reactance as  the  armature  current  components  tend toward zero. The use 
of a constant  current  disturbance, in both lad and I,,, solves this problem. 
The synchronous  reactances  are then 
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x& = 27r f - AQsq 
AI,, 

(3.86) 

where A*,d and AQ,,  are  the changes in magnetic fluxes at  the load  point 
in the d-axis and q-axis, respectively, and AIud and A I , ,  are  the values of 
the d-axis and q-axis stator  current  disturbances, respectively. 

The magnetic  saturation  that occurs in the loaded FEM  solution  should 
be  transferred  to  the problem  with  current  disturbance. This is done by 
storing  the permeability of every element  obtained from the loaded non- 
linear  magnetic field computation.  These permeabilities  can then  be used 
for the linear  calculation with  current  disturbance.  This ensures that  the 
saturation effect, which occurs in the loaded model is not ignored in the 
disturbed  results. 

3.12.6 Armature  reaction  reactances 

The d-axis and q-axis fundamental  components of magnetic flux in the  air 
gap  can  be derived by performing  a Fourier analysis  on the vector  potentials 
A' around  the inner  surface of the  armature core. In Fourier series the cosine 
term coefficient ul expresses the  quantity of half the q-axis flux per pole 
and  the sine term coefficient bl expresses the  quantity of half the d-axis 
flux per pole [216]. Thus,  the  fundamental harmonic of the  resultant  air 
gap flux per pole and  the inner  torque angle bi (Fig. 5.5, Chapter 5), are 

I 

6i = arctan (2) (3.87) 

This  magnetic flux rotates  with  the synchronous  speed n, = f/p and in- 
duces in each  phase  winding the following EMF 

E, = rJZfNlkwl@g (3.88) 

The phasor  diagrams shown in Fig.  5.5 (Chapter 5) give the following ex- 
pressions for the d-axis and q-axis armature reaction (mutual)  reactances: 

x u d  = 
Ei COS bi - Ef 

l a d  
(3.89) 

(3.90) 

The  armature reaction  affects the  saturation of magnetic  circuit in propor- 
tion  to  the load torque.  To  take  into  account  this effect another  equation 
similar to eqn  (3.89) is needed (2161. 
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3.12.7 Leakage reactance 

The  armature leakage reactance  can  be  obtained in two ways: 

(a) from numerical  evaluation of the energy stored in the  slots  and in the 

(b) as the difference between the synchronous  reactance and  armature 
end  connections [179], 

reaction  reactance,  i.e., 

The first  method allows for calculating  the slot leakage reactance,  including 
the  magnetic  saturation effect and  the  end connection leakage reactance. 
It can  be  performed provided that each slot  and  each tooth is defined as 
a volume V in which the local contribution to  the leakage energy can  be 
calculated [179]. The leakage flux is practically  independent of the relative 
stator-rotor  position. 

The result of the second method is the  sum of the  slot, differential, and 
tooth-top leakage reactance  obtained as the difference between  synchronous 
and  armature reaction  reactances.  In  the  case of PM brushless  motors this 
method is preferred  since it uses only synchronous  and  armature reaction 
reactances.  Note that according to  the second method, leakage  reactances 
in the d and q-axis differ slightly. 

In general, the calculation of the  end connection leakage reactance is 
rather difficult using the two-dimensional FEM  program  and  does  not  bring 
satisfactory  results. For this  purpose three-dimensional FEM software pack- 
age is recommended [253]. 

3.13 Interactive FEM programs 

Modern  finite  element packages use advanced  graphical  displays which are 
usually menu-driven to make the process of solving  problems as easy as 
possible. All packages have three  main  components,  although  they may be 
integrated  into  one;  they  are  the pre-processor, processor (solver),  and post- 
processor. The most  popular  commercial packages used in the electromag- 
netic  analysis of electrical  machines  and  electromagnetic devices are: (a) 
MagNet from Infolytica Co., Montreal,  Canada,  (b) Maxwell from Ansoft 
Co., Pittsburgh,  PA, U.S.A.,  (c) Flux from Magsoft Co., Roy,  NY,  U.S.A. 
and  (d) Opera from Vector  Fields  Ltd., Oxford,  U.K. All these packages 
have 2D and 3D solvers for electrostatic,  magnetostatic  and  eddy-current 
problems. A transient  and  motion  analysis is also  included to some extent. 
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3.13.1 Pre-processor 

Pre-processor is a module  where the finite  element  model is created by the 
user. This module allows new models to  be created  and old models to be 
altered. The different parts of any  finite  element model are: 

0 Drawing: Drawing the geometric outline of the model using graph- 
ical drawing  tools much like any  CAD package including  mirroring 
and copying features. 

Materials: The different regions of the geometry model are assigned 
magnetic  material  properties. The materials  can have linear or non- 
linear  magnetic  characteristics.  Each  material  can  be defined a  par- 
ticular  conductivity. For PM materials  the coercivity of the  material 
is also defined. 

0 Electric circuit: Regions which contain coils are linked to  current 
or voltage  sources. The user specifies the number of turns  per coil 
and  the  current  magnitude. 

0 Constraints: The edges of the model usually need constraints  and 
this is done by defining constraints  graphically.  Periodic  constraints 
are easily defined, by the user, using graphical mouse clicks. 

Commercial packages also allow the user to enter new material  curves.  This 
is done by specifying a number of points  on  the B-H curve of the  particular 
material  and  then  the  program  creates a smooth curve from these  points. 
The curve is a continuous  function  with  a  non-decreasing  first  derivative, if 
sufficient points  are  entered. 

Once  all the  components of the model are  described the finite  element 
model  can be solved. 

3.13.2 Solver 

Solver module solves numerically the field equations. The pre-processor 
module sets which solver (electrostatic,  magnetostatic,  eddy-current)  should 
be used. Mostly, adaptive meshing is implemented to ensure efficient mesh 
discretization. The solver starts by creating a coarse finite element mesh 
and solving it. An error  estimate is produced from this  solution,  and  the 
mesh is refined and solved again.  This is repeated  until  the mesh is refined 
sufficiently to produce an  accurate  result. 
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Figure 3.3: Magnetic  flux  distribution,  normal  and  tangential  component 
of the magnetic  flux  density for the magnetic  circuit  shown  in  Fig. 2.16. 

3.13.3 Post-processor 

Post-processor is an interactive  module that displays field quantities  such 
as magnetic  vector  potential, flux density, field intensity  and  permeability. 
It also  gives the user acces  to a vast amount of information  regarding the 
finite  element  solution  such as energy,  force, torque  and  inductance, which 
are  all  built  into  the module. 

Numerical example 3.1 
Find  the  magnetic flux distribution,  magnetic flux density  in the air  gap 
and  attractive force for a simple  magnetic  circuit  shown  in  Fig. 2.16. 

Solution: 

This problem  has  been  solved  using the 2D Maxwell  commercial  FEM 
package  from Ansoft, Pittsburgh, PA, U.S.A. 

The magnetic flux distribution,  normal  and  tangential  component of the 
magnetic  flux  density  in the  air  gap  are  plotted  in  Fig. 3.3. The normal 
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component of magnetic flux density (over 1 T) is very close to  that obtained 
from analytical  solution  (Numerical  example  2.1). 

The normal attractive force as obtained from the 2D FEM is F = 198.9 
N at 2OoC (compare  with 229.7 N from the  analytical  approach).  The  ana- 
lytical  approach gives higher attractive force, because it has  been  assumed 
that  the normal  component of the magnetic flux density in the air gap is 
uniform,  fringing  and leakage fluxes are neglected and  the MVDs in the 
laminated  cores  are  zero. 

Numerical example 3.2 
The primitive 2-pole PM electrical  machine shown in Fig. 2.17 is used in this 
example. The dimensions  and  material  properties  are as shown in Example 
2.1. The problem is essentially the  same as was set  out in Chapter 2: to 
find the  magnetic flux density in the  air  gap when the  armature winding is 
fed with  current I ,  = 1.25 A. 

Using the  FEM more information  can  be  obtained about  this machine 
with very little  extra effort. Important design details  such as the winding 
inductance  and  rotor  output  torque will also  be  calculated. 

Solution: 

1. Finite  element  model 
A two-dimensional FEM of the primitive  machine is built using Mag- 
Net 2D commercial package from Infolytica, Montreal,  Canada.  The 
outline of the model is first drawn, as shown in Fig.  3.4. The material 
properties  are  then assigned to  the different regions. The materials’ 
B--H curves are  entered, including the  PM  demagnetization  curve, 
using MagNet curve  module. 

The Dirichlet  boundary  condition is applied to  the  area  around 
the model. This  boundary is used since  most of the flux is expected to 
remain  within the model. Any leakage flux will be  seen,  although it 
may not distribute as widely away from the core due  to  the  boundary. 
The air region around  the model should  be  increased if the leakage 
flux is of interest. 

The  current source  circuit is then defined with  the  current going 
in opposite  directions for the two coil regions. A current of I ,  = 1.25 
A is set  with each coil having N = 1100 turns.  The problem  can now 
be solved. 

2. Air  gap magnetic flux density 
A line contour  through  the  air  gap is used to plot the  magnitude of 
the air gap  magnetic flux density, as shown in Fig. 3.5. The plot is 
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Figure 3.4: Geometric  outline used in FEM analysis of a primitive  electrical 
machine  according to Fig. 2.17. 

Figure 3.5: The magnitude of the air gap  magnetic flux density. 
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Figure  3.6:  Flux  distribution  with:  (a) I ,  = 1.25 A,  (b) I ,  = 2.6 A. 

made for an  input  current I ,  = 1.25 A. From  Fig.  3.5 it can be seen 
that  the maximum  magnetic flux density in the center of the pole is 
0.318 T .  From the classical approach  the value of 0.304 T has been 
obtained as the average value over the  magnet pole face width W M .  

The flux distribution for an  input  current I ,  = 1.25 A and I ,  = 2.6 
A are shown in Fig.  3.6.  Fig.  3.7 shows the flux distribution of the 
PM with no armature  current  and  the flux distribution for I ,  = 1.25 
A with  the  PM  unmagnetized. 

3. Winding inductance 
The winding  inductance is calculated using the energy stored in the 
coil divided by half the  current  squared  and by the  currentlenergy 
perturbation  method.  The first method is easily calculated from a 
single finite  element  solution. The winding  inductance, using this 
method, is calculated by the MagNet post-processor. The  pertur- 
bation  method is a little more complicated and requires three finite 
element  solutions. The inductance is then calculated using eqn (3.80). 
The winding  inductance  obtained from the  stored energy  method is 
0.1502 H and from the energy perturbation  method is 0.1054 H. The 
difference in the inductance values are  due  to  the oversimplification 
made in the  stored energy  form. The energy perturbation result is 
seen as being  a  more accurate  result. 

4. Developed  torque 
The developed  torque is calculated using Maxwell’s stress  tensor. A 
line contour is drawn  through  the  air  gap along which the  calculation 
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Figure 3.7: Flux  distribution  with: (a) no armature  current I ,  = 0 A, (b) 
I ,  = 1.25 A and  the  magnet  unmagnetized. 

D 
Rotor Angle, Degrees 

Figure 3.8: Developed torque  versus  rotor  position  angle. In  the region 
from 0 to 135' the force is attractive and from 135' to 180' the force is 
repulsive. 
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is done. The  torque is obtained for a number of different rotor posi- 
tions.  This is done by changing the geometric rotation of the  rotor 
and resolving the model.  Fig  3.8 shows the  torque versus  rotor an- 
gle. The  attractive forces are in the region from 0' to 135' and  the 
repulsive forces from 135' to 180'. 
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doc. Commutator  Motors 

4.1 Construction 
A d.c. PM  commutator motor  can  be  compared  with  a  d.c.  separately ex- 
cited  motor. The only difference is in the  excitation flux Qg in the air 
gap: for a PM motor Qg = const whilst for a  separately  excited  motor Qg 

can  be  controlled. This  means  that  the  speed of a standard  d.c.  PM com- 
mutator motor  can  normally only be  controlled by changing the  armature 
input voltage or armature  current. A typical d.c.  PM  commutator  motor 
is shown in Fig. 4.1. By adding an additional field excitation  winding, the 
flux Qg as well as the speed  can be changed in a certain  limited  range. 

Alnico PMs used to be  common in motors  having ratings in the  range 
of 0.5 to 150 kW.  Ceramic  magnets  are now most  popular  and economical 
in fractional horsepower motors  and may have an economic advantage over 
Alnico up  to  about 7.5 kW.  Rare-earth  magnet  materials  are costly, but 
are  the  best economic choice in small  motors. 

Magnetic  circuit  configurations of different types of PM  d.c.  commutator 
motors  are shown in Figs 4.2 to 4.4. There  are four fundamental  armature 
(rotor)  structures: 

0 conventional slotted  rotor  (Fig. 4.2a and  4.3), 
0 slotless  (surface  wound)  rotor (Fig.  4.2b), 
0 moving-coil cylindrical  rotor  (Fig.  4.4a), 
0 moving-coil disk (pancake)  rotor  (Fig.  4.4b  and  c). 

The slotted-  and  slotless-rotor PM  commutator motors have armature wind- 
ings fixed to  the  laminated core. The  armature winding, armature core and 
shaft  create  one  integral  part. 

119 
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Figure 4.1: d.c.  commutator  motor  with segmental PMs: 1 - armature,  2 
- barium  ferrite PM, 3 - porous  metal  bearing, 4 - shaft, 5 - terminal, 
6 - steel  frame, 7 - oil soaked felt pad, 8 - brush, 9 - commutator. 

Figure 4.2: Construction of d.c. PM commutator  motors  with  laminated- 
core  rotors: (a) slotted  rotor,  (b) slotless rotor. 
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Figure 4.3: Excitation  systems of d.c. commutator  motors  with  laminated- 
core  rotors using different types of PMs: (a) Alnico, (b) ferrites,  (c)  rare- 
earth: 1 - PM, 2 - mild steel yoke, 3 - pole shoe. 
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Figure 4.4: Outside-field type moving coil P M  commutator  motors:  (a) 
cylindrical motor,  (b) disk motor  with wound rotor,  (c) disk motor  with 
printed  rotor  winding  and  hybrid  excitation  system: 1 - moving coil ar- 
mature winding, 2 - mild steel yoke, 3 - PM, 4 - pole shoe, 5 - mild 
steel  frame, 6 - shaft, 7 - brush, 8 - commutator. 
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Table 4.1: Classification of moving-coil motors 

Cylindrical type Disk (pancake)  type 

Outside-field Inside-field type Wound Printed Three-coil 
t Y  Pe armature  armature  armature 

Honeycomb winding 
Rhombic  winding 
Bell winding 
Ball windine: 

The moving-coil d.c.  motor  has  armature windings fixed to  an insulating 
cylinder  or disk rotating between PMs or PMs  and a  laminated  core. The 
types of moving-coil motors  are listed in Table 4.1. In a moving-coil motor 
the moment of inertia of the  rotor is very small  since all ferromagnetic 
cores are  stationary,  i.e.,  they  do not move in the  magnetic field and no 
eddy-currents or hysteresis losses are produced  in them.  The efficiency of 
a moving-coil motor is better  than  that of a  slotted  rotor  motor. 

Owing to low moment of inertia  the mechanical time  constants of moving- 
coil motors  are much smaller than those of steel-core armature  motors. 

4.1.1 Slotted-rotor PM d.c. motors 

The core of a slotted  rotor is a lamination of silicon steel  sheet or carbon 
steel  sheet. The  armature winding is located  in  the  rotor  slots.  The  torque 
acts on the  conductors secured in the  slots  and reinforced by the slot  insula- 
tion and epoxy resin. Thus a slotted  rotor is more durable  and reliable than 
a  slotless rotor. A core  having  many  slots is usually desirable,  because  the 
greater  the number of slots,  the less the cogging torque  and  electromagnetic 
noise. Cores  having even numbers of slots are usually used for the  motors 
manufactured by an  automated mass  production process because of the 
ease of production.  From  the  motor  quality point of view, ferromagnetic 
cores with  odd  numbers of slots  are preferred due  to low cogging torque. 

Skewed slots in Fig.  4.2a  reduce  the cogging torque that is produced  by 
interaction between the  rotor  teeth  and  PM pole shoes  (change in the air 
gap  reluctance). 

Specifications of small PM commutator  motors  with  slotted  rotors  man- 
ufactured by Buehler Motors GmbH, Nuremberg,  Germany  are given in 
Table 4.2 
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Table 4.2: Data of small PM  commutator  motors  with  slotted  rotors man- 
ufactured by Buehler Motors GmbH, Nuremberg,  Germany 

Specifications 1.13.044.235  1.13.044.413  1.13.044.236  1.13.044.414 
Rated 
voltage, V 12  12 24 24 
Rated 
torque, Nm x 150  180  150  180 
Rated  speed,  rpm 3000 
Rated 
current, A 6.2  7.3  3.1  3.5 
Diameter 
of frame, mm 51.6 
Length 
of frame, mm 88.6 103.6 88.6 103.6 
Diameter 
of shaft, mm 6 

4.1.2 Slotless-rotor PM motors 

Extremely low cogging torque  can be produced by fixing the windings on a 
cylindrical  steel core without  any  slots  (Fig. 4.2b). In  this case the  torque 
is exerted on the  conductors uniformly distributed  on  the  rotor surface. 
However, the flux decreases in comparison  with the  slotted  rotor since the 
gap between the  rotor core and  the pole shoes is larger.  Therefore,  larger 
volume of PMs must  be used to get sufficient magnetic flux. 

4.1.3 Moving-coil  cylindrical motors 

Cylindrical outside-field type 

This  type of motor  (Fig. 4.4a) has  a very small  mechanical  time constant 
T,, sometimes T, < 1 ms. In order to  obtain  a small T,, the  ratio @.,/J 
must be as large as possible where @g is the  air  gap  magnetic flux and J is 
the moment of inertia of the  rotor. More flux is produced from an Alnico 
or  rare-earth  PMs, which have a high remanence B, than from a ferrite 
PM. Since Alnico PMs  are easy to demagnetize, a long Alnico magnet, 
magnetized  lengthwise, is used in order to avoid demagnetization. A better 
design is a  stator magnetic  circuit  with rare-earth  PMs. 
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Cylindrical inside-field type 

Moving-coil motors of the inner-field type, which are also known as coreless 
motors,  are  often used for applications of less than 10 W, very rarely up  to 
200 W. In  this  type of  motor the  PM is inside the moving-coil armature. 
Though  the  moment of inertia of this  rotor is low, the mechanical time 
constant is not  always low, because the  magnetic flux produced by a  small 
size PM placed inside the  armature is  low. However, coreless motors were 
extensively used for driving  capstans of audio  cassette  players  (Fig.  1.16), 
VCRs, zoom lenses of cameras,  etc.  due  to  their  outstanding  characteristics: 
(a) high power per volume, (b) high efficiency (no core  losses), (c) zero 
cogging torque, (d) low damping coefficient- eqn  (1.11). 

The mechanical  component of damping  coefficient is partly  due  to fric- 
tion  caused by bearing  lubrication  components  and  bearing  seals.  Another 
mechanical effect which may  manifest itself at high speed is the windage 
element due  to  rapidly  rotating  parts [150]. The electromagnetic  compo- 
nents of the  damping effect consist of [150]: (a) circulating  current caused 
by currents flowing in commutated coils in the presence of stray fields and 
(b) eddy  currents induced in armature  conductors moving in the  magnetic 
field. 

The inside-field type cylindrical moving coil motors  are shown in Fig. 
4.5. The  armature windings are classified as follows: (a) honeycomb wind- 
ing, (b) rhombic  winding, (c) bell winding, (d) ball winding. 

The honeycomb  winding, which is also known as Faulhaber winding, was 
the first type of winding to  be employed in the widely used coreless motors. 
Fig. 4.5a shows the  motor, its armature winding, and coil terminals.  This 
type of winding was invented by F. Faulhaber [143]. Originally, this  motor 
type used an Alnico magnet in order to  obtain a high flux. The housing, 
which also  serves as the  magnetic  path, is made  of mild carbon  steel.  Two 
bearings are usually placed in the center hole of the PM to  support  the 
shaft. For honeycomb  winding  motors, as well as other coreless motors, 
commutators  are  made small for the following reasons: 

(a)  Both  commutator  and brushes use precious metals  (gold,  silver,  plat- 
inum,  and/or  palladium) which are  resistant to electrochemical pro- 
cesses during  operation. Because precious metals  are expensive, the 
size of the brushes  must  be as small as possible; 

(b)  The peripheral  speed of the  commutator for stable  commutation  must 
be low; 

(c) The machine size must  be as small as possible. 

The rhombic  winding coreless motor uses rhombic coils as shown in Fig. 
4.5b. The bell winding (Fig. 4 . 5 ~ )  is a  method of making  a  rotor using 
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Figure 4.5: Inside-field type  cylindrical moving coil rotors  with:  (a)  honey- 
comb  winding, (b)  rhombic winding, (c) bell  winding, (d) ball  winding. 
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rectangular coils. The ball winding method makes the  rotor  shape like a 
ball (Fig.  4.5d).  The PM producing the magnetic flux is placed inside 
the ball winding. There is a  plastic cylinder between the  magnet  and  the 
winding, as illustrated in the cutaway view in Fig. 4.5d. 

4.1.4 Disk motors 

There  are  three main  types of disk (pancake)  motors:  wound-rotor  motor, 
printed  rotor  winding  motor,  and  the  three-coil  motor. 

In the pancake  wound-rotor  motor the winding is made of copper wires 
and  moulded  with  resin (Fig.  4.4b)  The  commutator is similar to  that of 
the conventional type. One  application of these  motors  can  be found in 
radiator fans. 

The disk-type  printed  armature  winding  motor is shown in Fig. 4 .4~ .   The  
coils are  stamped from pieces of sheet  copper and  then welded, forming a 
wave winding.  When this motor was invented by J. Henry Baudot [17], the 
armature was made using a  similar  method to  that by which printed  circuit 
boards  are  fabricated.  Hence,  this is called the printed  winding  motor. The 
magnetic flux of the  printed  motor  can  be produced using either Alnico or 
ferrite  magnets. 

The disk-type  three-coil motor has  three  flat  armature coils on the  rotor 
and  a four-pole PM system  on  the  stator.  The coil connection is different 
from that of an ordinary  lap  or wave winding  [143]. Three-coil motors  are 
usually designed as micromotors. 

4.2 Fundamental  equations 

4.2.1 Terminal  voltage 

From the Kirchhoff’s voltage law, the  terminal  (input) voltage is 

where E is the voltage  induced in the  armature winding  (back EMF), I ,  
is the  armature  current, C R, is the resistance of the  armature  circuit  and 
Avb, is the  brush voltage  drop. The brush  voltage drop is approximately 
constant  and for most  typical d.c. motors is practically  independent of the 
armature  current. For carbon  (graphite) brushes zz 2 V, for other 
materials AVb, is given in Table 4.3. For d.c. PM motors  with  interpoles, c R, = R, + Rtnt, where R, is the resistance of the  armature winding and 
Rint is the resistance of the  interpole winding. 
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Table 4.3: Brushes for d.c. conmutator  motors 

Chapter 4 

Maximum Voltage Maximum  Friction Pressure, 
blaterial  current  drop  commutator coefficient 

density,  (2  brushes)  speed at  N/cm2 
A/cm2 Avbr, v WC, m/s W = 15 m/s 

Carbon 1.96 
-graphite  6 to 8 p 0 . s  10 to 15 0.25 to 0.30 to 2.35 

1.9  1.96 
Graphite  7  to  11  to 2.2*0.5 12 to 25 0.25 to 0.30 to 2.35 
Electro 2.4 1.96 
-graphite 10 to 2.7*0.6 25 to 40 0.20 to 0.75 to 3.92 
Copper 0.2 1.47 
-graphite 12 to 20 to 1.8*I0.'  20 to 25 0.20 to 0.25 to 2.35 
Bronze 1.68 
-graphite 20  0.3*'.' 20 0.25 to 2.16 

4.2.2 Armature winding EMF 
The EMF induced in the  armature winding by the main flux @ g  i n  the  air 
gap is 

N 
E = -pn@, a = cEn@,, (4.2) 

where N is the number of armature  conductors, a is the  number of pairs 
of armature  current parallel paths, p is the  number of pole pairs, @g is the 
air gap (useful)  magnetic flux, and 

is the EMF constan,t or armature  constant. For a. PM excitation ICE = 
CEQ,, = const,  thus 

E = k E n  (4.4) 

The following relationship  exists between the number of armature conduc- 
tors N and  the number of commutator segments C: 

where N, is the number of turns per armature coil. 
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4.2.3 Electromagnetic (developed) torque 

The electromagnetic  torque developed by the d.c. commutator  motor is 

where 

is the torque  constant. The electromagnetic  torque is proportional to  the 
armature  current. 

PMs produce  a  constant field flux Qg = const (neglecting the  armature 
reaction). The developed torque is 

T d  = kTIa (4.8) 

where kT = C T Q ~ .  
When the brushes are shifted from the geometrical neutral zone by 

an angle 9, the developed  torque is proportional to  the  cos*,  i.e., T d  = 
(N/a) lp / (27r)] IaQg cos 9. The angle Q' is between the q-axis and  magnetic 
field axis of the rotor. If the brushes are in the  neutral zone, cos Q = 1. 

4.2.4 Electromagnetic power 
The electromagnetic power developed by the motor is 

P e l m  = RTd 

where the  rotor  angular speed is 

R = 27rn (4.10) 

The electromagnetic power is also  a product of the EMF and  armature 
current , i.e., 

4.2.5 Rotor and commutator linear speed 

The rotor  (armature) linear  speed is 

v = 7rDn (4.12) 
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where D is the  outer  diameter of the  rotor  (armature). Similarly, the com- 
mutator linear  speed is 

VC = TDcn  (4.13) 

where DC is the  outer  diameter of the  commutator. 

4.2.6 Input  and  output power 
A motor  converts an electrical input power 

P,, = V I ,  

into a  mechanical output power 

Pout = flTs,, = VPLn 

where TJIL is the  shaft  (output)  torque,  and 77 is the efficiency. 

(4.14) 

(4.15) 

4.2.7 Losses 
The  d.c. PM motor losses are 

where 

0 the  armature winding losses 

AP, = I,' C R, (4.17) 

c( f4'l"[BTrnt + Bim,] (4.18) 

0 the  brush-drop loss 

AP,, = I,AVb, M 21, (4.19) 

0 the  rotational losses 
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0 the  stray load losses 
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APstr M O.OIPout (4.21) 

and AP,,, 0: f B ;  are  the hysteresis losses in the  armature  teeth, Ape, 0: 
f 'B," are  the  eddy-current losses in the  armature  teeth, AP,,, cx f B: are 
the hysteresis losses in the  armature yoke, AP,, 0: f 2 B i  are  the  eddy- 
current losses in the  armature yoke, Pad are  the  additional losses in the 
armature core, A p l / 5 0  is the specific core loss in W/kg  at 1 T and 50 Hz, 
Bt is the  magnetic flux density in the  armature  tooth, B, is the magnetic 
flux density in the  armature yoke, mt is the mass of the  armature  teeth, 
m, is the mass of the  armature yoke, AP,, are  the friction losses (bearings 
and  commutator-brushes), AP,lrznd are  the windage losses, and APl,ent are 
the  ventilation losses. For calculating  the  armature core losses, eqn  (B.14) 
given in Appendix B for ax .  motors  can  be  used. 

The frequency of the  armature  current is 

f = Pn (4.22) 

Rotational losses can  be  calculated  on  the basis of eqns  (B.18) to (B.20) 
given in Appendix  B.  Stray losses AP,,, due  to flux pulsation in pole shoes 
and  steel  rotor bandages  are important only in medium  and  large power 
motors.  Calculation of stray losses is a difficult problem  with no guarantee 
of obtaining  accurate results. It is better  to assume that  the  stray losses 
are  approximately  equal to 1% of the  ouput power. 

It is sometimes convenient to express the motor losses as a function of 
its efficiency, i.e., 

C A P  = P,, - Pout = - - Pout 
Pout = pout- ' -' (4.23) 

77  77 

The electromagnetic power can  also  be found by multiplying  eqn  (4.1) by 
the  armature  current I ,  as given by eqn (4.9),  i.e., 

According to experimental  tests  the  armature winding and  brush-drop 
losses (AP, + APb,.) in motors  rated  up  to 1 kW  are  on  average  about 
2/3 of the  total losses. Thus  the electromagnetic power of small d.c. com- 
mutator  motors is 

(4.24) 
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The above  equation is used in calculating  the  main dimensions of continuous- 
duty small  d.c. commutator motors. For short-time or short-time  intermit- 
tent  duty, (AP, + APb,.) amounts  to 314 of the  total losses and 

(4.25) 

4.2.8 Pole pitch 

The pole pitch is defined as the  armature circumference T D  divided by the 
number of poles 2p, i.e., 

XD 

2P 
r = -  (4.26) 

The pole pitch  can also be expressed in slots as a  number of armature  slots 
per  number of poles. The  ratio 

ffi = = 0.55..   .0.75  (4.27) 
7 

is called the effective pole  arc coefficient in which bp is the pole shoe  width. 

4.2.9 Air gap magnetic flux density 

The air gap magnetic flux density, or the specific magnetic  loading, is 

(4.28) 

where is the air  gap  magnetic flux. 

4.2.10 Armature  line  current density 

The armature  line  current  density, or the specific electric  loading, is defined 
as the  number of armature  conductors N times the  current in one  parallel 
current  path I a / ( 2 a )  divided by the  armature circumference T D ,  i.e., 

(4.29) 
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Figure 4.6: Armature  winding  current  density as a function of linear  speed 
v - eqn (4.12). 

4.2.11 Armature winding  current density 
The armature  winding  current density is defined as the  current  in  one  par- 
allel path IJ(2a) divided by the  total  cross  section s, of conductor  (bar) 

J, = - Ia 
2as, 

(4.30) 

For a conductor  consisting of parallel  wires 

Sa = %saw (4.31) 

where saS is the cross  section of a single  conductor  and a, is the number 
of parallel  conductors. 

The permissible  current  density as a function of armature  linear  speed 
v = xDn is  shown in  Fig. 4.6. Large  range of current  density is due  to 
variety of cooling  conditions,  class of insulation  and  type of enclosure. 

4.2.12 Armature winding resistance 
The resistance of the  armature winding is expressed as follows: 

(4.32) 

where N is the number of armature  conductors, U is the electric  conductiv- 
ity of the winding, S, is the cross  section  area of armature  conductor  and 2a 
is the number of parallel  current  paths. The average  length of the  armature 
conductor  (half of a coil) is l,, = Li + 1 . 2 0  for p = 1 and Z,, = Li + 0.80 
for p > 1. 
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Skin effect in the  armature  conductors  or large commutator  motors  can 
be included by multiplying  eqn  (4.32) by coefficient k . 1 ~  derived  in Chapter 
8, Section  8.5.3 for high  power density  brushless  motors. 

4.2.13 Armature winding inductance 
For a t1.c. motor  without compolcs, the air  gap  armature winding  induc- 
tance is expressed as [l081 

(4.33) 

where k c  2 1 is tlle Carter's coefficient and kSILt 2 1 is saturation  factor of 
the magnetic  circuit  according  to  eqn  (2.48). For most PM machines the 
air  gap g' z kck,s,tg + hnl /prrec  where g is the mechanical  clearance. The 
electrical  time constant of the  armature winding is T,, = R,/L,. 

4.2.14 Mechanical time  constant 
The mechanical time  constant 

(4.34) 

is proportional to  the no-load angular  speed 27rno and  tlle lnonlent of inertia 
J of the  rotor,  and inversely proportional t.0 the  starting  torque Tst. 

4.3 Sizing procedure 
For a  cylindrical rotor  d.c.  motor  the  electromagnetic  (internal) power as a 
function of specific magnetic  (4.28)  and  electric  (4.29)  loading is 

N 27raDA N 7rD 27raDA 
PclT,l = EI,, = "pn9,- = -pnaiB,Li- ___ 

a N a 2P N = air2 o2 L ~ ~ B ,  A 

The  ratio 

UT, = - 
P,:ln1 

D2 Lin 
= a i 7 r 2 ~ , ~  (4.35) 

is termed the output coeficient. It is expressed in N/m2  or  VAs/m3. 
The specification of the machine will decide the  output power POlLt,  the 

efficiency 77 and  the  speed n.. The electromagnetic power can be estimated 
using eqns (4.24) or (4.25). With guidance to suitable values for B, and A 
(Fig.  4.7),  the  D2Li  product is determined. 
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Figure 4.7: Magnetic  and  electric  loadings of d.c.  commutator  motors  with 
Alnico or ferrite  magnets as functions of the output  power-to-speed ratio. 

The electromagnetic  torque of a  d.c. machine can  be  expressed  with the 
aid of electric  and  magnetic  loadings,  i.e., 

Pelrn 7r 

27rn 2 
T d  = - = a i - ~ 2 ~ i ~ , ~  (4.36) 

Electric A and  magnetic B, loadings  express the so called shear  stress, i.e., 
electromagnetic force per  unit of the whole rotor  surface: 

The losses in the  armature winding  per  surface area of the  rotor  are 

(4.38) 

where J ,  is according to eqn  (4.30)  and A is according to eqn  (4.29). The 
product J,A must  not exceed certain permissible values. Approximately, 
for motors  up to 10 kW the  product JaA 5 12 x 10" A2/m3 [108]. 
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I s 1  

Figure 4.8: Direct-axis Fad and cross Faq magnetizing force of armature 
reaction when brushes  are  shifted from the  neutral line: (a)  ahead,  (b) 
back. 

4.4 Armature reaction 

The action of the  armature h4MF on the MMF of the field winding is termed 
armature  reaction. 

If the brushes are  set along the geometrical neutral line, the  armature 
field  is directed  across  the  axis of the main  poles,  i.e., a t  90'. Such an 
armature field  is termed  the cross or quadrature MMF of the  armature. 
The  quadrature MMF per pole pair is 

2F, = 2Faq = AT (4.39) 

where the line current density A is according to eqn (4.29). 
In  general,  the brushes can  be shifted from the  neutral line by an angle Q 

or over the corresponding arc bbr on the  armature periphery. The  armature 
can  be considered as  two superposed  electromagnets,  one of which,  created 
by the position of the winding with  the double  angle 2 9  (%h,) ,  forms the 
armature direct-axis MMF Fad and  the  other,  created by the remainder 
of the winding over the  arc ( r  - 2 b b r ) ,  produces the  armature quadrature 
MMF Fag per pole pair, i.e., 

2Fu,1 = Abr  (4.40) 

where the  brush shift for small  motors rated below 100 W is negligible, 
i.e., bbr = 0.15.. .0.3 mm [86], whilst for medium power d.c.  motors  it  can 
exceed 3 mm [156]. 
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c 

l -  l 
Figure 4.9: Curves of d.c.  motor fields for different position of brushes: 
(a) brushes in geometrical neutral line, (b) brushes  shifted back from the 
neutral line, (c) brushes  shifted  ahead of the  neutral line. 1 ~ MMF of the 
field winding, 2 - MMF of the  armature winding, 3 - resultant  MMF  with 
magnetic  saturation being  neglected, 4 - resultant  MMF  with  magnetic 
saturation  taken  into  account. 
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When the brushes of a motor  are  shifted  ahead  (in  the  direction of 
rotation) from the  neutral line there  appears  a  direct  axis-armature reac- 
tion of a  magnetizing nature  (Fig.  4.8a).  When  the  brushes  are shifted 
back (against  the  speed) from the  neutral line there  appears a direct-axis 
armature reaction of a demagnetizing nature  (Fig.  4.8b). 

The curves of armature  and field winding  MMFs for different  positions 
of the brushes  are shown in Fig. 4.9. The  saturation of the  magnetic circuit 
modulates  the  resultant curve as well. 

The  armature  MMF per pole pair 

2F, = 2 h ~ H ,  = 2Fuq f 2F,d f ~ F , K  (4.41) 

holds three  components:  the cross (quadrature)  MMF Fuq, the direct-axis 
MMF Fad, and  the direct  axis MMF F u ~  of the coil sections being com- 
mutated.  The '+' sign is  for a  generator,  the '-l sign is  for a  motor. 

The MMF  induced by the  currents of the coil sections  being commutated 
can  be  estimated as (151 

(4.42) 

where the  width of the  commutation zone bK = 0.8r(1 - ai), C is accord- 
ing to eqn (4.5), c R, is the resistance of the  short-circuited coil during 
its  commutation, X, is the leakage permeance  corresponding to a  short- 
circuited coil section  during its  commutation  and n is the  rotor speed in 
rev/s. 

The  total resistance of a  short circuited coil section  during  its commu- 
tation is 

c R, = R, -+ 2Rb ,  = - +p- 
R, AV,, 
2 c  21, 

(4.43) 

where R, = Ru/(2C) is the resistance of the coil section  alone, R, is ac- 
cording to eqn  (4.32)' and C is according to eqn  (4.5). The resistance of 
the  contact layer brush-commutator R&, = pA&,/(2I1)  p/IcL. 

The leakage permeance  corresponding to a short-circuited  section  during 
its  commutation  consists of two terms:  the slot leakage permeance 2X, and 
end  connection leakage permeance X,I,/Li [156], i.e., 

x, = 2POLi ( , X ,  + X,$) H 

and  the  resultant self-inductance for a full pitch  winding is 

(4.44) 
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The coefficient of the slot leakage permeance or specific slot leakage per- 
meance X, depends  on  the slot shape  and is given in the  literature,  e.g., 
[l561 (see also  Appendix  A).  The coefficient of the  end connection leakage 
permeance for bands  made of ferromagnetic  materials is X, = 0.75 and for 
bands macle of non-ferromagnetic  materials is X,: = 0.5. The length of a 
single end  connection  (overhang) is 1, = l,, - L,, where l,, is according to 
eqn (4.32). 

The  MMF of a PM per pole pair 2Fhl = 2H11.lhhl must  counterbalance 
the MVD per pole pair 

(4.45) 

where Q, is the  air  gap  magnetic flux per  pole, G, is the  permeance of 
the air  gap  with  saturation of the magnetic  circuit  being  included, and  the 
MMF of the  armature F,, i.e., 

FM = Fp + Fu (4.46) 

The point K (Fig. 2.11), which is given  by the intersection of the demag- 
netization  curve  and  the  total  permeance  line, is usually determined for 
plugging when 

For a  PM  d.c.  commutator  motor FLdlflU, in Fig. 2.11 is equal to FiLrrLUz/olnl. 
The  armature  current for plugging can reach the following value [15]: 

V + E  
C R a  

I,,,,, = (0 .6 . .  .0.9)- (4.48) 

If the brushes are  set along the geometrical neutral axis and  the  magnetic 
circuit is unsaturated,  the cross MMF of the  armature winding  per pole pair 
is simply 2F,, = AT,  where A is according to eqn (4.29). The  armature 
cross MMF  distorts  the main field in motors, weakening it  under  the  trailing 
edge. If the  magnetic  circuit is saturated,  the  reluctance of the leading edges 
of the poles increases quicker than it  reduces  under the  trailing edges. 

The curve B, plotted  against (F ,  + Ft )  (Fig. 4.10), where B, is the 
air  gap  magnetic flux density, F q  is the MVD across the  air  gap,  and Ft 
is the MVD drop along the  armature  tooth, is used for evaluation of the 
demagnetizing effect of cross armature  reaction. Since the  rectangle a C F d  
has  its base  proportional to  the pole arc bp and its height equal to B,, 
its  area  can serve as a  measure of the no-load flux. In  the  same  manner 
the  area of the curvilinear  tetragon a B D d  serves as a measure of the flux 
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Figure 4.10: Determination of demagnetizing  effect  of  cross  armature reac- 
tion. 

under  load. If the machine is saturated,  then  the  triangles ACB > AFD. 
To  obtain  the  same magnetic flux Qg and EMF E under load as with no- 
load,  the  MMF of the excitation  system  must be somewhat  higher,  say, by 
A F ,  i.e.,  the  MMF per pole pair of PMs of a loaded  machine  must  be 

2Fhl = 2Fhf0 + 2AF (4.49) 

where is the  MMF of the  PM for no-load.  To  determine  this in- 
crease it is sufficient to move rectangle aCFd to  the right so that  area 
AC2B2 = AF2D2. The areas of rectangles aCFd and a2C2F2d2, and of 
the curvilinear  tetragon a2B2 D2d2, are  equal,  and hence the  air  gap flux 
and also the  EMF E recover their  initial value owing to  the increase AF in 
the MMF of the  PM.  The increase AF compensates for the effect of cross 
armature reaction AF = Faq, since Fg and Ft are for a single air  gap  and 
a single tooth, respectively. 

The methods of evaluating the Faq published so far for d.c. machines 
with  electromagnetic  excitation,  e.g., by Gogolewski and Gabry; [l081 
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or by Voldek [250] 

where 

B+ - B; 
2B,  - B: - B; 

9 b, = 

141 

(4.50) 

are  rather  rough,  not in agreement  one  with the  other  and  cannot  be used 
for small PM motors. The problem  can  be solved in a  simple way if the 
portions AB and AD2 of the characteristic B, = f(F9 + F,) shown in Fig. 
4.10 are  approximated by line segments, as in Fig. 4.11. Since [l011 

(0.5bpA - AF)bl  = (0.5bpA + A F ) b T  

and 

bl B, - B; tan61 = - 

0.5bpA - A F  0.5bpA 
- 

tan6 - br B$ - B, 
- 0.5bpA + A F  0.5bpA 

- - 

the  MMF of cross armature reaction is expressed by the following equation 

2Fuq = b,A(b, - ,/F) 
where b, is according to eqn (4.50). 

A more accurate  equation, 

2Fu9 = 0.5bpA 1 + exp(-a) 1 
1 - exp(a) - F,, - ; 

where 

b 
a 

= bbpA( 1 - -B,) 

can  be  obtained using Froelich’s equation 

a F  
1 + bF 

B ( F )  = - 

(4.51) 

(4.52) 

(4.53) 

in which a and b are  constants  depending on the  shape of B ( F )  curve [lol l .  
Another  method is to use a numerical  approach [99, 1011. 
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Figure  4.11:  Approximation of the B, = f(F, + F,) curve by two line 
segments. 

SHAFT TORQUE , Nm 

Figure 4.12: Cross MMF of armature winding as a function of the  shaft 
torque for 8-W d.c. commutator  motor.  Computation  results: 1 - linear 
approximation, 2 - numerical method, 3 - Froelich's approximation. 
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Figure 4.13: d.c.  commutator motor  with  two-component  segmental PMs: 
1 - PM, 2 - armature, 3 - frame. 

Fig. 4.12 shows the calculation  results of the cross armature  reaction Fa4 
versus the  shaft  torque of a  small 8 W low voltage d.c.  commutator mo- 
tor  with segmental PMs.  The Froelich’s approximation  and  the numerical 
method show a good correlation over the whole range of torque values. 

It is seen from Fig. 4.9 that  the  armature reaction  magnetic field de- 
magnetizes the  PM at its  trailing edge. An irreversible demagnetization of 
the  trailing edges of PMs  can occur if the  armature reaction field is larger 
than  the coercive force. This problem  can be avoided by designing seg- 
mental PMs with  the  trailing edge (or edges) made of a  material  with high 
coercivity  and the remaining  portions  made of high remanent flux density 
as shown in Fig. 4.13 [197]. The application  advantages of two-component 
PMs  are especially important  with  the increasing size of d.c.  motors. 

4.5 Commutation 

Commutation is a group of phenomena  related to  current reversal in the 
conductors of an  armature winding when conductors  pass  through  the zone 
where  they are  short-circuited by the brushes placed on the  commutator 
[156]. 

Assuming that  (a)  the width of the brush is equal to  that of a com- 
mutator  segment,  (b)  with a simplex lap winding the  brush  short-circuits 
only one coil section of the  armature winding,  and (c)  the resistivity of the 
contact between a brush  and a commutator does  not  depend  on the  current 
density, the  time-dependent  current in the  short-circuited coil section is 
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Figure 4.14: Current variation  curves in armature winding coil section  with 
commutation  taken  into  account: 1 - linear commutation,  2 - retarded 
commutation,  3 - accelerated  commutation. 

Ill i(t) = - 
2a 1 + [(C R, + 2R,)/RbT]$ (1 - 6) 

1 - 2 6  
(4.54) 

where 2a is the number of parallel armature  current  paths, T is the  total  du- 
ration of commutation, i.e., time  during which a coil section passes through 
the  short circuit (Fig. 4.14), Rb, is the resistance of contact layer of brushes, 
C R,  is the resistance of short-circuited coil section  according to eqn (4.43), 
and R,  is the resistance of commutator risers (C R, + 2R, > Rb,). For 
t = 0, the  current in the  short-circuited coil section is i = +Ia/(2a) and 
for t = T the  current i = - Ia / (2a ) .  The  current  variation in the  armature 
winding coil is shown in Fig. 4.14. 

The resultant  reactive EMF of self-induction  and mutual  induction of a 
short-circuited coil section is [l561 

(4.55) 

where N is the number of arnlat,ure  conductors, C is the  number of com- 
mutator  segments, N/(2C)  is the  number of turns N, per  one  armature 
coil according to eqn  (4.5), Li is the effective length of the  armature core, 
1, is the  length of the one-sided end  connection of the  armature coil, X, is 
the  armature slot specific permeance, X, is the specific permeance of the 
armature  end connections, A is according to eqn (4.29), and U is according 
to eqn  (4.12). 

In  machines  without  interpoles, the  commutating magnetic flux nec- 
essary to induce the  EMF E, that balances the  EMF E, is produced by 
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Figure 4.15: Polarity of interpoles for motor (M) and  generator (G) mode. 

shifting the brushes from the geometrical  neutral line. To  improve com- 
mutation when a machine  functions as a motor it is necessary to shift  the 
brushes from the  neutral line against  the direction of armature  rotation. 

The best  and  most  popular  method of improving  commutation is to use 
interpoles.  Assuming E, = E,, the number Ncp of commutating  turns per 
pole can  be found from the  equation 

(4.56) 

where L,  is the axial  length of the  interpole  and B, is its  magnetic flux 
density  varying in proportion to  the  armature  current I,. The polarity of 
interpoles is shown in Fig. 4.15. If Ncp = N/(2C) ,  the  magnetic flux density 
of an  interpole is 

(4.57) 

To retain  the  proportionality between the flux density B, and  the electric 
loading A for all duties,  it is necessary to connect the  interpole winding in 
series with  the  armature winding  and to keep the  magnetic circuit of the 
interpoles unsaturated (B ,  0: In) .  Thus,  the MMF per  interpole is 

1 AT 1 

P O  2 Po 
Fcp = Ncp(21a) = F,, + -B,gL = - + --,g: (4.58) 
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Figure 4.1 
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.6:  Circuit  diagram of a  d.c. P M  motor  with  starting rheostat 

where Fup is according to eqn  (4.39)  and g: is the equivalent  air gap between 
the  armature core and  interpole face including slotting. 

4.6 Starting 
Combining  eqn  (4.1) and eqn (4.2), the  armature  current  can  be expressed 
as a  function of speed, i.e., 

(4.59) 

At the first instant of starting  the speed n = 0 and  the EMF E = 0. Hence, 
according to eqn  (4.59) the  starting  current is equal to  the locked-rotor 
(short-circuit)  current: 

(4.60) 

where I,,. is the  rated  armature  current. To  reduce the  starting  current I u s ~ l ,  
a  starting  rheostat is connected in series with  the  armature winding to get 
the result,ant  resistance of the  armature  circuit C R, + R,t where Rst is the 
resistance of starting  rheostat as shown in Fig. 4.16. The highest  resistance 
must  be at  the first instant of starting.  The locked-rotor armature  current 
Iasll drops to  the value of 

(4.61) 
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Figure 4.17: Variable armature  terminal-voltage  speed  control for a d.c. 
PM motor (VI < V, < V3 V4). 

As the speed  increases from 0 to n', the  EMF also increases too,  and 

(4.62) 

where E' = cEn'ag < E. When  the speed  reaches its  rated value n = n,., 
the  starting  rheostat  can  be removed,  since 

V - cEnr@g - AV,, 
I ,  = I,, = c R, 

4.7 Speed control 
The following relationship  obtained from eqns (4.1) and (4.2) 

(4.63) 

(4.64) 

tells that  the speed of a d.c.  motor  can  be  controlled by changing: 

0 the  supply mains  voltage V ;  
the  armature-circuit resistance c R, + where Rrhe is the resis- 
tance of the  armature  rheostat; 

0 the air gap (field) flux @ g .  

The  last  method is only possible when PMs are  furnished  with  additional 
field coils for speed  control. 
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Figure 4.18: Speed-armature  current curves for armature  rheostat speed 
control of a d.c. P M  motor. 

From the above  eqn  (4.64) and eqns  (4.4)  and  (4.8)  it is possible to ob- 
tain  the  steady-state speed n of a PM d.c. commutator  motor as a function 
of T d  for a given V, i.e., 

(4.65) 

4.7.1 Armature terminal-voltage speed control 
The speed  can  be easily controlled from zero up  to a maximum  safe  speed. 
The controlled-voltage  source may be a solid-state  controlled  rectifier, chop- 
per or a d.c.  generator.  The  speed-armature  current  characteristics  are 
shown in Fig. 4.17. 

The speed-torque  characteristics in Fig. 4.17 can  be  shifted  vertically by 
controlling the applied  terminal  voltage  V. As the  torque is increased, the 
speed-torque  characteristic at  a given V is cssentially  horizontal,  cxcept for 
the  drop  due  to  the voltage I ,  C R, across the  armature-circuit resistance, 
brush  voltage AV,, and  drop  due  to  the  armature  reaction. 

4.7.2 Armature rheostat speed control 

The  total resistance C R, + Rrlle of the  armature  circuit may be varied 
by means of a rheostat in  series with  the  armature winding. This  rheostat 
must  be  capable of carrying  the heavy armature  current continuously. It 
is thus more expensive than a starting  rheostat designed for a short  time 
duty. The speed-armature  current  characteristics  are shown in Fig. 4.18. 
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Figure 4.19: Stator of a PM  d.c.  commutator motor  with  additional field 
winding  for  speed  control: 1 - PM, 2 - additional field winding, 3 - 
stator yoke. 

4.7.3 Shunt-field  control 

This is the most economical and efficient method of controlling the  speed 
of a d.c.  motor,  but in the case of PM excitation  requires an additional 
winding  around PMs, as shown in Figs 4 . 4 ~  and 4.19, and  an  additional 
solid-state  controlled  rectifier. 

4.7.4 Chopper  variable-voltage speed control 

In  applications in which the power source is a battery  and efficiency  is an 
important  consideration, various chopper drives provide variable armature 
terminal  voltage to  d.c.  motors as a means of speed  control.  Examples 
are  battery-driven  automobiles,  d.c.  trams,  d.c.  underground  trains,  etc. 
Choppers may employ thyristors or power transistors. It has  been  pointed 
out  that  the  d.c. value of voltage or current is its average  value. The chopper 
is essentially  a  switch that  turns on  the  battery for short  time  intervals, in 
general, a d.c. converter  having no a.c. link (Fig. 1 . 3 ~ ~ ) .  It may vary the 
average d.c. value of the  terminal voltage by varying the pulse width, i.e., 
pulse width  modulation (PWM) or pulse frequency, i.e., pulse frequency 
modulation (PFM), or both  (Fig. 4.20). PM or series motors  are often 
used in these  systems. 
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Figure 4.20: Electronic  chopper: (a) general arrangement,  (b)  PWM,  (c) 
PFM. 

4.8 Magnetic circuit 

In  this section  a  cylindrical d.c.  commutator  motor  with ferromagnetic  rotor 
core as shown in Figs 4.1, 4.2 or  4.3b will be considered. The equations 
derived  can  be easily adjusted to other  magnetic  circuit  configurations,  e.g., 
disk rotor  motors. 

The air gap  magnetic flux per pole 

Qg = C Y ~ T L ~ B ,  = bpL,Bg (4.66) 

results from eqn  (4.28).  On  the  other  hand,  to  obtain  an increase in B,, 
d.c.  PM  commutator  motors of cylindrical  construction have the length LM 
of the  PM  greater  than  the effective length Li of the  armature core. The 
air  gap  magnetic flux Q, can  also be expressed  with the aid of the useful 
magnetic flux density B, at  the internal  surface SM of the  stator  PM,  i.e., 

Q, = bPLhrB,, = SMB,  (4.67) 

where SM = bpLM is the  PM cross section area of the pole shoe. For 
L M  > Li the air gap magnetic flux density at  the surface of the  armature 
core B, > B,. The magnetic flux density in the  magnet BM = O L M B ~  
because the  total magnetic flux is 
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4.8.1 MMF per pole 
With  the  stator  PMs longer than  the  armature core, i.e., Lhf > Li,  the 
MVD across the air gap is 

(4.69) 

(4.70) 

where Q, is according to eqn  (4.66)  or  (4.67),  g is the  air  gap  and k c  is 
the  Carter's coefficient (Appendix  A,  eqn  (A.22)). For LM = Li  the  term 
ln(l,vf/Li)(Lbf - Li)-' + 1/Li  and  the air gap MVD is simply 

(4.71) 

where B, = B,. From  Ampkre's  circuital law the  MMF  per pole pair is 

where FP = H M h M ,  gMy is the air gap between the  PM  and  stator yoke, 
Vlg is the MVD in the  stator yoke, V& is the MVD in the  rotor  tooth, 
and Vz, is the MVD in the  rotor yoke - see eqn  (2.48).  In  small  d.c. PM 
commutator  motors  the  air  gap gMg = 0.04.. . O . l O  mm. 

4.8.2 Air gap permeance 

Eqn  (4.72)  can  be  brought to  the form 
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where SM is the  PM cross-sectional area, u1M is the coefficient of the leakage 
flux of the  PM according to eqns  (2.10) and  (2.55),  and ksat is the  saturation 
factor of the magnetic  circuit  according to eqn  (2.48) in which VIt = 0 and 

The air gap permeance G,  for Q, per pole pair  can  be found on  the basis 
of eqns  (4.67) and (4.73) as 

(4.75) 

Eqn (4.75)  can be used both for motors  with  segmental  and  cylindrical 
PMs.  The nonlinearity due  to  the  magnetic  saturation of the rotor  core 
and  stator yoke has been included  since G, is dependent on kSat. 

4.8.3 Leakage permeances 
The  total leakage permeance of a segmental PM is (Fig. 4.21a) 

Glhr = kv(Gu + Clc) (4.76) 

where kv = 0.5 is the coefficient including  t,he  MVD  along the height h ~ 1  
of the PM [86]. 

The leakage permeance for the flux between the yoke and  lateral surface 
of the  PM is 

(4.77) 

The leakage permeance for the flux between the yokc and  end  surface is 

0 . 5 ~ ( a , , ,  + h A f ) ~ ~ A 1  
Glc = Po (4.78) 

6ca,  

where Slav = b,,, = 0.25.rrh~  are  the average paths for leakage fluxes. 
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Figure 4.21: Dimensions and equivalent leakage fluxes of two-pole d.c. mo- 
tors  with: (a) segmental PMs, (b) circular  PMs. 

For a  circular PM without  the  stator mild steel yoke the  total leakage 
permeance is (Fig. 4.21b) 

GIM = G11 + 2G~z + G13 + G14 (4.79) 

where G11 and G12 are  the permeances for leakage fluxes through  external 
cylindrical and end  surfaces of the  PM within the angle crhro M 2 ~ / 3 ,  whilst 
G13 and G14 are  the permeances for leakage fluxes through  end  and  cxternal 
cylindrical  surfaces  corresponding to  the angle T - ahlo. I n  practice,  these 
leakage permeances  can  be  calculated using the following formulac [86] 

(4.82) 
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Figure 4.22: Magnetic field  distribution  in  a  three-coil, twepole  PM com- 
mutator  motor in the loo rotor  position. 

where  all  the  dimensions  are  according  to  Fig. 4.21b. There  are two  addi- 
tional leakage permeances in the case of the rotor  (armature)  being removed 
[86]: 

(4.84) 

Thus,  the  total  permeance  per pole  pair for leakage magnetic fluxes inside 
a cylindrical PM with  the  armature being  removed  is 

(4.86) 
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Figure 4.23: Magnetic field distribution.  in a 3-kW, four-pole PM commu- 
tator  motor  car  starter. 

4.9 Applications 

4.9.1 Toys 

Cylindrical PM  commutator  micromotors  are commonly  used  in battery- 
powered toys, e.g., Fig. 4.22. The  armature winding  is a three coil lap 
winding  connected to a three-segment  commutator. The  stator  has a two- 
pole  segmental or cylindrical  barium  ferrite  magnet.  Three armature salient 
poles and two-pole excitation  system  provide  starting  torque at any  rotor 
position. The magnetic flux distribution is shown  in  Fig. 4.22. 

4.9.2 Car starters 

Car  starter  motors used to  be d.c. series  commutator  motors.  Recently, 
PM  excitation  systems have  also  been  used in  order to reduce the motor 
volume and  increase  the efficiency. Most PM car  starter  motors  are  rated 
from 2000 to 3000 W. Starter  motors  are  built  both as low-speed and high- 
speed  machines (6000 rpm).  In high-speed  motors,  epicyclic  gears  reduce 
the speed. 

A large  number of armature coils (wave windings) and four-pole or six- 
pole PM  excitation  systems  are used (1931. Two-pole  designs are  rather 
avoided as the  strong  armature  reaction flux of a two-pole  machine  could 
demagnetize  ferrite  magnets.  High  armature  currents  require two brushes 
in  parallel. 
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The ambient  temperature for car  motors is from -40 to +60° C, some- 
times to +looo C (hot  car  engine).  The performance  characteristics of 
starter  motors  are very sensitive to  the  temperature  as  PMs change  their 
magnetic parameters  and  the  armature winding  resistance  fluctuates  with 
temperature. Fig. 4.23 shows the  magnetic field distribution in a  3-kW PM 
motor starter. 

4.9.3 Underwater vehicles 
Underwater vehicles (UVs)  are of two groups:  manned and  unlnanned, 
commonly known as underwater  robotic vehicles (URVs). URVs are very 
attractive for operation in unstructured  and  hazardous  environments such 
as the  ocean,  hydro power plant reservoirs and  at nuclear plants  (Fig.  1.26). 
In the  underwater  environment, URVs are used for various work assign- 
ments.  Among  them  are: pipe-lining,  inspection, data collection,  drill 
support, hydrography  mapping,  construction,  maintenance  and  repairing 
underwater  equipment. High technology developed for on-land  systems 
cannot  be  directly  adapted  to UV systems,  sincc  such vehicles have differ- 
ent  dynamic  characteristics from on-land vehicles and  because of the high 
density, nonuniform and  unpredictable  operating  environment [262]. 

The difficult control  problem  with URVs stems from the following facts 
[262]: 

0 the vehicle has nonlinear  dynamic  behavior, 
0 hydrodynamics of the vehicle are poorly known and may vary with 

0 the vehicle usually has  comparable velocities along  all three  axes, 
0 the forces and  torques  generated by high density fluid motion are 

0 the  added mass  aspect  of  the  dense  ocean  medium  results in time- 

0 a variet,y of unmeasurable  disturbances  are  present  due to multi- 

0 the centers of gravity and buoyancy may vary due  to payload  change 

relative vehicle velocity to fluid motion, 

significant , 

delay  control  response  characteristics, 

directional currents, 

during  the  operation. 

Approximately 10% of the  total ocean  surface has a dcpth less then 300 m 
(continental  shelves). The ocean bed is up  to 8000 m  decp for about 98% 
of the ocean  surface. The rest  are  deep  cavities up  to 11 km,  e.g.,  Marianas 
Trench,  11,022 m dcpth. Most UVs operate  at  a  depth of up  to 8000 m  and 
pressure up  to 5.88 x IO7 Pa. As the UV submerges or emerges the pressure 
and  temperature  of  the seawater  changcs. The prcssurc is proportional to 
the  depth, while the  temperature is a  function of many  variables  such as 
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Figure 4.24: PM d.c.  commutator  motors with  liquid  dielectrics for UVs: 
(a)  hermetically  sealed  motor  with  natural  circulation of the liquid  dielectric 
and  frame used as an  intermediate  heat  exchanger, (b) hermetically  sealed 
motor  with forced circulation of liquid  dielectric and  ducts in the  rotor,  (c) 
hermetically  sealed  motor  with  external  heat  exchanger, (d) motor in  a box 
with forced circulation of liquid  dielectric. 1 - armature,  2 - PM, 3 - 
filter,  4 - heat  exchanger. 
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depth, region, current, season of year,  etc.  In  the  depths,  the  temperature is 
approximately O°C, and at  the surface, in some  regions,  can  reach +3OoC. 
In polar regions the  temperature  can  be as low as -4OOC. Electric  motors 
of UVs are  subject  to large variation in pressure and  temperature. 

For UVs without  any power cable to  the base ship,  batteries or  other 
chemical energy sources  with rated voltages from 30 to 110 V  are used. 
Depending on the  depth of submersion  and  time of autonomous  operation, 
the mass of payload is only from 0.15 to 0.3 of the mass of vehicle. The 
major  part of an autonomous UV’s displacement is taken by the  battery. 
The time of autonomous  operation  depends on the  battery capacity. The 
motor’s efficiency  is very important.  There  are two duty cycles of UVs: 
continuous duty limited by the  capacity of battery  (up  to a few hours)  and 
short  time  duty  (up  to 2 to 3 minutes). The  output power of electric  motors 
for propulsion is up  to 75 kW for manned UVs (on  average 20 kW)  and 200 
W  to  1.1 kW  for unmanned URVs. 

The following constructions of electric  motors  can  be used for UV propul- 
sion [246] : 

0 d.c.  commutator  motors  with a high integrity, durable  frame which 
protects  against  the  action of external  environment.  The  major dis- 
advantage is its large  mass of frame and high axial forces due  to  the 
pressure  on the  shaft. For example, at  the  depth of 6000 m  and  shaft 
diameter of 30 mm the axial force is 41,500 N. Such  a  construction 
is feasible for depths less than 100 m. 

0 Induction  and  PM  brushless  motors  operating in seawater at  high 
pressure.  These  motors are more reliable but require  inverters which 
increase the mass of vehicle. 

0 &.c.  or  d.c.  motors  and  additional  hydraulic  machine. 
0 d.c.  commutator motor filled with  a liquid dielectric (LDDCM).  This 

is a simple  solution  and all the  advantages of d.c.  motor drives are dis- 
played: high overload capacity,  simple  speed  control and small mass. 
The pressure of the liquid dielectric is equal to  that of the  external 
environment  and is secured only by a light  waterproof  frame and com- 
pensator. The motor  operates a t  high pressure.  Such  LDDCMs were 
used  in the 1950s  in J. Picard’s  bathyscaphe l h e s t e .  

UVs with  LDDCMs were the most  popular  until  the mid 1980s. The inves- 
tigated  problems in LDDCMs were: hydrodynamic forces in commutator- 
brush  systems,  commutation in liquid dielectrics, wear of brushes, losses, 
heat  transfer, choice of electric  and  magnetic  loadings,  construction of com- 
mutators  and brushes  and  others.  LDDCMs are divided into two groups 
[246]: 
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0 totally  enclosed,  hermetically sealed motors for operation in liquid 
aggressive medium in which the frame is utilized as an  intermediate 
heat  exchanger (Fig. 4.24a); 

0 motors of open or protected  construction,  the  stators  and  rotors of 
which are immersed in liquid dielectric  or placed in special boxes filled 
with liquid dielectrics (Fig. 4.24d). 

With regard to  the heat  exchange from the frame  surface,  hermetically 
sealed LDDCMs are classified into  machines  with natural  and forced cool- 
ing systems. Forced circulation of liquid dielectric  around the frame is 
caused by the  rotating  parts such as blades  or screws. With regard to  the 
circulation  of  inner  liquid, the  first two groups of machines  can  be  divided 
into  machines  with natural circulation of liquid and  those  with forced circu- 
lation of liquid.  Directional  circulation of liquid is caused by radial or axial 
ducts in the  rotor  (Fig.  4.24b).  The most intensive cooling of hermetically 
sealed motors  can  be achieved with  the aid of external  heat  exchangers  (Fig. 
4 .24~) .  For larger  motors,  a  double cooling system  with  built-in  frame  heat 
exchanger is recommended  [246]. 

To obtain minimum  mass and maximum efficiency from LDDCMs the 
angular  speed is usually from 200 to 600 radls. Such high speeds  require re- 
duction  gears. The rotor  and  stator surfaces  should  be smooth to minimize 
the friction losses. The rotor  and  connections are  subject  to mechanical 
forces, and  are  cast in epoxy  resin. Fuel oil, diesel oil, transformer oil and 
other  synthetic oils can  be used as liquid dielectrics. 

High-performance  rare-earth d.c.  PM  commutator  motors  can  be used 
for small URVs [50]. Recently, PM brushless  motors have been used almost 
exclusively in URV thrusters. 

4.9.4 Linear actuators 
Electromechanical  linear actuators convert rotary  motion  and  torque  into 
linear thrust  and  displacement. Because they  are easily interfaced and 
controlled  with the aid of programmable logic controllers (PLCs)  and mi- 
croprocessors,  they are being widely used in precision motion-control  appli- 
cations.  Linear  actuators  are self-contained ball lead screw units driven by 
an electric  motor through  a  torque multiplier  reduction  gear.  Both d.c.  and 
ax. PM motors  can  be  used.  Fig. 4.25 shows a simple  electromechanical 
linear actuator  with  a  d.c. PM commutator  motor. 

4.9.5 Wheelchairs 
A wheelchair is an armchair  with four wheels in which two of them  (larger) 
are driven wheels and  the remaining two smaller wheels are  steering wheels. 
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Figure 4.25: Electromechanical  linear actuator: l - d . ~ .  PM commutator 
motor, 2 - reduction  gearing, 3 - wrap  spring  brake, 4 - ball nut,  5 - 
ball lead screw, G - cover tube, 7 - extension  t,ube. 

A wheelchair drive  should meet the following requirements [107]: 

autonomous electrical energy  source, adjusted  to indoor operation, 
which should not  emit  any  pollution, 
battery  capacity of a nlinimum of 5 h operation  or 30 km distance, 
two or  three ranges of speed: 0 to  1.5 m/s for indoor driving, 0 to 3 
m/s for sidewalk driving,  and 0 to 6 nl/s for street  and road driving, 
good  maneuvering and  steerability for driving  in s n d l  rooms wit,h 
furniture, 
a simplc steering  system  to allow a handicapped person to use with 
only one limb or even mouth. 

Control with only one limb is possible using one  steering lever with two 
degrees of freedom in  the z and y directions provided that  the wheelchair 
is equipped with two independent driving systems for the left and right, 
wheel. 

The block diagram of a wheelchair drive system is shown in Fig. 4.26 
[107]. Two  d.c. Ph4 commutator  motors  rated at  200 W, 24 V, 3000 rpm 
have been used. The 24 V battery has a capacity of 60 Ah.  One  motor 
drives the left and the second the  right whctcl. The maximum  external 
diameter of the  motor  cannot  be more than 0.1 m so the  rotor  stack is 
about 0.1 m long. The speed of the  motor  and  its  armature  current  are 
linear functions of torque. Because motors  are supplied from the  battery, 
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t- 
Figure 4.26: Block diagram of a wheelchair drive  system  with two d.c. PM 
commutator  motors. 

the voltage is not constant  and  the  internal resistance of the  battery  and 
voltage drop across  transistors  and  connecting wires must  be  taken into 
account in the calculation of characteristics. 

Two  independent  drive  systems  are  controlled  with  the  aid of one  voltage 
signal from the lever proportional to  the  speed  and direction of motion. The 
control  and power systems  comprise: 

0 linear amplifier and  damping filter 
0 speed  controller 
0 current  measurement  unit 
0 speed  measurement unit 
0 pulse-width  modulator (PWM) 

The motion  control of the wheelchair is done by the voltage  signal from the 
lever which determines  the speed and  direction.  There  are two degrees of 
freedom on  the  steering lever and each lever  is equipped  with  a  mechanical 
shutter.  One of the  shutters has freedom in the  z-axis  and  the second one 
in the y-axis. The voltage  signals  (speed  and  direction)  generated by pho- 
toelectric  sensors  are  proportional to  the position of the  shutters. Forward 
direction of the lever (+x) causes two of the  same signals  proportional to 
the speed to  be  transmitted  to  the linear amplifier for the right and left 
wheel drive. The wheelchair moves forward. The more the lever is shifted 
the higher the control  signal  and  the higher the  speed. Backward  shift 
(-x) of the lever causes  backward  driving.  Lateral  shift (+v) of the lever 
at x = 0 produces  positive  speed  and  direction  signals transmitted  to  the 
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linear amplifier of the left wheel drive  and  negative  signals transmitted  to 
the linear amplifier of the right wheel drive.  Wheels rotate with  the  same 
speed but in opposite  directions  and the wheelchair rotates in the same 
place.  Opposite  lateral  shift (-9) of the lever at z = 0 causes a similar 
rotation of the wheelchair in the  opposite  direction. Like in the  x-axis,  the 
more the lever  is shifted in the y direction the  faster is the revolution of the 
wheelchair.  Simultaneous  shift in the z and y directions of the lever causes 
the  superposition of two movements, and  there is a difference in speed of 
the left and  right wheels. The wheelchair can move and  turn forward or 
backward. 

During  fast  shifts of the lever the  damping filter prevents  sudden  switch- 
ing on  the voltage across the  armature  terminals  and  limits  the wheelchair 
acceleration.  This makes a  fluent  motion and improves the comfort of rid- 
ing. The speed  controller allows the maximum  speed to be  set (for a given 
speed  range)  and  prevents  this  speed from being  exceeded. The speed con- 
troller receives a  signal  proportional to  the  speed  command  and  a second 
signal  proportional to  the measured  speed. The speed is measured  with the 
aid of a pulse tachogenerator  mounted on the  motor  shaft.  These pulses are 
converted into voltage with  the aid of a D/A converter. The tachogenera- 
tor is also equipped  with a direction  identificator. The voltage  signal from 
the  speed controller is transmitted  to  the  PWM.  There is also an overcur- 
rent  protection  system, among others,  to  protect  the  ferrite  PMs  against 
demagnetization. 

The described wheelchair drive is designed for two-directional smooth 
operation  both in motoring and regenerative  braking  mode  [107]. 

Numerical  example 4.1 

Find  the main  dimensions (armature  diameter  and  its effective length  and 
PM  length), electric  loading,  and  magnetic  loading of a d.c.  PM  commuta- 
tor  motor of cylindrical  construction  with  a  slotted  rotor  rated at: Polrt = 40 
W,  V = 110 V, and n = 4000 rpm. The  PMs  are  made of Hardferrite 
28/2G, the demagnetizion  curve of which is shown in Fig. 2.5. The effi- 
ciency at  rated load should  be  a  minimum of 77 = 0.6. The motor  has to be 
designed for continuous  duty. 

Solution 

The electromagnetic power  for continuous duty  according  to  eqn (4.24) 

1 + 277 1 + 2 x 0.6 
Pelm = - Pout = 

377 
40.0 = 48.9 W 

3 x 0.6 
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The  armature  current 

Pout - I ,  = - - 40‘0 x 0.61 A 
qv 0.6 X 110.0 

The  armature  EMF 

Pel7n - 48.9 E = -  - - = 80.2 v 
I ,  0.61 

Electric and  magnetic loadings:  according to Fig.  4.7, for Pout/n = 40/4000 = 
0.01 W/rpm = 10 x W/rpm and  continuous duty  the line current den- 
sity A = 7500 A/m  and  the air gap magnetic flux density B, = 0.35 T. 

The  output coefficient expressed by eqn  (4.35) is 

VAS 
up = air2B,A = 0 . 6 7 ~ ~ 0 . 3 5  X 7500 = 17,358 - 

m3 

where the effective arc pole coefficient has been assumed ai = 0.67. 

Armature  diameter  and effective length:  assuming L i / D  % 1, the  out- 
put coefficent is up = Pel,n/( D’n) and 

D = / = - (  Peltn - 17,358 x 48.9 (4000/60) = 0.0348 m M 35 mm 

The effective armature  length Li D = 35 mm. 
The Hardferrite 28/26 can  produce a useful magnetic flux density B,, 

not exceeding 0.25 T (see Fig.  2.5).  To  obtain B, = 0.35 T the  length of 
the  PM Lhl > Li. On  the basis of eqns  (4.66)  and  (4.67) 

L,B, - 35 x 0.35 
LA{ = - 

B,, 0.25 
- = 49 mm 

Numerical  example 4.2 

A  d.c. PM commutator motor  has the following rated  parameters: Pout = 
10 kW, V = 220 V, I ,  = 50 A, n = 1500 rpm. The  armature  circuit 
resistance is c R, = 0.197 R and brush  voltage drop is AV,, = 2 V. Find 
the speed  and efficiency  for the  shaft load torque  equal to 80% of the  rated 
torque  and  armature series rheostat &lle = 0.591 R. 
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Solution 

The  rated  shaft  torque according to eqn  (4.15) 

P o u t  - 10,000 T*h = __ - 27rn 27r x (1500/60) 
= 63.66 N I ~  

The  armature EMF at  rated  current according to eqn (4.1) 

E = V - I ,  C R, - AV,, = 220 - 50 X 0.197 - 2 = 208.15 V 

The developed torque at  rated  current according to eqns  (4.9)  to (4.11) 

EI ,  208.15 x 50 
27rn 27r x (1500/60) 

Tll = - = = 66.26 N m  

The torque covering rotational losses: 

Trot = T d  - TSll = 66.26 - 63.66 = 2.6 Nm 

The torque developed a t  0.8Ts,,: 

Ti = 0.8T9rL + TTot = 0.8 X 63.66 + 2.6 = 53.53 N I ~  

The  armature  current  at 0.8Ts,L: 

T‘ 53.53 
I’ = I A = 50- 

a ‘L Tll 66.26 
= 40.4 A 

At no-load I ,  M 0. Thus,  the no-load speed 

V - AV,, 220 - 2 
no = 71 = 1500- = 1571 rpnl 

E 208.15 

The speed at  0.8T and  with  additional  armature resistance RT,Le = 0.591 R: 

= 1571 
220 - 40.4(0.197 + 0.591) - 2 

220 - 2 
= 1341.5 rpm 

The  output power at  0.8Ts11, and  with  additional  armature resistance: 

1341 
GO 

PAILt = 0.8Ts,,(2~n’) = 0.8 X 63.66 X (h) X - = 7154.5 W 
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The  input power at  0.8Ts,, and with  additional  armature resistance: 

= VIA = 220 X 40.4 = 8888 W 

The corresponding efficiency: 

7154.5 
8888.0 

v ’ =  - - - 0.805. 

The  rated efficiency is 7 = 10,000/(220 X 50) = 0.909. There is about  a 
10% drop of efficiency as compared  with  rated conditions. 

Table  4.4: Design data of a 370-W d.c.  PM  commutator motor 

Quantity Value 
Rated power Pout 370 W 
Rated  terminal voltage V 
Rated speed W 

Number of poles 2p 
Number of armature  slots 
Air gap g 
Length of PM lbf 
Length of armature core L,  
Overlap  angle of PMs /3 
Number of commutator segments C 
Number of armature  conductors N 
Number of coil-sides per  slot 

180 V 
1750 rpm 

2 
20 

2.25 mm 
79.6 mm 
63.4 mm 

2.6878 rad 
40 
920 

2 

Numerical  example 4.3 
In  the  manufacture of d.c. PM  commutator  motors,  the segmental  ferrite 
magnets  are generally glued or  clamped into position. This  can lead to 
inaccurate  positioning of the  magnets  and  thus  to  an  asymmetrical mag- 
netic  circuit. I t  is thus of interest to manufacturers to  obtain tolerances of 
these  inaccuracies  with  relation to  the  motors performance  and the forces 
produced on the  shaft  due  to  the imbalanced attraction of the  rotor by the 
magnets. For a 370-W d.c. PM  commutator  motor find the  resultant mag- 
netic flux, MMF,  rotor  speed,  armature  current  and efficiency  for different 
shifts of one  magnet. The cross section of the motor is shown in Fig.  4.27 
and  the specification data is given in Table  4.4. 
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Figure 4.27: Cross  section of the  d.c.  motor  according to example 4.3: 
(a) shift  angle Q and overlap angle p, (b) resultant  magnetic flux (PM 
excitation  and  armature) for Q = 0. 

Solution 

Owing to  the asymmetrical  nature of this problem, classical analysis tech- 
niques are not  suitable. The  FEM is an ideal method since it  can model 
the  entire  magnetic circuit  [258]. 

Fig. 4.28 shows the effect on the  magnetic flux and  MMF  (stator  and 
armature reaction  MMF) for different directions of rotation  in  the asym- 
metrical  conditions. The resultant EMF is either  increased  or  decreased. 
Exagerated  magnet  shift of Q = 10.5' has been  assumed to simulate  the 
extreme case of magnet  misalignment. In  the  manufacture of d.c.  PM com- 
mutator  motors  the  error in placing the  magnets is usually Q < 2'. 

The change in performance as the  magnet shift  increases  can  be seen 
from the  characteristics in Fig. 4.29. 

The following conclusions can  be  made  about  this 370-W d.c. PM com- 
mutator  motor: 

0 The performance of the motor is not affected in any significant manner 
due  to  the  asymmetry of the  stator  magnetic poles. The variation of 
the  calculated  speed,  armature  current,  and efficiency has shown a 
maximum  change of 1%. 

0 The torque  produced  can  either  be  increased  or  decreased  depending 
on the direction of rotation.  The  torque will in general  improve if the 
magnets  are moved  in the direction of rotation. 
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0 The  asymmetry of the  magnetic  circuit  contributes  to  the unbalanced 
magnetic pull. 

0 The force produced by the unbalanced  magnetic pull is in  the  same  di- 
rection as the  magnet movement. This  net force can lead to unwanted 
noise and increased wear of bearings. 

Figure 4.28: Flux  plots  and  resultant MMF distributions for two different 
directions of rotor  rotation  with one  magnet  shifted 10.5O. 
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Figure 4.29: Perfornlance  characteristics for cy = 0, 3, and 10.5": (a) speed 
against  torque, (b) armature  current  and efficiency against  torque. The 
rotor  rotates in the direction of the magnet  shift. 
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Theory of Permanent 
Magnet  Synchronous 
Motors 

5.1 Construction 
Synchronous  motors operate  at  a  constant speed in absolute  synchronisnl 
with  the line frequency. Synchronous  motors  are classified according to 
their  rotor’s  design,  construction,  materials  and  operation  into the four 
basic groups: 

0 electromagnetically-excited  motors 
0 PM motors 
0 reluctance  motors 
0 hysteresis  motors 

In electromagnetically  excited and  PM  motors  a cage winding is frequently 
mounted on salient-pole  rotors to provide asynchronous starting  and  to 
damp oscillations  under transient  conditions, so-called damper.  

Recent  developments in rare-earth  PM  materials  and power electronics 
have opened new prospects  on  the design,  construction  and  application of 
PM  synchronous  motors. Servo drives  with PM  motors fed from static 
inverters  are finding applications on an increasing scale. PM servo  motors 
with  continuous output power of up  to 15 kW at 1500 rpm  are common. 
Commercially, PM a.c.  motor  drives  are available with  ratings  up to   a t  
least 746 kW. Rare-earth  PMs have also been  recently uscd in large power 
synchronous  motors rated  at more than 1 MW [18, 19, 2321. Large PM 
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motors  can  be used both in low-speed drives  (ship  propulsion)  and high- 
speed  drives (pumps  and compressors). 

PM synchronous  motors are usually built  with  one of the following rotor 
configurations: 

(a) classical (Merrill’s rotor),  with salient  poles,  laminated pole shoes and 

(b) interior-magnet  rotor  (Fig. 5.lb,  5.1i,  5.1j); 
(c) surface-magnet  rotor (Fig.  5.lc,  5.lg,  5.lh); 
(d) inset-magnet  rotor  (Fig. 5.ld);  
(e)  rotor  with buried  magnets  symmetrically  distributed  (Fig.  5.le); 
( f )  rotor  with  buried  magnets  asymmetrically  distributed  (Fig. 5.lf) .  

a cage winding (Fig.  5.la); 

5.2 Fundamental  relationships 

5.2.1 Speed 
In  the  steady-state  range,  the  rotor speed is given by the  input frequency- 
to-number of pole pairs  ratio, i.e., 

f n, = - (5.1) 

and is equal to  the synchronous  speed of the  rotating  magnetic field pro- 
duced by the  stator. 

P 

5.2.2 Air  gap magnetic flux density 
The first harmonic of the  air  gap magnetic flux density is 

0.5a,rr 

Bmg1 = B,, cos crda = -B,, sin ( 5 4  
4 Qi7r 

-0.5a,a 7r 

where,  neglecting the  saturation of the  magnetic  circuit,  the  magnetic flux 
density B,, = pOFesc/(g’kC) under the pole shoe  can  be found  on the basis 
of the  excitation MMF F,,,, equivalent  air gap g’ which includes the PM 
height hhf and  Carter’s coefficient k c .  Carter’s coefficient is given by eqns 
(A.22)  and  (A.23) in Appendix A. For ai = 1 the  fundamental harmonic 
component Blng1 is 4/7r times the Bllag peak  flat-topped value. 

The coefficient Q, is defined as the  ratio of the average-to-maxzmum 
value of the normal  component of the  air  gap  magnetic flux density,  i.e., 
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8 

Figure 5.1: Rotor  configurations for PM synchronous  motors: (a) classical 
configuration, (b) interior-magnet  rotor,  (c) surface-magnet rotor,  (d) inset- 
magnet rotor,  (e)  rotor  with buried  magnets  symmetrically  distributed, ( f )  
rotor  with  buried  magnets  asymmetrically  distributed. 
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Figure 5.1: Continued. (g) bread loaf nlagnets, (11) decentercd  Illagnets, ( i )  
intcrior  six-pole rotor, (j)  interior donblc-laycr magnets. 

If the magnetic field distribution in the  air gap is sinusoidal, ai = 2/7r. For 
zero magnetic  voltage  drop in the ferromagnetic  core  and uniform air  gap 

4 1  Q; = - 

The coefficient ai is also called the pole-shoe arc l+,-to-pole pitch ratio. 

(5.4) 
T 

5.2.3 Voltage induced (EMF) 
The no-load rms voltage  induccd i n  one phase of the  stator winding (EMF) 
by the  d.c. ruagnetic excitation flux (DJ of the  rotor is 

E f  = ~&fN11;,,,1(I'f ( 5 . 5 )  

where NI is the nulrlber of the  stator  turns per phase, k7,,1 is the  stat,or 
winding coefficient (Appcndix A) and  the  fundamental  harlnonic @ f l  of 
the excitation  magnetic flux density @f witllout armature reaction is 
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Similarly, the voltage E,d induced by the d-axis armature  reaction flux @ad 

and  the voltage EUq induced by the q-axis flux are, respectively: 

Ead = l i- f i fNlkwl@ad (5 .7)  

where Bnladl and Bmaql are  the  peak values of the first harmonic of arma- 
ture  reaction  magnetic flux density in the d and q-axis,  respectively. 

As shown  in  Fig 5.1 the direct or d-axis is the center  axis of the magnetic 
pole while the quadrature or q-axis  is the axis  parallel (90' electrical) to  the 
d-axis. The  EMFs E f ,  E,d, Enqr and  magnetic fluxes @S, a n d r  and  are 
used in  construction of phasor  diagrams  and  equivalent  circuits. The  EMF 
E, per  phase  with the  armature  reaction  taken  into  account is 

E, = li-fifNlkt,l@g (5 .11 )  

where @ g  is the air  gap  magnetic flux under  load  (excitation flux @ J reduced 
by the  armature  reaction  flux).  At no-load (very  small armature  current) 
@g @S. Including the  saturation of the  magnetic  circuit 

Ei = 4D~fN1kw1Qg (5.12)  

The  form  factor ~f depends on the magnetic  saturation of armature  teeth, 
i.e., the  sum of the  air  gap MVD and  the  teeth MVD divided by t,he  air gap 
MVD . 

5.2.4 Armature line current density 
The peak  value of the  armature line current  density or specific electrzc 
loading is defined as the number of conductors  in all phases 27n.1N1 times 
the  peak  armature  current &'I, divided by the  armature  circumference 
li-Dltn, i.e., 

2m1 &'NI I ,  m1 &'NI I ,  
li-Dlrn PT 

A,, = - (5.13) - 
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5.2.5 Electromagnetic power 
For an  ml-phase salient pole synchronous  motor  with negligible stator wind- 
ing resistance R1 M 0, the  electromagnetic power is expressed as 

= ml [z sin6 + v: (2 - L) sin 261 (5.14) 
X s d  

where V1 is the  input  (terminal) phase  voltage, E f  is the  EMF induced by 
the rotor  excitation flux (without  armature  reaction), 6 is the power angle, 
i.e. the angle between V1 and E f ,  X , d  is the  synchronous  reactance in 
the  direct axis  (d-axis  synchronous reactance),  and X,, is the synchronous 
reactance in the  quadrature axis  (q-axis  synchronous reactance). 

5.2.6 Synchronous  reactance 
For a  salient pole synchronous  motor the d-axis and q-axis synchronous 
reactances  are 

X s d  = x1 + X a d  Xsq = X1 + Xaq (5.15) 

where x1 = 27r fL1 is the  stator leakage reactance, x , d  is the d-axis ar- 
mature reaction  reactance,  also called d-axis mutual  reactance,  and X,, is 
the q-axis armature reaction  reactance,  also called q-axis mutual  reactance. 
The reactance X u d  is sensitive to  the  saturation of the  magnetic circuit 
whilst the influence of the magnetic saturat,ion  on  the  reactance X,, de- 
pends  on  the  rotor  construction.  In salient-pole  synchronous  machines  with 
electromagnetic  excitation X,, is practically  independent of the magnetic 
saturation. Usually, x,d > x,, except  for  some F" synchronous  machines. 

The leakage reactance X1 consists of the  slot, end-connection differ- 
ential  and  tooth-top leakage reactances  (Appendix  A).  Only  the  slot  and 
differential leakage reactances  depend on the magnetic  saturation  due  to 
leakage fields [ 1961. 

5.2.7 Subtransient  synchronous  reactance 
The d-axis subtransient synchronous  reactance is defined for generator op- 
eration, for the first instant of a sudden  short  circuit of the  stator, when 
the  damper  and  the  excitation winding (if it  exists)  repel  the  armature 
magnetic flux. The same effect appears for motoring, when the  rotor is 
suddenly locked. The  subtransient  synchronous  reactance is the  sum of 
the  stator winding leakage reactance X1 and  the parallel  connection of the 
reactances of the  damper XdallLP, field excitation  winding X,,:,, and  the 
d-axis armature reaction  reactance,  i.e., 
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The resistance RdarrLp  of the  damper weakens the screening effect of this 
winding  and the  short  circuit  current decays. A sinlilar  equation to (5.16) 
can  be  written for the q axis,  i.e. for the  paxis  subtransient  reactance 

5.2.8 Transient  synchronous  reactance 

With  the  exponential decay of the damping-winding current,  the  armature 
MMF is able to  force its flux deeper into  the pole (despite the opposition 
of the induced  rotor current).  The decay of the  current in the  excitation 
winding is slower than  that in the  damper since the  inductance of the 
excitation  winding is larger.  This  stage is characterized by the  transient 
reactance 

XezcXad x.:, = x1 + (5.17) x,,, + X n d  

Eventually, the  steady-state  short circuit  condition is reached, when the  sta- 
tor  magnetic flux penetrates freely through  the  rotor core. The  steady-state 
is characterized by the d-axis  and q-axis synchronous  reactances (5.15). 

5.2.9 Electromagnetic  (developed)  torque 
The electromagnetic  torque developed by the synchronous  motor is deter- 
mined by the  electromagnetic power PellrL and  angular  synchronous speed 
R, = 2nnS which is equal to  the mechanical angular  speed of the  rotor,  i.e., 

The above  equation  neglects  the  stator winding resistance RI .  

In  a  salient  pole-synchronous  motor the  electromagnetic  torque  has two 
components  (Fig. 5.2): 

where the  fundamental  torque, 

(5.20) 
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Figure  5.2:  Torque-angle  characteristics of a salient-pole  synchronous ma- 
chine with X& > X,,: l - synchronous  torquc Tcjsyn, 2 - reluctance 
torque T d r c l ,  3 - resultant  torque T d .  

is a  function of both  the  input voltage V1 and  the  excitation EMF Er. The 
additional  torque 

(5.21) 

depends only on  the voltage V1 and  also  exists in an unexcited  nlachine 
(Er = 0) provided that X s d  # Xsc,. The  torque T d s y I ,  is called the 
synchronous torque and  the  torque T,i,.,l is called the rel.uctance torque. 
For salicnt-pole  synchronous  motors  with  electromagnetic d.c.  excitation 
x s d  > X S q .  For some PM synchronous  motors a s ,  for example,  according 
to Figs 5 . lb  and 5.ld X , d  < X s q .  The proportion between X s d  and X,, 
strongly affects the  shape of curves  2 and  3 in Fig.  5.2. For cylindrical  rotor 
synchronous  machines X , d  = .Xs,,, and 

5.2.10 Form factor of the excitation field 
The form factor of the  excitation field results from eqn (5.2),  i.e., 

k j  = - Bmg1 4 . Qin-  

Blng n- 2 
- - Slll  - - 

(5.22) 

(5.23) 
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Table 5.1: Factors k f ,  kfd, k f s ,  k,d, and / c l l rJ  for salient-pole  synchronous 
machines  according to eqns  (5.23),  (5.24), (5.27) and (5.28) 

ai = b p / T  

Factor 0.4 0.5 0.6 2/7r 0.7  0.8 1.0 

k f  0.748 0.900 1.030 1.071 1.134 1.211 1.273 
k f d  0.703 0.818 0.913 0.943 0.958 0.987 1.00 
k f ,  0.097 0.182 0.287 0.391 0.442 0.613 1.00 
k,,l 0.939 0.909 0.886 0.880 0.845 0.815 0.785 
k,, 0.129 0.202 0.279 0.365 0.389 0.505 0.785 

where the pole-shoe  arc-to-pole pitch ratio C Y ,  < 1 is calculatecl according 
to eqn  (5.4). 

5.2.11 Form  factors of the  armature  reaction 

The form  factors of the  armature  reaction  arc defined as the  ratios of the 
first  hannonic  amplitudes-to-maximum  values of normal  components of 
armature  reaction  magnetzc  flux  densities i n  the d-axis and q-axis, respcc- 
tively, i.e., 

(5.24) 

The peak  values of the first  harmonics Budl and Balll of the  armature 
magnetic flux density  can  be  calculated as coefficients of Fourier  series for 
v = 1, i.e., 

0 . h  

B ( x )  cos zdz (5.25) 

0.Rn 

B ( x )  sin xdx (5.26) 

For a salient-pole  motor  with  electromagnetic  excitation and  the  air gap 
g = 0 (fringing effects neglected), the d- and q-axis form factors of the 
armature  reaction  are 
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5.2.12 Reaction  factor 

The reaction  factors in the d- and q-axis are defined as 

(5.28) 

The form factors k f ,  k f l l  and kfr i  of the  excitation field and  armature reac- 
tion  and  reaction  factors k a d  and for salient-pole  synchronous  machines 
according to eqns  (5.23),  (5.24),  (5.27)  and  (5.28)  are given in Table  5.1. 

5.2.13 Equivalent field MMF 
Assuming g = 0, the equivalent d-axis field MMF (which  produces  the  same 
fundamental wave flux as the  armature-reaction MMF) is 

(5.29) 

where I ,  is the  armature  current  and @ is the angle  between the  resultant 
armature MMF F, and  its q-axis component F,, = F, cos @. Similarly, the 
equivalent q-axis MMF is 

(5.30) 

5.2.14 Armature  reaction  reactance 

The d-axis armature reaction  reactance  with the magnetic  saturation in- 
cluded is 

(5.31) 

where p. is the  magnetic permeability of free space, L' is the effective length 
of the  stator core and 

(5.32) 

is the  inductive  reactance of the  armature of a non-salient-pole  (cylindrical 
rotor)  synchronous  machine. Similarly, for the q-axis 

(5.33) 
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Figure  5.3:  Location of the  armature  current I,L in d-q coordinate  system. 

For most PM configurations the equivalent  airg gap g' in eqns  (5.31)  and 
( 5 . 3 2 )  should be replaced by gkCk,,t + hhf/prreC and g; in eqn  (5.33) by 
gqkCkSutq where g4 is the mechanical clearance in the g-axis, k c  is the 
Carter's coefficient for the air gap according to eqn (A.22) and k,,t 2 
1 is the  saturation factor of the magnetic  circuit. For the  rotor shown 
in Fig. 5.la  and salient pole rotors  with  electromagnetic  excitation the 
saturation  factor ksatq M 1, since the q-axis armature reaction fluxes, closing 
through  the large  air  spaces between the poles,  depend only slightly on the 
saturation. 

5.3 Phasor diagram 

When  drawing phasor  diagrams of synchronous  machines, two arrow sys- 
tems  are used: 

(a)  generator arrow system, i.e., 

(5.34) 
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(b) consumer (motor) arrow system,  i.e., 

V1 = Ef + LR1 + j I a d X s d  + jI,,X,, 

where 

(5.35) 

(5.36) 

and 

I,,i = I u s i n P  I,, = I ,  cos P (5.37) 

When  the  current arrows are in the opposit,e  direction the phasors I,, I,(l, 

and I,(,, are reversed by  180'. The  same applies to  the voltage  drops. The 
location of the  armature  current I, with  respect to  the d- and q-axis for 
generator  and  motor mode is shown in Fig. 5.3.  

Phasor  diagrams for synchronous  generators are  constructled using the 
generator  arrow  system. The same  system  can  be used for motors, however, 
more convenient is the consumer  arrow  system.  An  underexcited  motor 
(Fig. 5.4a)  draws an inductive  current  and  a  corresponding  reactive power 
from the line. Fig.  5.4b shows the phasor  diagram using the  same consumer 
arrow system for a load current I, leading the vector V1 by the angle 
4. At this angle the  motor is, conversely, overexcited  and  induces  with 
respect to the  input voltage V1 a capacitive current  component I ,  sin P. An 
overexcited motor, consequently,  draws  a  lcading current from the circuit 
and delivers reactive power to  it. 

In the phasor  diagrams  according to Fig. 5.4 the  stator core losses have 
been neglected. This  assumption is justified only for power frequency  syn- 
chronous  motors  with unsaturated  armature cores. 

Fig.  5.5 shows the phasor  diagram of an underexcited  synchronous  motor 
with  some necessary details for finding the nr~s axis currents Iil(i and I(l(i .  
The  input voltage V1 projections on the d and q axes are 

V1 sin6 = I,,X,, - I,dRl 

(5.38) 

For an overexcited motor 
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Figure 5.4: Phasor diagrams of salient-pole  synchronous  motors for the 
consumer  arrow  system: (a) underexcited motor, (b) overexcited motor. 
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Figure 5.5: Phasor  diagrams for finding: (a) axis  currents l a d  and Iuq; (b) 
input power P,,, as a function of IiLd, IiLil, and S. 

v1 cos 6 = Ef - IrrdXsd + IiLq R1 (5.39) 

The  currents of an overexcited motor 

(5.40) 

V1 (R1 cos 6 + X s d  sin 6) - E f  R1 
Iuq = XsdXsq + R: 

(5.41) 

are  obtained by solving the  set of eqns  (5.38). The rms armature  current 
as a function of V I ,   E f  , XSrl ,  X s q ,  6, and R1 is 

x ~ [ ( X , , c o s b -  R1sin6) - E f X , , ] 2 + [ ( R ~ c o s 6 + X , ~ s i n 6 )  - EfR1I2 
(5.42) 

The phasor  diagram  can also be used to find the  input power, i.e., 
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Putting eqns  (5.38)  into  eqn  (5.43) 

= m1[IaiIEf + RII: + ~il ,~Iil i~(Xsd - X s i I ) ]  

Because the  stator core loss has  been  neglected, the electronlagnetic power 
is the  motor  input power minus the  stator winding loss AP,,, = 77ZlI2R1 = 
m1 ( + l&)R1.  Thus 

The electromagnetic  torque developed by a  salient-pole  synchronous  motor 
is: . 

+V?(R,  cos6 + Xs,1sin6)(Xs,cos6 - R1  sinb)(X,s,f - X,,) 

The last  term is the  constant component of the  electronlagnetic  torque. 
Putting R1 = 0, eqn  (5.45) becomes the  same as eqn (5.18).  Small  syn- 
chronous  motors have a  rather high stator winding resistance R1 that is 
comparable  with Xsd and  Xsq.  That is  why eqn  (5.45) is recommended for 
calculating  the performance of small  motors. 
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Figure 5.6: No-load characteristics I ,  = f(V,), P,,, = f(V1)  and cos& = 
f(Vl) of a PM synchronous motor. 

0 0.25 0.5  0.75 1.0 1.25 

Figure 5.7: Performance  cllaracteristics of a PM syrlcllronous mot,or: ar- 
mature  current I,, shaft torquc Ts,, , input power P,,,, power factor cos d, 
and efficiency 71 plotted  against POllf/POl,t l . ,  where PDIlll. is the  rated  ouput 
power. 
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5.4 Characteristics 
The most important  characteristic of a  synchronous  motor is the  torque 
T d - S  angle  characteristic  (Fig. 5.2). The overload capacity  factor is a  ratio 
of the maximum  torque or maximum output power to  the  rated  torquc 
or output power. The torque-angle  characteristic  depends on the  input 
voltage. 

Any change in the  input voltage at  Tsr, = 0 or rs/, = coust results ill a 
change in the  armature  current  and power factor. The no-load character- 
istics I, = f(Vl),  P,,, = f(V1)  and  cos$ = f(V1) at  Ts/, = 0 are, from the 
left-hand  side,  limited by the threshold  voltage  and from the  right-hand side 
by the maximum  current. in the  armature winding (Fig. 5.6). The nlinimum 
armature  current is  for cos$ = 1 or 4 = 0. The lagging power factor  corre- 
sponding to  an underexcited  motor  (or RL load) is on the left of the point 
$ = 0, and  the leading power factor  corresponding to  an overexcited motor 
(or RC load) is on the right of the point $ = 0. The overexcited  motor 
behaves as an RC load and  can  compensate  the  reactive power consumed 
by, e.g.,  induction  motors  and  underloaded  transformers. 

The  armature  current Ia, shaft  torque Ts/,, input power P,,,, power 
factor  COS^, and efficiency 17 are  plotted  against  the relative output power 
(output power-to-rated output power) in  Fig. 5.7. 

For l a d  = 0 the angle Qj = 0 (between the  armature  current I,, = I(l,, 
and EMF E,). Therefore,  the angle $ between the  current  and voltage is 
equal to  the load angle S between the voltage V1 and  EMF E,, i.e., 

and 

(5.46) 

(5.47) 

(5.48) 

At  constant  voltage V, and frequency (speed)  the power factor cosd) de- 
creases  with the load torque  (proportional to  the  armature  current In). 
The power factor  can  be  kept constant by increasing the voltage in propor- 
tion to  the  current increase,  i.e., keeping IaXs,,/V1 = const. 
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5.5 Starting 

5.5.1 Starting by means of an auxiliary  motor 

A synchronous  motor is not  self-starting.  Auxiliary  induction  motors  are 
frequently used for starting large  synchronous  motors  with  electromagnetic 
excitation. The synchronous  motor  has an auxiliary starting motor on 
its  shaft,  capable of bringing it up to  thc  synchronous  speed a t  which time 
synchronizing  with the power circuit is possible. The unexcited  synchronous 
motor is accelerated to almost  synchronous  speed using a smaller  induction 
motor.  When  the speed is close to  the  synchronous  speed, first the  armature 
voltage  and  then the  excitation voltage is switched on,  and  the synchronous 
motor is pulled into  synchronism. 

The disadvantage of this  method is it’s  impossible to  start  the motor 
under  load. It would be  impractical to use an auxiliary  motor of the  same 
rating as that of the synchronous  motor  and  expensive  installation. 

5.5.2 Frequency-change starting 
The frequency of the voltage  applied to  the motor is smoothly changed 
from the value close to zero to  the  rated value. The motor  runs syn- 
chronously  during the  entire  starting  period. Variable  voltage  variable 
frequency (VVVF) solid state inverters are commonly used. 

5.5.3 Asynchronous starting 

A synchronous  motor which has a cage winding on its  rotor  can be started 
as a cage induction  motor. The  starting  torque is produced as a result of 
the  intcraction between the  stator  rotating  magnetic field and  the  rotor 
winding  currents. In synchronous  motors  with solid salient poles, the cage 
winding is not necessary since the eddy currents induced i n  solid pole shoes 
can  interact  with  the  stator magnetic field. 

5.6 Reactances 
The accuracy of calculating  the  steady-state performance of small PM syn- 
chronous  motors  depends largely on  the accuracy of calculating  the syn- 
chronous  reactances in the d- and q-axis. For typical  medium power and 
large  synchronous  motors  with  electromagnetic  excitation  analytical  meth- 
ods using form factors of the  armature  magnetic flux density  are good 
enough.  Small PM synchronous  motors have sometimes  complicated  struc- 
ture  and FEM is necessary to  obtain  an  accurate  distribution of the mag- 
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netic field. This  distribution is very helpful to  estimate correctly the  form 
factors of the  excitation  and  armature magnetic flux densities. Moreover, 
the  FEM makes it possible to find thc d- and q-axis synchronous  reactances 
and  armature reaction (mutual)  reactances  straightforward by computing 
the corresponding  inductances (Chapter 3). 

The measurement of the synchronous  reactances for small PM syn- 
chronous  motors  with sufficient degree of accuracy is rather  a difficult prob- 
lem. There  are several  methods of measuring  synchronous  reactances of 
medium and large power synchronous machines but  the  assumptions  made 
do  not allow these  methods  to  be applied to small  synchronous  motors. 
Reliable results  can  be  obtained using a special  laboratory  set  consisting of 
the  tested  motor,  additional synchronous  motor,  prime mover, double-beam 
oscilloscope, and  brake [198]. The measured load angle, input voltage,  ar- 
mature  current,  armature winding  resistance,  and power factor allow for 
finding the synchronous  reactances X J d  and X,, on the basis of the phasor 
diagram. 

5.6.1 Analytical  approach 
The analytical  approach to calculating  the  armature reaction  reactances is 
based on the  distribution of the  armature winding normal  component of 
magnetic flux density. This  distribution can  be  assumed to be  a  periodical 
function  or  can  be found using analog or numerical  modelling, e.g., a FEM 
computer  software. The d- and q-axis armature reaction  reactanccs  arc 
expressed with  the aid of so-called form factors of the  armature reaction 
k fd  and k f ,  according to  eqns (5.24),  (5.27),  (5.31) and (5.33), i.e., X,d  = 
k f , f X ,  and X,, = kfr,X,. The  armature reaction  reactance X, is the  same 
as that for a  cylindrical-rotor  synchronous machine and is given by eqn 
(5.32). 

To obtain a saturated synchronous  reactance, the equivalent  air gap 
k c g  should  be  multiplied by the  saturation factor > 1 of the  magnetic 
circuit,  i.e.,  to  obtain kCkSrl tg .  In  salient-pole  synchronous  machines  with 
electromagnetic  excitation  the  magnetic  saturation affects only Xscl since 
the q-axis air  gap  (between  neighboring pole shoes) is very large. In some 
PM synchronous  machines the magnetic saturation  can affect both X,s,i and 
X,,, - see eqn (5.33). 

For the  distributions of d- and q-axis magnetic flux densities  according 
to Fig. 5.8, the first harmonics of the magnetic flux densities are 

(a) in  the case of inset-type  PMs  (Fig. 5.8a) 

Bndl = - (B,d COS X) COS X ~ X  + (c,B,,1 cos X) cos XdX 
r 5 *  0.5CY,T 1 
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Figure 5.8: Distribution of the d-axis and q-axis nlagrletic flux density for 
rare-earth PM rotors: (a) inset-type  PM  rotor,  (b) surface PMs, ( c )  surface 
PMs  with n d d  steel pole shoes,  and (cl) buried PM  rotor. 
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Table 5.2: Reaction  factors for PM synchronous  machines 

Rotor  configuration  Direct Axis Quadrature Axis 

Surface PA1 
rotor k,,, = k,, = 1 

Buried Phls 

Salient pole 
rotor  with = ; (trin + sin o 1 7 r )  h.,,/ = -!-(0,7r - sincr,x) 
excitation 
winding 
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1 
= -Bad [air + sin sin- + c S ( x  - air - sin ai.)] (5.49) n- 

Baq1 = 4 [l S 0.50;7r 3 
n- L: ] (5.50) 

0.5a,7T 0 . h  

(B,, sin x) sin xdx + (cy Brrq sin x) sin xdx 
7r 

= -B,, -(at7r - sin air) + n-( 1 - ai) + sin air 

(b) in the case of surface PMs (Fig. 5.8b) 

0 . h  

BIIcil = 1 (B,,i COS Z) COS xdx = Bad 
n- (5.51) 

0.5T 

(Bad sin x) sin xdx = B,, (5.52) 

( C )  in the case of surface PMs with nlilcl steel pole shoes  (Fig. 5 . 8 ~ )  

Bad1 = ' [l (BIL,l COS X) COS xdx + (C$ B,,l COS X) COS xdx 
0.5n,x  

S 0.5a,li 1 0 . h  

n- 

0.5n,n 1 
-(B,, sin z) sin xdx + (B,, sin x) sin xdx S c$ 0 . 5 n i x  1 0 . 5 x  

(cl) in the case of buried PMs (Fig. 5.8~1) 

(5.55) 
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(B,, sin x) sin zdz 

O.Sa,.rr  1 - - -B,, (1 - cosz)dx = -B,,(cY~IT - s ina i r )  (5.5G) 
IT 2 L  IT 

For inset-type  PMs  the coefficient c!, expresses an increase in the d-axis 
armature magnetic flux density  due  to a decrease in the air gap  (Fig. 5.8a) 
from g + h to g,  where I I  is the  depth of the slot for the  PM. Since the 
MVD across g + h is equal to the sum of the MVDs across the  air  gap g 
and  ferromagnetic tooth height h ,  the following equality  can  be  written: 

B,,l(g + h ) / p ~ ,  the coefficient of increase in the magnetic flux density  due 
to a  decrease in the  air  gap is C../ M 1 + h / g .  Of course, when h, = 0 then 
Bad1 = B u d ,  Bayl = Baq, and k f i l  = k f l ,  = 1. It means that  the machine 
behaves as a cylindrical  rotor  machine.  Similarly, for the surface  magnet 
rotor k f d  = k f 4  = 1 (Fig.  5.8b) since the relative  magnetic  permeability of 
rare-earth PMs pLr M 1. The coefficient c:, M 1 - d,/g, for surface PMs  with 
mild steel pole shoes  (Fig.  5.8c), where d, is the thickness of the mild steel 
pole shoe  and g(, is the air gap in the q-axis, is evaluated in the  same way 
as the coefficient cy for inset-type  PMs. For the buried  magnet  rotor the 
d-axis armature flux density  changes as COS(X/(Y~) and  the q-axis armature 
flux density  changes as sina:  (Fig. 5.8d). 

The coefficients k fd  and k f q  for different rotor  configurations  are given 
in Table  5.2. The last row shows k f d  and k f ,  for salient pole synchronous 
motors  with  electromagnetic  excitation [156]. 

BudCgglPu + B F ~ ~ / ( P O P ~ )  = Bad(g +  PO. Because B F ~ ~ / ( P O P ~ )  << 

5.6.2 FEM 
One of the two methods  described in Chapter 3, Section 3.12 can be used in 
the calculation of synchronous  reactances,  i.e., (a)  the  number of flux link- 
ages of the coil divided by the  current in the coil and (b)  the energy  stored 
in the coil divided by one-half the  current  squared.  The  current/energy 
perturbation  method,  although more complicated, is recommended for cal- 
culating  dynamic  inductances  (converter fed motors). 

5.6.3 Experimental method 
The experimental  methods for measuring the synchronous  reactances of 
large  and  medium power synchronous  machines  cannot  normally be used 



in the case of small PM synchronous  motors due  to  unacceptable sinlplifi- 
cations  and  assumptions being  made. An accurate  method of measurement 
of synchronous  reactances  results from the phasor  diagram  shown in Fig. 
5.4a. The following equations  can  be  written: 

v1 cos6 = E j  + I a d X a d  + I,X1 sin($ - 6) + I,R1 cos($ - 6) 

= E j  + IaXs,i sin(r1 - 6) + I,R1 cos($ - 6) (5.57) 

VI sin6 = I a X ,  cos($ - 6) + I,L,,X,Li, - I,Rl sin($ - 6) 

= I,X,s(, cos($ - 6) - I(LRI  sin($ - 6) (5.58) 

where for an underexcited  motor Q = d, - 6. The d-axis syrlcllronous reac- 
tance  can be found from eqn  (5.57)  and the q-axis syncllronous  reactance 
can be found from equation (5.58), i t . ,  

X s d  = 
V1 COS 6 - Ef - I,, R1 C O S ( $  - 6) 

I, sin($ - 6) 
(5.59) 

V1 sin 6 + I ,  R1 sin($ - 6) x,, = I, cos (d, - 6) 
(5.60) 

It is easy to measure the  input voltage Vl,  phase armature  current I,, 
armature winding  resistance R1 per  phase,  and for an underexcit,ed motor 
the angle $ = Q + 6 = arccos[P,,,/(mlV~ I( ,)].  To  measure t,he load angle 
6 it is recommended to use the machine set (198) shown in Fig.  5.9.  The 
EMF Ef is assumed to be equal to the no-load EMF Eo, i.e., at  I, 0. 

The ternlinals of the two corresponding  phases of the  TSM  and ASM 
are  connected to a double-beam oscilloscope. The no-load EMFs E o ~ s n l  
of TSM and Eo~sh l  of ASM operating as generators  should  be in phase. 
In  this way the same  positions of the  TSM  and ASh4 rotors  with  regard 
to  the same phase windings can  be  found.  When  the TSM is connected to 
a three-phase power supply  and  the oscilloscope receives the signals Vr.s.~,l 
and E o A S n f ,  the load angle 6 can be measured,  i.e.,  the phase  angle between 
instantaneous values of V ~ s n f  and E,~sn1.  Eqns (5.59) and (5.GO) allow 
for the investigation of how the  input voltage V1 and load angle 6 affect. 
Xsi! and X s q .  The accuracy of mcusuring the angle 6 depends largely on 
the higher  harmonic  contents in  Vrsnl and E o ~ s n l .  
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Figure 5.9: Laboratory  set for measuring the load angle b of PM syn- 
chronous  motors: TSM - tested  synchronous  motor, ASM - additional 
synchronous  motor  with the  same  number of poles as TSM,  PM ~ primc 
mover (synchronous or d.c.  motor), B - brake, DBO - double-beam os- 
cilloscope. 

5.7 Rotor configurations 

5.7.1 Merrill’s rotor 

The first successful construction of a PM  rotor for small  synchronous  motors 
rated at high frequencies was patented by F.W. Merrill [180]. It was a 
four-pole motor  similar to  the two-pole motor shown in Fig. 5.la. The 
laminated  external  ring  has  deep narrow slots between each of the  PM 
poles (Fig.  5.la).  The leakage flux produced by the  PM  can  be  adjusted 
by changing the  width of the narrow  slots. The Alnico PM is protected 
against  demagnetization  because  the  armature flux at  starting and reversal 
goes through  the  laminated rings  and  narrow  slots omitting  the  PM.  The 
PM is mounted on the  shaft  with  the aid of an aluminium  or zinc alloy 
sleeve. The thickness of the  laminated  rotor ring is chosen such that  its 
magnetic flux density is approximately  1.5 T when the  rotor  and  stator  are 
assembled.  Magnetic flux density in the  rotor  teeth can  be up  to 2 T. 

5.7.2 Interior-type PM motors 

The interior-magnet  rotor  has  radially  magnetized  and  alternatcly poled 
magnets  (Fig. 5.lb).  Because the magnet pole area is smaller than  the 
pole area  at  the rotor  surface,  the air gap flux density  on  open  circuit is 
less than  the flux density in the magnet [139]. The synchronous  reactance in 
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d-axis is smaller than  that in q-axis since the q-axis magnetic flux can  pass 
through  the  steel pole pieces without crossing the  PMs.  The  magnet is very 
well protected  against  centrifugal forces. Such a design is recommended for 
high frequency high speed  motors. 

5.7.3 Surface PM motors 
The surface  magnet  motor  can have magnets magnetized  radially (Fig. 
5 . 1 ~ )  or sometimes  circumferentially. An external high conductivity non- 
ferromagnetic  cylinder is sometimes used. It protects  the  PMs  against  the 
demagnetizing  action of armature reaction and centrifugal forces, provides 
an asynchronous starting  torque,  and  acts as a damper. If rare-earth  PMs 
are used, the synchronous  reactances in the d- and q-axis are practically 
the  same  (Table  5.2). 

5.7.4 Inset-type PM rotor 

In the  inset-type motors (Fig.  5.1d)  PMs  are magnetized  radially  and em- 
bedded in shallow slots. The rotor  magnetic  circuit  can  be  laminated or 
made of solid steel.  In  the first case a starting cage  winding  or external 
nonferromagnetic cylinder is required. The q-axis synchronous  reactance is 
greater  than  that in the d-axis.  In  general, the  EMF E f  induced by the 
PMs is  lower than  that in surface PM rotors. 

5.7.5 Buried PM motors 

The buried-magnet,  rotor  has  circulnferentially  magnetized PMs embedded 
in deep  slots (Fig.  5.le). Because of circumferential  magnetization, the 
height hbl of the  PM is in tangential  direction,  i.e.,  along  the pole pitch. 
The effective pole arc coefficient cy, is dependent  on  the  slot  width.  The 
synchronous  reactance in q-axis is greater  than  that in d-axis. A starting 
asynchronous  torque is produced  with the  aid of both a cage  winding in- 
corporated in slots in the  rotor pole shoes  (laminated core) or solid salient 
pole shoes  made  of mild steel. The width of the iron  bridge between the 
inner  ends of the neighboring  magnets  has to be carefully  chosen. The 
application of a nonferromagnetic shaft is essential (Fig.  5.10).  With a fer- 
romagnetic shaft, a large  portion of useless magnetic flux goes through  the 
shaft [24] (Fig.  5.10a). A buried-magnet  rotor  should be equipped  with a 
nonferromagnetic  shaft (Fig. 5. 10b) or a nonferromagnetic sleeve between 
the ferromagnetic  shaft and  rotor core should  be  used. 

A brief comparison between surface and buried  magnet  synchronous 
motors is given in Table 5.3.  
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Table 5.3:  Comparison between PM synchronous  motors  with  surface and 
buried  magnets 

~~~~ ~~ 

Surface  magnets Buried nlagnets 

Air gap  magnetic flux density Air gap magnetic flux density 
is smaller than B, can be  greater  than B, (with 

more than four poles) 

Simple  motor  construction  Relatively  complicated  motor 
construction (a  nonferromagnetic 

shaft is common) 

Small armature reaction Higher armature reaction  flux, 
flux consequently more expensive 

converter 

Permanent  magnets  not Permanent  magnets  protected 
protected  against against  armature fields 
armature fields 

Eddy-current losses in No eddy-current losses in 
permanent  magnets  (when  permanent  magnets 

their  conductivity is 
greater  than zero) 

Expensive damper (cylinder Damper less expensive 
or slotless  winding) (cage  windings) 
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Figure 5.10: Magnetic flux distribution in the cross  section of a buried- 
magnet  synchronous  motor: (a) improperly designed rotor  with ferromag- 
netic shaft,  (b)  rotor  with nonferromagnetic shaft. 

An alternative  construction is a rotor  with  asymmetrically  distributed 
buried  magnets  (Fig.  5.le) developed by Siemens AG [12]. 

5.8 Comparison  between  synchronous  and 
induction  motors 

PM synchronous  motors, as compared  with  their  induction counterparts, 
do not have rotor  winding losses and  require  simple line commutated in- 
verters which are more efficient than forced conlmutated  inverters.  Table 
5.4 contains a comparison of the  speed, power factor cos Cp, air gap, torque- 
voltage  characteristics,  and price of synchronous  and  induction  motors. A 
larger  air gap in synchronous  motors make them more reliable than induc- 
tion  motors. The increased  air gap is required to minimize the effect of the 
armature  reaction,  to reduce the synchronous  reactancc (if neccssary)  and 
to improve the  stability. 

Table  5.5  compares 50-kW1 G000-rpm,  200-Hz PM synchronous  and cage 
induction  motor  drives [ll]. The  total power losses of the  PM synchronous 
motor  drive are reduced by 43% as compared  with the  induction motor 
drive. Thus  the efficiency has  been  increased from 90.1 to 94.1% by 4% (2 
kW power saving) [ 1 l]. 
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Table 5.4: Comparison between PM synchronous  and  induction  motors 

Quantity Synchronous  motor  Induction  motor 

Constant,  independent As the load increases, 
Speed of the load the  speed slightly 

decreases 

Adjustable pf No possibility to change 
Power factor in electromagnetically the pf (except for 

cos 4 excited  motors.  inverter-fed  motors) 
Operation at  pf = 1 pf = 0.8 ... 0.9 at  rated load 

is possible pf M 0.1 at no load 

Nonferromagnetic  Large, from a  fraction  Small, from 
air  gap of mm to a few a  fraction of mm 

centimeters to max 3 mm 

Torque  directly  Torque  directly 
Torque-voltage  proportional to the  proportional to  the 
characteristic  input voltage. Better  input voltage  squared 

starting performance 
than  that of an 
induction  motor 

Price Expensive 
machine 

Cost effective 
machine 
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Table 5.5: Power losses and efficiency of PM synchronous  and  cage  induc- 
tion  motor  drives  rated at 50 kW, GO00 rpm  and 200 Hz 

P M Cage 
Losses Synchronous  induction 

motor  motor 

Winding losses 
Stator winding  820 W 

Rotor winding - 

Damper 90 W - 
Losses due t,o skirl cffect in the  stator winding 30 W 
Losses due  to skirl effect in the  rotor winding - } 710 W 

} 1198 W 

Core losses 845 W 773 W 

Rotor  surface 
Flux  pulsation 

Rot.ational losses 
Bearing  friction 

Windage 

295 
} 580 W 

70 

Total motor losses 
Total inverter losses 

2575 W 3783 W 
537 W 1700 W 

Total drive losses 
Efficiency 
hlotor 
Electrolnecllanical  drive system 

3112  5483 W 

95.1% 93.0% 
94.1% 90.1% 
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5.9 Sizing procedure  and  main  dimensions 
The volume of all PMs used in a motor 

VAl = 2phAlwAllAl (5.61) 
depends on the  quality of PM material  (maximum  energy). I n  eqn  (5.61) 
2p is the  nnmber of poles,  and hA1, W&f, and lhl are  the  height,  width  and 
length of the PM, respectively. The  output power of  a PM synchronous 
motor is proportional to V A ~ .  Using the  operating  diagram of a PM (Fig. 
2.9),  the nmxirnum electromagnetic power developed by a PM synchronous 
motor  can be expressed as follows [15, 1981: 

7r2 
p,,,,,.,: = - 2 k /k[ ,d( l  + E )  

E f B,. H,: VA4 (5.62) 

where k f  = 0.7. .  . 1.3 is the form factor of the  rotor  excitation flux, k(I(i is 
the $-axis armature reaction  factor, E = Ef /Vl  = 0.60..  .0.95 for underex- 
cited  motors  (Fig.  5.11), E/ is the EMF induced by the  rotor  excitation flux 
at  no-load, VI is the  input  voltage, f is the  input frequency, B,. is the re- 
manent  magnetic flux density,  and H,. is the coercive force. The coeficient 
of utilization of the PM in  a  synchronous  motor is defined as 

E = - -  E f  In" - 0.3 .  . .0.7 (5.63) 
E,. I,,, 

where IILlc is the  current corresponding to  the  MMF F I ~  for  t,he point K 
(Fig. 2.9) which determines  the beginning of the recoil line. The point K 
is the intersection  point of the tlemagnetization  curve (1) = f ( F )  and  the 
straight line Gczt = @~c/F ,c  or Gt = @ ~ c / ( F , c  - FAdrrLaz). In general,  the 
current I c I ~  is the highest possible armature  current which takes place at  
reversal,  i.e., I ( I ~ c  = I,,.,i,, [104]. The  EMF E,. corresponds to B,. and  the 
armature  current I,, corresponds to H,. 

With  the aid of the overload capacity  factor k,,f = P7rLnr/Po.lLt where 
P,,,t is the  output  rated power (P,,,,,.,: 2Pollt),  the volume of PMs is 

where 

(5.64) 

(5.65) 

The inner stator  diameter Dlz7,  can  be  estimated on the basis of the ouput 
coeficient for a.c. machines. The  apparent electromagnetic power crossing 
the  air  gap is 
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Figure  5.11: Coefficient E = Ef/V1 as a furlct,ion of PoZLt for small a.c. PM 
motors. 

where n,  = f / p  is the synchronous speed, kI,,l is the  stator winding  factor 
according to eqn  (A.15), A,,, is the peak value of the  stator line current 
density  according to eqn (5.13), and B,lly is the peak value of the  air  gap 
magnetic flux density  approximately  equal to the  peak value of its first 
harmonic BlrlY1 according to eqn (5.6).  The  amplitude of the stator  line 
current density A,,, ranges from 10,000 A/m for snlall  motors to 55,000 
A/m for medium-power motors [190). 

The electromagnetic  torque 

(5.G7) 

It has  been  assumed that BtrlS M B171g~ where B,lLl l~  is according to eclns 
(5.2)  and  (5.23). Since 

1 POPLt = Pl,l?] = m 1  v, I(,?) cos 4 = -S<+n7] cos 4 (5.68) 
E 
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the  output coefficient is 

The aar gap magnetic flux density 

(5.70) 

for the sizing procedure of NdFeB PM synchronous  motors  can  initially  be 
estimated as B,, zz (0.7 . . .0.9) B, and for ferrites as zz (0.3 . . .0.7) B,. The 
magnetic flux density  can also be  approximately  estimated on the basis of 
eqn  (2.14). 

There is a free choice in the effective length Li of the  armature  stack, 
i.e., the  ratio Li/DlZlL depends on the  motor  application. 

The  air gap (mechanical clearance) between the  stator core and  rotor 
poles or pole shoes is advised to be 0.3 to 1.0 nlm for small PM  synchronous 
motors. The smaller the  air  gap  the lower the  starting  current.  On  the  other 
hand,  the effect of armature reaction  and detent  torque increases as the air 
gap decreases. 

The MMF FAd is the d-axis armature reaction MMF acting  directly  on 
the  PM,  i.e., 

(5.71) 

where Fezcd is the d-axis armature reaction  MMF referred to  the field ex- 
citation  system  according to eqn  (5.29), 01hf is the cocfficient of the  PM 
leakage flux according to eqns  (2.10)  and (2.55), NI is the  number of ar- 
mature  turns per  phase,  and lad is the d-axis armature  current according 
to eqn  (5.37)  or (5.40). 

5.10 Performance  calculation 
In the case of induction  motors  the  steady-state  characteristics,  i.e.,  output 
power Pout, input power Pi,, , stator  current I1, shaft  torque T s t l ,  efficiency 
v, and power factor cos4  are calculated as functions of slip S. The same 
can  be  done for synchronous  motors  replacing the slip S by the load  angle 
6 between the  input voltage V and EMF E f  [l281 provided that  the syn- 
chronous  reactances X , d ,  X,, and  the  armature resistance R1 are known. 
Equations for the  armature  currents  (5.40),  (5.41),  and  (5.42),  input power 
(5.43),  electromagnetic power (5.44),  and developed torque  (5.45)  are used. 
Calculations of the  rotational,  armature core,  and stray losses (Appendix 
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B), shaft  torque, power factor,  and efficiency are similar to those for any  a.c. 
nlotor.  Characteristics  plotted  against  the load angle 6 can then  be prc- 
sented in more convenient forms, e.g., as functions of the angle P between 
t,lw current 1, and EMF E,. 

Another  aproach is to perforrn calculations for I(l[i = 0 (P = 0) and 
rated voltage  and frcquency to  obtain  rated  current,  torque,  output power, 
efficiency and power factor.  Then, a  variable load can  be  simulated by 
changing the  current I,, say, from zero to 1.51, to find load  characteristics 
as functions of current or torque at  n, = const and P = 0. Characteristics 
for P # 0 can be obtained in a  similar way. 

5.11 Dynamic  model of a PM motor 

Control  algorithms of sinusoidally  excited  synchronous  motors  frequently 
use the d-q linear model of electrical  machines. The d-q dynamic model is 
expressed in a rotatzng  reference frame that moves a t  synchronous  speed W . 
The time  varying  parameters are eliminated  and  all  variables  are expressed 
i n  orthogonal or mutually decoupled d and q axcs. 

A  synchronous machine is described by the following set of general equa- 
tions: 

d*Q 0 = R Q ~ Q  + 

(5.72) 

(5.73) 

(5.74) 

(5.75) 

(5.7G) 

The linkage fluxes in the above  equations  are defined as 
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$f = LfdIf (5.79) 

$Q = L ~ l f i ~ l l l i  + (Larl + L Q ~ Q  (5.81) 
where ~ 1 ~ 1  and vlli are d- and q-axis components of terminal  voltage, $f is 
the maximum flux linkage per  phase  produced by the  excitation  system, R1 
is the  armature winding  resistance,  Lad, L,, are d- and q-axis components 
of the  armature  self-inductance, W = 2xf is the  angular frequency of the 
armature  current, i a d ,  i,, are d- and q-axes components of the  armature 
current, io, iQ are d- and q-axes components of the  damper  current.  The 
field winding  resistance which exists only in the case of electromagnetic 
excitation is Rf ,  the field excitation  current is If and  the  excitation linkage 
flux is $f.  The  damper resistance  and  inductance in the d axis is RD and 
L D ,  respectively. The  damper resistance  and  inductance in the q axis is 
RQ and LQ, respectively. The resultant  armature  inductances  are 

Lsd = Lad + L1, L,, = L,, + L1 (5.82) 
where L,,1 and L,, are self-inductances in d and q axis, respectively, and 
L1 is the leakage inductance of the  armature winding per  phase. In a  three- 
phase  machine L,,1 = (3 /2)Lhd and Lllq = (3/2)L& where L:,d and L;, are 
self-inductances of a single phase  machine. 

The excitation linkage flux $f = LfflIf where Lfd is the  maximum value 
of the  mutual  inductance between the  armature  and field winding. In the 
case of a PM excitation,  the ficticious current is If = H,hnf. 

For machines  with no damper winding i D  = iQ = 0 and the voltage 
equations in the d and q-axis are 

d$d 
d t  

vld = Rli,d + - - W$,  = R1 + - ( d:;d) i,d - wL,,i,, (5.83) 

(5.84) 

The  matrix form of voltage  equations in terms of inductances L,d and L,sli 
is 
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For the  steady  state  operation (d/dt)L,,li,,l = (d/dt)L,,i,,, = 0 ,  I, = 

ulg = fiv,,, Er = ~ L f ~ l I f / f i  = w $ f / f i  [91]. The  quantities W L , ~ ~  and 
wL,,/ are known as the d- and q-axis synchronous  reactances, rcspectively. 
Eqn (5.85) can be  brought to  the form (5.38). 

l a d  + j L , !  v1 = Vld + jVlq, iad = m u d ,  ill, = fir,, 1 ZJld = JZVld, 

The instantaneous power input  to  the t,llree phase  arnlat,ure is 

The power balance  equation is obtained from eqns (5.83)  and (5.84),  i.e., 

3 - - ,W[$/ + ( L s d  - LSq)~,d]~,~/ (5.88) 

The electromagnetic  torque of a three phasc motor  with p pole pairs is 

Compare  eqn (5.89) with eqn (5.18). 
The relatioships between iatl, i,, and phase currents  io^, i , l ~  and i,c: 

are 

The reverse relations,  obtained by simultaneous solut,ion of eqns (5.90) and 
(5.91) in conjuction  with i,,4 + i a ~  + ic1c = 0, are 

iclA = cos wt  - i,,] sin wt 
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i n B  = i,dcos ( wt - - 2;) - i,, sin ( wt - - y )  (5.92) 

5.12 Noise and  vibration of electromagnetic 
origin 

The acoustic noise and  vibration of electromagnetic origin is caused by 
parasitic effects due  to higher harmonics,  eccentricity,  phase  unbalance and 
sometimes  magnetostriction. 

5.12.1 Radial forces 
The space  and  time  distribution of the  MMF of a  polyphase  electrical  ma- 
chine  can  be  expressed by the following equations: 

0 for the  stator 

W 

3 1 ( c r ,  t )  = c 3r,,u cos(vpa f wut )  (5.93) 
u=o 

0 for the  rotor 

/ r = o  

where (Y is the  angular  distance from a given axis, p is the number of pole 
pairs, @,, is the angle between vectors of the  stator  and  rotor harmonics of 
equal  order, v and p are  the  numbers of harmonics of the  stator  and  rotor, 
respectively, and 3,,,, and 3mlL are  the peak values of the  vth  and ptll 
harmonics respectively. The product pa = nx/r where T is the pole pitch 
and x is the linear  distance from a given axis. For symmetrical  polyphase 
stator windings and  integral  number of slots  per pole per  phase 

v = 2mll f 1 (5.95) 

where m1 is the  number of the  stator phases  and 1 = 0 ,1 ,2 , .  . .. For rotors 
of synchronous  machines 

p = 2 1 - 1  (5.96) 
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where 1 = 1,2 ,3 , .  . .. The instantaneous value of the normal  component of 
the magnetic flux density in the  air  gap at a point CY can  be  calculated a s  

=  CY, t )  + D ~ ( c Y ,  t )  T (5.97) 

where 

0 for the  stator 

W 

bl(cr,  t )  = c B,,,, cos(vpCY f w,t) (5.98) 
u=o 

0 for the  rotor 

W 

t )  = c Bn,p COS(PPCY f Wilt + # p )  (5.99) 
p=o 

If ~ Z ( C Y ,  t )  is estimated on the basis of the known value of the air  gap mag- 
netic flux density, the effect of the  stator slot  openings  must be  taken  into 
account. 

The air  gap relative  permeance  variation  can  be  expressed  with the aid 
of Fourier series as an even function 

W 

G ( N )  = - + c A k  cos(kcy) H/m2 (5.100) 
2 

k=1,2,:3, ... 

where k is the number of harmonics which replace the  air  gap variation 
bounded by the  stator  and  rotor  active surfaces. 

The first constant  term corresponds to  the relative  permeance Go of 
physical air  gap g’ increased by Carter’s coefficient k c .  For surface  magnets 
g’ = g k c  + I L ~ ~ / ~ ~ , . ~ ~ ~  and for buried  magnets  totally enclosed by laminated 
or solid steel core g’ = g k c .  Thus, 

The higher harmonics coefficients are 

A k  = z G(cY) cos(kcu)da 
7r 

(5.101) 

(5.102) 

The air gap permeance  variation (5.100) is frequently given in the following 
form [67,  77, 1201 
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where the slot, opening  factor 

relative  slot  opening 

K = -  
b14 

9' 

auxiliary  functions  [67,  77, 1201 

(5.103) 

(5.104) 

(5.105) 

(5.106) 

(5.107) 

and  Carter's coefficient k c  is according to eqn  (A.22), z1 is the number of 
the  stator  slots, t l  is the  slot  pitch  and b14 is the slot  opening.  In  terms of 
linear  circumferential  distance x the angular  displacement is 

27r 
Zltl 

CY = -x (5.108) 

Assuming the relative  eccentricity 

e 
9 

c = -  (5.109) 

where e is the  rotor  (shaft) eccentricity and g is an ideal  uniform air  gap for 
e = 0, the variation of the  air  gap  around  the  magnetic  circuit  periphery is 

g(a, t )  M g[1 + ECOS(CY - ut ) ]  (5.110) 

The  static eccentricity is when the  rotor  rotates  about  its  geometric cen- 
ter.  The  dynamic eccentricity is when the  rotor  rotates  about  the  stator 
geometric  center. 

According to Maxwell stress  tensor,  the  magnitude of the  radial force 
per  unit  area at any  point of the  air  gap is 

b2(a1t)  = -[&(Q, t) + F2(a , t ) I2G2(a)  PT = ~ 

1 
2Po  2Po 
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242 
0 

0 stator periphery 2.p .1  

Figure 5.12: Distribution of the radial force del1sit.y around  the  stator pc- 
riphery for  m1 = 3, p = 5  and z1 = 36. 

W 00 

+[C cos(ppa f ulLt + 4 , 1 ) ] 2 } [ 3  + c A[ C O S ( ~ N ) ] ~  N/rn2  (5.111) 2 

There  are  three  groups of the infinite number of radial force waves [243]. 
The square  terms  (both for the  stator  and  rotor)  produce  constant stresses 
and  radial force waves with  double the  number of pole pairs  and  double  the 
pulsation of the source wave magnetic flux density. 

The  distribution of the  radial force density in a  medium power PM 
brushless  motor  with  buried  magnets is sllown in Fig. 5.12. 

Only the  interaction of the  rotor  and  stator waves (second term in square 
brackets)  produce low mode and high anlplitutle of force waves  which are 
important from the acoustic  point of view. These forces per  unit area  can 
be expressed in the following general form 

p=0 1=1 
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p , ( q  t )  = P, cos(rcy - w,t) (5.112) 

where r = (v f p ) p  = 0,1,2,3,  . . . is the mode  number of the force wave 
and W, = W, f wIL is the  angular frequency of the force of the  rth order. 
The radial forces circulate  around  the  stator bore  with the  angular speed 
w,/r and frequency f, = w,/(27r). For a srllall number of the  stator pole 
pairs  the  radial forces may cause the  stator  to vibrate. 

For d.c. PM brushless  motors the full load armature reaction fielcl is 
normally less than 20% of the open-circuit  magnetic field [265]. Thus,  the 
effect of the first and second term in eqn (5.111) on the acoustic noise a t  no 
load is minimal,  i.e.,  harrnonics in the open-circuit  magnetic field usually 
have a dominant role in the noise of electromagnetic origin [265]. 

The  amplitude of the  radial force pressure 

P, = BTl”B1lZp N/m2 
21-10 

(5.113) 

To obtain  the  amplitude of the radial force, the force pressure amplitude 
P, should  be  multiplied by rDlilLLi where Dlzll is the  stator core  inner 
diameter  and Li is the effective length of the  stator core. 

The largest  deformation of the  stator rings is in the case when the 
frequency f, is close to  the  natural mechanical frequency of the  stator.  The 
most important from airborne noise point of view are low mode  numbers, 
i.e., T = 0, 1 ,2 ,3  and 4. 

5.12.2 Deformation of the stator core 

Vibration  mode r = 0. 
For T = 0 (pulsating  vibration  mode)  the  radial force density  (pressure) 

p0 = P0 coswot (5.114) 

is distributed uniformly around  the  stator periphery  and  changes  periodi- 
cally with  time. It causes a radial  vibration of the  stator core  and  can  be 
compared to a cylindrical vessel with a variable  internal  overpressure  [120]. 
Eqn  (5.114)  describes an interference of two magnetic flux density waves 
of equal  lengths (the same  number of pole pairs)  and different velocity 
(frequency). 

Vibration  mode T = 1. 
For T = 1 the  radial pressure 

p1 = PI cos(a - w1t) (5.115) 
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r = l  ,p 

r = 3  P 

r = 2  

P 
r = 4  D 

P 

Figure 5.13: Deformation of the core caused by the  space  distribution of 
radial forces. 

produces  a single-sided magnetic pull 011 the  rotor.  The  angular velocity 
of the pull rotation is q .  A heavy vibration of the machine  occurs at 
resonance.  Physically, eqn (5.115) describes an interference of two magnetic 
flux density waves  for which the number of pole pairs differ by one. 

Vibration  modes I' = 2,3,4. 
For r = 2,3,4 deflections of the  stator core will occur.  Fig. 5.13 

shows space  distribution of forces producing  vibrations of the  order of 
I' = 0,1,2,3,4. 

5.12.3 Natural  frequencies  of the  stator 

P431 
The  natural frequency of the  stator of the  rth order  can  be expressed as 

(5.116) 

where K, and A d T  are  the  lumped stiffness and  lumped mass of the  stator, 
respectively. The lumped stiffness is proportional to the Young modulus 
(elasticity  modulus) E, of the core,  radial  thickness of the  frame h,, and 
length Li of the  stator core and inversely proportional to  the frame  diameter 
D,,, i.e., 
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Figure 5.14: Simplified block diagram of open loop voltage-to-frequency 
control of an interior or buried PM motor. 

(5.117) 

Analytical  equations for calculation of K, and Ad, are  given,  e.g., in [261, 
2651. The modulus of elasticity is 0.21 x 10” Pa  (N/m2) for steel, 5 0.20 X 

1012 Pa for laminations, 0.11 to 0.13 x 1012 Pa for copper, 0.003 X 10” Pa 
for polymer  insulation  and 0.0094 x 10l2 Pa  for copper-polymer  insulation 
structure. 

5.13 Applications 

5.13.1 Open loop control 

Motors  with  laminated  rotors and buried PMs can  be  furnished  with an 
additional cage winding  located in the  rotor pole shoes. Solid steel pole 
shoes in surface and inset type  PM motors  behave in a  similar  manner as the 
cage winding. This  damper winding also adds  a  component of asynchronous 
torque  production so that  the  PM motor  can  be operated  stably from an 
inverter  without  position  sensors. As a  result,  a  simple constunt  voltage- 
to-frequency control (Fig. 5.14) using a  pre-programmed  sinusoidal  voltage 
PWM  algorithm  can provide speed  control for applications  such as pumps 
and  fans which do  not  require fast dynamic  response  [140]. Thus  PM  motors 
can  replace  induction  motors in some variable-speed drive  applications to 
improve the drive efficiency with minimal changes to  the  control electronics. 
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Figure 5.15: Block diagram of high-performance torque  control scheme for 
sinusoidal PM motor using vector  control  concept. 

5.13.2 High-performance closed loop control 

To achieve high performance  motion  control  with a sinusoidal PM motor, 
a rotor  position sensor is typically  required.  Depending on the specific 
sinusoidal PM motor  drive  performance, an absolute  encoder  or resolver 
providing an equivalent  digital  resolution of G bits  per electrical cycle (5.6' 
elec.) or higher is typically  required. The second condition for achieving 
high-performance  motion  control is highquality phase current control. 

One of the possible approaches is the vector  control shown in Fig.  5.15 
[140]. The incoming torque  command TJ is mapped  into  conlmands for iid 
and i:q current  components  according to eqn  (5.89)  where = N l Q j  is the 
PM flux linkage amplitude, L,,1 and L,, are  the  synchronous  inductances 
under  conditions of alignment  with the  rotor d and q axes, respectively. 
Compare  cqn  (5.89)  with  eqns  (5.44)  and  (5.45). The current  commands 
in the  rotor d-q reference frame (d.c.  quantities for a  constant  torque 
command)  are  then transforlned into  the  instantaneous sinusoidal current 
commands for the individual stator phases i(:n, i:B, and i:lC using the 
rotor  angle feedback and  the basic inverse vector rotation  equations [139]. 
Current  regulators for each of the  three  stator  current phases  then operate 
to excite the phase windings with  the desired current  amplitudes. 

The most  common  means of rnapping the  torque  command TJ into val- 
ues  for i:(l and i& is to set  a  constraint of maximum torque-to-cune7~t op- 
eration which is nearly  equivalent to nlaxilnizing operating efficiency [140]. 
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Figure 5.16: Block diagram of the  adaptive fuzzy controller for a PM syn- 
chronous  motor  drive. 

A DSP  controlled PM synchronous  motor  drive  with  a  current PI rcg- 
ulator  has  been  discussed,  e.g., in [260]. The space  vector  modulation 
method used for generating  the  PWM voltage is superior to  the  subhar- 
monic method for the  total harmonic  distortion. 

5.13.3 High-performance  adaptive fuzzy control 

Fig. 5.16 shows a block diagram of the  experimental speed  and  position 
control  system based on fuzzy logzc approach, combined with  a  simple  and 
effective adaptive  algorithm [48]. The  PM synchronous  motor is  fed from 
a  current controlled  inverter. The control  can  be  based, e.g., on a general- 
purpose microprocessor Intel 80486 and a fuzzy logic microcontroller NLX 
230 from American Neurulogzcs. The microprocessor irnplenlents a model 
reference adaptive control scheme in which the control parameters  are up- 
dated by the fuzzy logic microcontroller.  During the drive  operation  both 
the load torque  and  moment of inertia  tend to change.  In  order to compen- 
sate for the  variations of shaft  torque  and moment of inertia, fuzzy logic 
approach  has been used. 

Numerical example 5.1 
Find  the main  dimensions and volume of PMs of a three-phase  brushless 
synchronous  motor  rated at:  output power PotLt = 1.5 kW,  input frequency 
f = 50 Hz,  synchronous  speed ns = 1500 rpm, line voltage V ~ L  = 295 
V. The SmCo PMs  with B, M 1.0 T and H ,  M 700,000 A/m should  be 
distributed at the  rotor surface  and  furnished  with mild steel pole shoes. 
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These pole shoes  can  replace  the cage winding and reduce the  starting 
current.  The  product  COS^ at  rated load should  be  minimum  0.75. The 
motor  has to be designed for continuous duty  and  inverter  applications. 

Estimate  the number of armature  turns  per phase  and cross section of 
the  armature  conductor. 

Solution 

The  rated  armature  current 

The number of pole pairs 

since the  synchronous speed in rev/s is 25. This is a four pole motor. 
For the SmCo PMs it is recommended to assume  the  air  gap  magnetic 

flux density between 0.65 and 0.85 T, say, 0.75B,,  i.e., Blrlg = 0.75 T. 
The  stator line current  density for a four-pole  1.5-kW  motor  should be 
approximately A,,, = 30,500 A/m (peak  value). The winding coefficient for 
three-phase,  four-pole,  double layer windings  can be  assumed as Ic,l = 0.96. 
The  output coefficient according to eqn  (5.69) is 

up = 0 . 5 ~ ~  X 0.96 X 30,500 X 0.75 X 0.75 = 81,276 - 
VAS 
m" 

The no-load EMF to phase voltage ratio  has  been  assumed E = 0.83. Thus 
the  product 

The product Dy,,Li = 0.000613 m3 = 613  cm3  corresponds to  the inner 
stator  diameter Dlll, z 78 mm and  the effective stator  length Li = 100 mm. 
Since the  motor is designed for variable  speed  drives  (inverter  applications), 
the main  dimensions have been increased to DIz,, M 82.54  mm  and Li = 103 
mm.  The pole pitch 

rDllr l  - ~0.08254 
7 = -  

2P 2P 
- = 0.0648 nl 
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pole shoes bp is the  width of the  external pole shoe. The thickness of the 
mild steel pole shoe pole has been assumed as d p  = 1 mm. The air  gap in 
the d-axis has been chosen small,  i.e., g = 0.3  mm, similar as that in cage 
induction  motors. The q-axis air gap  can  be much larger, say, gq = 5.4 mm. 

The form factor of the  armature reaction in d-axis according to Table 
5.2 is 

kf, = -{0.57r + sin(0.57r) + 0.8148(7r - 0 . 5 ~  - sin(0.57r)]} = 0.966 
1 
7r 

where c; M 1 - d,/g, = 1 - 115.4 = 0.8148. 
The form factor of the  excitation field according to eqn  (5.23) 

' 7 r  

The  armature reaction  factor 

k d  = 

The overload capacity  factor 

4 . C Y ~ T  4 . 0 . 5 ~  kr = -sin - = - sln - = 0.9 
2 7 r  2 

in d-axis according to cqn  (5.28) 

- 0.966 
kf 0.9 
- - - = 1.074 

has  been  assumed k,,f z 2. The coefficient 
(5.69) of utilization of the  PM  can  be  estimated as E = 0.55. Thus 

2k,,fkfk,d(l + E )  2 X 2 X 0.9 X 1.074 X (1 + 0.83) 
CV = - - 

T2E ~ ~ 0 . 5 5  
= 1.303 

The volume of PMs is estimated  on  the basis of eqn  (5.64) 

Pout 1500 V*,f = CV ~ - 
f &H, - 1.3035~ x 1.0 x 700,000 

0.000056 m3 = 56 cm3 

Three parallel  5-mm  thick, 10-mm wide,  and 100-mm long surface  SmCo 
PMs  per pole have been designed as shown in Fig. 5 .17~~.   The  volume of 
all PMs used in the motor is 

Vbl = 2~(3hh1wh,Ibf) = 4(3 x 0.005 X 0.01 x 0.1) = 0.00006 m3 = 60 cm3 

The rotor  has been built from solid carbon  steel.  Surface  SmCo PMs have 
been fixed with  the aid of a special  glue. In  addition, each PM pole has 
been  furnished  with  mild-steel pole shoes [l041 as shown in Fig.  5.17a. The 
magnetic flux lines in the cross section of the designed motor, as obtained 
from the  FEM,  are  plotted in Figs  5.17b  and 5 .17~ .  

The number of armature  turns per phase  can  be roughly chosen on the 
basis of the assumed line current  density  and  armature  current as given by 
eqn  (5.13),  i.e., 
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Figure 5.17: Rotor of the designed motor: (a) dimensions, (11) magnetic 
flux distribution  at no-load, (c) magnetic flux distribution  at  rated load. 

A,,pr - 30,500 X 2 X 0.0648 
N* = ~ 

m 1 JZL 3 6  x 3.9 
- M 240 

A double-layer winding located in  36 stator  (armature)  slots  has been as- 
sumed. For  36 slots  and 2p = 4 the number of armature  turns per  phase 
should  be NI = 240. Two  parallel  conductors  with  their  diameter d, = 0.5 
mm have been chosen. The cross section area of the  armaturc  conductors 
is 

7rdz ~ 0 . 5 ~  
S , = 2 X - - - = 2 X -  

4 4 
= 0.3927 mm2 

The current  density in the  armature winding 

I ,  3.9 A J , = - = -  = 9.93 - 
S, 0.3927 mm2 

This value can  be  accepted for continuous operation of small  &.c.  motors 
provided that  the motor is equipped  with a fan and  the  insulation class is 
minimum F. 

Other  parameters have been found after  performing  calculations of the 
electric  and  magnetic  circuit. The motor  specifications are given in Table 
5.6. 
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Table  5.6: Data of designed PM synchronous  motor 

Quantity Value 

Input frequency, f 
Input voltage  (line-to-line) 
Connection 
Inner  diameter of the  stator, DlzlL 

Outer  diameter of the  stator, Dlout 
Air gap in d axis  (clearance), g 
Air gap in q axis  (clearance), gq 
Effective length of the  stator core, Li 
Stacking  factor for the  stator core, IC, 
Armature winding coil pitch, W, 

Length of a single overhang, 1, 
Number of turns per  phase, NI 
Number of parallel  conductors 
Number of stator  slots, z1 

Stator wire conductivity at 20° C, U 

Diameter of stator  conductor, d, 
Width of the  stator slot  opening, b14 

Height of permament  magnet, hhf 
Width of permanent  magnet, W M  
Length of permanent  magnet, lhl 

Remanent  magnetic flux density, B, 
Coercive force, H ,  
Width of pole shoe, bp 
Thickness of pole shoe, d, 

50 Hz 
295.0 V 

Y 
82.5 mm 
136.0 mm 
0.3 mm 
5.4 mm 

103.0 mm 
0.96 

64.8 mm 
90.8 mm 

240 
2 

36 
57 x IO-' S/m 

0.5 mm 
2.2 mm 
5.0 mm 

3 x l O m m  
100.0 mm 

1.0 T 
700.0 kA/m 

32.4 mm 
1.0 mm 
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Numerical  example 5.2 
Find  the  armature  reaction, leakage and  synchronous  reactances of the 
motor  according to Example 5.1. 

Solution 
The reactances  can  be found quickly using the classical approach. The 
effective pole arc coefficient ai = 0.5 and coefficient c$ M 1 -d,/g, = 0.8148 
have been found in the previous Example 5.1. There have been designed 
z1 = 36 semi-closed oval slots in the  stator  with  the following dimensions: 
h11 = 9.9  mm, 1112 = 0.1  mm, h 1 3  = 0.2  mm, h14 = 0.7  mm, b l l  = 4.8 mm, 
b12 = 3.0 mm, bl,i = 2.2 mm. The height and the width of the  stator slot 
opening are h14 and b14, respectively. 

The form factors k f d  and k f q  can be computed using equations given in 
Table  5.2, thus 

1 
k fd  = -[0.5x + s i n ( 0 . 5 ~ )  + 0.8148(x - 0 . 5 ~  - sin(0.5x)l = 0.966 

x 

1 
(0.5x - s in(0 .5~))  + x ( l  - 0.5) + s in (0 .5~)  = 1.041 1 

The coeffcient k fd  is lower than kf l , .  There is higher  magnetic flux in the 
q-axis than in the d-axis as the PMs and mild steel pole shoes have a low 
reluctance. The  FEM modelling confirms this effect (see Fig.  5.18). 

Carter's coefficient for a resultant  air  gap in the d-axis gt M gq - dT) = 
5.4 - 1.0 = 4.4 mm according to eqn  (A.22) is 

tSl - 7.2 k c  = - 
t,l - 71gt 7.2 - 0.0394 X 4.4 

= 1.0258 

where the slot  pitch is 

~ 0 1 ~ ~ ~  - x X 82.54 
21 36 

tl=" = 7.2 mm 

and 

2.2. 
2 x 4.4 

y l = -  ~ arctan ___ - ln 1 + ___ = 0.0394 4 [ 2 

The d-axis armature reaction  reactance  according to eqn  (5.31) is 

(240 x 0.96)2  0.0648 X 0.103 
X a d  = 4x3xo.4xxlo-6 

x x 2 1.0258 X 1.0 X 0.0044 
~ 0 . 9 6 6  = 9.10 R 
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Figure 5.18: Magnetic flux distribution in the d and q-axis: (a) d-axis flux, 
(b) q-axis flux. 

In a similar way the q-axis synchronous  reactance  can  be found - eqn 
(5.33): 

kf l? 
0.966 x - -Xaci = - 

- kfd 1.041 
9.10 = 9.810 

It has been assumed that  the  saturation factor of magnetic  circuit ICsat = 
1.0, i.e.,  the  magnetic  saturation has been neglected. 

The  stator  armature leakage reactance is given by eqn (A.25), i.e., 

X1 = 47r X 50 X 0 . 4 ~  X lo-" 0.103  x  2402 
2 x 3  

~(1.9368 + 0.4885 + 0.1665 + 0.1229) = 2.120 

where the coefficients of permeances for leakage fluxes are 
0 slot leakage flux according to eqn (A.7) 

9.9  0.1 
3  x 3.0 3.0 

XI,.+ = 0.1424 + ~ X 0.972 + -8 

+0.5 arcsin /l - (g) + - = 1.938 
0.7 
0.2 
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0 end leakage flux according to eqn  (A.lO) 

XI, M 0.34- 11, - -W, = 0.34- 
Li ( ) 0.103 

z1 - 36 q1=-"- = 3, 
2pml  4 x 3 

in which the  length of one-sided end  conllection 11, = 0.0908 m (wintl- 
ing layout),  and  the  stator coil pitch W, = 7 = O.OG48 m  (full-pitch 
coils). 

0 differential leakage flux according to cqn (A.19) 

m1 41 4 1  3 x 3 x 0.0648 x 0.9G2 
r2kck.mtgt  r2 x 1.0258 x 1.0 x 0.0044 

x1,1 = Td1 = X 0.0138 = 0.1665 

in which the  stator differential leakage factor for q1 = 3 and w c / r  = 1 
is r d 1  = 0.0138 (Fig.  A.2). 

0 tooth-top leakage flux according to eqn  (A.24) 

x -  5glb14 - - 5 x 0.312.2 
I t  - 5 + 4g/bl,i 5 + 4 x 0.312.2 

= 0.1229 

Synchronous  reactances in the d and q axes  according to eqns  (5.15) 

X,/j = 2.12 + 9.10 = 11.22 fl X,, = 2.12 + 9.81 = 11.93 fl 

Numerical  example 5.3 
The synchronous  motor  according to  Example  5.1  has been  rcdesigned. The 
surface  magnet  rotor  with mild steel pole shoes  has been  replaced by a  rotor 
with  buried  magnets  symmetrically distributed  (Figs  5.le  and  5.10). Four 
NdFeB PMs ( h ~ f  = 8.1 mm, W A ~  = 20 mm, l ~ i  = 100 mm) have been 
embedded in four open  slots machined in a  rotor  body  made of mild carbon 
steel. To minimize the  bottom leakage flux, the  shaft  has been made of 
nonferromagnetic  steel. The motor  specifications are listed in Table  5.7. 

Find: (1) the magnctic flux distributions  and  normal  conlponents of the 
air  gap  magnetic flux density  distribution  excited by PMs and  the  armature 
winding; (2) synchronous  reactances;  and (3) the  electromagnetic  torque, 
output power, efficiency and power factor as functions of the load angle 6. 
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Table 5.7: Data of tested  buried PM synchronous  motor 

Quantity 

Input frequency, f 
Input voltage  (line-to-line) 
Connection 
Inner  diameter of the  stator, DlllL 

Outer  diameter of the  stator, Dlolrt 

Air gap in d axis  (clearance), g 
Effective length of the  stator core, L,  
Stacking  factor for the  stator core, ki 
Armature winding coil pitch, W ,  

Length of a single overhang, 1, 
Number of turns per  phase, N1 
Number of parallel wires 
Number of stator  slots, z1 
Diameter of stator  conductor, d l  
Width of the  stator  slot  opening, b14 

Height of  permanent  magnet, hhf 

Width of permanent  magnet, whf 
Length of permanent  magnet,, l** 
Remanent  magnetic flux density, B,. 
Coercive force, H ,  

50 Hz 
380.0 V 

Y 
82.5 mm 
136.0 mm 
0.55 mm 
100.3 mm 

0.96 
64.8 mm 
90.8 mm 

240 
2 

36 
0.5 mm 
2.2 mm 
8.1 mm 
20.0 nun 
100.0 Inn1 

1.05 T 
764.0 kA/nl 
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Solution 

The magnetic flux distribution  and  normal  components of the  air  gap mag- 
netic flux density  distributions have been obtained  on  the basis of the  FEM 
(Fig.  5.19).  The  magnetic fluxes and  air  gap  magnetic flux density wave- 
forms for sinusoidal armature  current have been separately  plotted for the 
rotor  excitation field (Fig.  5.19a),  the d-axis field (Fig.  5.19b),  and  the 
q-axis field (Fig.  5.19~). 

Synchronous  reactances have been calculated using an analytical  ap- 
proach (classical method),  the  FEM based on the magnetic  vector  potential 
and flux linkage, the  FEM based on the  current/energy  perturbation,  and 
compared  with  experimental  test  results. 

For T = ~ D 1 ~ , ~ / ( 2 p )  = T x 82.5/4 = 64.8 mm, the  ratio of the pole-shoe 
arc bp-to-pole pitch r is 

4 1 
T 1 - 0.8752 

k f ( i  = - X 0.875 cos (0.5 X 0.875 X T )  = 0.9273 

The form factor of the  armature reaction in the q-axis according to Table 
5.2 is 

1 
k f ( ,  = - (0 .875~  - s in0 .875~)  = 0.7532 

The d-axis unsaturated  armature reaction  reactance  according to eqn  (5.31) 

T 

X , d  = 4 X 3 X 0 . 4 ~  X 

(240 x 0.96)2 0.0648 x 0.1008 
x50 T x 2 1.16553 x 0.00055 + 0.0081/1.094 

X 0.9273 = 4.796 R 

where the winding  factor kl,,l = 0.96 for m1 = 3, z1 = 36 and 2p = 4, 
prrec = B , / ( p o N c )  = 1.05/(0.4~ x x 764,000) = 1.094,  and  Carter’s 
coefficient k c  = 1.16553 for bI4 = 2.2 mm, g = 0.55 mm and Dlzll = 82.5 
mm. 

The q-axis unsaturated  armature reaction  reactance  calculated  on  the 
basis of eqn  (5.33) 
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Figure 5.19: Magnetic flux distribution  and normal components of air gap 
magnetic flux density waveforms for sinusoidal armature  current: (a) rotor 
field, (b) d-axis field, (c) q-axis field. 
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Figure 5.20: Synchronous  reactances for the buried-magnet  motor  (Table 
5.7) obtained fro111 analytical  approach,  FEM and measurelnents at 50 Hz 
and 380 V (line-to-line): (a) X s d ,  (b) Xs(,. 
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Figure 5.21: Angle characteristics of the buried PM motor at  constant  ter- 
minal  phase  voltage of 220 V and f = 50 Hz (Table 5.7): (a) electromagnetic 
torque T d ,  (b)  stator  current 1,. 1 - measurements, 2 - calculation  on 
the basis of analytical  approach  with X , d  and X,, obtained from the  FEM. 
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X,, = 4 X 3 X 0.471. X 

x 50 
(240 x 0.9G)2 0.0648 x 0.1008 

x 2 1.16553 x 0.00055 
X 0.7532 = 48.89 R 

The  unsaturated  armature leakage reactance  obtained i n  the Sam: way as 
that in Example  5.2 is X1 M 2.514 R. 

Neglecting the magnetic saturation  due  to main and leakage fields, the 
synchronous  reactances  according to eqns  (5.15)  are 

X , d  = 2.514 + 4.796 x 7.31 R X,, = 2.514 + 48.89 X 51.4 R 

The magnetic saturation mainly affects the  synchronous  reactance in the 
d-axis. 

A computer  program  has  been  created for calculating  the  magnetic cir- 
cuit,  electromagnetic  parameters,  and  performance. 

Synchronous  reactances  obtained using different methods  are  plotted in 
Fig. 5.20. The angle characteristics, i.e., and I ,  as functions of the load 
angle S are  plotted in Fig. 5.21. Curves  obtained from the  analytical  method 
with  synchronous  reactances  according to eqns  (5.15),  (5.31)  and (5.33) are 
not in agreement  with  measurenlents  (curve 1). These  characteristics  are 
very close to each other if XSfl and X,, are  calculated  on the basis of the 
FEM  and  then  the values of X,,i and X,, are used in the equivalent  circuit 
(curves 2). 

There is a cont,radiction between Fig.  5.2  and Fig. 5.21,  i.e.,  negative 
load angle for motor mode in Fig.  5.2 and positive  angle in Fig. 5.21. HOW- 
ever, it is more convenient to assign, in practical  considerations, a positive 
torque for positive load angle in the range 0 5 6 5 180"  for both nlotor and 
gcnerator  mode.  At  rated  conditions (S  = 45') thc  output power Pollt, X 1.5 
kW, T d  = 10.5 N m ,  77 M 82%, cos4 M 0.9, angle @ x -19' (between I ,  and 
Ef), I ,  = 3.18 A is predorninallt),  and L j l r L B  = 0.685 T. 



doc. Brushless Motors 

The electric  and  magnetic  circuits of PM synchronous  motors and  PM  d.c. 
brushlcss motors are  similar,  i.e.,  polyphase  (usually  three  phase)  armature 
windings are  located in the  stator  slots  and moving magnet  rotor  serves as 
the  excitation  systcm.  PM synchronous  motors are fed with  three phase 
sinusoidal  voltage waveforms and  operate  on  the principle of magnetic 1‘0- 

tating field. Normally, no rotor  position sensor is required for constant 
voltage-to-frequency control  technique. PM d.c.  brushless  motors use direct 
feedback of the  rotor  angular position so that the  input  armature  current 
can be switched,  among  the motor  phases, in exact  synchronism  with the 
rotor  motion. This concept is known as self-controlled synchronization, or 
electronic  commutatzon. The electronic  inverter  and  position  sensors arc 
equivalent to  the mcchanical commutator in d.c.  motors. 

6.1 Fundament a1 equations 

6.1.1 Terminal  voltage 

From Kirchhoff’s voltage law, the  instantaneous value of the motor terminal 
phase  voltage is 

v1 = e f  + Rli,  + L,> 
d i  
d t  

where e f  is the  instantaneous value of the EMF induced in a single phase 
armature winding by the PM excitaion system, i, is the  armature  instan- 
taneous  current, R1 is the  armature resistance  per  phase and L,  is the 

227 
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synchronous  inductance per phase which includes both  the leakage and  ar- 
mature reaction  inductances. 

Eqn (6.1) corresponds to  the half-wave operation of a Y-connected mo- 
tor  with accessible neutral  point. For a  three-phase  bridge  inverter  with  six 
solid state switches  and Y-connected motor, two phase windings are always 
connectred in series  during  conduction  period,  e.g., for phases A and B 

where e f A  - e f B  = e f A o  is the line-to-line EhLIF, in  general e fL -L  

6.1.2 Instantaneous  current 
Assuming  zero-impedance solid state switches, v1 = V& where V& is the 
inverter  input  d.c. voltage and L, z 0, the instantaneous  armature  current 
is 

e for Y-connected windings and half-wave operation 

e for Y-connected windings and full-wave operation 

where I,,,,,, is the  armature  current  at t = 0. The machinc is underexcited 
since V,, > E ~ L - L  for the  current rise. 

6.1.3 EMF 
The EMF can  simply  be expressed as a function of the  rotor speed n ,  i.e., 

e for a half-wave operation 
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0 for a full-wave operation 

6.1.4 Electromagnetic  torque 

Assuming that  the flux linkage in the  stator winding produced by the PM 
rotor is 9f = M 1 2 i 2 ,  the electromagnetic  torque is 

where i l  = i, is the  stator  current, i2 is the  current in a fictitious  rotor 
winding which is assumed to have a mutual  inductance M 1 2  with  the  stator 
winding and Q is the  rotor  angular position. 

6.1.5 Electromagnetic  torque of a  synchronous  motor 

The electromagnetic  torque developed by a synchronous motor is usually 
expressed as a function of the angle 9 between the q-axis (EMF E f  axis) 
and  the  armature  current I,, i.e., 

T d  = cr@fI IL  COS 9 

where CT is the torque  constant. For a PM motor 

T d  =  TI, COS 9 (6.10) 

where kT = cT@ f is a new torque  constant. 

armature  current I ,  = I,d is in  phase  with the  EMF E f .  
The maximum  torque is when cos 9 = 1 or 9 = 0'. It means that  the 

6.1.6 Electromagnetic  torque of a PM brushless  d.c. 
motor 

The torque  equation is similar to eqn (4.6) for a d.c. commutator  motor, 
I.e., 
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Figure  6.1:  Switching  sequence  and  MMF  phasors for three-phase half-wave 
operation of a  Y-connected PM  d.c. brushless  motor. 

6.1.7 Linear and  rotational  speed of brushless  motors 

The linear speed in m/s is the full angle of rotation or 27- divided by the 
period of full rotation T = l / ( p n )  i.e., 

27- 
T 

v = - = 2 r p n  (6.12) 

where 7- is the pole pitch, p is the  number of pole pairs  and n is the rotational 
speed in rev/s, 

6.2 Commutation of PM brushless  motors 

6.2.1 Half-wave sinusoidal operation 

The  three phase  winding is Y-connected  and neutral  point is available (Fig. 
6.1).  The  d.c. voltage Vdc is switched  across  phase-to-neutral  terminals 
with  the aid of one solid state switch  per  phase.  Each  phase  terminal re- 
ceives positive  voltage and  the  neutral wire is of negative  polarity. For 
the  current sequence i a A ,  i a B ,  i aC , .  . . the  MMF  phasors FA,   FB,  Fc rotate 
counterclockwise. If the switching  sequence is reversed, i.e., i a ~ , i a c ,  i a ~ ,  
the direction of rotation of MMF pllasors will be clockwise. For a  linear 
magnetic  circuit  the phase  magnetic fluxes are  proportional to MMFs. The 
EMF,  current  and  torque waveforms are shown in Fig. 6.2. This  type of 
operation  (commutation) is called half-wave  operation (commutation) be- 
cause  conduction  occurs only during  the positive half of the  EMF waveform. 
The  shape of the  EMF wavcforms depends on the design of PMs and  sta- 
tor windings. Phase  EMF waveforms shown in Fig. 6.2 have sinusoidal 
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Figure 6.2: Ideal  three-phase, half-wave operation of a Y-connected P M  d.c. 
brushless  motor: (a) sinusoidal EMF waveforms, (b)  current waveforms, 
(c)  electromagnetic  torque waveforms. Switching  points are marked  with 
arrows. 

shapes. In practice,  both  the  shapes of the  EMF  and  current differ from 
those shown in Fig. 6.2. The  d.c. voltage V,, is higher than  the peak  phase 
EMF so that  the  current flows from the phase  terminal to  the  neutral wire 
during  the 120' conduction  period. Neglecting the winding  inductance  and 
assuming zero switching time,  the  armature  instantaneous  current is given 
by eqn (6.3). The electromagnetic power per  phase at  a given time in- 
stant is = i,ef and  the electromagnetic  torque is given by eqns (3.77) 
or (6.60). Commuting at the zero crossing of the EMF waveform should 
always be avoided as the  torque is zero no matter how much current is 
injected into  the  phase winding. 

For half-wave sinusoidal  operation the  torque ripple is high,  not  accept- 
able in some P M  brushless  motor  applications. 

6.2.2 Full-wave operation 

In  Fig. 6.3 the d.c.  voltage V& is switched between phase  terminals  and 
for the Y connection two windings belonging to different phases are series 
conencted  during  each  conduction  period. The  current sequence is i a ~ ~ ,  
i a ~ c ,  i a ~ c ,  & A ,  i a c ~ ,  Z,CB, . . .. Two solid state switches  per  phase are 
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1 2 FBC 

/ -A 

FBA FCA 
Figurc 6.3: Switching  sequence and  MMF phasors for three-phasc full-wave 
operation of a  Y-connected PM  d.c. brushless  motor. 

required. For this  current sequence, the MMFs F A B ,  F A C ,  FBC,  F D A ,  
FCA,  FCB, . . . rotate counterclockwise (Fig.  6.4).  This  operation is called 
full-wave  operation because  conduction  occurs for both  the positive  and 
negative half of the  EMF waveform. For sinusoidal EMF waveforms the 
currents can  be  regulated in such  a way as to  obtain  approximately  squarc 
waves. The electronlagnetic power and  torque  are always positive  because 
negative EMF times  negative  current gives a  positive product.  The conduc- 
tion  period for line currents is GO" and  bot,h  positive and negative halves of 
the EMF waveform are  utilized. As a  result,  the  torque ripplc is substan- 
tially  reduced. 

At non-zero speed,  the maximum torque-to-current ratio is achieved 
at  the peak of the EMF waveform. The average torquc  can  be maximized 
and  torquc  ripple  can be minimized if the  EMF wavcform has  a  trapczoidal 
shape  (Fig.  6.4). For trapezordal operation the  peak line-to-line EMF occurs 
during  the whole conduction  period, i.e., GO" for line current as given in Figs 
6.4 and 6.5. The  EMF, i.e., e f A c  = e f A  - e f c  = - e f c A  = e f c  - C ~ A  and 
the  current,  e.g., i c L ~ c  = -i, ,c~. The trapezoidal  shape of the line-to-line 
EMFs is obtained by proper  shaping  and  nlagnetizing  the PMs and  proper 
designing the  stator winding.  Theoretically, the flat top  EMF wavcfornls at  
d.c voltage V& = const producc  square  current waveforms and  a  constant 
torque  independent of the  rotor position (Fig. 6.5). Owing to  the  arnlature 
reaction and  other  parasitic effects, the  EMF waveform is never ideally flat. 
However, the  torque ripple below 10% can  be achieved. 

Torque  ripple  can  further be reduced by applying  more the  three phases. 
On  the  other  hand,  the number  of the  stator windings increase,  inverter  has 
more solid state switches and  commutation  frequency also increases. 
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t 

Figure 6.4:  Phase and line-to-line trapezoidal EMF and  square  current 
waveforms of a PM brushless motor. 
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Figure 6.5: Ideal  three-phase, full-wave operation of a Y-connected PM d.c. 
brushless motor: (a) trapezoidal line-to-line EMF waveforms, (b)  current 
waveforms, (c)  electromagnetic  torque waveforms. Switching  points  are 
marked  with  arrows. 
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6.3 EMF and torque of PM brushless  motors 

6.3.1 Synchronous motor 
The three-phase  stator winding  with  distributed  parameters  produces sinu- 
soidal or quasi-sinusoidal  distribution of the  MMF. In the caSe of inverter 
operation all three solid state switches  conduct  current a t  any instant of 
time. 

For a sinusoidal  distribution of the  air gap magnetic flux density  the 
first harmonic of the  excitation flux can  be found on the basis of eqn (5.5). 
The field excitation  magnetic flux calculated on the basis of the  maximum 
air  gap  magnetic flux density BllLg is then Q?J M Q J ~  = (2 /7 ' r )L 'Tk~B~,~~ 
where the  form  factor of the excitatzon field kf = BlIlg1/Bmg is according 
to eqn  (5.23).  Assuming that  the instantaneous value of EMF induced in a 
single stator  conductor by the first harmonic of the  magnetic flux density 
is eJ1 = Elr1fl sin(wt) = Blng1Livy  sin(&) = 2fBllLy1Li~sin(wt),  the rms 
EMF is ETlLf1/\/2 = \/ZfBlrL!,lLir = (l/2)7r\/2f(2/7r)BlrLS1L1~. For two 
conductors  or  one turn E, , f l /a  = 7rfif(2/7r)Bn1,1Lir. For N1k,,,1 turns, 
where k,l is the winding  factor, the  rms  EMF is 

EJ M EJI = 7rJZNlk,,lfaih.fB,,,.,Lir 

= 7'rp&N1kWlQfn, = cEQ?fns = kEns  (6.13) 

where CE = np&'Nlk,,l and k~ = C&J are  EMF  constants. 
The power angle 6 of a synchronous machine is usually defined as an 

angle between the  input phase  voltage V1 and  the  EMF EJ induced in a 
single stator  (armature) winding by the  rotor magnetic  excitation flux Q ? J .  

In  the phasor  diagram for an overexcited salient-pole  synchronous  motor 
shown in Fig. 6.6 the angle 9 between the q-axis (EMF axis)  and  the 
armature  current I, is a function of the power angle 6 and  the angle 4 
between the  armature  current I ,  and  the  input voltage V,, i.e., 9 = 6 + 4. 
This phasor  diagram  has  been  drawn using a consumer  arrow  system  and 
it corresponds to eqn  (5.35). 

Assuming a negligible difference between d- and q-axis synchronous re- 
actances, i.e., X,,i - X,,, M 0, the electromagnetic  (air gap) power Pellrl M 

rnlEfIflr, = mlEJIf lcos9 .  Note that in academic  textbooks  the  electro- 
magnetic power is usually calculated as Pcllr1 z P,,, = mlVl I,, cos 4 = 
mlV1I,cos(q * 6) = ml(V~EJ/X,,~)sin6.  Putting EJ according to eqn 
(6.13)  and R, = 27mS = 27r f / p  the electromagnetic  torque developed by 
the motor is: 
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C 

Figure 6.6: Phasor  diagrams for overexcited salient-pole  synchronous mo- 
tors: (a) high d-axis  current Irrd, (b) low d-axis current I a d .  
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(6.14) 

where the torque  constant is 

Similar equations have been derived by other  authors [184, 1901. For ex- 
ample,  eqn  (6.14)  has  been derived in [l841 as an integral of the  elcmentary 
torque  contributions over the whole air gap periphery in which the effective 
sine distributed  turns in series per  phase N ,  = (4/7r)N1k1,,1. 

The maximum torque 

(6.16) 

is for 9 = 0" which means that 6 = 4 (Fig.  6.7), i.e. the  rotor  excitation 
flux Qj and  the  armature  current I ,  are  perpendicular  one to  the  other. 
There is no demagnetizing  component @,d of the  armature reaction flux 
and  the  air gap magnetic flux density  takes  its  maximum value. The EMF 
E f  is high so it can better balance the  input voltage V, thus minimizing 
the  armature  current I,. When 9 approaches O0, the low armature  current 
is mainly torque  producing  (Figs  6.6b  and 6.7). An angle 9 = 0' results 
in a decoupling  of the  rotor flux @f and  the  armature flux a, which is 
important in high-performance servo-drives. 

If a synchronous  motor is supplied by an inverter in which solid state 
switches are  commutated by the synchronous  motor  voltages, the leading 
power factor  operation is required. For a lagging power factor the  inverter 
must  consist of self-controlled switches. 

A drop  in  the  input frequency at  = 0' improves the power factor 
but  due  to  the lower EMF E f ,  according to eqn  (6.13),  the motor  draws 
higher armature  current I,. In  fact,  the efficiency of a synchronous  motor 
at 9 = 0' and low input frequency f deteriorates  (51). 

The experimental  tests at  maximum  torque  on PM synchronous  motors 
confirm that  the  ratio maximum torque-armature  current increases  signif- 
icantly as frequency is reduced [51]. When  the  input frequency is high, the 
load angle 6 at maximum  torque is large  and 4 is small, so 9 approaches 
90' (Fig.  6.6a).  This phasor  diagram also corresponds to flux-weakening 
regime operation  since a negative current I,, has been introduced [190]. 
Only a fraction of the  armature  current produces a torque.  When  the in- 
put frequency is small,  the load angle b a t  maximum  torque is reduced and 
4 is again  small,  since  the  stator circuit is then  predominantly resistive. 
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d 

0 '  
6.7: Phasor  diagram at 6 = 4 ( Q  = 0,  ICLd = 0 )  

When  the d-axis current I,Lci is high, thc angle Q and mns stator  (ar- 
mature)  current I,, = I,$ + I& are high and  input voltage VI and power 
factor cos4 are low. When  the q-axis current Iaq is high,  the angle Q and 
7'7ns stator  current 1, are low and  the  input voltage V1 and power factor 
cos 4 are high. 

r- 

6.3.2 PM d.c. brushless motors 

PM d.c.  brushless  motors  predominantly have surface-magnet  rotors dc- 
signed with large effective pole-arc coefficients = br,/r. Sometimes 
concentrated  stator windings are used. For the Y-connected  windings, as 
in Fig.  6.8, only two of the  three motor  phase windings conduct at  the same 
time, i.e., i a ~ ~  (TlT4) ,  i a ~ c  (TlT6),  i a ~ c  (T3T6), i a ~ ~  (T3T2), 
(T5T2), i n c ~  (T5T4),  etc. At the  on-time interval (120") for the phase 
windings A and B, the solid state switchcs T1 and  T4 conduct  (Fig.  6.8a). 
The inst,antaneous  input  phase  voltage is expressed by eqn (6.2).  The so- 
lution to eqn  (6.2) is given by eqn (6.5). When T1  switches off the  current 
freewheels through  diode D2. For the off-time interval both switches T1 
and T4 are turned-off and  the diodes D2 and  D3  conduct  the  armature cur- 
rent which charges the  capacitor C. The instantaneous  voltage  has a similar 
form to eqn  (6.2) in which ( e f A  - e f B )  is replaced by - ( e f A  - e f o )  and 
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Figure  6.8:  Inverter  currents in the  stator winding of a PM brushless  motor: 
(a) currents i n  phases A and B for on-time  and off-time intervals, (b) on-off 
rectangular  current waveform. 

fourth  term (l /C) J i d t  includes the  capacitor C [190]. If the solid state 
devices are  switched at  relatively high frequency, the winding  inductance 
keeps the on-off rectangular  current waveforms smooth. 

For d.c.  current  excitation W "t 0, then eqn  (5.35) is similar to  that 
describing a steady  state condition of a d.c. commutator  motor,  i.e., 

Vdc = E ~ L - L  + 2R1IPq) (6.17) 

where 2R1 is the  sum of two-phase  resistances in series (for  Y-connected 
phase  windings),  and E ~ L - L  is the  sum of two phase EMFs in series, V d c  

is the d.c. input voltage  supplying the inverter  and IC")  is the  flat-topped 
value of the square-wave current equal to the inverter input  current.  The 
phasor  analysis  does  not  apply to  this  type of operation  since  the  armature 
current is nonsinusoidal. 

For an ideal rectangular  distribution of = const in the interval of 
0 5 z 5 r or from 0" to 180" 

@pf = Li 1' B,,,dx = rLiBnlg 

Including the pole shoe width b ,  < r and  a fringing flux, the  excitation flux 
is somewhat  smaller 
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For a square-wave excitation  the  EMF induced in a single turn (two con- 
ductors) is 2B,,,Liv = 4pnB,,Li.r. Including bp and fringing flux the 
EMF for Nlk,,l turns e f  = 4 p n N 1 k , l ~ u ~ " ~ ) B , ~ L ~ ~  ( = 4pnNlklu1Q,j. For 
the Y-connection of the  armature windings, as in Fig. 6.8, two phases  are 
conducting at  the same  time. The  EMF  contributing  to  the  electromagnetic 
power  is 

(6.21) 

Assuming the same  motor and  the  same values of air  gap magnet,ic flux 
densities, the  ratio of the square-wave  motor flux tlo sinewave motor flux is 

(6.22) 

6.4 Torque-speed characteristics 

On the basis of eqns (6.6) and  (6.10) or (6.7) and  (6.11)  the torque-speed 
characteristic  can  be expressed in the following simplified form 

n Ill T d  (6.23) 
no Illst1 T(1 S t 

where the no-load speed, locked rotor  arnlature  current  and  stall  torque 
are, respectively 
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Table  6.1:  Specifications of three  phase medium power d.c. PhiI brushless 
motors  manufactured by Powertec Industrial Motors,  Inc., Rock Hill, SC, 
U.S.A. 

Parameters E254E3  E258E3  E259E3 
Rated base  speed 
at  G40 V d.c., rpm 
Output power 
at  rated  speed, kW 
Current at  rated  speed, A 
Continuous  stall  torque, NIn 
Continuous  stall  current? A 
Peak  torque  (theoretical), Nn l  

Current a t  peak torque, A 
hlaxirnurn torque 
of static friction,  Nm 
Torque  constant 
(line-to-line),  Nm/A 
EhlF  constant 
(line-to-line),  V/rpm 
Resistance  (line-to-line) 
of hot  machine, fl 
Resistance  (line-t.0-line) 
of cold machine, S1 
Inductance  (line-to-line), mH 
Electrical  time constant, Ins 
hlechanical time  constant,  ms 
Moment of inertia, kgm2 x lo-" 
Coefficient 
of viscous damping, Nrn/rprn 
Thermal  resistance, "C/W 
Thermal  time  constant, min 
hlass, kg 

34.5 (16.8) 
53 ( 2 6 )  

343 (188) 

62G 
93 

57 (31) 

1.26 

6.74 

0.407 

0.793 

0.546 
11.6 
19.8 
1.85 
103 

0.00211 

3G (1 15) 
0.025 (0.080) 

134 (129) 

1000 

47.3  (24.5) 
77 (41) 

482 (2%) 

1050 
1 GO 

1.90 

82 (49) 

6.55 

0.397 

0.395 

0.272 
6.23 
22.9 
1.53 
160 

0.00339 

63.6 (27.2) 

G44 (332) 

1280 
187 

97 (43) 

102 (54) 

2.41 

6.86 

0.414 

0.337 

0.232 
5.70 
24.9 
1.46 
199 

0.00423 
0.023 (0.065) 0.021  (0.064) 

47 (130) 49 (140) 
200 (185) 234 (219) 

Power dcnsity, kW/kg 0.257 (0.130) 0.236 (0.132) 0.272 (0.124) 
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Table  6.2: PM d.c. brushless  servo  motors (R60 series)  manufactured by 
Puczfic Scientzfic, Wilmington, MA, U.S.A. 

Parameters R63 R65 R67 
No-load speed,  rpm 5400 (10,500) 3200 (6400) 2200 (4000) 
Continuous  stall  torque, Nrn 
Peak torque, Nm 
Continuous  stall  current, A 
Current  at peak torque, A 
Torque  constant 
line-to-line,  Nrn/A 
EhIF constant 
line-to-line. V/rpm 
Resistance  (line-to-line) 
of hot motor, R 
Resistance  (line-to-line) 
of cold motor, R 
Inductance  (line-to-line), tnH 
Rotor  moment of inertia 

Coefficient 
of static  friction, Nnl 
Coefficient 

kgn? x lo-:% 

8 
26 

13.5 (27.0) 

0.66 (0.33) 

0.07  (0.035) 

1.4 (0.34) 

0.93  (0.23) 
8.9 (2.2) 

0.79 

0.16 

of viscous datnping,  Nnl/krpnl 0.046 
Thermal  resistance,  "C/\V  0.51 
Thermal  time  constant, nlin 19 
hlass (motor  onlv'). ka 13 

13 
45 

13.1 (26.2) 
82 (164) 

1.12  (0.56) 

0.117  (0.059) 

1.81  (0.51) 

1.2  (0.34) 
13.7 (3.4) 

1 .24 

0.26 

0.075 
0.42 
36 
18 

19 
63 

13.8  (27.6) 

1.56 (0.78) 

0.164 (0.082) 

2.3  (0.55) 

1.5  (0.37) 
18.2 (4.6) 

1 .G9 

0.36 

0.104 
0.30 
72 
22 
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v d c  K i C  
710 = - Tlst = ~ T d c I m h  Iush = - (6.24) 

ICE R 
where R = RI for half-wave operation  and R = 2Rl for full-wave operation. 
Eqn  (6.23)  neglects  the  armature  reaction,  rotational  and switching losses. 

The torque-speed  characteristics  are shown in Fig.  6.9.  Eqns  (6.23) and 
(6.24)  are very approximate  and  cannot  be used in calculation  of  perfor- 
mance  characteristics of commercial PM d.c.  brushless  motors.  Theoretical 
torque-speed  characteristics  (Fig.  6.23a) differ from practical  characteristics 
(Fig.  6.23b).  The continuous  torque line is set by the  maximum  rated  tem- 
perature of the motor. The  intermittent  duty  operation zone is bounded 
by the peak torque line  and the maximum input voltage. 

Table 6.1 shows specifications of medium power PM  d.c. brushless mo- 
tors  manufactured by Powertec  Industrial  Motors,  Inc., Rock Hill, SC, 
U.S.A.  Class H (18OOC) insulation has been used but  rated conservatively 
for class F (155OC). The  stator windings are Y-connected. The rotor is with 
surface NdFeB Phls.  The  standard drip-proof blower ventilated design sig- 
nificantly increases the  rated power and  torque. Values in brackets  are for 
totally enclosed non-ventilated  motors. 

Table 6.2 shows specifications of small PM d.c. brushless  servo  motors 
manufactured by Paczfic  Scientific, Wilmington, MA, U.S.A.  Rated speed 
is for operation  at 240 V  a.c.  three-phase  line.  Peak  torque  ratings  are 
for 5 S .  All values are for 25OC ambient  temperature,  motor  mounted to 
aluminum  sink  and class F wincling insulation. 

6.5 Winding losses 
The rms  armature  current of the  d.c. brushless  motor is (T = 2n/w): 

0 for a 120O square wave 

I ,  = /-=/p 

for a 180' square wave 

(6.25) 
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(a ) 
Q) 
3 

0 
P 
* 

speed rated  speed speed 

Figure 6.9: Torque-speed characteristics of a P M  brushless  motor: (a) 
theoretical, (b) practical. 

where I:'') is the  flat-topped value of the phase current. 

wave current  are: 
The losses in the  three-phase  armature winding due  to  a 120" square 

for a Y-connected  winding 

AP, = 2Rl l i c [ Ipq ) ]2  
for a  A-connected winding 

(6.27) 

2 
A P  - r R l d c [ I ~ " ) ] 2  ,-.3 (6.28) 

where R l d c  is the  armature winding  resistance  per  phase for d.c.  current. 
The  current I?') is equal to  the inverter  d.c. input  voltage. 

According to harmonic  analysis 

where I C ~ R ~ ~  is the skin effect coefficient  (Appendix B) for the  nth time  har- 
monic and I,,,,, is the  amplitude of the phase  harmonic  current. Neglecting 
the skin effect 
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The r m s  current I ,  in eqn  (6.30) is composed of sinusoidal  harmonic  CLW- 
rents of different frequencies 

(6.31) 

This r m s  current is equivalent to  that according to eqn (6.25).  Putting 
I?‘) = I , m  into eqn  (6.27)  or I?‘) = I a d m  into  eqn  (6.28)  these 
equations become the  same as eqn  (6.30). 

6.6 Torque  ripple 
The instantaneous  torque of an electrical motor 

(6.32) 

has two components  (Fig. 6.10), i.e.: 

0 constant or average  component TO; 
0 periodic  component T T ( a ) ,  which is a function of time  or  angle Q, 

superimposed on the  constant  component. 

The periodic  component  causes  the torque  pulsation called also torque r ip-  
p l e .  There  are many  definitions of the  torque ripple.  Torque  ripple car1 be 
defined in any of the following ways: 

(6.33) 

(6.34) 

(6.35) 

where the average  torque in cqn  (6.34) 

T ( a ) d a  = - T(a )da  i” (6.37) 
TI) 

and  the rrns or effective torque in eqn  (6.35) 
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angle 

TP 
Figure 6.10: Constant  and periodic  components of the torque. 

TT,, = \i' Jib T2(cx)dcu 
TP 0 

(6.38) 

The torque  ripple rms TT,,,, in eqn  (6.36) is calculated  according to eqn 
(6.38) in which T ( a )  is replaced by TT(cr). 

In  eqns (6.37)  and  (6.38) Tp is the period of the  torque waveform. For 
sinusoidal waveform the half-cycle average value is (2/7r)T7,, where T, is 
the peak  torque  and  the rms value is T, , / f i .  

For the waveform containing  higher  harmonics, the rms value of the 
torque  ripple is 

(6.39) 

6.6.1 Sources of torque  pulsations 
There  are  three sources of torque  ripple  coming from the machine: 

(a) cogging effect (detent effect),  i.e.,  interaction between the rotor mag- 
netic flux and variable  permeance of the air gap  due  to  the  stator slot 
geometry; 

(b) distortion of sinusoidal or trapezoidal  distribution of the magnetic 
flux density in the  air  gap; 

(c)  the difference between permeances of the air gap in the d and q axis. 

The cogging effect produces the so-called cogging torque, higher harmonics 
of the  magnetic flux density in the  air  gap  produce  the field harmonic 
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electromagnetic  torque and  the unequal  permeance in the d and q axis 
produces the reluctance  torque 

The causes of torque  pulsation coming from the  supply  are: 
(d)  current ripple  resulting,  e.g., from PWM; 
(e) phase  current  commutation. 

6.6.2 Numerical methods of instantaneous torque cal- 
culation 

The FEM  methods of the  instantaneous  torque calculation are given in 
Chapter 3, i.e., virtual work method - eqn (3.76),  Maxwell stress  tensor 
-- eqn (3.72) and  Lorzentz force theorem - eqn (3.77). FEM offers more 
precise calculation of the magnetic field distribution  than  the  analytical 
approaches.  On the  other  hand,  the FEM cogging torque  calculation  results 
are  subject  to  errors  introduced by mesh generation  problems or sometimes 
inadequate models of the steel  and PM  characteristics [76]. 

6.6.3 Analytical methods of instantaneous torque cal- 
culation 

Cogging torque 

The cogging torque is independent on the  stator  current  (load).  The fre- 
quency of the cogging torque is 

f c  = "f 21 

P 
(6.40) 

where z1 is the  number of stator  slots, p is the number of pole pairs  and f 
is the  input frequency. 

Analytical  methods of cogging torque  calculation usually neglect the 
magnetic flux in the  stator  slots  and magnetic saturation of the  stator  teeth 
[38,  71, 2661. Cogging torque is derived from  the  magnetic flux density 
distribution  either by calculating  the  rate of change of total  stored energy 
in the  air gap with  respect to  the rotor  angular  position [l, 38,  71, 1181 or 
by summing  the  lateral  magnetic forces along the sides of the  stator  teeth 
[266]. Many cogging torque  calculations are specific to a particular  method 
of reducing the cogging effect [76]. Neglecting the energy stored in the 
ferromagnetic  core, the cogging torque is expressed as 

(6.41) 

where D20ut M Dlzn  is thc  rotor  outer  diameter  and 0 = 2 ~ / D 2 , , ~  is the 
mechanical angle. Thus,  the  rate of change of  of the  air gap energy is 
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(6.42) 

where b,(x) is the air gap  magnetix flux density  expressed as a function of 
the z coordinate.  In  general, 

b,(x) = . ~ + b,sl (x) 
h-C 

(6.43) 

The first term b p h l ( ~ )  is the magnetic flux density waveform excited by PM 
system  with  the  stator  slots being neglected and  the second term b,[(z) is 
the  magnetic flux density  component due  to slot  openings. The quotient 
BPIIB/IL^~ is the average value of t,he  magnetic flux density in  the  air  gap 
[67]. For trapezoidal  shape of the magnetic flux density waveform 

where is the  flat-topped value of the trapezoitlnl  lnagnetic flux density 
waveform according to eqn (5.2) and S = 0 . 5 ( ~  - b1 , ) r /7 .  For the skew b f s k  

the PM skew factor is 

(6.45) 

The skew of PMs b f s k  M t l .  It is equivalent to one pole pitch skew of the 
stator  slots. If b f s k  = 0 and  the  stator slot skew b s k  > 0, the equivalent 
PM skew factor is 

(6.46) 

The magnetic flux density  component due  to openings of the  stator slots 
with  magnetic field  in slots  taken  into  account is [77] 

where the  stator slot skew factor 

(6.48) 
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and  the coefficient k,k of the slot  opening is according to eqn  (5.104). The 
coefficient k,k contains  auxiliary  function p according to eqn  (5.106) and 
auxiliary  function y1 according to eqn  (5.107).  Eqn  (6.47)  originally  derived 
by Dreyfus [77] does  not  contain  the  stator slot skew factor k s k k .  However, 
i t  can easily be generalized for stators  with skewed slots. For most PM 
brushless  motors the equivalent  air gap in eqn  (6.47) is g' M g + h~~/pL, . , , , .  
For buried  magnet  rotors  according to Figs 5.lb,  5.li and 5.lj  the equivalent 
air  gap is g' = g. 

The cogging torque  then  can  be calculated as follows 

(6.49) 

It is rather difficult to  take  the integral of bi(z) with  respect to z in 
eqn  (6.49).  In  order to simplify the final cogging torque  equation, it is 
convenient to assume  bp,,,f(x) = B r n g / k c  which is true in the interval 
i~ 5 z 5 (i + 1)' where i = 0 , 1 , 2 , 3 , .  . .. Thus 

cc 
T,(x) = & G A T  c {0.5A~(; [cos[-(X 4k7r + b)] - 

2Po 2 k=1,2,3, ... t l  

+CkBmg [cos[*(X + b)] - cos[-(X + U ) ]  
2k7r 

kC t l   t l  
where 

AT = -2y-BB,, 9 
t l  

and ( k  = kokkskk (6.51) 

The coefficent k,k is acording to eqn  (5.104) and coefficient k,kk is according 
to eqn  (6.48). The first two terms  cos[4k7r(X+b)/tl]  and  cos[4k7r(X+u)/tl] 
are negligible and  eqn  (6.50)  can  be  brought to  the following simpler form 

(6.52) 
Putting U = 0.5b14 and b = 0.5b14 + ct [71] where ct = t l  - b I 4 ,  the cogging 
torque  equation is 

(6.53) 
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Figurc  6.11: Cogging torque as a funct,ion of the rotor  position (0.5tl 5 5 5 
1.5tl) for a lnedium power PM brushless  motor (1721 = 3, 22, = 10, 2 1  = 36, 
t l  = 13.8 mm, b1.1 = 3 mm, g = 1 mrn, Btng = 0.83 T): (a)  b,?k / t l  = 0.1, 
( h ) b s k / t l  = 0.5. Solid line - calculatiolls  according to eqn (6.53), dash 
line - calculations  according to cqn (6.57). 
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Figure  6.12: Cogging torque as a function of the  rotor position (0 5 z 5 
2 p 7 )  for a medium power PM brushless  motor (ml = 3, 2p  = 10, z1 = 36,  
t l  = 13.8 mm, b14 = 3 mm, g = 1 mm, BlrLg = 0.83 T): (a) b , s k / t l  = 0.1, 
(b) b s k / t l  = 0.5, (c) b , k / t l  = 0.95.  Calculations  according to eqns  (6.41) 
and  (6.42). 
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In  literature, e.g. [l, 38, 1181, the variation of the cogging torque  with  the 
mechanical angle 0 = 27rX/(zltl) is expressed by the following empirical 
equation 

where the skew factor 

(6.55) 

and N,,, is the smallest common nlultiple between the number of poles 
2p and  slot  number z1 and bsk is the circumferential skew. For example, 
for z1 = 36 and 2p = 10 the smallest con1111on multiple is N,,,, = 180, for 
z1 = 36 and 2p = 8 the smallest conmon multiple is N,,,, = 72 and for 
21 = 36 and 2p = 6 the smallest common multiple is N,,,, = 36. Thc larger 
the N,,,, the smaller the  amplitude of the cogging torque. Putting 

the following approximate cogging torquc  equation  can  also  be uscd 

(6.56) 

(6.57) 

Eqn  (6.57) gives a similar  distribution of the cogging torquc waveform 
within one slot  pitch  interval  eqn  (6.53). However, the  shape of the 
cogging torque  according to eqns (6.53) and (6.57) is different. 

Calculation  results of the cogging torque for a nlediunl power PM brush- 
lcss motor  with ml = 3, 2p = 10 and z1 = 36 are shown in Figs  6.11  and 
6.12. Assuming two components of the  magnetic flux density in eqn  (6.43) 
dependent of the 5 coordinate  and  integrating  and differentiating bi(z)  nu- 
merically, the peak value of the cogging torque  depends also on t,he  number 
of poles and  shape of b p ~ ( s ) ,  as shown in Fig. 6.12. 

Torque  ripple  due to distortion of EMF and  current waveforms 

Torque  ripple due  to  the  shape  and  distortion of the EMF and  current 
waveforms is called the com7n.utat~ion torque. Assuming no rotor  currents 
(no  damper, very high resistivity of magnets  and pole faces) and  thc same 
stator phase  resistances, the I<irchhoff 'S voltage equation for a three phase 
machine  can  be expressed in the following matrix form: 
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[It:] = [ R' R1 0 : ] [ 
Z'lC 0 R1 zuc 

d LA  LBA  LCA 
+- [ L B A  L E  L c n  ] [ :!: ] + [ 5$ ] (6.58) 

For inductances  independent of the  rotor  angular position the self  induc- 
tances L A  = L B  = LC = L and mut,ual inductances between phases 
LAB = L C A  = L C D  = A4 are  equal. For no neutral wire i,A + i a B  +i,,c = 0 
and Mi,A = -Mi,o - M i u c .  Hence 

dt L C A   L C B   L C  

[:::l = [ R' R1 0 : ] [ 
V 1 C  0 R1 L C  

0 

0 M   L 1 - M  0 ] f [ !:t %,C ] + [ FJC ] (6.59) 

The instantaneous  electromagnetic  torque is the same as that obtained from 
Lorentz  equation (3 .77) ,  i.e., 

At any  time  instant, only two phases conduct. For example, if eJA = 

e f B  = - ~ y ~ )  7 efC = 0, i r ~ A  = p , i n B  = and i a c  = 0, the 
instantaneous  electromagnetic  torque according to eqn  (6.60) is [4G, 2081 

T d  = 2 J V P q )  (6.61) 
27rn 

where Eyr)  and I p q )  are flat topped values of trapezoidal EMF  and  square 
wave current  (Fig.  6.13). For constant values of EMF and  currents,  the 
torque  (6.61) does not  contain  any  pulsation (2081. 

Since e f  = w$f = (27rn/p)$J where +J is the flux linkage per  phase 
produced by the  excitation  system,  the  instantaneous  torque ( G . G O )  becomes 
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Figure 6.13: Idealized (solid lines) and  practical  (dash lines) waveforms of 
(a) phase EMF, (b) phase current. 

To  obtain  torque for periodic waves of the  EMF and  cnrrent,  it is nec- 
essary to express  those waveforms in forms of Fourier  series. The magnetic 
flux density on the basis of eqns (5.6)  and  (6.44) 

@f( t )  = L, L7uc bp*{(.) cos(pwt)dz 

4 TLl W 1 
= 7 & 1 L I ~  c - sin(,uS)k,k,,[l - cos(p-wc)]  cos(pwt) (6.63) 

7r 

T 
p=1,3,5, ... P 3  

where E l l r l g  is the  flat-topped value of the  trapezoidal  magnetic flux density 
waveform (5.2), wc is the coil pitch, S is according to  Fig.  6.13  and is 
according to eqn  (6.46). The  EMF induced in the phase A is calculated  on 
the basis of electromagnetic  induction law according to eqn  (3.12) 
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Figure 6.14: Electromagnetic  torque produced by a medium power PM 
brushless motor (m1 = 3, 2 p  = 10, z1 = 36): (a) trapezoidal  EMF wave- 
forms, (b) trapezoidal  current waveforms, (c)  resultant  electromagnetic 
torque T,, and  its  commutation  component Z',,,. The current commuta- 
tion  angle is 5'. 
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Figure 6.15: Electromagnetic  torque  produccd by a medium power PM 
brushless motor ( m 1  = 3, 2p = 10, z1 = 36): (a) sinusoidal EMF 
waveforms, (b) sinusoidal current waveforms, (c)  resultant electronlagnetic 
torque  and its commutation  component Tco,,,. 
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where kdCl = sin[p~/(2ml)]/{ql  sin[p~n/(2rnlql)]} is the  distribution  factor 
for the pth harmonic. The  EMFs e f B ( t )  and e f c ( t )  induced in the re- 
maining  phase windings are shifted by 2 ~ / 3  and  -2~n/3, respectively. If 
b,,+ > 0, the  EMF is practically  sinusoidal,  independent of the  number of 
higher harmonics p taken  into  account. 

For phase A,  the  current  rectangular waveform expressed as Fourier 
series is 

Harmonics  of the  magnetic flux and  current of the  same  order  produce 
constant  torque.  In  other words, the  constant  torque is produced by all 
harmonics 2 m l l f l  where l = 0,1 ,2 ,3 , .  . . of the magnetic flux and  armature 
currents. Harmonics of the  magnetic flux and  current of different order 
produce  pulsating  torque. However, when the 120' trapezoidal flux density 
waveform interacts  with 120' rectangular  current, only a steady  torque is 
produced  with no torque  pulsations [208, 2091. 

In  practice,  the  armature  current waveform is distorted  and differs from 
the  rectangular  shape.  It  can  be  approximated by the following trapezoidal 
function 

where S1 - S2 is the  commutation angle in radians. The EMF wave also 
differs from 120° trapezoidal  functions.  In  practical  motors,  the  conduction 
angle is from 100' to 150°,  depending on the  construction. Deviations of 
both  current  and  EMF waveforms from ideal functions  results in producing 
torque  pulsations  [46, 2081. Peak values of individual  harmonics  can be 
calculated on the basis of eqns (6.64), (6.65)  and (6.66). 

Using the realistic  shapes of waveforms of EMFs  and  currents as those 
in practical  motors,  eqn (6.60) takes into account  all  components of the 
torque ripple  except the cogging (detent)  component. 

Fig. 6.14 shows trapezoidal EMF, trapezoidal  current  and  electromag- 
netic  torque waveforms while Fig.  6.15 shows the  same wavefornls in  the 
case of sinusoidal EMFs  and  currents.  The  torque component due  to  phase 
commutation currenh T,,,,, = T d  - Tu,, where Tu,, is the average elcctro- 
magnetic  torque. The fundamental frequency of torque  ripple due  to phase 
commuation is fco , lL  = 2pmlf. For sinusoidal EMF  and  current waveforms 
the  electromagnetic  torque is constant  and  does  not  contain  any  ripple. 
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Torques shown in Fig.  6.15 are not ideally smooth  due  to slight current 
unbalancc. 

6.6.4 Minimization of torque  ripple 

The torque  ripple  can be mininlized both by the  proper  motor design and 
mot,or control.  Measures  taken to minimize thc  torque ripple by motor 
design include  elimination of slots, skewed slots,  special shape  slots  and 
stator  laminations, selection of the  number of stator  slots  with respect to 
thc nuniber of poles, decentered  magnet-s, skewed magnets,  shifted  magnet 
segments, selection of magnet width, direction-dependent,  magnetization of 
PMs. Control  techniques use modulation of the  stator  current or EMF 
waveforms [40, 881. 

Slotless windings 

Since the cogging torque is produced by the PM field and  stator  teeth, a 
slotless  winding  can  totally  eliminate the cogging torque. A slotless  winding 
requires  increased  air gap which in turn reduces the PM excitation field. To 
keep the  same  air  gap magnetic flux density, the height h&, of PMs must 
be increased.  Slotless PM brushless  nlotors use more PM material than 
slotted  motors. 

Skewing stator slots 

Normally, the  stator slot skew 6,k equal to one  slot  pitch t l  can  reduce the 
cogging torque  practically to zero value - eqns (6.54) and  (6.55). Some- 
times,  the  optimal slot skew is less than one  slot  pitch  [162]. On  the  other 
hand,  the  stator slot skew reduces the  EMF which results in deterioration 
of the motor  performance. Skewed slots  are less effective in the case of rotor 
eccentricity. 

Shaping stator slots 

Fig.  6.16 shows methods of reducing the cogging torque by shaping  the 
stator  slots, i.e., 

(a) bifurcated  slots  (Fig. G.IGa), 
(b)  empty  (dummy) slots (Fig. G.lGb), 
(c) closed slots (Fig. G.IGc), 
(cl) teeth  with different width of the  active surface (Fig. G.16d). 
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Figure 6.16: Minimization of the cogging torque by shaping  the  stator  slots: 
(a) bifurcated  slots, (b)  empty  slots,  (c) closed slots, (d)  teeth with different 
width of the  active surface. 

Bifurcated  slots (Fig. 6.16a) can  be  split in more than two segments. The 
cogging torque  increases  with the increase of the slot  opening.  When de- 
signing closed slots (Fig. G.lGc), the bridge between the neighboring teeth 
must  be  properly  designed.  Too  thick a bridge  (thickness  measured in ra- 
dial  direction)  increases  the  stator slot leakage to an unacceptable level. 
Too  narrow a bridge  can  be ineffective due  to high saturation. Because 
closed slots  can only accept "sewed" coils, it is better  to close the  slots 
by inserting an internal  sintered powder cylinder or make separately  the 
stator yoke and  tooth-slot section.  In the second case stator  slots  are  open 
externally from the frame  side. 

Selection of the number of stator  slots 

The smallest  common  multiple N,:,,, between the slot  number z1 and  the 
pole number 22, has a significant effect on the cogging torque. As this 
number increases the cogging torque  decreases [118]. Similarly, the cogging 
torque  increases as the largest common factor between the slot  number  and 
the pole number  increases [54, 1181. 
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Figure 6.17: Decentered  PMs:  (a)  arc  shaped,  (b)  bread loaf type. 

Shaping PMs 

PMs  thinner at  the edges than in the center  (Fig. 6.17) can  reduce  both 
the cogging and  commutation  torque  ripple.  Magnet  shapes  according  to 
Fig. 6.17b require a polygonal  cross  section of the  rotor core.  Decentered 
PMs together with bifurcated stator slots can suppress the  cogging torque 
as effectively as skewed slots  with much  less  reduction of the  EMF [227]. 

Skewing PMs 

The effect of skewed PMs  on  the cogging torque  suppression  is  similar to 
that of skewing the  stator slots.  Fabrication of twisted  magnets for small 
rotor  diameters  and  small  number of poles is rather  difficult.  Bread loaf 
shaped  PMs  with edges cut  aslant  are  equivalent  to skewed PMs. 

Shifting PM segments 

Instead of designing  one  long  magnet  per  pole,  it is sometimes  more con- 
venient to divide the magnet  axially  into K, = 3 to 6  shorter  segments. 
Those  segments  are  then  shifted  one  from  each  other by equal  distances 
t l / K ,  or  unequal  distances the  sum of which is tl .  Fabrication of short, 
straight  PM  segments is much easier than long,  twisted  magnets. 

Selection of PM width 

Properly  selected PM  width  with  respect  to  the  stator  slot  pitch tl is also a 
good  method to minimize the cogging torque. The magnet  width  (pole  shoe 
width) is to  be bp = (k+0.14)t l  where k is an integer  [l621 or including the 
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pole curvature b, = (k + 0.17)tl [134]. Cogging torque  reduction  require 
wider pole shoe  than  the multiple of slot  pitch. 

Magnetization of PMs 

There is a choice between parallel,  radial  and  direction-dependent  magne- 
tization. For example, if a ring-shaped  magnet of a  small  motor is placed 
around  the magnetizer poles without  external  magnetic  circuit,  the mag- 
netization  vectors will be  arranged  similar to Halbach  array. This nletllocl 
also minimizes the  torque ripple. 

Creating  magnetic  circuit  asymmetry 

Magnetic  circuit asymmetry  can  be  created by shifting each pole by a frac- 
tion of the pole pitch  with  respect  to  the  symmetrical  position or designing 
different sizes of North  and  South magnets of the  same pole pair [38]. 

6.7 Rotor  position sensing of d.c. brushless 
motors 

Rotor  position  sensing in PM d.c. brushless  motors is tlonc by posztzon sen- 
sors, i.e., Hall elements,  encoders or resolvers. In rotary machines  position 
sensors provide feedback signals  proportional to  the  rotor  angular  position. 

6.7.1 Hall sensors 
The Hull element is a magnetic field sensor.  When placed in a stationary 
magnetic field and fed with a d.c.  current  it  generates  an  output voltage 

1 
VH = kH-I,BsinP 

b (6.67) 

where k~ is Hall constant in m3/C, 6 is the semiconductor  thickness, I ,  
is the applied current, B is the magnetic flux density  and p is the angle 
between the vector of B and Hall element  surface. The polarity  depends 
on whether  the pellet is passing a North  or  a  South pole. Thus  it  can be 
used as a magnetic flux detector  (Fig. 6.18). 

Rotor  position  sensing of three phase d.c. brushless  motors  requires three 
Hall element (Fig. 6.19). All the necessary components  are often  fabricated 
in an integrated  chip  (IC) in the  arrangement shown i n  Fig. 6.18b. For 
driving a three-phase two-pole motor,  the sensors, in principle,  shoultl  be 
placed 120' apart  (Fig.  6.20a). However, they  can also be placed at  GO" 
intervals as shown in Fig. 6.20b. Hall sensors  are  mounted in such  a way 
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Figure 6.18: Hall element: (a) principle of operation, (b) block diagram of 
a Hall integrated  circuit. 

Figure 6.19: Arrangement of Hall elements i n  a three-phase PM brushless 
motor. 
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Figure 6.20: Hall sensor based three-phase  commutation: (a) sensor spacing 
for 120 electrical  degrees, (b) sensor spacing for 60 electrical  degrees,  (c) 
sensor signals  and  phase  currents. 
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Figure  6.21:  Principle of operation of an optical  encoder: 1 - collimated 
light source, 2 - grating, 3 - mask, 4 - detector of light. 

that they each generate  a  square wave with 120" phase difference, over one 
electrical cycle of the  motor.  The inverter or servo amplifier drives two of 
the  three  motor phases  with d.c.  current  during each specific Hall sensor 
state (Fig. 6 .20~) .  

6.7.2 Encoders 

There  are two types of optical  encoders: absolute  and  incremental  encoders. 
In  optical  encoders a light passes through  the  transparent  areas of a 

grating  and is sensed by a photodetector.  To  increase the resolut.ion,  a 
collimated light source is used and a mask is placed betwecn the  grating 
and  detector.  The light is allowed to pass to  the detec,tor only when the 
transparent sections of the  grating  and mask are in alignment (Fig. 6.21). 

In  an incremental  encoder a pulse is generated for a given increment of 
shaft  angular  position which is determined by counting  the encoder output 
pulses from a reference. The  rotating disk (grating)  has a single track  (Fig. 
6.22a).  In  the case of power failure an  incremental  encoder loses position 
information  and  must  be  reset to known zero point. 

To provide information on direction of rotation a two-channel encoder 
is used. The  output  square signals of two channels are shifted by go", i.e., 
channels  are  arranged to be in quadrature (Fig.  6.22b). Four pulse edges 
from channels A and B may be seen during  the  sanle  period. By processing 
the two channel outputs  to produce a separate pulse for each square wave 
edge the resolution of the encoder is quadrupled. The range of resolution 
of square wave output encoders is wide, up t,o a few thousand  lines/rev. 

The slew  rate of an incremental  encodcr is the nlaxirnurn speed de- 
ternlined by the maximurn frequency at  which it  operates. If t,llis speed 
is exceeded, the accuracy will significantly deteriorate making the  output 
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Figure 6.22: Incremental  and  absolute  encoders: (a) disk of an incremental 
encoder, (b)  quadrature  output signals, (c) disk of an absolute  encoder, (d) 
absolute  encoder  output signals.  Courtesy of Parker Hannifin Corporation. 
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signal unreliable. 
An absolute encoder is a position verification device that provides unique 

position  information for each shaft  angular  location.  Owing to a certain 
number of output channels, every shaft  angular  position is described by 
its own unique  code. The number of channels  increases as the required 
resolution increases. An absolute  encoder is not a counting device like an 
incremental  encoder and does  not lose position  information in the case of 
loss of power. 

The disk (made of glass or metal) of an absolute  encoder  has several con- 
centric  tracks to which independent light sources are assigned (Fig. 6 .22~) .  
The tracks vary in the slot size (smaller  slots at  the  outer edge  enlarging  to- 
wards the  center)  and  pattern of slots. A high state or “1” is created when 
the light passes through a slot. A low state or “0” is created when the 
light does not pass  through  the disk. Patterns “1” and “0” provide infor- 
mation  about  the  shaft position. The resolution  or the  amount of position 
information that can  be  obtained from the  absolute encoder disk is deter- 
mined by the number of tracks,  i.e., for 10 tracks  the resolution is usually 
2’’ = 1,024 positions  per  one  revolution. The disk pattern is in machine 
readable  code,  i.e.,  binary or gray codes. Fig. 6.22d shows a simple  binary 
output  with 4  bits of information. The indicated  position  corresponds to 
the decimal  number 11 (1101 binary).  The next  position moving to  the 
right  corresponds to 10 (0101 binary)  and  the previous  position moving to 
the left corresponds to 12 (0011  binary). 

Multi-turn  absolute encoders have additional  disks  geared to  the main 
high resolution disk with  step  up gear ratio. For example,  adding a second 
disk with 3 tracks  and 8:l gear  ratio to  the main disk with 1024 positions 
per revolution, the  absolute encoder will have 8 complete  turns of the  shaft 
equivalent to 8192 discrete  positions. 

6.7.3 Resolvers 

A resolver is a rotary electromechanical  transformer that provides outputs 
in forms of trigonometric  functions of its  inputs. For detecting  the  rotor 
position of brushless  motors, the  excitation or primary  winding is mounted 
on the resolver rotor  and  the  output or secondary windings are wound at 
right  angles to each other on the  stator core. As a result the  output signals 
are sinusoidal waves  in quadrature,  i.e.,  one wave  is a  sinusoidal  function 
of the  angular displacent 8 and  the second wave  is a cosinusoidal function 
of 8 (Fig. 6.23a). 

There is one  electrical cycle for each signal for each revolution of the 
motor  (Fig.  6.23b).  The analog output signals  are  converted to digital 
form to be used in a digital  positioning  system. The difference between 
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Figure 6.23: Principle of operation of a rotary  resolver: (a) winding config- 
uration, (b) resolver output waves and 4-pole motor  voltages. The interval 
0 5 p0  5 720" corresponds to one  mechanical  revolution. 
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Figure 6.24: Brushless resolver. 1 - stator, 2 - rotor, 3 - rotary  trans- 
former. 

the two  waves reveals the position of the  rotor.  The speed of the motor is 
determined by the period of the waveforms and  the  direction of rotation is 
determined by the leading waveform. 

Instead of delivering the  excitation voltage to  the  rotor winding by 
brushes  and  slip  rings, an inductive  coupling  systern is frequently used. 
A brushless  resolver with  rotary  transformer is shown in Fig. G.24. 

6.8 Sensorless motors 
There  are several reasons to eliminate  electromechanical  position  sensors: 

0 cost reduction of electromechanical  drives 
0 reliability  improvement of the  system 
0 temperature  limits on Hall sensors 
0 in motors  rated below 1 W  the power consumption by position  sensors 

0 in compact  applications,  e.g.,  computer  hard disk drives, it may not 
can  substantially reduce the motor efficiency 

be possible to accommodate  position  sensors. 

For PM motors  rated  up  to 10 kW  the cost of an encoder is below 10% 
of the  motor  manufacturing cost and  depends on the  motor  rating  and en- 
coder type.  Elimination of electromechanical  sensors and  associated cabling 
not only improves the reliability but also simplifies the  installation of the 
system. 

By using sensorless control,  computer disk drive  manufacturers  can  push 
the  limits of size,  cost,  and efficiency. Owing to  the sensorless PM  motor, 
a 2.5-inch hard disk drive  requires less than 1 W power to  operate [20]. 
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Temperature  limits  on Hall elements may prevent d.c. brushless mo- 
tors  from being used in freon-cooled compressors. Sensorless motors  arc 
applicable in refrigerators  and  air  conditioners. 

Sensorless control  strategies  are different for PM d.c. brushless  motors 
with  trapezoidal EMF waveforms where only two out of t,hree  phases  are 
simultaneuosly  excited and  PM synchronous  motors  or  motors  with sinu- 
soidal EMF waveforms where  all three phases are  excited a t  any  instant 
of time. The simplest  methods for PM d.c. brushless  motors are based on 
back EMF detection in an unexcited  phase  winding. Sensorless controllers 
measure back EMF signals from the uncnergized winding to cleterrnine tllc 
commutation  point. 

In general, the position  information of the  shaft of PM brushless  motors 
can  be  obtained using one of the following techniques [217]: 

(a) detection of back EMF (zero crossing approach, phase-locked loop 
technique, EMF integration  approach); 

(b) detection of tjhe stator  third harmonic  voltage; 

(c) detection of the conductding  interval of free-wheeling diodes  connected 
i n  antiparallel  with  the solid state switches; 

(cl) sensing the irlductance  variation ( i n  the d and q axis), t e r n l i d  volt- 
ages and  currents. 

Techniques (a),  (b) and (c) are usually used for PM d.c. bruslllcss motors 
with  trapezoidal EMF waveforms. Methods (b) and ((1) are used for PM 
synchronous  motors  and  brushless  motors  with sinusoidal EMF waveforms. 

From the  capability at  zero speed  operation  point of view the above 
methods  can  be classified into two categories: 

0 not suitable for detection of signals at  standstill or very low speed 

0 suitable for zero and very low speed 

Normally, methods  (a),  (b) and  (c)  cannot  be used at  zero and very low 
speed. The principle of inductance  variation (d) is  well suited for variable 
speed  drives where speed  changes in wide range  including standstill. On 
the  other  hand,  at reversals  and overloadings the high armature  current 
increases the  saturation of magnetic  circuit and the difference between d 
and q-axis inductance may not be sufficient to detect  the  rotor position. 

Details of different methods of sensorless control  are  given, e.g., in [20, 
64, 87, 2171. 
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Figure 6.25: IGBT inverter-fed armature  circuits of d.c.  brushless  motors: 
(a) Y-connected phase  windings, (b) A-connected armature windings. 

6.9 Motion  Control of PM brushless  motors 

6.9.1 Converter fed motors 

Most PM d.c.  brushless  motors are fed from voltage-source, PWM solid 
state converters. A power electronics  converter  consists of a rectifier,  inter- 
mediate  circuit  (filter)  and  inverter (dx.  to  a.c. conversion). IGBT inverter 
power circuits  are shown in Fig. 6.25. To avoid circulating  currents in A- 
connected windings, the resistances  and  inductances of all phases  should be 
the  same  and  the winding  distribution  around  the  armature core  periphery 
should  be  symmetrical. 

A wiring diagram for a converter fed motor is shown in Fig. 6.26. To 
obtain  proper  operation, minimize radiated noise and  prevent shock hazard, 
proper  interconnection  wiring,  grounding and shielding is important. Many 
solid state converters  require  minimum 1 to 3% line impedance  calculated 
as 

(6.68) 

where V ~ ~ L - L  is the line-to-line voltage  measured at  no load and VlrL-L  is 
the line-to-line voltage measured at  full rated load. The minimum  required 
inductance of the line reactor is 
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Figure 6.26: Wiring  diagram for a solid state converter fed PM brushless 
motor. 

(6.69) 

where f is the power supply frequency (50 or GO Hz) ,  V~I,-L is the  input 
voltage  measured line to line and I ,  is the  input  current  rating of control. 

6.9.2 Servo amplifiers 

Servo amplifiers are used in motion  control  systems  where precise control 
of position and/or velocity is required. The amplifier translates  the low 
energy reference signals from the controller  into high energy  signals (input 
voltage  and armature  current).  The  rotor position  information  can  be  sup- 
plied either by Hall sensors or encoders. Usually, a  servo amplifier has full 
protection  against  overvoltage,  undervoltage,  overcurrent,  short  circuit  and 
overheating. 

PWM brushless  amplifiers  manufactured by Advanced  Motion  Control 
have been designed to drive  brushless d.c. motors at high switching fre- 
quency  (Fig.  6.27). They interface  with  digital  controllers  or  can  be used 
as stand-alonc solid state converters. These models require only a single 
unregulated  d.c. power supply.  Specifications  are given in Table 6.3. 
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Figure 6.27: PWM servo amplifier for a PM d.c  brushless  motor.  Courtesy 
of Advanced  Motion  Control, Camarillo,  CA,  U.S.A. 

Table 6.3: PWM brushless amplifiers manufactured by Advanced  Motion 
Control, Camarillo,  CA, U.S.A. 

Power stage specifications B30A8 B25A20 B40A8 B40A20 
d.c. supply  voltage, V 20 to 30  40 to 190 20 to 80 40 to 190 
Peak  current 
2 S maximum, A f 3 0   f 2 5   f 4 0  *40 
Maximum  continuous 
current, A f 1 5  zt12.5 f 2 0  *20 
Minimum load inductance 
per  motor  phase, mH  200  250  200  250 
Switching  frequency, kHz  22 f15% 
Heatsink temp.  range, 'C  -25' to +65', disables if > 65' 
Power dissipation 
at  continuous current,  W 60 125  80 200 
Overvoltage  shut-down, V 86  195  86  195 
Bandwidth, kHz 2.5 
Mass, kg 0.68 
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Figure 6.28: The MC33035 open-loop,  three-phase,  six  step, full wave 
brushless  motor  controller. 

6.9.3 Microcontrollers 

The  state of the  art for brushless PM motors calls for a single chip con- 
troller that could be used for low-cost applications.  There  are a number 
of commercially available  integrated chips such as LMG21 [a l l ] ,  UC3620 
[218], L6230A, [225], MC33035 [l631 that  can  be used to perform  simplc 
speed  control. 

The MC33035 (Fig. 6.28) is a high performance second generation mono- 
lithic  brushless  d.c.  motor  integrated  controller [l631 containing all of the 
active  functions  required to implement a full featured  open-loop, three or 
four phase  motor  control  system  (Fig.  6.28). This device consists of a 
rotor  position  decoder for proper  commutation  sequencing,  temperature 
compensated reference capable of supplying sensor power, frequency pro- 
grammable  sawtooth oscillator, fully accessible error  amplifier, pulse width 
modulator  comparator,  three  open collector top  drivers,  and  three high cur- 
rent  totem pole bottom drivers ideally suited for driving power MOSFETs. 
Also included are  protective  features consisting of undervoltage  lockout, 
cycle-by-cycle current limiting  with  a  selectable  time delayed latched shut- 
down mode,  internal  thermal  shutdown,  and  a unique  fault output  that can 
be  interfaced  into microprocessor controlled  systems. 
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Figure  6.29: Closed loop brushless  d.c.  motor  control using the MC33035, 
MC33039, and MPM3003. 

Typical  motor  functions  include  open-loop  speed  control, forward or 
reverse direction,  run  enable  and  dynamic  braking. In a closed-loop control 
the MC33035 nus t  be  supported by an additional  chip MC33039 to generate 
the required feedback voltage  without the need of a costly  tachometer. 

The three-phase  application shown in Fig.  6.28 is a full featured open- 
loop motor controller with full wave, six-step  drive. The upper  switch 
transistors  are Darlingtons while the lower devices are power MOSFETs. 
Each of these devices contains an internal  parasitic  catch  diode that is 
used to  return  the  stator  inductive energy back to  the power supply. The 
outputs  are  capable of driving a Y or A connected stator  and a grounded 
neutral Y if split  supplies  are used. At any given rotor  position, only one 
top  and one bottom power switch (of different totem poles) is enabled.  This 
configuration  switches both  terminals of the  stator winding from supply to 
ground which causes the  current flow to  be bidirectional or full  wave. A 
leading  edge spike is usually present on the  current waveform and  can  cause 
a current-limit  instability. The spike  can be  eliminated by adding  an RC 
filter in series with  the  current sense input. 

For closed loop speed control the MC33035 requires an  input voltage 
proportional  to  the motor  speed.  Traditionally  this has been accomplished 
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Figure 6.30: DSP control scheme of brushless  servo  systems. 

by means of a tachometer to generate  the motor  speed feedback voltage. 
Fig. 8.8 shows an application whereby an MC33039 powered from the 6.25 
V reference (pin 8 )  of the MC33035 is  used to generate  the required feedback 
voltage  without the need of a costly  speed  sensor. The same  Hall sensor 
signals used by the MC33035 for rotor  position  decoding are utilized by the 
MC33039. Every  positive  or  negative going transition of the Hall sensor 
signals on any of the sensor lines causes the MC33039 to produce an  output 
pulse of defined amplitude  and  time  duration, as determined by the  external 
resistor R1  and  capacitor C l .  The  output  train of pulses a t  pin 5 of the 
MC33039 are  integrated by the error amplifier of the MC33035 configured 
as an integrator to produce  a  d.c. voltage level which is proportional to 
the motor speed.  This speed  proportional  voltage  establishes the  PWM 
reference level at pin 13 of the MC33035 motor  controller  and closes the 
feedback loop. 

Thc MC33035 outputs drive an MPM3003 TMOS power MOSFET 3- 
phase  bridge  circuit  capable of delivering up  to 25 A of surge  current. 
High currents can  be  expected  during  conditions of start-up,  breaking,  and 
change of direction of the  motor.  The  system shown in Fig.  6.29 is designed 
for a  motor  having 12Oo/24O0 Hall sensor electrical  phasing. 

6.9.4 DSP control 
A digital  signal processor (DSP) provides high speed, high resolution and 
sensorless algorithms at  lower system  costs  [79, 80, 170, 2441. A more 
precise control  often  means  performing more calculations  implemented in 
a DSP. 
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For motor  control, in general, fixed point DSPs  are sufficient because 
they cost less than floating point DSPs  and for most  applications  a  dynamic 
range of 16 bits is enough [79]. When necessary, the  dynamic range in a 
fixed point processor can  simply be increased by performing  floating-point 
calculation in software. 

A DSP controller (Fig. 6.30)  can  be  described as a powerful processor 
that [79]: 

0 reduces the cost of the  system by an efficient control in wide speed 
range  implying a proper rating of solid state devices 

hanced  algorithms 
0 enables  reduction of higher harmonics and  torque ripple using en- 

0 implements sensorless algorithms of control 
0 reduces the  amount of memory required by decreasing the number of 

0 generates  smooth  near-optimal reference profiles and move trajecto- 

0 controls solid state switches of the  inverter  and  generates high reso- 

look-up  tables 

ries in real  time 

lution PWM  outputs 
0 enables single chip  control  system. 

DSPs  can also provide control of multi-variable  and  complex  systems, use 
neural  networks  and fuzzy logic, perform adaptive  control, provide diagnos- 
tic  monitoring, e.g., vibration  with FFT of spectrum  analysis, implement 
notch  filters that eliminate  narrow-band mechanical resonance, and more. 

6.10 Universal  brushless motors 
The universal  motor  has two modes of operation, a c1.c. brushless mode 
and  an a x .  synchronous  mode. It combines the ease of speed  control  of 
the  d.c.  motor  with  the high efficiency and  smooth  torque  production  (with 
minimum torque ripple) of the  a.c.  synchronous  motor. As discussed in 
previous sect,ions, an &.c.  synchronous PM  motor and a d.c.  brushless PM 
motor have, in principle, the  same magnetic  and  electric  circuits. The 
difference between the two types of motors is essentially in the  shape  and 
control of the  input phase  currents. 

The speed-torque  characteristic for these two motors is shown in Fig. 
6.31. The speed-torque  characteristic for the a.c. synchronous  motor is 
constant  and equal to  the synchronous  speed 71, = f/p. The c1.c. brushless 
motor  has a so-called shunt charucteristzc and  its speed is described by the 
equation: 
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Figure 6.31: Speed-torque characteristics of a brushless PM motor in &.c. 
and  d.c.  modes. 
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Figure 6.32: A three-phase  a.c.-d.c. universal brushless PM motor 
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(6.70) 

where the no-load speed no = v / (cEdC@yq)) .  
The universal motor starts-up in d.c.  mode  and  accelerates  until syn- 

chronous  speed is reached, at  which time it switches to synchronous  oper- 
ation.  The motor  remains in synchronous  mode  until the stability  limit is 
reached, at  point A (Fig.  6.31). As the  torque increases  above the  point 
A the motor  switches back to d.c.  mode. The intersection  point A is se- 
lected to obtain a synchronous  torque close to either the stability  limit  or 
the maximum  permissible input  armature  current of the  motor. A torque 
greater  than  the  stability limit  torque will cause the  PM  rotor  to fall out 
of step.  The  armature  current must  be  limited to ensure that  the  stator 
winding  does  not  overheat or that  the  PMs  are not  demagnetized.  Once 
the  motor  has switched to  d.c.  mode  the  speed decreases  with an increase 
in shaft  torque,  thus delivering approximately  constant  output power with 
V = const. 

The basic elements of a universal PM  motor drive (Fig. 6.32)  are: PM 
motor, full bridge  diode  rectifier,  a  3-phase IGBT inverter,  shaft posi- 
tion  sensors, current sensor,  controller and a mode  selector. A simplified 
schematic  representation of the  inverter  circuit is shown in Fig. 8.3. 

Starting of a PM synchronous  motor  without  position  sensors is only 
possible if the  rotor is furnished  with a cage winding. 

The synchronous  mode of operation is obtained using a sinusoidal PWM 
switching topology. A synchronous  regular  sampled PWM with a frequency 
modulation  ratio nsf set as an  odd integer  and a multiple of three is  used 
to ensure  t,he  maximum  reduction in harmonic content, as discussed in 
[32, 1871. 

The sinusoidal PWM switching  consists of the  constant frequency clock, 
a  set of binary  count,ers  and an erasable  programmable  read-only  memory 
(EPROM). A simplified schematic is shown in Fig.  6.33. The clock fre- 
quency  determines  the  synchronous  speed which is  fixed  for  50 Hz. Six bits 
of each byte of data stored in the  EPROM  drive  the six transistors of the 
inverter.  Each of the individual data lines of the  EPROM  thus represents 
a transistor  gate signal. 

The  d.c.  square wave controller is designcd around  the monolithic  brush- 
less d.c. motor  controller  integrated  circuit MC33035 from Motorola [163]. 

The speed  control  function allows for a  stcady rise in speed from start-up 
with  the  added benefit of having current limiting at low speeds.  This en- 
sures that  the motor’s stator windings do  not  overheat or that  the magnets 
get  demagnetized due  to high starting  currents.  The  speed is controlled 
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Figure 6.33: Block diagram showing the link between  sinusoidal PWM and 
d.c. modes 

Table 6.4:  Comparison of rms voltages for different switching  modes (d.c. 
bus voltage V,, = const) 

Switching Amplitude  modulation rms  voltage-to-d.c. 
mode ratio m, bus  voltage ratio 

Square wave 0.8159 

1 .o 0.7071 
Sinusoidal  1.2 0.783 1 

PWM 1.4 0.8234 
1.6 0.8502 
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Figure 6.34: Stator  current waveforms and frequency spectrum  magnitudes: 
(a) sinusoidal PWM, m, = 1.0 and I ,  = 2.66 A,  (b) sinusoidal PWM, 
m, = 1.4 and I ,  = 2.73 A,  (c) d.c. square-wave, I ,  = 2.64 A.  I('1 is the 
rms fundamental  harmonic  armature  current. 
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universal  brushless  motor  drive: (a) speed  against  shaft,  torque, (b) effi- 
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using PWM switching, which is built into  the MC33035  chip. The  PWM 
reduces the average voltage across the windings and is thus  able  to  control 
the  motor's speed from standstill up to full speed. The  current is regulated 
using a single current sensor placed in the  d.c. link,  since the  bus  current 
flows through  the two active  phases  connected in series a t  each instant in 
time. The  bottom drive of each phase is switched to control  the  current 
flow. 

The  d.c. controller is  used  in a three  phase closed loop  control using 
the  rotor position  and  speed feedback. The speed is obtained from the 
speed  control  adapter  integrated circuit MC33039 specifically designed for 
use with  the MC33035 Motorola  chip. 

For a smooth  transition from d.c. to synchronous  mode  it  has been 
found that  the rms current levels at  the point of switching  should  be  similar 
for the two modes of operation.  To  ensure that  this is possible, the rms 
voltage of the two modes  should be equal. The torqueeto-current  ratio is 
approximately  equal for the two operating modes. 

The amplitude  modulation  ratio m, of the  synchronous  mode is in- 
creased to  match  the  d.c. mode's r m s  voltage. This increased  voltage, due 
to overmodulation (m ,  > l) ,  is to ensure that  the synchronous  motor  can 
instantaneously  produce  enough  torque to match  the  d.c. mode's  torque at  
the  time of switching.  Table  6.4 shows the rms voltage ratio for a 120" 
square-wave  and  sinusoidal PWMs with different m, values. The bus volt- 
age v,l, is kept constant. An amplitude  modulation  ratio of m, = 1.4 is 
thus used to ensure a stable  transition from c1.c. to   ax.  mode. 

The effect of increasing m, on the  harmonic  content of the  stator  current 
has to be considered. A significant increase in the  number of harmonics 
would lead to  greater core losses and  thus reduced efficiency. Fig. 6.34 shows 
the  current waveforms for sinusoidal PWM with m, = 1 and m, = 1.4,  and 
d.c.  square wave operation. The harmonic  content of the  current waveform 
for d.c.  square wave operation shows significantly  more  harmonics than  the 
two sinusoidal PWM waves. The sinusoidal PWM mode  with m, = 1.4 is 
thus  expected  to be more efficient than  the  d.c. mode. 

The motor used  in this universal drive is the buried PM motor shown 
in Example 5.3. The  steady  state  characteristics of the complete  drive for 
different modes are shown in Fig.  6.35. The d.c.  mode  has  been  tested 
for constant speed  operation  and for maximum  speed  operation.  The con- 
stant speed  d.c.  mode uses PWM switching to reduce the average armature 
voltage and  thus  maintains  a  constant  speed,  but  with increased  switching 
losses as compared to  the  shunt torque-speed  characteristic  d.c.  mode.  Two 
operating  modes  do  intersect close to  the  synchronous  stability limit (about 
14 Nm)  and that mode switching is possible. 
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l 3  
2 

Figure 6.36: Basic components of a smart  motor: 1 - brushless motor, 2 
- speed  and  position  sensors, 4 - amplifier or power electronics  converter, 
4 - control  circuitry  box. 

6.11 Smart motors 

The integrated  electromechanical  drive also called a smart  motor combines 
the electromechanical,  electrical  and  electronic  components, i.e., motor, 
power electronics,  position,  speed  and current sensors,  controller  and pro- 
tection  circuit  together in one package (Fig. 6.36). 

The  traditional concept of an electrical  drive is to  separate  the mechani- 
cal functions from the electronic  functions which in turn requires a network 
of  cables.  In the  smart  motor or  integrated  drive  the  electronic  control, po- 
sition  sensors  and power electronics  are  mounted inside the  motor  against 
the casing, thus reducing the  number of input wires to  the motor  and form- 
ing a structurely  sound design. The cables  connected to a smart  motor 
are generally the power supply  and a single speed  signal.  In addition,  tra- 
ditional  compatibility  problems  are solved, standing voltage wave between 
the  motor  and converter  (increase in the voltage at  the motor  terminals) 
is reduced and  installation of a smart motor is simple. To obtain  an even 
more compacted  design, sensorless microprocessor control is used.  Careful 
attention  must  be given to  thermal  compatibility of components,  i.e., ex- 
cessive heat  generated by the motor winding or power electronics  module 
can  damage  other  components. 

Table 6.5 shows specifications of smart PM d.c.  brushless  servo  motors 
(3400 Series)  manufactured by Animatics,  Santa  Clara, CA, U.S.A. These 
compact  units consist of high power density PM d.c.  brushless  servo motor, 
encoder, PWM amplifier,  controller  and removable 8 kB memory module 
which holds the application  program for stand alone operation, PC  or PLC 
control. 
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Table 6.5: Smart PM d.c. brushless  motors (3400 Series)  manufactured by 
Animatics, Santa  Clara,  CA, U.S.A. 

Specifications 3410 3420 3430 3440 3450 
Rated continuous power, W 120 180 220 260 270 
Continuous  torque, Nm 
Peak  torque, Nm 
No load speed,  rpm 
Number of poles 
Number of slots 
EMF constant,  V/krpm 
Torque constant,  Nm/A 
Rotor  moment 
of inertia, kgm2 x 
Length, mm 
Width, mrn 

0.32 0.706 1.09 1.48 1.77 
1.27 3.81 4.06 4.41 5.30 
5060 4310 3850 3609 3398 

4 
24 

9.2 10.8  12.1  12.9  13.7 
0.0883 0.103 0.116 0.123 0.131 

4.2 9.2 13.0  18.0 21.0 
88.6  105 122 138 155 

82.6 
Mass, kg 1.1 1.6 2.0 2.5 2.9 

6.12 Applications of d.c. brushless  motors 

6.12.1 Electric vehicles 

Road traffic congestion  and  petroleum  conservation  calls for protection of 
natural  environment. Motor vehicles with  combustion  engines are  the  major 
source of air pollutants.  Int,roduction of electrical vehicles to commercial 
market in the  nearest  future is a  matter of urgcncy. 

Induction  motors,  switched  reluctance  motors  and PM brushless  motors 
are  candidates as propulsion  motors for electrical vehicles. Simulations 
indicate that a 15% longer driving  range is possible for an electric vehicle 
with  PM brushless  nlotor  drive  systems  compared  with  induction types [85]. 
Fig.  1.20 shows a  hybrid  electric  car  with  a PM brushless motor. 

Tables  6.6 and  6.7 show quantitative comparisons of a.c.  motors  and 
converters for electrical  drives [49]. PM brushless  motor  drives show the 
best efficiency, output power to mass, and  compactness. 

Electric  motors for passenger cars  are  rated from 30 to 100 kW. Nickel- 
metal  hydride  (NiMH)  batteries  or fuel cells are used as electrical energy 
storage.  Inductive  charging  systems have more  advantages over conductive 
systems. 
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Table 6.6: Quantitative comparison of induction, switched reluctance and  
P M  brushless motors for electric vehicles 

Induc thn  Switched reluctance PM brushless 
Parameters motors motors motors 

Efficiency, % 93.4 1.8 ‘33.0 2.8 95.2 1 . G  
Value Deviation Value Deviation Value Deviation 

o u t p u t  
power 
to  mass, 
k W /  kE 

0.7 0.5 0.7 0.6 1.2 1.1 

Torque 

Ovcrload 

factor 
Volunie to 

dcm“ /kW 

ripple, 96 7.3 6.3 24.0 14.5 10.0 4.1 

capacity 2.43 0.56 1.86 0.57 2.12 0.54 

output power, 1.8 1.6 2.G 1.8 2.3 1.6 

hlaximum 
speed, rpni 12.700 6300 12.400 8260 9400 4670 

Table 6.7: Quantitative comparison of induction, switched reluctance and  
P M  brushless motor converters for electric vehicles 

Induct ion Switctietl re1uctaiic:c PM brushless 
Parameters motor converters motor converters motor converters 

Value Deviation Value Deviation Value Deviation 
Efficiency, 5% 95.0 2.1 ‘36.1 2.0 95.9 1.9 
o u t p u t  power 
to IIlilSS, 1.8 1.2 1.3 0.2 1.7 
k W / k g  

0.6 
. -  

Volume to  
output power, 1.6 1.2 1 .0 0.0 0.9 0.3 
dcm3 /kW 
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6.12.2 Variable-speed  fans 

Instruments usually require  some  sort of forced air cooling. At the present 
time fans with  brushless d.c.  motors  are available, in addition  to  the  tra- 
ditional line voltage operated a x .  motor  fans. Running  the fan from a low 
voltage d.c. source, usually 12, 24 or 115 V, makes it easy to control  the 
fan  speed  electronically, in response to  the  actual  temperaure inside the in- 
strument. A variable  speed  drive  with temperature sensor  can  suppress the 
noise since  under  most  conditions the fan noise is far less than  that  at full 
speed  condition  (between 25 and 40 dB) which is needed only when operat- 
ing an  instrument  at  its maximum  ambient temperature.  The  rated power 
of fan brushless  motors is  in the range from 0.6 to 180 W and maximum 
speed  can vary from 2000 to 6000 rpm. 

6.12.3 Computer disk  drives 

The need for large  storage  capacity  and  increased data access performance 
of modern disk drive technology over the passed two decades  has  meant 
the continuous  development of small spindle  motors. The spindle  motor is 
one of the most important elements in a computer disk drive,  and in many 
ways determines  the drive  capacity  through  its  operating  speed, resonance 
frequency, starting  torque,  etc. 

In  recent  years the size of disk drives  has gone down from a 5.25 to 1.3 
inch format [136]. The reduction in size is making great  demands  on  the 
performance  capabilities of spindle  motors. 

Disk drive  spindle  motors are brushless  d.c.  motors  with outer  rotor 
designs. The outer  rotor design is used to increase the  inertia  and  thus 
reduce  torque  pulsations  during operation.  The  operation of these  motors 
is identical to inner  rotor  brushless  d.c.  motors, using power electronics  and 
rotor  position feedback. 

There  are basically two motor  configurations:  in-hub and underslung 
design [136, 137, 1381. The m-hub type motor (Fig.  6.37)  has an aluminum 
hub on the  outside surface which holds and  rotates  the disk. The underslu7~g 
type  motor (Fig. 6.38) has the disk stator  mounted  under  the PM rotor. 

Special design features of spindle  motors are  their high starting  torque, 
limited  voltage  and  current  supply, very high degree of physical constraints 
on volume and  shape,  contamination  and  scaling  problems [136]. High 
starting  torque is required, 10 to 20 times  the  running  torque, since the 
read/write head tends to stick to  the disk when not moving. The use of rotor 
position  sensors  or a sensorless controller  ensures that  the motor  operates 
at  maximum  torque. The  starting  current is limited by the  computer power 
supply which severely limits the  starting  torque. 
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Figure 6.37: In-hub  type  motor: 1 - stator,  2 - bearing,  3 - aluminum 
hub, 4 - steel yoke, 5 - PM  (rotor), 6 - shaft, 7 - magnetic  seal, 8 - 
position PM, 9 - flux ring. 

Figure 6.38: Underslung type  motor: 1 - stator,  2 ~ bearing, 3 - alu- 
minum hub, 4 - steel yoke, 5 - PM  (rotor), 6 - shaft,  7 - base, 8 - 
connector. 
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The choice of the number of poles determines  the frequency of torque 
ripple and switching frequency. Although  larger  numbers of poles reduce 
the  torque ripple, it increases  switching and hysteresis losses and compli- 
cates  commutation  tuning  and placement of rotor  position  sensors. Four 
and  eight pole motors  are  the  most conlrnonly used. The pole-slot combi- 
nation is also important in reducing the  torque ripple. Pole-to-slot ratios 
with high smallest  common  multzple N,,,, such as 8-pole/9-slot (N,,,, = 72) 
and  8-pole/l5-slot (NCllL = 120)  produce the smallest cogging torque. 

The  read/write head  and the disk are extremely close together. Any 
snlall  particles getting between the head and disk can  cause a head-crush 
and  damage  to  the head and magnetic  disk. The spindle  has thus  to be 
sealed with  magnetic fluid at  both ends so that  the bearings  and  lubricants 
are  isolated from the rest of the disk drive [13G, 137, 1381. 

6.12.4 Record  players 
Flat  d.c. brushless  motors have been used in record  players.  Fig. 6.39 
shows two-phase brushless  motors  with high starting  torque  and negligible 
fluctuation  and uneveness of torque  [143]. There  are coreless and  slotlcss 
coils on the  stator,  and  PMs on the  rotor  (Fig. G.39a and  b). In addition, 
there is a stationary speed  detector  winding  (Fig. G.39a and h).  The two- 
phase stator windings are  arranged a t  90’ (electrical) one from another. If 
the  input  current waveforms are  shaped as those in Fig. G.39c, the cleveloped 
torque shows a little  torque  fluctuation. 

6.12.5 CD  players and CD ROMs 
Information on a compact disk (CD) is recorded a t  a constant linear veloc- 
ity. Conventional  miniature PM motors  are usually used for: 

0 drawer/tray opening/closing 
0 spindle rotation 
0 pickup  position  (coarse  tracking) unless the  unit uses a linear  motor 

0 disk changing  (changers only). 
or rotary positioner  drive 

Motors  run on a d.c. voltage from a fraction of a volt up to 10 or 12 V (e.g., 
drawer). Most CD players or CD-ROM drives have nlotor  driven loading 
drawers. 

Spindle speed maintains  constant lincar velocity (CLV) of disk rotation 
based on a phase locked loop (PLL) locking to  the clock signal recovered 
from  the disk. A “rough  servo  control”  establishes an initial  relationship 
between the spindle  speed, i.e., 200 to 500 rpm  and  the  diameter of the spi- 
ral being  scanned.  Spindle  drive is most  often  done  with a. PM d . ~ .  motor 
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Figure 6.39: d.c.  brushless  motors for turntables of record players: (a) 
armature coils with  concentrated  parameters,  (b)  armature winding  with 
distributed  parameters,  (c) phase  current waveforms. 1 - armature wind- 
ings, 2 - PMs, 3 - detecting  winding for speed  measurement, 4 - printed 
board, 5 - shaft. 
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Figure 6.40: CD mechanism: 1 - spindle motor, 2 - traverse  stepping 
motor  (pickup  position), 3 - sled, 4 - precision drive  screw, 5 - optical 
laser pickup, 6 - diecast  base. 

connected to  the disk platform  (Fig. 6.40). It may be  a  d.c.  commutator 
motor very similar to  the common  motors in toys  and  other  battery oper- 
ated devices or a  brushless d.c.  motor. In very rare  cases,  a  belt is used to 
couple the motor to  the spindle. 

Pickup motor - the  entire pickup moves on the sled during normal 
play or for rapid access to musical selections  or CD-ROM data.  The motor 
is either  a  conventional  miniature PM d.c.  motor  with  belt or gear  with 
worm,  ball, or rack-and-pinion mechanism,  a stepping motor (Fig. 6.40), 
or  a  direct  drive  linear  motor  or  rotary  positioner  with no gears or belts. 
The mechanism 011 which the optical  laser  pickup is mounted is called the 
sled. The sled provide the means by which the  optical pickup  can  be moved 
across the disk during  normal play or to locate a specific track or piece of 
data.  The sled is supported on guide  rails  and is moved by either a worm 
or ball gear (Fig. 6.40), a rack and pinion gear,  linear motor, or rotary 
positioner  similar to what is in a modern hard disk drive, for increased 
order of performance. 

The optical  pickup is the “stylus” that reads  the  optical information 
encoded on the  disk.  It includes the laser diode,  associated  optics, focus and 
tracking  actuators,  and  photodiode array. The optical  pickup is mounted 
on the sled and  connects  to  the servo and  readback  electronics using flexible 
printed wiring cables (Fig. 6.40). Since focus must  be accurate  to 1 pm a 
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Figure 6.41: Axis position  control schemes for numerically  controlled ma- 
chine tools using PM brushless  motors: (a) open loop control, (b) closed 
loop vector control. 1 - PM brushless motor, 2 - controller, 3 - encoder, 
4 - ballscrew, 5 - table, 6 - part. 

focus servo is used. The focus  actuator is actually a coil of wire in a PM 
field like the voice  coil actuator in a loudspeaker. The focus actuator  can 
move the  objective lens up  and down ~ closer or farther from the disk based 
on focus information  taken from the  photodiode array. 

Fine trackzng centers  the laser beam on the disk track (to within a 
fraction of a pm) and  compensatcs for side-to-side  runout of the disk and 
player movement. This also uses a voice coil positioner and  optical feedback 
from the disk surface. Coarse  tracking moves the  entire pickup  assembly 
as a function of fine tracking  error exceeding a threshold or based  on user 
or  microcontroller  requests (like search  or skip). 

The most  common  causes of CD motor failures are: (i) open  or  shorted 
windings, (ii) partial  short caused by dirt or carbon  buildup on commutator 
( in  d.c.  commutator  motors),  and (iii) dry/worn bearings. 

6.12.6 Factory  automation 

Fig.  6.41 shows the  open  and closed loop control for a numerically  controlled 
machine  tool [70]. The closed loop vector  control scheme provides a very 
high positioning  accuracy. 
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Figure 6.42: Numerically  controlled  machine  tool  with two brushless 1110- 

tors: 1 - &.c. servo motor, 2 - spindle motor, 3 - slide unit, 4 - trans- 
ducer for measuring the  torque  and  thrust  at  the  tool, 5 - prograrnlnable 
controller, 6 - digital servo controller. 

2 

Figure 6.43: Registration  facility: 1 - PM brushless motor, 2 - pro- 
grammable  motion  controller, 3 - registration  signal, 4 - mark  sensor, 5 
- punch  head.  Courtesy of Parker  Hannijin  Corporation, USA. 
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Figure 6.44: Indexing table for assembly: 1 - PM brushless motor, 2 
- rotary  table, 3 - tool turret, 4 - tool.  Courtesy of Parker  Hannifin 
Corporation, USA. 

- 2  

Figure 6.45: SCARA  robot for assembly: 1 - PM brushless motor, 2 - 
arm, 3 - tool.  Courtesy of Parker  Hannifin  Corporation, USA. 
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Figure 6.46: Three-axis  manipulator: 1 - PM brushless  servomotor,  2 - 
lead screw,  3 - arm, 4 - gripper.  Courtesy of Parker  Hannafin  Corpora- 
t ion,  USA. 

A machine  tool  with two &.c.  motors is presented in Fig. 6.42 [70]. Ei- 
ther  induction or PM brushless  motors  can be used. Diagnostic feedback 
information is easily accomplished.  Sensors and  transducers  monitor  torque 
and  thrust  at  the tool. Tool breakage is therefore  automatically  prevented 
by reducing feed rate.  Programmable drives like those in Fig.  6.42  replace 
feedboxes, limit  switches  and  hydraulic  cylinders, and  eliminate changing 
belts, pulleys, or gears to  adjust feed rates  and  depths [70]. This makes the 
system very flexible. 

Figs 6.43 to 6.45 show applications of PM synchronous  motors  to in- 
dustrial processes automation according to Parker  Hannifin  Corporation, 
USA [ZOO]. 

The registration facility (Fig. 6.43) allows a move to be  programmed 
to end  a specified distance  after a  registration pulse appears  at one of 
the  inputs of the  programmable motion  controller [61]. The indexing table 
(Fig.  6.44) uses two PM 8.c.  motors for positioning the  table  and  tool  turret 
[61]. A selective compliance  assembly  robot arm  (SCARA), shown in Fig. 
6.45, has been developed for applications  requiring  repetitive  and physically 
taxing  operations [61]. 

Fig. 6.46 shows a three-axis pick and place application that requires the 
precise movement of a manipulator  arm in three dimensions. The  arm  has 
specific linear paths  it must follow to avoid other pieces of machinery [61]. 
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Figure 6.47: Precise X-Y table: 1 - PM brushless  motor,  2 - lead screw. 

6.12.7 X-Y tables 

Fig. 6.47 shows an example of a precise X - Y  table which must  meet con- 
siderable  control  rigidity] wide speed  control  range, smooth  rotation]  and 
very precise reproducibility [t30]. All these  factors affect directly  the  quality 
of the process. 

6.12.8 Sheep  shearing  handpieces 

The force required to move a handpiece  through wool can  be  reduced by 
limiting the number of teeth  on  the  cutter  and increasing the stroke of the 
cutter [219]. The overall dimensions  and temperature rise require  a  built-in 
drive  and motor efficiency of at  least 96% [219]. A feasibility study  has 
indicated that a 2-pole PM brushless d.c. motor  can  meet  these  require- 
ments [219]. The most promising  appeared to be a slotless  geared  drive 
with  an  amorphous  stator core  and unskewed winding. To minimize the 
motor losses the controller  supplies  sinusoidal  voltages to match  the back 
EMF waveforms and a position sensor has a phase locked loop to allow the 
phase of the  supply  to  be electronically adjusted. 

The  stator winding losses can  be reduced by applying a high magnetic 
flux density in the  air  gap (NdFeB PMs) and axial straight  conductors 
rather  than skewed conductors. The core losses can  be minimized by  re- 
ducing the flux change frequency leading to  the choice of a two-pole rotor. 
Further  reduction  can  be achieved by using an amorphous  magnetic alloy 
instead of silicon steel  or by eliminating  the  stator  teeth  and using a slotless 
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Figure  6.48:  Cross  section of the magnetic  circuit of a Ph4 d.c. brushless 
motor  with  laminated  rotor and axial  channels for aerospace: (a) outline, 
(b) magnetic flux distribution. 

core. The  stray losses in the  armature winding  can  be  reduced by stranding 
the  conductors.  The eddy current losses in the  frame  can  be reduced by 
ensuring  the  armature  stack is not too  thin, so that  the  external magnetic 
field  is  low. 

The measured data of an experirnental thee-phase, two-pole, 13,300 
rpm, 150-W brushless d.c. nlotor  with NdFeB PMs and slotless  amorphous 
stator core (Metglas  260532) for sheep  shearing  are: full load phase  current 
I ,  = 0.347 A,  total losses 6.25 W, phase  winding  resistance R1 = 7 R 
at  2loC, mean  magnetic flux density i n  the  stator core 1.57 T, full load 
efficiency 7 = 0.96 [219]. 

6.12.9 High-speed  aerospace  drives 
Aerospace electromechanical  drive  systems  require high reliability, low Eh41 
and RFI interference level, high efficiency, precise speed cont,rol, high start- 
ing torque, fast acceleration, high starting  torque, ant1 linear  torque-speed 
characteristic.  In  addition,  constructional design features of aircraft  drives 
demand  special  optimized design and packaging, coolant  passing  through 
the motor  and  compatibility  of  materials  with  the  coolant. 

The magnetic  circuit of a d.c. PM brushless  motor used i n  aircraft, tcch- 
nology is shown in Fig. 8.23 [182].  To keep high magnetic flux density in  
the  teeth, cobalt  steel  laminations  with saturation  magnetic flux density 
about 2.4 T are frequently  used. There  are  symmetrical  axial channels in  
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the  rotor  stack.  The number of channels is equal to  the number  of  rotor 
poles. The laminated  rotor  with  axial  channels  has several advantages,  such 
as improved power-mass ratio, improved heat  transfer  and cooling system, 
lower moment of interia  (higher mechanical time  constant)  and lower losses 
in the  rotor core. 

In high speed  motors  the core losses form a large portion of the  total 
losses. These losses can  be minimized by designing  laminated cores with 
uniform distribution of magnetic flux. Fig. 6.48 shows the  magnetic flux 
distribution in the cross section area of the  magnetic  circuit [182]. The 
magnetic flux in the  rotor is uniformly distributed  due  to  the axial  channels. 
To avoid saturation of stator  teeth, wider teeth  are required [182]. For a 
motor rated  at 200 W efficiency of 90% is achievable,  i.e., 9% higher than 
that of a motor  with solid rotor  core [182]. 

The PMs in the form of rectangular blocks or  segments are secured on 
the  laminated  hub  and  are also  canned using a nonferromagnetic  steel  shell. 
The thickness of the shell is designed to be sufficient to  protect PMs against 
centrifugal forces and provide a required  air gap (mechanical  clearance). 

Most brushless  d.c.  motors in aircraft  electromechanical  drive  systems 
use encoders or Hall sensors, but significant developments are coming up 
in favor of search coil techniques [182]. Sensorless control methods increase 
electronics  complexity but improve reliability and allows the  motor  to op- 
erate at elevated temperature. 

Aerospace brushless  d.c.  motors are easily integrated  with  their  drive 
electronics in compact packages (smart  motors).  This reduces the  number 
of sub-assemblies,  production  cost,  space  and  mass. The motor is fully 
controllable and  protected  against  faults. Life is linlited by bearings only. 

One of the main  problems in designing  electric  motors  for  aerospace and 
defense is that  the space envelope is often small  and the  motor must, have 
a small diameter-to-length ratio. For exalnple, an aerospace brusllless d.c. 
motor used as a servo  drive in an  aircraft cargo  handling  system rated  at 
200 W, 20,000  rpm, 90% efficiency, measures 55 mm  in its  diameter  and 
90 mm overall length [182]. 

6.12.10 Space mission tools 

The power provided by space shuttles is very limited so that  battery- 
powered hand  tools  require very high-efficiency compact  motors.  Electric 
screwdrivers  and  wrenches  with  d.c. PM brushless  motors are  the best op- 
tion. The high-technology tools  with PM brushless  motor were used,  e.g., 
in servicing mission in 1993 to conduct  planned  maintenance  on the  Hubble 
Space Telescope (deployed approximately 600 km above the  Earth in 1990). 
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Numerical  example 6.1 
Find the  armature  current,  torque,  electromagnetic power and winding 
losses of the R65 PM d.c.  brushless  servo  motor  (Table  6.2) at  n = 2000 
rpm  and  input voltage 240 V  (line-to-line). 
Solution 
The line to line EMF is 

E f L - L  = 0.117 X 2000 = 234.6 V 

because the EMF constant k e d c  = 0.117 V/rpm is  for line-to-line  voltage. 

voltage, the  armature  current  at 2000 rpm 
Assuming that  the  d.c. bus  voltage is approximately  equal to  the  input 

240 - 234.6 I ,  M 
1.81 

= 2.98  A 

because the line-to-line resistance of the hot  motor is 1.81 R. 
The shaft  torque at  2000 rpm 

T = 1.12 x 2.98 = 3.34 Nm 

because the  torque  constant is kT = 1.12 Nm/A. 

same  time) 
The electromagnetic power (only two phases  conduct  current at  the 

PelnL = E f L - L I a  = 234.6 X 2.98 M 700 W 

The winding losses for 1.81 R line-to-line resistance 

AI', = 1.81 X 2.982 = 1 G  W 

Numerical  example 6.2 
A three phase,  Y-connected, 2p = 8 pole,  surface  configuration PM brush- 
less motor  has  the  stator  internal  diameter Dlatl  = 0.132 m .  effective length 
of the  stator  stack Li = 0.153 m and  the PM pole shoe  width b,, = 0.0435 m. 
The number of turns per  phase N1 = 192, the winding  factor is Ic,l = 0.926 
and  the peak value of the  air gap magnetic flux density BlrLg = 0.923 T. 
Neglecting the  armature  reaction, find approximate values of the  EMF, 
electromagnetic  torque  developed by the  motor  and  electromagnetic power 
at  = 600 rpm  and rms current I ,  = 14 A for: 
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(a) sinewave operation (@ = 0') 
(h) 120' square wave operation 

Solution 

(a) sinewave operation at \I, = 0" 

Pole pitch 

T x 0.132 
7 =  = 0.0518  m 

8 

Pole shoc-to-pole pitch ratio 

Form factor of the  excitation field according to eqn (5.23) 

Excitation flux according to eqn (5.6) 

@f = @ f 1  = -0.0518 X 0.153 X 1.233 X 0.923 = 0.00574 Wb 
2 
T 

where BlrLY1 = kjB,, , , .  EMF  constants according to eqn (6.13) 

C E  = ~ p J Z N l k , , 1  = T X 4 J z  192 X 0.926 = 3159.6 

k E  = c E @ f  = 3159.6 x 0.00574 = 18.136 Vs = 0.3023  Vmin 

EMF per pllase according to eqn  (6.13) 

E f  = k E n  = 0.3023 x 600 = 181.36 V 

Torque constants according to eqn (6.14) 

C E  3159.6 
CT = ml- = 3- = 1508.6 

2T 2T 

k~ = C T @ ~  = 1508.6 x 0.00574 = 8.66 Nm/A 

Electromagnetic  torque developed at  14 A according to eqn (6.16) 
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T d  = k ~ l ,  = 8.66 X 14 = 121.2 Nm 

Electromagnetic power 

P,[,, = mlEfI ,  cos 9 = 3 x 181.36 x 14 x 1 = 7617 W 

(b) 120' square-wave operation 

Flat-topped value of the phase  current  according to eqn  (6.25) 

Excitation flux according to eqn  (6.18) 

@:Sq) = 0.0435 X 0.153 X 0.923 = 0.006143 W11 

The  ratio of the square-wave flux to sinewave flux 

@(S': )  

f- - 0.006143 
@f 0.00574 

= 1.07 

Note that it has been assumed az = 2/7r = 0.6366 for sinewave mode  and 
 CY^ = b,/r = 0.84 for square wave mode. For the  same ai the flux ratio is 
equal to  I /kf.  

EMF  constants according to eqn  (6.19) 

C E ~ ~  = 8pNlk,l = 8 X 4 X 192 X 0.926 = 5689.3 

kElic = 5689.3 x 0.006143 = 34.95 Vs = 0.582 Vnlin 

EMF (two  phases in series) according to eqn  (6.19) 

E f L - L  = 0.582 X 600 = 349.5 V 

Torque constant according to eqn  (6.20) 

Electromagnetic  torque a t  1:") = 17.15 A according to eqn  (6.20) 

Td = k T d c I p q )  = 5.562 x 17.15 = 95.4 NIn 

Electromagnetic power 

Pelr,, = E f L - L I P q )  = 349.5 X 17.15 = 5994 W 
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Numerical  example 6.3 

Simulate  the  armature  current waveform and developed torque  of a d.c. 
brushless  motor fed from an IGBT VS1 shown in Fig. 6 .25~~.   The  motor 
armature winding is Y-connected, the inverter is switched for  120" square 
wave and  the  d.c. bus  voltage is Vdc = 380 V. The motor is assumcd to  be 
operating  at a constant speed of 1500 rpm  and is a four pole motor  (50 Hz 
fundamental  input  frequency).  The induced EMF  at 1500 rpm Ef = 165 
V,  the  armature winding  resistance R1 = 4.95 R ,  the  armature winding self 
inductance  per  phase is L1 = 0.0007 H and  the  armature winding mutual 
inductance  per  phase is M = 0.0002 H. 

Show the  armature  current waveform  for one  phase and  the developed 
torque using a state space  time  stepping  simulation  method. 

Solution 

Assume switches  4 and  5  (Fig.  6.25a) of the inverter are closed at  the  start 
of the  simulation. Switch 5 is then opened  and at  the same  time  switch 
1 is closed. The  current in phase C cannot decay to zero instantaneously 
due  to  the winding  inductance.  This decaying current  continues to flow in 
phase C through phase  winding B, switch 4 and  the  diode  6.  The  current 
in phase A begins to flow after  switch 1 is closed. This increasing current 
flows through switch 1, into windings of phase A and B, and  out of switch 
4. There  are  thus two components of current flowing  in phase  winding B. 
The voltage  equations for each phase  are: 

The voltage drop between  phase  A  and B, after  switch 1 is closed, is: 

or can  be  written in terms of the phase  voltages as: 
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where AV,  is the voltage drop across each closed IGBT switch and L' = 
L1 - A4. The voltage drop between phase B and C, after  switch  5 is opened 
and while iac is flowing, is: 

v l ~ c  = V I B  - vlc = Avd 4- AV, 

or  can  be  written in terms of the phase  voltages as: 

where AI/, is the voltage drop across a diode. Using the above  equations 
the change in current in  each phase, while phase C has a current flow, is: 

since ian + i , ~  + iaC = 0 and di ,A/dt  + d i ,B /d t  + d i , c / d t  = 0.  

currents  are: 
After  current in phase C has decayed to zero the derivatives of the phase 

The initial current flowing through  phase B and C is assumed to be  a  steady 
state  current.  The  simulation  steps over 180' visualized in Fig. 6.49a show 
the  current waveform for phase A where at  time 0.001667 S switch 1 is 
closed and switch  5 is opened, at  time  0.005 S switch  6 is closed and  switch 
4 is opened,  and at  time 0.008333 S switch 3 is closed and switch 1 is opened 
(refer to Fig.  6.25 for switch numbers). From Fig. 6.4% it is clear that  the 
current  decays much quicker than it increases. This  results in a  dip in the 
A phase current i a A  as the  current is switched from phase B to phase C, a t  
time 0.005 S. 

The instantaneous developed torque is calculated from eqn  (6.60).  Fig. 
6.49b shows that  the changes in phase current  are  translated  into pulsations 
in the  torque.  This example neglects the effects on  torque  due  to a variation 
in the induced EMF, which in most brushless  motors  increases the length 
of these  pulsation  torques as well as the  torque  pulsations  due  to  stator 
slots. 
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Figure 6.49: Simulation  results: (a) instantaneous  current i~ versus time, 
(b) instantaneous developed torque T d  versus  time. 
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Numerical example 6.4 

The following measurements  have  been  taken on a 1500-rpnl,  four-pole, 120' 
square-wave,  three-phase  brushless  d.c. PM motor: Pzrl = 1883 W, I ,  = 
3.18 A,  V1 = 220 V (Y-conncction), Blllg = 0.6848 T. The dimensions of 
the  magnetic circuit are: D l z l L  = 0.0825 m ,  Dlollt = 0.1360 m ,  Li = 0.1008 
m, 11, = 0.0908 m, h 1 1  = 9.5 mm, h 1 2  = 0.4 mm, h13 = 0.2 m n ,  h l , i  = 0.7 
mm, bll  = 4.8 mm, b12 = 3.0 mm, 014 = 2.2 mm, b, = 56.7 111111. The  stator 
laminated core is made of cold rolled electrotechnical st,eel sheets  with  the 
specific core losses A p 1 l 5 o  = 2.4 W/kg and stacking coefficient I;, = 0.96. 
The copper wire stator winding is distributed i n  z1 = 36 slots and  has  the 
following parameters:  number of turns  per  phase N I  = 240, number of 
parallel  wires a = 2 and wire diameter d, = 0.5 m m  without  insulation. 

Find  the losses and motor efficiency. 

Solution 

The average  lcngth of the  armature  turn according to ccln (B.2) is 

l luv  = 2(0.1008 + 0.0908) = 0.3832 111 

The cross section of the  armature  conductor 

X 0.52 
S, = ~ = 0.1963 mm 

4 

240 x 0.3832 
R -  ' - = 2 x 47 x 106 x 0.1963 x 10"j 

= 4.984 R 

The  flat-topped value of the  current in the  armature  phase winding  accord- 
ing to eqn  (6.25) is 

I p q )  = 3.18 - = 3.895 A E 
The  armature winding losses according to eqn  (6.27) are 
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AP, = 3 X 4.984 X 3.1B2 = 151.2 W 

The  stator slot  pitch 

The width of the  stator  tooth 

~ ( 8 2 . 5  + 2 X 0.7 + 3.0) 
36 

- - - 3.0 = 4.58 mm 

The magnetic  flux  density in the  stator  teeth 

BrrLgtl - 0.6848 X 7.2 
CltlC, 4.58 X 0.96 

Blt = - - = 1.12 T 

The height of the  stator  tooth 

= 0.5 X 4.8 + 9.5 + 0.4 + 0.5 X 3.0 + 0.7 = 14.5 111111 

The height of the  stator yoke 

hl, = o.5(01,,,t - DlLrL) - I ~ l t  = 0.5(136.0 - 82.5) - 14.5 = 12.25 n m  

The pole pitch 

TD~,,, - T X 82.5 j-=- - 
2P 

~ = 64.8 mm 
4 

The  ratio of the pole shoe arc-to-pole pitch 

The  stator magnetic flux according to eqn  (6.18) 

@ h )  - - c ~ ~ ~ ~ ) T L ~ B ~ ~ ~ ~  = 0.875 x 0.0648 X 0.1008 X 0.6848 = 39.14 x Wb 
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The magnetic flux density in  the  stator yoke with leakage flux being ne- 
glected 

@ ( . V )  
f -  - 39.14 x B1, = 2hl,L,kl 2 X 0.01225 X 0.1008 X 0.96 

= 1.65 T 

The mass of the  stator  teeth 

= 7700 X 0.00458 X 0.0145 X 0.1008 X 0.96 X 36 = 1.781 kg 

The mass of the  stator yoke 

= 7700~(0.136 - 0.01225) X 0.01225 X 0.1008 X 0.96 = 3.548 kg 

The  stator core losses due  to  fundamental harmonic  according to eqn (B.14) 
are 

4 / 3  

(APF~: ] ,~=~  = 2.4 ( z )  ( 1 . 7 ~ 1 . 1 2 ~ ~ 1 . 7 8 1 + 2 . 4 ~ 1 . 6 5 ~ ~ 3 . 5 4 8 )  = 64.75 W 

It  has been assumed IC,,,it = 1.7  and ka,ly = 2.4. The higher  harmonic  stator 
core losses can  approximately be evaluated on the  assumption  t,hat  the rms 
value of the  fundamental harmonic  voltage V1,l = V1 = 220 V and higher 
harlnonics rms  voltages  are V1,S % 22015 = 44 V,  V1,7 z 22017 = 31.42 
V ,  V,,,, % 220111 = 20 V and V1,13 NN 220113 = 16.92 V. Only  harmonics 
n = 5.7,11  and 13 will be  included. Through  the use of eqn  (B.23) 

220 44  31.42  20 
220  220  220  220 

APFe = 64.75 X (-1-O.7 + -5-0.7 + -.."7-0.7 + -11-0.7 

+16.9213-0.7) = 64.75 x 1.1311 = 73.24 W 
220 

The rotational losses are  calculated on the basis of eqn  (B.21), i.e., 

APT,, = "(0.0825 + 0 . 1 5 ) " d m  (W) = 0.0269 kW 27 W 1 1500 2.5  

30 
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The additional losses are  assumed to be 3% of the  output power. Thus,  the 
output power is 

= -(l883 - 151.2 - 73.24 - 27) sz 1584 W 
1 

1.03 

The efficiency 

1584 v=- 
1883 

= 0.841  or  84.1% 

Numerical  example 6.5 

Find  the minimum, average and I-rns torque  and values of the relative 
torque  ripple t ,  according to eqns (6.33) to  (6.36) of the  instantaneous 
torque  expressed by the following functions: 

(a)  sum of constant value To and sinusoidal waveform T,,, cos cy, i.e., 

T ( N )  = To + T,.,,, cos cy 

where T,,,, is the maximum value of the  torque ripple. The period of the 
torque  pulsation is TI, = 10 clectrical degrees. 

(b) function  created by tips of sinusoids shifted by the electrical  angle 
2 n / P  one from each other,  i.e., 

T ( 0 )  = T,,, COS CY for - - 
7r 7r 

P 

T ( c Y )  = T,, COS(O - -) 
7r 7r 7r 

P 
for - < CY 5 3- 

P -  P 

T ( N )  = T77Lcos(a - 3”) for 3- < a I 5 -  
P P -  P 
7r 7r 7r 

.................................................. 

where T,,, is the maxinlum value of the  torque  and P is the  number of pulses 
per one full period TI, = 360 electr. degrees (integer). Such  a  function is 
sometimes called a “rectifier  function”. After resolving into  Fourier series 
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2 
T(a) = -T,,,Psin 

7r (uP)2 - 1 
cos(uPa) 1 

Solution 

(a) Instantaneous  torque is expresscd as T( (Y)  = + T,.,,, cos N 

For T,, = 10' = x/18 the  trigonometric function which expresses the  torque 
ripple is cos[ (27r /~ , )~ : ]  = cos(36a). 

The maximum  torque is  for Q: = 0, i.e., T,,,,,, = To +T,.,,, . The minimum 
torque is for Q: = 5O = 7r/72, i.e., T,,,,, = - T,.,,. 

The average value of the  instantaneous  torque  according to eqn  (6.37) 

~ 1 7 2  
Tau = : 1 [To + T,.,,, ~ 0 ~ ( 3 6 ~ ) ] d a  

-11172 

1 2 
Tocv + TT,,,- sin(36a) 

7r 36 = + -T7'71L rr 

The rnls value of the  torque ripple  according to eqn  (6.38) 

For example, for To = 100 Nnl  and T,,,, = 10 Nm,  the  torque ripple  accord- 
ing to eqn  (6.33) 

the  torque ripple  according to eqn  (6.34) 

T,,,, 10 
- = 0.094 or 9.4% t -  - 

- To + (2/n)TT,,, 100 + ( 2 / ~ ) 1 0  

the  torque ripple  according to eqn  (6.36) 
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TrTl, 10 
JZ(T0 + (2/7r)TVTl1) Jz(lO0 + ( 2 / ~ ) l O )  

- = 0.665 or 6.65% t ,  = - 

(b) Torque  variation is described by tips of sinusoids shifted by the electrical 
angle 27r/P 

The maxirnunl torque is for LY = 0, i.e., T,,,,, = T,,,. The  mininnm torque 
is  for LY = r/P, i.e., 

T7,1t71 = cos - 
7r 

P 

The average torque  according to eqn  (6.37) 

The rms  torque according to eqn (6.38) in which T(LY) = TT, cos LY 

The torque  ripple  according to eqn  (6.33) 

TT,, - TnL COS(T/P) 1 - COS(T/P) t ,  = - - 
TT,, + TT,, cos(7r/P) 1 + cos(7r/P) 

The torque  ripple  according to eqn  (6.34) 

t -  TT,, - TT,, COS(T/P) 1 - COS(T/P) - - ' - T,(P/n) sin(7rlP) (P/7r) sin(.rr/P) 

The torque  ripple  according to eqn  (6.35) 
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For example, for P = 6, the minimum  torque T7,L2TL = 0.866T7,, the average 
torque T,, = 0.9549T7,,, the rms torque TT,,,, = 0.9558T7,, the  torque ripple 
according to eqn  (6.33) is 0.0718 or 7.18%, the  torque ripple  according to 
eqn  (6.34) is 0.14 or 14%! and  the  torque ripple  according to eqn  (6.35) is 
also  approximately  14%. 

Thus, when comparing the  torque ripple of different  electrical  motors, 
the  same definition of torque  ripple  must  be  used. 
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Axial Flux Motors 

The axial flux PM motor is an  attractive  alternative to  the cylindrical  ra- 
dial flux motor due  to  its pancake shape,  compact  construction  and high 
power density.  These  motors are  particularly  suitable for electrical ve- 
hicles, pumps, valve control,  centrifuges,  fans, machine tools,  robots  and 
industrial  equipment.  They have become widely used for low-torque  servo 
and speed  control  applications [143]. Axial flux PM  motors also called disk- 
type motors can  be designed as double-sided or single-sided machines, with 
or without  armature  slots,  with  internal or external  PM  rotors  and  with 
surface  mounted or interior type  PMs. Low power axial flux PM machines 
are usually machines  with  slotless windings and surface PMs. 

As the  output power of the axial flux motor  increases, the  contact sur- 
face between the  rotor  and  shaft becomes smaller.  Careful attention must 
be given to  the design of the  rotor-shaft mechanical joint as this is the 
principal  cause of failures of disk type motors. 

In  some  cases,  rotors  are  embedded in power-transmission  components 
to optimize  the volume,  mass, power transfer  and assembly time. For elec- 
tric vehicles with  built-in wheel motors  the payoff  is a  simpler  electrome- 
chanical  drive system, higher efficiency and lower cost.  Dual-function rotors 
may also appear in pumps,  elevators  and  other  types of machinery,  bringing 
new  levels of performance to these  products. 

Most applications use the axial flux motor as a d.c. brushless  motor. 
Encoders, resolvers or other  rotor  position  sensors  are  thus  a  vital  part of 
brushless disk motors. 

In  the design and  analysis of axial flux motors  the topology is compli- 
cated by the presence of two air  gaps, high axial attractive forces, changing 
dimensions  with  radius  and the fact that torque is produced over a contin- 
uum of radii, not just  at a constant  radius as in cylindrical  motors. 

311 
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Table 7.1: Specifications of PM disk brushless  servo  motors  manufactured 
by E. Bautz GmbH, Weiterstadt,  Germany 

Quantity S632D  S634D S712F  S714F  S802F  S804F 

Rated power, W 680  940  910  1260  1850  2670 
Rated  torque, Nm 
Maximum 
torque, Nm 
Standstill 
torque, Nm 
Rated  current, A 
Maximum current, A 
Standstill  current, A 
Rated  speed,  rpm 
Maximum 
speed,  rpm 
Armature  constant, 
V/lOOO rpm 
Torque constant, 
Nm/A 
Resistance, R 
Inductance, mH 
Moment of inertia, 
kgm2 x 
Mass, kg 
Diameter 
of frame, m m  
Length 
of frame, mm 
Power 
density, W/kg 
Torque 

1.3 

7 

1.7 
4.0 
21 
5.3 

5000 

6000 

23 

0.35 
2.5 
3.2 

0.08 
4.5 

150 

82 

151.1 

1.8 

9 

2.3 
4.9 
25 
6.3 

5000 

GOOO 

25 

0.39 
1.8 
2.8 

0.12 
5.0 

150 

82 

188.0 

2.9 

14 

3.5 
4.9 
24 
5.9 

3000 

GO00 

42 

0.64 
2.4 
5.4 

0.21 
6.2 

174 

89 

146.8 

4.0 

18 

4.7 
6.6 
30 
7.8 

3000 

6000 

42 

0.64 
1.5 
4.2 

0.3 
6.6 

174 

89 

190.9 

5.9 

28 

7.0 
9.9 
47 

11.7 
3000 

GOOO 

42 

0.64 
0.76 
3.0 

0.6 
9.7 

210 

103 

190.7 

8.5 

40 

10.0 
11.9 
56 

14.0 
3000 

GOOO 

50 

0.77 
0.62 
3.0 

1.0 
10.5 

210 

103 

254.3 

density,  Nm/kg  0.289  0.36 ~ ~ ~ 
0.468  0.606  0.608 0.809 
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Table 7.2: Specifications of PM disk brushless  motors for rnedium duty 
electrical vehicles according to Prernag, Cohoes,  NY, U.S.A. 

Quantity HV2002 HV3202 HV4020 HV5020 

Continuous  output power, kW 20  32 40  50 
Short  duration 
Output power, kW 30  48 60 75 
Input voltage, V 200 182 350  350 
Torque, Nm 93.8 150.0 191.0 238.7 
“Base”  speed, rpm 2037  2037  2000  2000 
Maximum speed,  rpm 6725 6725 6600 6600 
Efficiency 0.902 0.868 0.906 0.901 
Diameter of frame, mm 238.0  286.0 329.2 284.2 
Length of frame,  m 71.4 85.6 68.1 70.1 
Mass, kg 9 12 14 14 
Power density, kW/kg 2.22 2.67 2.86 3.57 
Torque  density, Nm/kg 10.42 12.5 13.64 17.05 

The tangential force acting  on  the disk can  be  calculated  on  the Imsis 
of Ampere’s equation 

d P z  = Iu(& X Eg) = A ( r ) ( d 3  X gg) 
where I,& = A(r )&,   A ( r )  = A,,,(r)/& according to  eqn  (5.13) for DltlL = 
2r, &- is the  radius  element, d 3  is the surface  element  and eq is the vector of 
the normal  component  (perpendicular to  the disk surface) of the  magnetic 
flux density in the  air  gap at  given radius r .  

Assuming the  magnetic flux density in the air gap Bnlg is independent 
of the  radius T ,  the  electromagnetic  torque  on  the basis of eqn  (7.1) is 

dTd = rdF, = ~[k,lA(r)B,,,dS] = 2.rrc*.ilc,,lA(r)B,,,,r2rlr (7.2) 

where Buvg = CY~B,,~,  according to eqn  (5.3)  and dS = 27rrdr. The line 
current  density A(r )  is the electric  loading  per one stator face in the case of 
a  typical stator winding  with distributed  parameters  (double sided stator 
and  internal  rotor) or electric  loading of the whole stator i n  the case of an 
internal  drum  type or coreless stator. 
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A three-dimensional FEM analysis is required to calculate the magnetic 
field, winding  inductances,  induced EMF  and  torque.  The model can be 
simplified to a two-dimensional model by introducing  a  cylindrical  cutting 
plane at  the mean  radius of the  magnets [97]. This axial  section is unfolded 
into a two-dimensional surface on which the  FEM analysis  can  be  done, as 
discussed for cylindrical PM motors in Chapters 3 and 5. 

The perfornmnce  characteristics  can  also  be  calculated  analytically, us- 
ing simplifications  and  adjusting the equations  derived for cylindrical n10- 
tors to disk type motors. 

Table 7.1 shows specifications of axial flux PM brushless  servo  motors 
rated  up  to 2.7 kW,  manufactured by E. Bautz GmbH, Weiterstadt, Ger- 
many. 

Table 7.2 sllows specifications of axial flux PM brushless  motors rated 
from 20 to 50 kW for medium capacity (1300 to 4500 kg)  electrical vehicles. 
Their pancake shapes make them ideal for direct wheel attachment. 

7.1 Double-sided  motor with  internal 
PM disk rotor 

I n  the double-sided motor with internal PM disk  rotor, the  armature wind- 
ing is located on two stator cores. The disk with Phk rotates between two 
stators. 

An eight-pole  configuration is shown i n  Fig. 7.1. PMs  arc embedded  or 
glued in a  nonferromagnetic  rotor  skeleton. The nonferromagnetic  air gap 
is large,  i.e., the  total  air  gap is equal to two mechanical  clearances  plus the 
thickness of a PM with  its relative  magnetic  permeability close to unity. 
A double-sided motor  with  parallel  connected stators  can  operate even if 
one stator winding is broken. On  the  other  hand, a  series  connection  can 
provide  equal but opposing  axial attractive forces. 

A practical  three-phase, 200 Hz, 3000 rpm, double-sided  axial flux PM 
brushless  motor  with  built-in  brake is shown in Fig. 7.2 [153]. The threc- 
phase winding is Y-connected, two stator windings in series. This motor 
is used as a flange-mounted servo motor. The  ratio X,d/X,, zz 1.0 so 
the motor  can  be  analyzed as a  cylindrical  non-salient  rotor  synchronous 
machine [130, 151, 1531. 

7.1.1 Stator core 

Normally, the  stator cores are wound from electrotechnicnl  steel strips  and 
the  slots  are machined by shaping or planing. An alternative  method is first 
to punch the  slots  with variable  distances  between  them  and  then to wind 
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4 ROTOR STATOR 
4 

Figure 7.1: Configuration of axial flux double-sided PM brushless  motor 
with  internal disk rotor: 1 - rotor,  2 - PM, 3 - stator core, 4 - stator 
winding. 

7 1 2  1 

10 

4 5 6 8 9 

Figure 7.2: Double-sided axial flux PM brushless  motor  with  built-in  brake: 
1 - stator winding,  2 - stator core, 3 - disk rotor  with  PMs, 4 - shaft, 
5 - left frame, G - right  frame, 7 - flange, 8 - brake  shield, 9 - brake 
flange, 10 - electromagnetic  brake, 11 - encoder  or resolver. Courtesy of 
Slovak  Universaty of Technology S T U ,  Bratislava and Electrical  Research 
and  Testing  Institute, Novk Dubnica, Slovakia. 
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Figure 7.3: Stator core segment formed from lamination  strip: l - lamina- 
tion strip, 2 - groove, 3 - folding, 4 - compressed segment, 5 - finished 
segment. 

the steel strip  into  the form of the  slotted  toroidal core ( R  &' D hst i tute  
of Electrical Muchznes VirES in Brno, Republic of Czech).  In addition, 
this  manufacturing process allows for makillg skewed slots to minimize the 
cogging torque  and effect of slot  harmonics.  Each stator core has skewed 
slots in opposite  directions. It is recommended to make a wave stator 
winding to  obtain  shorter  end connections  and more space for the  shaft. 
An odd  number of slots,  e.g., 25 instead of  24 can  also  reduce the cogging 
torque ( Vi?ES Brno). 

Another  technique is to form the  stator core segments  [247].  Each seg- 
ment  corresponds to one  slot  pitch (Fig.  7.3).  The  lamination  strip of 
constant  width is folded at  distances  proportional to  the radius.  To  make 
folding easy, the  strip has  transverse grooves on opposite  sides of the  alter- 
native  steps.  The zigzag laminated  segment is finally compressed and fixed 
using a tape or thermosetting, as shown in Fig. 7.3 [247]. 

7.1.2 Main dimensions 
The main  dimensions of a double-sided PM brushless  motor  with  internal 
disk rotor  can  be  determined using the following assumptions: (a)  the elec- 
tric  and  magnetic loaclings arc calculated on an average  diameter of the 
stator core; (b)  the number of turns per  phase  per  one stator is NI;  (c)  the 
phase armature  current in one stator winding is I (L;  (cl) the back EMF per 
phase  per  one stator winding is E f .  
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The line current  density  per one stator is expressed by eqn (5.13) in 
which the inner stator  diameter should be replaced by an average diameter 

Dau = 0.5(Dezt + Din) (7.3) 

where Dext  is the  outer  diameter  and Din is the inner  diameter of the stator 
core. The pole pitch  and  the effective length of the  stator core in a  radial 
direction  are: 

The  EMF induced in the  stator winding by the  rotor  excitation  system, ac- 
cording to eqn (5 .5) ,  for the disk rotor  synchronous  motor  has the following 
form: 

E f  = 7r&n3pN1k,,1@f = T&nsN1kwlD,vLiB,,,g (7.5) 

where the  magnetic flux can  approximately  be expressed as 

The electromagnetic power in two stators 

s e l m  = m l ( 2 E j ) l a  = m l ~ f ( 2 1 a )  = ~ ~ k t u l ~ ~ ~ ~ i n . s ~ , , , ( , ~ , , ,  (7.7) 

For series connection the  EMF is equal to 2 E f  and for parallel  connection 
the  current is equal to 21,. For a multidisk  motor the number "2" should 
be replaced by the  number of stators. 

It is convenient to use the  ratio of inner-to-outer  stator  diameter 

the volume of one stator is proportional  to D&,Li = kDD%,, . In connection 
with  eqns (5.67) and (5.68) the  stator  outer  diameter is 
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W 100000 

Figure 7.4: Outer  diameter Dext as a function of the  output power P,t 
and  parameter kD for E = 0.9, kwlqcos$ = 0.84, ns = 1000 rpm = 16.67 
rev/s  and Bm,Am = 26,000 TA/m. 

(7.10) 

The  outer  diameter of the  stator is the most  important  dimension of disk 
rotor  PM  motors. Since Dext 0: the  outer  diameter  increases  rather 
slowly with the increase of the  output power (Fig. 7.4). This is why small 
power disk  motors  have  relatively  large  diameter. The disk  rotor is preferred 
for medium  and  large power motors.  Motors  with output power over 10 
kW have  reasonable  diameters.  Also,  disk  construction is recommended for 
a.c. servo  motors fed with  high  frequency  voltage. 

7.2 Double-sided motor with  one stator 
A double-sided motor  vnth  znternal  stator is  more  compact than  the previ- 
ous construction  with  internal PM  rotor [98, 233,168, 2631. In  this  machine 
the toroidal  stator core is  also  formed  from a continuous  steel  tape, as in 
the motor  with  internal PM disk. The polyphase  slotless  armature  winding 
(drum  type) is located  on the surface of the  stator  core.  The  total  air  gap is 
equal  to  the  thickness of the  armature winding,  mechanical  clearance  and 
the thickness of the  PM in the axial  direction. The double-sided  rotor  with 
PMs is located at two sides of the  stator.  The  configurations  with  inter- 
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nal and  external  rotors  are shown in Fig. 7.5. The t1lrc.e phase  winding 
arrangcrnent,  magnet  polarities  and flux paths in the rnagnetic  circuit are 
shown in Fig. 7.13. 

The average  electronlagnctic  torque tlevclopcd by the motor  according 
to eqn  (7.2) is 

dT,1 = 2cr;rrrl I,, N1 kTl,l B,,,!Irdr 

Integrating  the  above  equation from Di,,/2 to  DCzt/2 with  respect to z 

The above eqn (7.12) is more accurate  than  eqn  (7.6).  Putting cqn (7.12) 
into  eqn  (7.11)  the average torque is 

T1l = 2-m1Nlk.,,1@fIlL 
P (7.13) 

To  obtain  the m z s  torque for sinusoidal current  and sinusoidal  magnetic flux 
density  eqn  (7.13)  should  be  nlultiplied by the coefficient 7r&/4 z 1.11, 
I.e., 

7r 

(7.14) 

where the  torque  constant 

r n  1 L,. - I - -PNI @f Jz (7.15) 

The  EMF at no load  can be found by differentiating the first harmonic of 
the magnetic flux  waveform 4 ~ 1  = @f sinwt  and  multiplying by  Nlk,,,1, i.e. 

e f  = N1k,,l- d’fl = 2 7 r f N l k , l ~ ~ f c ~ ~ ~ t  
dt  

The rnzs value is obtained by dividing the peak value 27rfN1kU,1@f of the 
EMF by a, i.e., 
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(b) 
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6 

Figure 7.5: Double-sided motors  with  one  slotless stator: (a) internal  rotor, 
(b) external  rotor. 1 - stator core, 2 - stator winding, 3 - steel  rotor, 4 
- PMs, 5 - resin, 6 - frame, 7 - shaft. 

I I 

Figure 7.6: Three phase  winding, PM polarities  and  nlagnctic flux paths of 
a double-sided disk motor  with  one  internal  slotlcss stator. 1 ~ winding, 
2 - PM, 3 - stator yoke, 4 - rotor yoke. 
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Figure 7.7: Double-sided motor  with  one  internal  slotted stator  and buried 
PMs. 1 - stator core  with  slots, 2 - PM, 3 - mild steel  core  (pole),  4 - 
nonferromagnetic  rotor  disk. 

where the EMF constant  (armature  constant) 

The  same form of eqn  (7.16)  can  be  obtained on the basis of the developed 
torque T d  = r n l E f l , / ( 2 r n s )  in which T d  is according to eqn  (7.14). For 
the  drum  type winding the winding  factor kl,,l = 1. 

A motor  with external  rotor, according to Fig.  7.5b, has been designed 
for hoist applications.  A  similar  motor  can  be used as an electric  car wheel 
propulsion  machine.  Additional  magnets  on  cylindrical parts of the  rotor 
are sometimes  added [l681 or U-shaped  magnets  can  be  designed.  Such 
magnets  embrace  the  armature winding from three  sides  and only the in- 
ternal  portion of the winding  does  not  produce  any  electromagnetic  torque. 

Owing to  the large  air gap thc maximum flux density  does  not exceed 
0.65 T .  To  produce  this flux density  sometimes a large volume of PMs 
is required. As the permeance  component of the flux ripple  associated 
with  the  slots is eliminated,  the cogging torque is practically absent.  The 
magnetic  circuit is unsaturated (slotless stator  core).  On  the  other  hand, 
the machine structure lacks the necessary robustness [233]. 

The  stator can also be  made  with  slots  (Fig.  7.7). For this  type of motor, 
slots  are progressively notched into  the stcel tape as it is passed from one 
mandrel to  another  and  the polyphase winding is inserted [2G3]. In  the 
case of the  slotted  stator  the  air  gap is small (g  5 0.5 mm)  and  the air gap 
magnetic flux density  can  increase to 0.85 T [98]. The magnet  thickness is 
less than 50% that of the previous  design, shown in Figs  7.5 and 7.6. 

There  are a number of applications for mcdium and  large power axial 
flux motors  with  external PM rotors, especially in electrical vehicles [98, 
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Table  7.3:  Specifications of single-sided PM disk brushless motors for gear- 
less elevators  manufactured by Kone, Hyvinkaa,  Finland 

Quantity MX05 MXOG MXlO MX18 

Rated  output power, kW 2.8 3.7 6.7 46 .O 
Rated  torque, Nm 240 360 800 1800 
Rated  speed,  rpm 113 96 80 235 
Rated  current, A 7.7 10 18 138 
Efficiency 0.83 0.85 0.86 0.92 
Power factor 0.9 0.9 0.91 0.92 
Cooling natural natural natural forced 
Diameter of sheave, m 0.34 0.40 0.48 0.65 
Elevator  load, kg 480 630 1000 1800 
Elevator speed,  m/s 1 1 1 4 

Location hoistway hoistway hoistway room 
machine 

2631. Disk-type  motors  with external  rotors have a particular  advantage in 
low speed high torque  applications,  such as buses and  shuttles,  due  to  their 
large  radius for torque  production. For snlall  electric cars,  the possibility of 
mounting  the electric  motor  directly into  the wheel has many  advantages; 
it sinlplifies the drive  system  and  the  constant velocity joints  are no longer 
needed [98]. 

7.3 Single-sided motors 
Single-szded construction of an axial flux motor is simplcr than double- 
sided,  but  the  torque produced is lower. Fig.  7.8 shows typical  constructions 
with  surface PM rotors  and  laminated  stators wound from electromechan- 
ical steel  strips. Single-sided motor  according to Fig.  7.8a  has  a standard 
frame  and shaft.  It can  be used  in industrial,  traction  and servo  electrome- 
chanical  drives. The motor  for hoist applications  shown in Fig.  7.8b is 
integrated  with a sheave (drum for ropes)  and  brakes (not  shown).  It is 
used in gearless elevators [l 131. 

Specifications of single-sidcd disk type  PM  motors for gearless passenger 
elevators are given in Table 7.3 [113]. Stators have from 96 to 120 slots  with 
three phase short pitch  winding,  insulation  class F. For example,  the MX05 
motor rated  at 2.8 kW, 280 V, 18.7 Hz has  the  stator winding  resistance 
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Figure 7.8: Single sided disk motors: (a) for industrial  and  traction elec- 
tromechanical  drives, (b) for hoist  applications. 1 - stator, 2 - PM, 3 - 
rotor, 4 - frame, 5 - shaft, 6 - sheave. 
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A. A I 

A' I 
Figure 7.9: Ironless double-sided PM brushless  motor  of disk type: 1 - 
stator winding,  2 - PMs, 3 - rotor, 4 - shaft,  5 - bearing, G - frame. 

R1 = 3.5 R, stator winding reactance X1 = 10 R ,  2p = 20, sheave  diameter 
340 mm and weighs 180 kg. 

7.4 Ironless  double-sided motors 

The ironless disk type PM brushless  motor  has  neither armature nor ex- 
citation  ferromagnetic  core. The  stator winding  consists of full-pitch or 
short-pitch coils wound from insulated wires. Coils are  arranged in over- 
lapping layers like petals  around  the  center of a flower and embedded in a 
plastic of very high mechanical integrity,  e.g., U.S. Patent No. 5,744,896. 
The winding is fixed to  the cylindrical part of the  frame. To minimize the 
winding diameter  the end  connections are thicker than  the active  portions 
of coils. The twin  nonferromagnetic  rotor disks have cavities of the  same 
shape as PMs.  Magnets  are  inserted in these  cavities and glued to  the  rotor 
disks. The  PMs of opposite  polarity fixed to two parts of the rotor  produce 
magnetic flux, the lines of which criss-cross the  stator winding. The motor 
construction is shown in Fig. 7.9. 

A strong magnetic flux density in the  air  gap is produced by PMs  ar- 
ranged in Halbach  array.  Halbach  array  does  not  require  any  ferromagnetic 
cores and excites  magnetic flux density closer to  the sinusoids than a con- 
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Figure 7.10: Magnetic flux distribution in an ironless double  sided  brushless 
motor  excited by Halbach arrays of PMs: (a) go', (b) 60", and  (c) 45' 
Hallbach  array. 
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Figure 7.11: Waveforms of the normal  and tangent  components of the mag- 
netic flux density in the center of an irorlless double  sided  brushless  motor 
excited by Halbach  arrays of PMs: (a) 90°, (b) 45'. The magnetic flux 
density waveforms are  functions of the circumferential  distance at the mean 
radius of the  magnets. 
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Figure 7.12: Explod ed view of the axi a1 flux PM brushless  mot 
coil ironless  stator winding.  Courtesy of Embest, South  Korea. 

or with film 

Figure 7.13: Double disk PM brushless  motor for gearless  elevators.  Cour- 
tesy of Kone,  HyvinkU,  Finland. 
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Table 7.4: Specifications of double disk PM brushless  motors  manufactured 
by Kone,  Hyvinkaa,  Finland 

Quant,ity h4X32 

Rated  output power, 
Rated  torque, Nm 
Rated  speed,  rpm 
Rated  current,  A 
Efficiency 
Power factor 
Elevator  load, kg 
Elevator  speed, m/s 

kW 58 
3600 
153 
122 
0.92 
0.93 
lG00 

G 

MX40 

92 
5700 
153 
262 
0.93 
0.93 
2000 

8 

MXlOO 

315 
14,000 

214 
lOG0 
0.95 
0.96 
4500 
13.5 

ventional PM array. The key concept of the Halbach array is that  the 
magnetization  vector  should  rotat>e as a function of distance  along  the  ar- 
ray (Figs  7.10  and  7.11). The magnetic flux density  distribution  plotted 
in Fig. 7.10  has been produced  with the aid of a two dimensional  FEM 
analysis of an ironless motor  with  magnet-to-magnet  air  gap of 10 mm (8 
mm winding  thickness, two 1 mm air  gaps).  The thickness of each P M  is 
h~ = G mm. The remanent  magnetic flux density is B,. = 1.23 T and the 
coercivity is H ,  = 979 kA/m. The peak value of the  magnetic flux density 
in the air  gap exceeds 0.6 T. Three Halbach arrays have been  simulated, 
i.e., go", GOo and 45'. As the angle between magnetic flux density  vectors 
of neighboring  magnets  decreases, the peak value of the normal  componcnt 
of the  magnetic flux density  increases slightly. 

Ironless motors  do  not  produce  any  torque  pulsations at  zero current 
state and  can reach very high efficiency impossible for standard motors  with 
ferromagnetic cores. Elimination of core losses is extremely  important for 
high speed  motors  operating at  high frequencies. Another  advantage is very 
small  mass of the ironless motor  and  consequently high power density  and 
torque  density.  These  motors are excellent for propulsion  of  solar powered 
electric  cars  [220]. The drawbacks include mechanical  integrity  problems, 
high axial forces between PMs on the  opposite disks,  heat  transfer  from the 
stator winding  and its low inductance. 

Small ironless motors may have prin,ted  crrcuzt stator windings or film 
coil windings. The filln  coil stator winding has many coil layers while the 
printed  circuit  winding  has one or two coil layers.  Fig.  7.12  shows an ironless 
brushless  motor  with film  coil stator winding.  Small film coil motors  are 
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used in computer  peripherals,  pagers, mobile phones, flight recorders,  card 
readers,  copiers,  printers, plotters, micrometers,  labeling  machines, video 
recorders  and medical equipment. 

7.5 Multidisk motors 

There is a limit  on the increase of motor  torque that can  be achieved by 
enlarging  the  motor  diameter.  Factors limiting the single disk design are: 
(a) axial  force  taken by bearings,  (b) integrity of mechanical  joint  between 
the disk and  shaft  and  (c) disk stiffness. A more reasonable  solution for 
large  torques  are  double  or  triple disk motors. 

There  are several  constructions of multidisk  motors [2, 3, 4, 561. Large 
multidisk  motors rated  at least 300-kW have a water cooling system  with 
radiators  around  the winding  end  connections [56]. To minimize the wind- 
ing losses the cross section of conductors is bigger in the slot area (skin 
effect) than in the end  connection region. Using a variable  cross  section 
means  a  gain of 40%  in the  rated power  [56]. Owing to high mechanical 
stresses titanium alloy is recommended for disk rotors. 

A double disk motor for gearless elevators is shown in Fig.  7.13 [113]. 
Table 7.4 lists specification data of double-disk PM brushless  motors rated 
from 58 to 315 kW [113]. 

Ironless disk motors  provide  a high level of flexibility to manufacture 
multidisk  motors composed of the  same segments  (modules).  Fractional 
horsepower motors  can  be “on-site” assembled from modules (Fig. 7.14) by 
simply removing one of bearing covers and  connecting  terminal  leads to  the 
common  terminal  board.  The number of modules  depends  on the requested 
shaft power or  torque. The disadvantage of this  type of multidisk  motor is 
that a  large  number of bearings  equal to double the  number of modules are 
required. 

Motors rated  at kWs or tens of kWs  must  be assembled using separate 
stator  and  rotor  units  (Fig.  7.15). Multidisk  motors have the  same  end 
bells with  cylindrical  frames  inserted between them.  The  number of rotors 
is K2 = K1 + 1 where K 1  is the number of stators, while the  number of 
cylindrical  frames is K1 - 1. The shaft  must  be  tailored to  the number of 
modules. Like a standard  motor,  this kind of motor  has only two bearings. 

Table 7.5 shows the specifications of single disk and  multidisk PM brush- 
less motors  manufactured by Lynx  Motzon Techuology Corporation, New 
Albany, IN, U.S.A. The mutidisk  motor M468 consists of T468  single disk 
motors. 
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Figure 7.14: Fractional horsepower ironless multidisk PM brushless  motor: 
(a) single module, (b) four module  motor. 

Figure 7.15: Ironless multidisk PM brushless  motors  assembled using the 
same stator  and  rotor  units: (a) single stator  motor,  (b)  three  stator  motor. 
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Table  7.5:  Specifications of ironless single disk and  multidisk PM brush- 
less motors  manufactured by Lynx  Motion  Technology  Gorporution, New 
Albany, IN, U.S.A. 

T468 M468 
Quantity single disk motor  multidisk  motor 

Output power,  kW  32.5 156 
Speed,  rpm 230 1100 
Torque, Nm 1355 1355 
Efficiency 0.94 0.94 
Voltage line-to-line,  V 432 (216) 400 
Current, A 80 (160) 243 
Armature  constant 
line-to-line, V/rpm  1.43  0.8 
Torque constant,  Nm/A 17.1 (8.55)  5.58 
Resistance  d.c.,  phase-to-phase, R 7.2 (1.8) 0.00375 
Inductance  line-to-line, mH 4.5  (1.125) 
Rotor  inertia, kgrn2 0.48 1.3 
Outer  diameter, m 0.468 0.468 
Mass, kg 58.1 131.0 
Power density, kW/kg 0.56 1.19 
Torque  density,  Nm/kg 23.3 10.34 
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Figure 7.16: Alternative forms of ‘electronic  differential’  drive schemes: (a) 
onboard  motor, (b) wheel mounted  motor. 

Figure 7.17: Schematic  representation of the disk machine  with lower un- 
sprung mass: 1 - wheel, 2 - disk rotor, 3 - stator, 4 - shaft, 5 - 
damper, G - spring, 7 - chassis. 
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Figure 7.18: Disk-rotor  motor  fitted to spoked wheel in  rear  forks of a solar 
powered  vehicle. 

7.6 Applications 

7.6.1 Electric vehicles 

In a new electromechanical  drive  system for electric  vehicles the differential 
mechanism  is  replaced by an electronic  differential  system [98]. The config- 
uration shown  in  Fig.  7.16a illustrates  the use of a pair of electric  motors 
mounted  on the chassis to drive a pair of wheels through  drive  shafts which 
incorporate  constant  velocity  joints.  In  the  configuration shown  in  Fig. 
7.16b, the motors  forming the electronic  differential  are  mounted  directly 
in the wheels of the vehicle. The drive  system is considerably  simplified, 
when the motor is mounted  in the wheel,  because the drive  shafts  and 
constant  velocity  joints  are now no  longer  needed. However, the  resultant 
‘unsprung’ wheel mass of the vehicle is increased by the mass of the motor. 
Wheel  motors of this  direct  drive  configuration also  suffer  because the speed 
of the  rotor is lower than would be  the case  with a geared  arrangement. 
This  leads  to  an  increase of active  materials volume  required in the motor. 

The disadvantages of conventional wheel motors  can  be  overcome by 
using the  arrangement shown  in  Fig. 7.17. The two stators  are  directly 
attached  to  the vehicle  body  whilst the PM rotor is free to move in  radial 
directions. It will be observed that  the wheel and  disk  rotor  form the un- 
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Figure 7.19: MonoSpaceTM  elevator: (a)  elevator  propulsion  system;  (b) 
EcodiskTM  motor.  Courtesy of Kone,  HyvinkG)  Finland. 

sprung  mass,  whilst  the  stators of the motor  become sprung  mass  supported 
on the chassis [98]. 

The  PM disk  rotor  has  to  be  carefully  constructed so that  it has  ade- 
quate mechanical  integrity. This is  achieved by “canning” the  rotor  magnet 
assembly  within a nonferromagnetic  steel cover. The increase  in the air gap 
due to the nonferromagnetic  steel cover (1.2 mm)  must  be  compensated for 
by increasing the  PM thickness  (an  increase of about 2 mm) [98]. 

Modern  axial flux PM brushless  motors  can  also  meet  all  requirements 
of high-performance  in power limited  vehicles,  for  example  solar powered 
vehicles [201, 2201. Fig. 7.18 shows an axial flux motor  with  outside  diam- 
eter of 0.26 m  fitted to a spoked wheel [201]. 

7.6.2 Gearless  elevator propulsion system 

The concept of gearless  electromechanical  drive fo r  elevators was  introduced 
in 1992 by Kone  Corporation in HyvinkG,  Finland [113]. With  the aid of a 
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Table 7.6: Comparison of hoisting technologies for G30 kg elevators 

Hydraulic Wxrn gear Direct PhI  brushless 
Quantity elevator  elevator  motor  elevator 

Elevator speed,  m/s 
hlotor  shaft power, k\V 
Speed of motor, rpm 
Motor fuses, A 
Annual  energy 
consumption, kW11 
Hoisting efficiency 
Oil requirenlcnts, 1 
hlass, kg 
Noise level. dB(A) 

0.63 
11.0 
1500 
50 

7200 
0.3 
‘LOO 
350 

6O..(i5 

1 .o 
5.5 

1500 
35 

GOO0 
0.4 
3.5 
430 

70 ... 75 

1 .0 
3.7 
95 
16 

3000 
0.6 
0 

170 
50 ... 55 

disk type low speed  compact PM brushless  motor  (Table  7.3) the  penthouse 
machinery  room  can  be  replaced by a  space-saving  direct  electromechanical 
drive.  In  comparison  with  a low speed  axial flux cage induction  motor of 
similar diameter,  the PM brushless  motor  has  double the efficiency and 
three  times  higher power factor. 

Fig.  7.19a shows the propulsion  system of the elevator while Fig. 7.19b 
shows how the disk PM brushless  motor is installed between the guide  rails 
of the  car  and  the hoistway wall. 

technologies [113]. The disk type PM brushless  motor is a clear winner. 
Table 7.6 contains key parameters for conlparison of different hoisting 

7.6.3 Propulsion of unmanned  submarines 

An electric propulsion  system for submarines requires high output power, 
high efficiency, very low level of noise and  compact  motors [60, 1881. Disk- 
type brushless  motors  can  meet  these  requirements and  run for over 100,000 
h  without a failure, cooled only by ambient sea water.  These  motors  are vir- 
tually  silent  and operate  with minimum  vibration level. The  output power 
at  rated  operating  conditions can exceed 2.2 kW/kg  and torque density 5.5 
Nm/kg.  Typical  rotor  linear  speed of large  scale  marine  propulsion  motors 
is 20 to 30 m/s [188]. 
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Figure 7.20: Exploded view of the axial flux PM motor  with  counter- 
rotating  rotor: 1 - main  propeller, 2 - counter-rotating propellcr, 3 - 
radial  bearing, 4 - outer  shaft, 5 - PM  rotor, G - nlotor  bearing,  7 - 
assembly ring, 8 - stator, 9 - inner shaft. 

7.6.4 Counterrotating  rotor  ship  propulsion  system 

An  axial flux PM motor  can be designed with  the counterrotation of two 
rotors [ U ] .  This machine topology  can find applications in ship propulsion 
systems which use an  additional  counter-rotating  propeller i n  order to re- 
cover energy from the  rotational flow  of the  lmin propeller stream In this 
case the use of an axial flux motor  having counter-rotating  rotors allows 
t,he elimination of the motion reversal epicyclical gear. 

The  stator winding coils have a rectangular  shape which depends on 
the cross section of the  toroidal core (441, also  see Fig. 7.5. Each coil has 
two active  surfaces  and each coil surface intcracts wit11 the facing PM ro- 
tor. In order to achieve the  opposite motion of the two rotors,  the  stator 
winding coils have to be  arranged in such  a  manner that counter-rotating 
magnetic fields are produced in the machine’s  annular  air  gaps. The  sta- 
tor is positioned between two rotors which consist of mild steel disks and 
axially  magnetized  NdFeB PMs.  The  magnets  are  mounted on the disk’s 
surface from the  stator sides. Each  rotor  has  its own shaft which drives a 
propeller,  i.e.,  the motor  has two coaxial shafts which are  separated by a 
radial  bearing. The arrangement is shown in Fig. 7.20 [44]. 
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Numerical  example 7.1 
Find  the main  dimensions,  approximate  number of turns per  phase  and 
the  approximate cross section of the  stator slot for a  three-phase,  double- 
sided,  double-stator disk rotor PM brushless  motor rated  at: Pollt = 75 
kW, V l ~  = 460 V (Y connection), f = 100 Hz, n,s = 1550 rpm.  The  stator 
windings are connected in series. 

Solution 

For f = 100 Hz and n, = 1500 rpm = 25 rev/s  the  number of poles is 
2p = 8. Assuming Dezt/Dzn = 4, the  parameter l i ~  according to eqn 
(7.9) is 

k D  = 8 (1 f 5)  [l - ($z2] = 0.131 

For a 75 kW  motor the  product 7 cos 4 M 0.9. The phase current for series 
connected stator windings is 

Pout - 75,000 
- = 104.6 A I -  

a - m1(2Vl)~cos4  3 X 265.6 X 0.9 

where 2V1 = 4 6 0 / a  = 265.6 V. The electromagnetic  loading  can be as- 
sumed as Blrly = 0.65 T and A,,, = 40,000  A/m.  The  ratio E = Ef/V1 = 0.9 
and  the  stator winding  factor  has been assumed kwl  = 0.96. Thus,  the  sta- 
tor  outer  diameter  according to eqn  (7.10) is 

0.9 x 75 000 
7r2 x 0.96 x 0.131 x 25 x 0.65 x 40 000 x 0.9 

= 0.453  m 

The inner diameter, average diameter, pole pitch  and effective stator  length 
according to eqns  (7.3),  (7.4)  and  (7.8)  are, respectively 

D .  Dezt - 0.453 = 0.262 m, D,, = 0.5(0.453+0.262) = 0.3575 m 
I n - -  J3  J3 

7r x 0.3575 
8 

I-= = 0.14 m, Li = 0.5(0.453 - 0.262) = 0.0955 m 

The number of stator  turns per  phase  per stator  calculated on the basis of 
line current  density according to eqn  (5.13) is 

A,,pr 40,000 x 4 x 0.14 N l = ”  
m 1 J z L l  

- 

3 f i  x 104.6 
E 50 
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The number of stator  turns per  phase  per stator  calculated  on  the basis of 
eqn (7.5) for EMF and  eqn (7.6) for magnetic flux is 

- 0.9 x  265.612 
- 

2& x  100  x  0.96  x  0.14  x  0.0955  x 0.65 
ZZ 49 

A double layer winding can  be  located,  say, in 16 slots  per  phase,  i.e., 
z1 = 48 slots for a  three  phase  machine. The number of turns should 
be  rounded to 48. This is an approximate  number of turns which can 
be  calculated  exactly only after  performing  detailed  electromagnetic  and 
thermal  calculations of the machine. 

The number of slots per pole per  phase  according to eqn ( A . l l )  is 

48 
41 = - 8 x 3  

= 2  

The number of stator coils (double-layer  winding) is the  same as the number 
of slots, i.e., 2pql~rzl = 8  x  2  x 3 = 48. If the  stator winding is made of four 
parallel  conductors (L, = 4 , the  nunher of conductors in a single coil  is 

The current  density in the  stator  conductor  can be assumed J ,  M 4.5 X 10' 
A/m2  (totally enclosed a x .  machines rated  up  to 100 kW). The cross section 
area of the  stator conductor is 

I ,  - 104.G 
S,=- - __ 

alUJn 4 X 4.5 
= 5.811mm2 

The  stator winding of a 75 kW machine is made of a  copper  conductor of 
rectangular cross section. The slot  space  factor for rectangular  conductors 
and low voltage  machines  can  be  assumed to be 0.6. The cross section of 
the stator slot  should,  approximately,  be 

5.811  x 12 x  2 
0.6 

= 233 mm2 

whcrc the  number  of  conductors in a single slot is 12 X 2 = 24. The lninimum 
stator slot  pitch is 

rDilL r X 0.262 
t l 7 , L L l L  = - - - = 0.0171 m = 17.1 m m  

z1 48 
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The  stator slot  width  can  be chosen to be 11.9 mm;  this means that  the 
stator slot depth is 233/11.9 z 20 mm,  and  the  stator narrowest tooth 
width is c~~~~~~~ = 17.1 - 11.9 = 5.2 m n .  Magnetic flux density in the 
narrowest part of the  stator  tooth is 

This is a permissible value for the narrowest part 
mum stator slot  pitch is 

= 2.14 T 

of the  tooth.  The maxi- 

T D , , ~  - T X 0.453 
t1rrcaz = - - = 0.0296 tn = 29.6  mm 

21 48 

Magnetic  flux  density in the widest part of the  stator  tooth 

Numerical  example 7.2 
A three-phase,  2.2-kWl 50-Hz1 380-V (line-to-line),  Y-connected, 750-rp111, 

= 78%, cos4 = 0.83,  double-sided disk PM  synchronous  motor  has the 
following dimensions of its magnetic  circuit:  rotor  external  diameter Des, = 
0.28 111, rotor  internal  diameter Dirl = 0.1G m, thickness of the  rotor (PMs) 
2hu = 8 mm, singlc-sided mechanical clearance g = 1.5 nm.  The  PMs 
are  distributed uniformly ancl create a surface  configuration. The rotor 
does  not have any  soft  ferromagnetic  material. The rotor  outer  and inner 
diameters  corrcspond to  the  outer  and inner  outline of PMs  and  the  stator 
stack.  The dimensions of semi-closed rectangular  slots  (Fig. A.lb) are: 
h11 = 11 mm, 1112 = 0.5 mm, h13 = 1  mm, h 1 4  = 1  mm, b12 = 13 mm 
and b14 = 3 mn.   The  number of stator  slots  (one  unit) is  z1 = 24, the 
number of armature  turns of a single stator per  phase is N1 = 456, the 
diametcr of stator copper  conductor is 0.5 mm (without  insulation),  the 
number of stator parallel wires is a = 2  and  the  air  gap  magnetic flux 
density is Brrcy = 0.65 T. The rotational losses are AP,.,, = 80  W and  the 
core and  stray losses are APpe + AP,,, = 0.05POut. There  are two winding 
layers in each stator  slot.  The two twin stator Y-connected  windings are 
fed  in parallel. 

Find  the motor  performance at  the load angle 6 = 11". Compare  the 
calculations  obtained from the circuital  approach  with the finite element 
results. 
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Solution 

The phase  voltage is Vl = 38O/fi = 220 V. The  nunher of pole pairs is 
p = f/n,? = 50 x 60/750 = 4  and 21, = 8. The minirnunl  slot  pitch is 

The width of the slot is b12 = 13 mm, that means the narrowest  t>ooth 
width clmzlL = t17r,Zrl - b12 = 21 - 13 = 8 mm. The magnetic flux density 
in the narrowest part of the  stator  tooth 

is rather low. 

stator  stack according to eqns  (7.3)  and  (7.4) are 
The average diameter, average pole pitch and effective length of t,he 

D,,, = 0.5(0.28 + 0.16) = 0.22 111 

n- x 0.22 
8 

7 = -  = 0.0864 111, Li = O.s(O.28 - 0.16) = 0.06 111 

Because the number of slots  per pole per  phase 

21 24 q1=-""- - 
2p7nl 8 x 3 

= l  

the winding  factor as expressed by eqns (A.15),  (Al6)  and (A.17) klol = 

The magnetic flux according to eqn (5.6) and EMF induced by the  rotor 
ICd1kpl = 1 x 1 = 1. 

excitation  system  according to eqns  (5.5)  arc 

2 
@f = -0.0864 X 0.06 X 0.65 = 0.002145 Wb 

n- 

E f  = n - f i  50 X 456 X 1 X 0.002145 = 217.3 v 

It has been  assumed that BlnC,l M B771g. 
Now, it is necessary to check the electric  loading, current density  and 

space  factor of the  stator  slot. For two parallel wires a,, = 2, the number 
of conductors per coil of a  double layer phase  winding is 
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awNl 2 X 456 N l c =  ~ - - ~ - 
(Zl/rnl)  (24/3) 

- 114 

Thus,  the  number of conductors in a single slot is equal to  the  (number of 
layers) X (number of conductors per coil NI,) = 2 X 114 = 228. 

The  rated  input  current in a single stator 

Pout - 2200 r, = - 2 m l V ~ q c o s ~  2 x 3 X 220 X 0.78 X 0.83 
= 2.57 A 

The  stator line current  density  (peak value) on the basis of eqn (5.13) 

which is rather a low value even for small P M  &.c. motors. The cross section 
of the  stator  (armature)  conductor 

gives the following current  density under rated conditions 

J -  2’57 = 6.54 A/nlm2 
- 2 x 0.197 

This is an acceptablc value of the  current  density for disk rotor  a.c.  machines 
rated from 1 to 10 kW. 

For the class F enamel  insulation of the  armature  conductors,  the cli- 
ameter of the wire with  insulation is 0.548 mm. Hence, the  total cross 
sectional area of all conductors in the  stator slot is 

~ 0 . 5 4 8 ~  
4 

228- zz 54 mm2 

The cross section area of a single slot is approximately  hllb12 = 11 x 13 = 
143  mm2.  The  space factor  54/143 = 0.38 shows that  the  stator can be 
easily wound,  since  the average  space  factor for low voltage  machines  with 
round  stator  conductors is about 0.4. 

The average  length of the  stator  end connection for a disk rotor  a.c. 
machine (compare  eqn (A.12)) is 

11, M (O.O83p+ 1 . 2 1 7 ) ~  + 0.02  (0.083 X 4 + 1.217)0.0864 + 0.02 = 0.154 111 

The average  length of the  stator  turn according to eqn (B.2) is 
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l l n v  = 2(Li + l l c )  = 2(0.06 + 0.154) = 0.428 m 

Thc  stator winding  resistance  per  phase at a temperature of 75°C (hot 
motor) according to eqns (B.l)  and  (B.ll) is 

Nl~lLlll - 456 x 0.428 R1=“  
( L O ~ S ,  47 X lo6 X 2 X 0.1965 

= 10.57 R 

Carter’s coefficient is calculated  on  the  basis of eqns  (A.22)  and  (A.23), i.e., 

kc = 28’8 ) 2  = 1.004 
(28.8 - 0.00526 x 11 

where t l  = .irD,,,/z, = .ir x 0.22/24 = 0.0285 m = 28.8 m r n .  The nonferro- 
magnetic  air  gap in calculation of Carter’s coefficient is St = 29 + 2hb1 = 
2  x 1.5 + 8 = 11  mm. Since there  are two slot,ted surfaces of twin stator 
cores, Carter’s coefficient must  be squared. 

The  stator (one  unit) leakage reactance  has been  calculated  according 
to eqn  (A.25)’  i.e., 

4562 x 0.06 0.154 
0.06 

X 1  = 4 X 0 . 4 ~  X 1 0 - ‘ ~  X 50 
4 x 1  

(0.779 + ___ 0.218 

+0.2297 + 0.9322) = 6.158 R 

in which 

0 the coefficient of slot leakage reactance - eqn  (A.3) 

11 0.5 2 x 1 1 
3 x  13 13 1 3 f 3  3 

0 the coefficient of end  connection leakage permeance - ecp (A.lO) in 

XI, = - +-+- + - = 0.779 

which (W, = 7) 

T 0.154 
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0 the coefficient of differential leakage permeance - eqns  (A.19)  and 
(A.21) 

3 x 1 x 0.0864 x l2 
' l d  = 7r2 x 0.011 x 1.004 

0.0966 = 0.2297 

~ ~ ( 1 0  x l2 + 2 )  . 30" 
TlLl = 27 

sln - - 1 = 0.0966 
1 

0 the coefficient of t,ooth-top leakage permeance - 

5 x 11/3 
' l t  = 5 + 4 x 11/3 = 0.9322 

According to eqns  (5.31)  and  (5.33) in which kfd = . . 
reaction  reactances for surface type PM rotors  and  unsaturated machines 
are 

eqn  (A.24) 

k f a ,  the  armature 

X,,i = X,, = 4 X 3 X 0.4 X 7r X 
0.0864 x 0.06 
1.004 x 0.011 

= 5.856 R 

where the  air  gap, in the  denominator, for the  armature flux should be 
equal to gt 2 x 1.5 + 8 = 11 m n  (pLTTec z 1). The synchronous  reactances 
are 

X,,] = X,, = 6.158 + 5.856 = 12.01 R 

The  armature  currents  are calculated on the basis of eqns  (5.40),  (5.41)  and 
(5.42). For 6 = 11' (cos6 = 0.982, sin6 = 0.191) the  current  components 
are: I(,d = -1.82 A, I,, = 1.88 A and I ,  = 2.62 A. 

The  input power absorbed by one stator is expressed by eqn  (5.43). The 
input power absorbed by  two stators in parallel is twice as much,  i.e., 

Pi,, = 2 X 3 X 220(1.88 X 0.982 - (-1.82)0.191) = 2892.4 W 

The  input  apparent power absorbed by two stators 

Si,, = 2 X 3 X 220 X 2.62 = 3458.4 VA 

The power factor is 

2892.4 
3458.4 

cos4 = - - - 0.836 

The losses in two stator windings  according to eqn  (B.12) in which k l R  = 1 
are 



Figure 7.21: Flux plots in the disk rotor PM rotor: (a) zero armature 
current, (b) rated  armature  current. 
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Figure 7.22: Magnetic  flux  density  distribution along the pole pitch: ( a )  
zero armature  current, (b) rated  armature  current. 
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Figure  7.23:  Torque as a function of the  rotor position for the disk rotor 
PM motor. 

Al’, = 2 X 3 X 2.622 X 10.57 = 435.2 W 

The  output power assuming that APE’,: + APVt,. = 0.05P0,t is 

1 1 
1.05  1.05 

Polrt = -(Pz,, - AI‘,,,, - Al‘,.,,) = -(2892.4 - 435.2 - 80.0) = 2264 W 

The motor efficiency  is 

2264.0 
71 = - 

2892.4 
= 0.783 

The shaft  torque 

T -  
2264 

S’’ - 2~(750/60) 
= 28.83 Nrn 

77 = 78.3% 

The electrornagnctic power according to eqn (5.44) is 

PellrL = 2892.4 - 435.2 = 2457.2 W 
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The electromagnetic  torque developed by the motor 

T -  
2457.2 

" - 27r x 750/G0 
= 31.2 Nm 

The results of the  FEM analysis are shown in Figs  7.21, 7.22 and 7.23. 
The FEM gives slightly higher values of average developed torque than  the 
analytical  approach.  Eqns  (5.15),  (5.31),  (5.33)  and  (A.25)  do  not give 
accurate values of X s d  and X,, for disk rotor  motors. The electromagnetic 
torque  plotted in Fig.  7.23  against the  rotor position  has significant periodic 
component  (period  equal to double  slot  pitch,  i.e., 30'). 

Numerical  example 7.3 

A three-phase, 2200 rpm  PM disk motor  with  center  mounted coreless sta- 
tor has a twin PM external  rotor. The NdFeB PMs  with B, = 1.2 T and 
prrec = 1.05  are fixed to two rotating mild steel  disks. The nonferromag- 
netic  distance between opposite  PMs is d = 10 mm,  the winding  thickness 
is t ,  = 8 mm and  the height of PMs (in axial  direction) is h&{ = 6 mm. 
The outer  diameter of PMs equal to  the  external  diameter of the  stator 
conductors is Dezt = 0.24 m  and  the  parameter kd = l/&. The number 
of poles is 2p = 6, the number of single layer winding  bars  (equivalent to 
the number of slots) is z1 = 54, the number of turns per  phase is N1 = 288, 
the number of parallel  conductors a,, = 2,  the  diameter of wire d,, = 0.912 
mnl (AWG 19) and  the coil pitch is W, = 7 coil sides. 

Find  the  motor  steady  strate performance,  i.e., output power, torque, 
efficiency and power factor  assuming that  the  total  armature  current I ,  = 
8.2  A is torque  producing ( l a d  = 0). The  saturation factor of the  magnetic 
circuit is k,,t = 1.19,  the motor is fed with  sinusoidal  voltage, stray losses 
AP,,, = O.015Pe1, and  rotational losses AP,,, = 0.02P,,t. 

Solution 

The number of coils per  phase for a single layer winding is 0.5zl/ml = 
0.5 X 54/3 = 9. The number of turns per coil is N, = 288/9 = 72. The 
number of coils sides  per pole per  phase  (equivalent to  the number of slots 
per pole per  phase) q1 = z1/(2p?nl) = 54/(G x 3) = 3. 

The air gap (mechanical  clearance) is g = 0.5(d - t u )  = 0.5(10 - 8) = 1 
mm and  the pole pitch  measured in  coil sides is 7 = s1/(2p) = 54/6 = 9. 

Input frequency at 2200 rpm 

2200 
f = n,p = - 

GO 
X 3 = 110 Hz 
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The magnetic  voltage  drop  equation  per pole pair 

Hence 

1.2 
1 + [1.05(1 + 0.5 x 8)/6] x 1.19 

- - = 0.582 T 

Magnetic flux according to  eqrl (7.12) 

@ J  = "-0.582 X 0.242 = 0.0018624 Wb 
1 2 l r  
8 n 3  

Winding  factor  according  to eqns (A.15),  (A.16)  and  (A.17) 

sinlr/(2 x 3 )  
3sinlr/(2 x 3 x 3) k 1 1  = = 0.9598; k,1 = sin (ai) = 0.9397 

kl,,l = 0.9598 X 0.9397 = 0.9019 

EMF constant according to eqn  (7.17) and  torque  constant according to 
eqn  (7.15) 

k~ = lrh X 3 x 288 x 0.9019 x 0.0018624 = 6.448 rev/s = 0.1075 rev/min 

m1 3 
21r 21r 

kT = ICE- = 6.448- = 3.079 Nm/A 

EMF  at  2200 rpm 

EJ = kErL,s = 0.1075 X 2200 = 236.5 V 

Electronlagnetic  torque at  1, = = 8.2 A 
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Electromagnetic power 

PelTrI = 27rn,Td = 2x2200 x 25.248 = 5816.72 W 
GO 

The inner  diameter Dill = D,,t/& = 0 . 2 4 / 8  = 0.138 111, average di- 
ameter D,, = 0.5(DCzt + DilI) = 0.5(0.24 + 0.138) = 0.189 m, average 
pole pitch T,, = 7r0.189/6 = 0.09896 m,  length of conductor  (equal to  the 
radial  length of the PM) Li = 0.5(D,,t - DiTI) = O.Ei(0.24 - 0.138) = 
0.051 m, length of shorter  end  connection l l e , r l z n  = (7/9)7rDir1/(2p) = 
(7/9)7r x 0.138/6 = 0.0562 m and  the  length of longer end  connection 
l l e l lLnz  = 0.0562 x 0.24/0.138 = 0.0977 m. 

The average  length of the  stator  turn 

= 2 x 0.051 + 0.0562 + 0.0977 + 0.06 = 0.3159 m 

Stator winding  resistance at  75OC according to eqn (B. l )  

288 x 0.3159 
47 x 10" x 2 x 7r x (0.912 X 10-3))2/4 

R1 = = 1.4816 R 

The rnaximuln width of the coil at  the diameter DilL is W,, = 7r0.138/54 = 
0.008 m = 8 mm. The thickness of the coil is t ,  = 8 mm. The number of 
conductors  per coil  is a,  x N, = 2 x 32 = 64. The minimum value of the 
coil packing factor is at  DilI, i.e., 

(7rdL/4) x a,, x N,  - ( ~ 0 . 9 1 2 ~ / 4 )  x 2 x 32 
h"WW 8 x 8  

- = 0.653 

Stator  current  density 

8.2 
2 x ~ 0 . 9 1 2 ~ / 4  3 ,  = = 6.28 A/mm2 

Winding losses 

AP, = 3 X 8.22 X 1.4816 = 298.9 W 

Stray losses 

AP,tT = 0.015 X 5816.72 = 87.25  W 
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Output power 

1  1 
1.02 1.02 

since Pout = Pellrl - AP,,, - 0.02Po,,t. 

Pr,lrt = -(Pe/nL - APstr) = -(5816.72 - 87.25) = 5617.13 W 

Shaft  torque 

T -  5617.13 
''l - 2~ x 2200160 = 24.38 Nm 

Input power 

P,,, = P,1,,, + AP,, = 5816.72 + 298.9 = 6115.62 W 

Efficiency 

5617.13 
11 = ~ 

6115.62 
= 0.918 

The leakage reactance  can  be  approximately  calculated  taking  into  account 
only end connection and differential leakage flux (Appendix  A), i.e., 

3 x  3  x 0.09896 x 0.90192 
x2 x 0.01 x  1.0  x  1.19 Xld  = X 0.01105 = 0.07374 

X1 = 47r X 0 . 4 ~  X lo-' X 110 
2882 x  0.051 0.07695 

3 x 3  (0.051 x  0.9 + 0.07374) 

= 1.1689 R 

where the equivalent  air gap is equal to d = 0.01 m, kc = 1 and  the 
differentid leakage factor ~ d 1  = 0.01105 (Fig. A.2). 

Armature  reaction  reactance according to eqns  (5.31) and (5.33) 

X,,i = X,, X 4 X 3 X 0.4 X T X lo-' X 110 
(288  x  0.9019)2 0.09896 x  0.051 

T X 3  0.0239 

= 2.505 R 
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where k,d = k,, = 1 and  the equivalent air  gap is equal to  kckkSat(2g + 
t,") + 2hh1/prrec = 1.0 x 1.19 x (2 x 1.0 + 8.0) + 2 x 6.0/1.05) = 23.9 mm. 

Synchronous  reactance  according to eqn (5.15) 

X , d  = X,, z 1.1689 + 2.505 = 4.194 S2 

Input  phase voltage 

V, = ( E f  + I , R I ) ~  + ( I a X s q ) 2  = J(236.5 + 8.2 X 1.4816)2 + (8.2 X 4.194)2 

= 251 v 

Line  voltage V ~ L - L  = fi x 251.0 = 434.8 V. 

Power factor 

Ef + IctRl - 236.5 + 8.2 X 1.5214 
cos 4 = 

V1 
- 

251.0 
= 0.992 
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High Power Density 
Brushless Motors 

8.1 Design considerations 
A utilization  of  active  materials of an electric  motor  call be  characterized 
by 1 

power  density, i.e., output  power-to-mass or output  power-to-volume 

torque  density, i.e., shaft  torque-to-mass or shaft  torque-to-,volunle 
ratio; 

ratio. 

Torque  density is a preferred  parameter to  power density when comparing 
low speed  motors,  e.g.,  gearless  electromechanical  drives,  hoisting  machin- 
ery,  rotary  actuators,  etc.  The  utilization of active  materials  increases  with 
the  intensity of the cooling system, increase of t,he  service temperature of in- 
sulation and  PMs, increase of the  rated power, rated speed and electromag- 
netic  loading,  i.e., POUt/ (D:IILLi)  c( Se17TL/(D7t7LLi) = O . ~ T ~ ~ . , ~ B ~ , ~ ~ A , , ~ ~ L ~  
as expressed by eqns (5.66) and (5.69). 

All types of electrical  machines and  electromagnetic  devices show a 
lower ratio of energy  losses-to-output  power with an increase in output 
power. This  means  that  the efficiency of electric  motors  increases with 
an increase  in the  rated power. Large PM brushless  motors  can achieve a. 
higher possible efficiency than any  other  electric  motor  (except  those  with 
superconducting  excitation  windings).  Thc  limitation, howcvcr, is t,lw high 
price of PM materials. NdFeB magnets offer the highest  encrgy  density 
a t  reasonable  costs. Thcir  major  drawback,  comparcd to SmCo, is tem- 
perature sensitivity.  Perfornlance  deteriorates  with  increased temperature 

353 
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Figure 8.1: Magnetic flux distribution in a 4- and 16-pole motor. 

which has  to  be taken  into  account when the motor is designed. Above a 
certain  temperature,  the  PM is irreversibly demagnetized.  Therefore,  the 
motor's temperature must be kept below the service temperature (170" to 
250°C) when using NdFeB magnets. A natural cooling system is sonletimes 
not efficient and  the  stator must  be cooled by water  circulating  through  the 
stator or housing. The rotor losses in PM synchronous  motors  are  small so 
most PM machines employ passive cooling of their  rotors. 

The main  dimensions  (inner stator  diameter Dlzll and effective length Li 
of core) of an electric  motor are  determined by its  rated power PoZLt c( SelrrL, 
speed ns, air gap magnetic flux density  and  armature line current 
density A,, - see eqn (5.69). Magnetic flux density in the air  gap is limited 
by the  remanent magnetic flux density of PAIS and  saturation  magnetic flux 
density of ferromagnetic  core. The line current  density  can  be increased if 
the cooling is intensified. 

For a given stator inner  diameter  the mass of the  motor  can be reduced 
by using lnore poles. Fig. 8.1 illustrates  this effect i n  which cross sections 
of 4-pole and 16-pole motors  are  compared (851. The magnetic flux per pole 
is decreased in proportion  to  the inverse of the uulrlber of poles. Therefore, 
the  outer  diameter of the  stator core is smaller for a motor  with  a  large 
number of poles at  the same  magnetic flux density  maintained in the air 
gap. PM motor mass as a function  of the  number of poles for the  same 
stator inner  diameter is shown in Fig. 8.2 [85]. However, according to eqn 
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NUMBER OF F’OLES 

Figure 8.2: PM motor  mass  versus  number of poles for constant  st,ator inner 
diameter. 

(5.66) the  electromagnetic power decreases as the number of poles increases, 

The absence of the exciter in large PM brushless  motors  reduces the mo- 
tor  drive volume significantly. For example, in a 3.8 MW PM synchronous 
motor,  about 15% of its volume can  be saved [112]. 

i.e., &llrL = 0.5~2k,, lD~,, ,LiB,, , ,A, , , f /~.  

8.2 Requirements 

PM brushless  motors in the megawatt  range  tend to replace the convcn- 
tional  d.c.  motors in those  drives in which a  commutator is not  acceptable. 
This  can  bc bot,h in high speed  (compressors,  pumps, blowers) and low 
speed  applications  (mills,  winders,  electrical vehicles, marine  electrome- 
chanical  drives). 

Ships have been propelled and maneuvered by electrical  motors  since 
the  late seventies.  Recently,  rare earth  PMs allow the design of brush- 
less motors  with very high efficiency over a wide speed  range.  This is 
the most important factor in ship  and road vehicle propulsion technology. 
For ship  propulsion the typical  torque-speed  characteristic is shown in Fig. 
8.3 [18, 19, 1881. The motor  and  converter  has to be designed with  the 
highest efficiency to meet the  rated  point N (“corner power” point).  It is 
advantageous to use constant flux motors  here in contrast  to  the hyperbolic 
characteristics of road vehicles. Point N represents the ‘worst  case  condi- 
tions’ for the efficiency because the core losses as well as the winding losses 
reach their  maximum values. In  addition,  the efficiency should  not  decrease 
significantly at  a partial load down to 20% of rated speed (0.2 7 ~ ~ )  as this 
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1 .o 

Figure 8.3: Typical torque-speed characteristic for ship propulsion. 

is the speed of long distance  journeys [18, 191. 
The soilid state converter  should operate in such a way as to obtain  the 

lowest possible winding  and  switching losses. The  last  feature requires a 
speed-dcpendent  rearrangement of the winding  and  inverter  components. 
A subdivision of the  stator winding  and  converter into modules is necessary 
due  to reliability  reasons. In case of failure of the drive  system  the  best 
solution is a modular  concept where the  damaged  module  can  be quickly 
replaced by a new one. Arnlature windings with more than  three phases 
are a promising  option [18, 191. 

Like most PM brushless motors, a large  motor  should be controlled 
by the  shaft position angle to  obtain  the  electromagnetic  torque  directly 
proportional  to  the  armature  currents.  The  current waveform coincides 
with  the induced  voltage  and the  stator losses reach their minimum value. 

8.3 Multiphase motors 

For some large PM brushless  motors the  number of armature phases 7rz1 > 3 
is recommended. The  armature phase current is inversely proportional to 
the  number of phases,  i.e., I ,  = P0,,,/(nzlV1qcos4). For the  constant  out- 
put power POtlt = const, constant  input phase  voltage V1 = const and 
approximately  the  same power factor cos4 and efficiency 7, the  armature 
current is  lower  for the  greater number of phases. This  means  that a multi- 
phase a x .  motor of the  same dimensions as a three-phase  motor  has  similar 
mechanical characteristics  but  draws lower phase  currents. 
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Another  distinguishing  feature is the possibility of a  step change in the 
speed by changing the supply  phase  voltage  sequence. The synchronous 
speed is inversely proportional to  the number of phase  voltage  sequences k ,  
I.e., 

f 
kP 

n,$ = - 

where f is the  input frequency. For the  three-phase  motor, only two voltage 
sequences are possible and  the switching only causes the reversal of the 
motor  speed. For the  ml-phase motor  with an odd  number of phases rn1, 
the first k = (m1 - 1) /2  sequences change the synchronous  speed. For a 
nine-phase  motor it will be k = 1 , 2 , 3 , 4  [81, 821. The remaining frequencies 
excluding the zero sequence  produce rotation in the  opposite direction (for 
a  nine-phase  motor k = 5, G ,  7 ,8 ) .  For an even number of armature  phases, 
the number of sequences  changing the speed is k = 7721/2 (81, 821. This is 
due  to harmonic fields. In  addition,  a synchronous  motor  must  meet the 
requirement that  the number of rotor poles must he adjusted to match  each 
speed. 

A  multiphase  system  (m1  phases) of voltages  can  be  expressed by the 
following equation [81]: 

where 1 = 1 , 2 , 3 ,  ... m1 or 1 = A, B ,  C, ... m 1 .  The voltages ul create a star- 
connected m1 phase  voltage  source.  Changing the sequence of phase volt- 
ages is done by selection of the  appropriate value of k .  The sources ul or 
v ~ ,   v ~ ,  VC, . . . can be replaced by a VS1 or voltage  sources  modeling the 
inverter output voltages. 

As in three-phase  systems,  multiphase  systems  can  be star or polygon 
connected.  There  are  the following relationships between line and  phase 
voltages and  armature  currents for the  star connection: 

V ~ L  = 2V1 sin 

For the polygon connection 

The  operation of the  motor  can be described by the following voltage  equa- 
tion in the  stator  co-ordinate  system: 
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Figure 8.4: Nine phase windings located in 18 stator  slots: (a) symmetrical, 
(b) asymmetrical. 

where [R,] is the  matrix of armature resistances, [ga] = [Ls][ ia]  is the 
matrix of the  armature reaction fluxes caused by the  armature  currcnts 
[i,], and [$f] is the  matrix of PM flux linkages which create  the no-load 
EMFs [er] = d/d t[ l / ' f ] .  The synchronous  inductance matrix [L,] contains 
the leakage and  mutual  inductances. 

The instantaneous  electromagnetic  torque  developed by a multiphase 
synchronous  motor is 

where the  instantaneous  electromagnetic power is 

1=1 

Nine-phase  motors are easy to design since  their windings can be placed 
in stator cores of most standard  three-phase  motors. As has been men- 
tioned, a nine-phase  motor  has four different synchronous  speeds for four 
phase  voltage  sequences. Values of these  speeds  depend on the  type of sta- 
tor  winding, which can  be symmetrical or asymmetrzcal (Fig. 8.4). These 
windings can  be  distinguished from each other by the Fourier spectrum of 
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Figure  8.5: Cross sections of large PM motors: (a) surface PM  rotor,  (b) 
salient-pole  rotor: 1 -- damper  bar, 2 - bandage, 3 - air  gap, 4 - PM, 
5 - rotor  hub, 6 - rotor  shaft,  7 - gap between poles, 8 - pole shoe,  9 
- axial  bolt. 

the  MMF produced by each of them [81]. The symmetrical  winding pro- 
duces MMF harmonics which are  odd  multiples of the number of pole pairs 
p .  With  the  asymmetrical winding the  number of pole pairs  cannot  be 
distinguished. 

8.4 Surface PM versus  salient-pole rotor 
The PM rotor design has a fundamental influence on the output  power-to- 
volume ratio. 

Two  motors of surface PM and salient-pole  construction, as shown in 
Fig.  8.5, have been investigated [8]. As the  rare  earth  PMs  are  rather 
expensive the pourer output-to-PM mass must  be  maximized. 

Tests made 011 two 50-kW, 200-V, 200-Hz, 6000-rpm motors designed 
according to Fig. 6.5 show the following [8]: 

0 the  salient pole motor  causes  greater  space  harmonic  content in the 
air  gap  than  the surface PM rotor  motor, 
the synchronous  reactances of the surface PM rotor  motor (Xs,l = 
X,, = 0.56 C ! )  are smaller than  those of the salient  rotor  motor ( X s d  = 
1.05 R and X,s,  = 1.96 C!), 

0 the  subtransient  reactances in the d-axis are Xi, = 0.248 R for the 
surface P M  rotor  and Xi:i = 0.497 C! for the salient pole rotor  motor, 
which results in different commutation  angles (21.0' versus 29.8'), 

0 the  rated load angle of the surface PM rotor  motor is smaller than 
that. of the salient pole motor (14.4' versus 36.6O), 
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0 the relatively  large load angle of the  salient pole  motor  produces  large 
torque  oscillations of about 70% of the average  torque as compared 
with only 35%  for the surface PM rotor  motor, 

0 the  output power  is 42.9 kW  for the  salient pole motor  and 57.4 kW 
for the surface PM rotor  motor, 

0 the surface PM  rotor motor  has better efficiency than  the salient pole 
motor (95.3% versus ‘34.4%), 

0 the volume of PMs is proportional  to  the output power and is  445 
cm3 for the salient pole rnotor arid 638 cm3 for the surface PM  rotor 
motor. 

The  stator dimensions  and thc  apparent power have been  kept the  same for 
the two tested  motors. 

The air  gap field of the salient pole motor is of rectangular  rather  than 
sinusoidal shape  and produces  additional higher harmonic  core losses in 
the  stator  teeth [8]. The air  gap field harmonics due  to  the  stator  slots  and 
current  carrying winding  produce  eddy current losses in the  rotor pole faces 
and  stator core inner  surface. I n  the surface PM motor  the field harmonics 
induce highfrequency  eddy  current losses in the  damper. The damper is 
usually made from a copper cylinder and  has  axial  slots  to  reduce  the  eddy 
current effect. 

8.5 Electromagnetic effects 

8.5.1 Armature reaction 
The action of the  armature  currents in the phase  windings  causes a cross 
field  in the air gap. This implies a  distortion of the PM excitation field. 
The resulting flux induces a proportional EMF in the  armature phase con- 
ductors. At  some points in  the  air  gap  the difference between the d.c. link 
voltage and the induced EMF may decrease  significantly, thus reducing the 
rate of increase of the  armature  current in the  corresponding phase [164]. 

The  armature reaction also shifts  the  magnetic  neutral line of the re- 
sultant flux distribution by a distance  dependent on the  armature  current. 
The displacement between the  current  and flux distribution  contributes  to 
the decrease in the electromagnetic  torque [164]. Moreover, the  distorted 
excitation field and flux in the d-axis produces noise, vibration  and  torque 
ripple. 

The  armature reaction  together  with the  comnlutation effect can pro- 
duce  dips in the phase  current waveforms, which in turn reduce the mean 
value of the  armature  current  and  electromagnetic  torque. 

The influence of the  armature reaction on the  electromagnetic  torque 
can  be nlinirnized by an increase in the  air  gap or using an anisotropic 
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Figure 8.6: Rotor of a large a.c.  motor  with  surface PMs aut1 nonferronlag- 
netic  parts for reducing the  armature  reaction  according  to Sierne?~~:  1 - - -  

ferromagnetic  core, 2 - nonferromagnetic  core. 

material  with a large  reluctance in the q-axis of the magnetic  circuit. An 
interesting  construction of the  rotor  magnetic  circuit shown  in  Fig. 8.6 hLs 
been  proposed by Siemens [ M ,  191. The nonmagnetic  parts  suppress  the 
cross-field of the  armature  currents  and  thus reduce the effect of armature 
reaction.  Consequently, the inverter  can  better  be utilized  becausc the 
EMF waveform  is less distorted. 

8.5.2 Damper 

As in synchronous  machines  with  electromagnetic  excitation, the  dampcr 
reduces the flux pulsation,  torque  pulsation, core losses and noise. On  the 
other  hand,  the  damper increases the losses clue to higher harmonic intluccd 
currents as it is designed  in the form of a cage  winding or high  conductivity 
cylinder. 

A damper  can minimize  dips in the  currcnt waveform due  to  armature 
reaction  and  commutation  and  increase the electromagnetic  torque. The 
damper  bars reduce the  inductance of the  armature coil with which it is 
aligned and reduces the effects of the firing of the next  phase.  Thus,  the 
addition of the complete  damper  (cage  with several bars  per  pole)  can 
increase  significantly the  output power. 

It is  known  from circuit  t,heory that  the self-inductance of a nlagncti- 
cally coupled  circuit  decreases  when a short-circuited coil is magnetically 
coupled to  it.  The  same  happens  to  the  mutual  inductance between two 
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Figure 8.7: Self- and  mutual  inductances of a G-phase, 75-kW, GO-Hz, 900- 
rpm, 8-pole PM motor as functions of the  rotor position  angle between the 
axis of each phase  and the d-axis of the  motor. 

circuits  magnetically  coupled. Obviously, if the coupling  between the  short- 
circuited coil and  the magnetic  circuit  changes, the self- and  mutual induc- 
tances  also  change. 

Fig. 8.7 shows the  test  results on a G-phase, 75-kW, GO-Hz, 000-rpm PM 
motor  prototype  [log, 1641. The angle between the  d  and q-axis is equal 
to 22.5' geometrical (8 poles), which corresponds to 90' electrical. The 
self-inductance ,511 and  mutual  inductances M 1 2 ,  AIl:3, . . . , Adl,j have been 
plotted  against  the angle between the axis of each phase and  the d-axis of 
the  motor. 

The  mutual  inductance M 1 4  between two phases  shifted by 90° electrical 
with no damper would be nearly  zero,  since the  magnetic circuit is almost 
isotropic. However, the  damper  introduces a magnetic  coupling between 
the phases 1 and 4, and varies with  the angle. The voltage  induced in 
the  damper by one of the phases  produces  a  magnetic flux that links this 
phase  with the  other phases so that  the mutual  inductance is greater  than 
zero. 

All the  inductances  plotted in Fig.  8.7 would also vary with  the  rotor 
angle if the magnetic  circuit was made of anisotropic  material  and  the 
damper was removed. In this case the self-inductance ,511 would have its 
maximum value at  the zero angle, i.e., when the  center axis of the phase  1 
and  the d-axis coincide [1G4]. 
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8.5.3 Winding losses in large  motors 
Suppose that  the phase armature  current has a square-wave shape  with  a 
flat-topped value I?"). Such  a  rectangular  function  can  be resolved into 
Fourier series: 

for a 120' square wave 

4 n .  1 
7r G 3 6 

i,L(t) = -I?4)(cos - smwt + cos3; siri3wt 
7r 

1 r .  1 
5 G 72 6 

+ - cos 5 - sin 5wt + . . . - cos n- sin nwt) K .  

for a 180" square wave 

4 1 1 1 
71 3 5 n 

irL(t)  = -I,I"Q)(sinwt + sin3wt + - sin5wt + . . . - sin7Lwt) 

where W = 27r f and n are  the higher time  harmonics. The  armature winding 
losses can be represented as a sum of higher harmonic losses. For a  three- 
phase  winding the  time harmonics n = 5,7,11,13,.  . . are only present. 
Thus 

whcrc 1711(L,L  are  the  amplitudes of higher time  harmonic currents. For a 
120' square wave 

1 k l R 7  

72 k l R l  722 6 k l R l  
+- cos2(7-)- + . . . -cos ( 7 1 - ) - l  

1 2 7r k l R n  

and for a 180" square wave 

(8.9) 
The coefficients X . 1 ~ 1 ,  k 1 ~ 5 ,  k l ~ T , . . . k 1 ~ ~ ~  are  the coefficients of skin effect 
for time  harmonics  according to eqn (B.8), i.e., 

(8.10) 
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and 

(8.12) 

since ETL/El M 6. The  armature winding losses can  be  expressed  with the 
aid of the coefficient K ~ R ,  i.e., 

(8.13) 

+Cos*(n-)-] 
7 r 1  
6 n f i  

Adding the higher harmonic  terms in brackets up  to n = 1000, the  sum 
of the series is equal to 1.0 for a 120' square wave and  1.3973  for a 180' 
square wave. Thc coefficient of skin effect for a three-phase  d.c.  brushless 
motor  with  rectangular  armature  conductors is 

e for a 120' square wave 

e for a 180' square wave 

The winding losses  for a 120' square wave are only  0.811/1.133 = 0.716 of 
those  for a 180' square wave assuming the  same frequency, flat-top  current 
and  winding  construction. 
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c o i l  

Figure 8.8: Stator  winding  with  one  slot coil pitch. 

8.5.4 Minimization of losses 

The large  volume of ferromagnetic  cores,  supporting  steel  elements as bolts, 
fasteners,  clamps,  bars,  ledges,  spiders,  etc.,  high  magnetic flux density 
in the air  gap  and  intensity of leakage fields including  higher  harmonic 
fields contribute  to  large power losses  in magnetic  circuits  and  structural 
ferromagnetic  components. The core losses are minimized by using  very 
thin  stator  laminations (0.1 mm) of good quality  electrotechnical  steel. It 
is also  recommended to use laminations for the  rotor  spider  instead of solid 
steel.  To avoid local  saturation,  careful  attention  must  be given to uniform 
distribution of the magnetic flux. 

For multiphase  modular  motors the  armature  winding losses  can be 
reduced by rearranging the  stator winding  connections.  To  avoid  excessive 
higher  harmonic  losses, both  MMF  space  distribution  and  armature  current 
waveforms should  be  close to sinusoidal,  or at least  higher  harmonics of  low 
frequency  should be  reduced. 

Multiphase  modular  motors  can also be designed  with stator coil span 
equal to one  slot  instead of one full pitch.  This  stator winding arrangement 
is equivalent to a salient  pole  winding  (Fig. 8.8). The end  connections 
are very short,  the  winding losses are  significantly  reduced  and the slot fill 
factor is high. 

8.5.5 Cooling 

The degree of utilization of active  materials is directly  proportional to  the 
intensity of cooling. The efficiency of PM motors is high,  for 2 p  > 4 the 
stator yoke is thin  and  the  rotor losses are  small, so that  PM brushless 
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motors  can achieve good performance  with  indirect  conduction cooling, 
i.e.,  the  stator winding  heat is conductively  transferred throughout  the 
stator yoke to  the  external surface of frame.  Direct liquid cooling of stator 
conductors allows for significant increase of the power density  due  to high 
heat  transfer rates. On the  other  hand, it  requires hollow stator  conductors 
and  hydraulic  installation support. 

The rotor  gets  hot  due to heat  rejected from the  stator tllrough the air 
gap  and  cddy  current losses in PMs and  ferronlagnetic  core.  Although the 
rotor cooling systems  are  simpler,  careful  attention  must be given to  the 
temperature of PMs as their  remanent, flux density B,. ancl coercivity H,. 
decreases,  dinlinishing the machine  performance. 

Table 8.1 summarizes  some  typical  approaches to PM nlotors cooling 
[ 1881. 

8.5.6 Corrosion of PMs 

In  comparison  with  SmCo  magnets, NdFeB magnets have low corrosion re- 
sistance.  Their chemical reactivity is similar to  that of alkaline earth  metals 
like magnesium.  Under  normal  conditions the NdFeB  reacts slowly. The 
reaction is faster at  higher temperatures  and in the presence of humidity. 
Most PMs  are assembled using adhesives. Adhesives with  acid  content  must 
not be used since  they lcad to rapid  decomposition of the PM material. 

Motors used for ship  propulsion  are exposed to  salty atmospheric mois- 
ture  and  air humidity  can exceed 90%. Hot unprotected NdFeB PMs  arc 
very vulnerable to  salty mist  and  after  a few days  the  penetration of cor- 
rosion reaches 0.1 n m  [235].  Colnpare  with  grinding  tolerance of k0.05 
mm and  cutting from blocks tolerance of 50.1 mm.  Protection of NdFeB 
magnets by fiberglass bandages  impregnated in resin is not sufficient [235]. 
Metallic (Sn or Ni) or organic  (electro-painting)  are  the  best  mcthods of 
protection  against  corrosion.  Air-drying  varnishes  are  the 011ly cost effective 
coatings  and  partially effective to protect  PMs  against corrosion. 

8.6 Construction of motors  with 
cylindrical rotors 

First  prototypes of rare-earth  PM  motors  rated at  more than 1 MW for ship 
propulsion were built in the early eighties. This  section  contains  a review 
of constructions  and  associated power electronics  converters for large PM 
motors designed in Germany [18, 19, 112,2321. Although  some  construction 
technologies and control  techniques are nowadays outdated,  the experience 
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Table 8.1: Large PM  motor cooling options. 

Approach  Description Comments 
Stator  (armature) 
Indirect  Armature  heat 0 coolant is completely 
conduction is conductively 

transported througll 
the  stator yoke to 

isolated from conductor 
0 high heat  transfer 
rates can be  achieved 

to heat  exchange  surface; due  to  thin yoke 
External  surface of some Ph.1 motors 
can be cooled by 0 pod motors  (ship  propulsion) 
surrounding a i r  or sea  water cooled by water 

Direct LVinding  is flootied 0 very  high heat 
conduction wi th  dielectric  fluid; transfer  rates  are achieved 

heat  conduction 
across winding 

0 dielectric fluid must  be used 
slot fill 

illsulation  factor connpromised 
Direct LVinding is interrlally 0 highest  heat transfer 

cooled; 0 dielectric fluid must be used 
direct Huid contact 0 slot fill factor  conlpronlised 

connplex fluid manifoltling 
Rot or 
Puslve air  Rotor  cavity  air Simplest. requires shaft 

circulation  driven rotation. good match 
by rotor  nlotion for quadratic  loads 

circulation  driven associated 
by separate blower manifolding  requested 

Forced air Rotor cavity  air Extra motor  with 

Open loop Liquid spray on Wet rotor, requires 
spray rotor  surface pump  system 
Closed loop Liquid (oil)  circulated Highest  heat transfer, 
internal internal to rot,or rec~uires  rotatine  shaft seals 
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Figure  8.9:  Stator winding of one  nlodule of a G-phase, 1.1-MW large PM 
nlotor  manufactured by Siemens. 

and data base  obtained have bccome a  foundation for design  of modern 
large PM brusllless motors. 

8.6.1 Motor  with  reduced  armature  reaction 

One of the  first large PM brushless  motors rated  at 1.1 MW, 230 rpm W= 

built by Siemens in  Nuremberg,  Germany  [18, 191. The rotor  construction 
with 211 = 32 poles is shown in Fig. 8.6. There  are  nonferromagnetic poles 
with  large  reluctancc in the q-axis to recluce the  armature  reaction. To 
minimize the cogging torque,  the rotor was made  with skewed poles. The 
stator  (inner  diameter 1.25 m ,  stack  length  0.54 m) with  a  six-phase de- 
tachable winding consists of S replaceable  modules  (each  module covering 
four pole pitches) to provide owboard  repairing. A single module  contains 
2 x 6 coils located in 24 slots of a single-layer, full pit,ch winding. The 
one-module winding is shown in Fig. 8.9. 

The six  phase  has been chosen since all even number of phases  enables 
the division intto two equal redundant  systems  (two line  converters)  and 
the  duration of the t,rapezoidal  current  can bc maximized to 150" or even 
180" with  respect to  the achievable cornmutation  time [18, 191. Each of 
the phase windings consists of two halves of identical coils being  connected 
in series (switch S2 closed in Fig.  8.10b) a t  low speeds,  i.e., less t1ia.n 55% 
of the  rated sPeed and in parallel  (switch SI closed in Fig.  8.10b) a t  high 
speeds  (reduction of synchronous reactance). 

A separate PWM inverter is assigned per  phase as shown in Fig.  8.10a. 
Three inverters in parallel are connected to a constant  d.c. link.  Two line 
converters are fed from 660-V three-phase  on-board  supply. The inverter 
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Figure  8.10:  Large variable-speed drive  with  six-phase PM  motor manufac- 
tured by Siemens: (a) power circuit, (b) inverter  module for phase  control 
current. 

module  consists of a  four-quadrant bridge which controls the  phase  current 
according to  the set value which is dependent on the  rotor angle. GTO 
thyristors  and diodes  with blocking capacity of 1 . G  kV and  a  permissible 
turn-off current of 1.2 kA have been  used.  At 230 rpm  and f = (31.33 Hz 
the  commutation angle is rather largc. Through  the  application of PWM, 
the  armature  current is kept  quasi-constant  within  approxirnately 120" and 
coincides with  the induced  voltage e f .  The  total  current flow duration is 
about l G O o .  A water cooling system  with  axial  ducts is  used for the  st,ator. 

The instantaneous  electronmgnetic power and developed torque  per 
phase  can  be found as a  product of EMFs ancl armature  current according 
to eqns  (8.6)  and  (8.7). 

The large PM brushless  motor shows about 40% lcss mass,  frame  length 
and  volume, and 20 to 40% less power losses as conlpared  with  a d.c. com- 
mutator  motor [18, 191. 

8.6.2 Motors with  modular  stators 

A large PM mot,or built by ABB in Mannheim,  Gernlany, i n  co-operation 
with Magnet  Motor GmbH at Starnberg [18, 191 is shown in Fig. 8.11. The 
stator consists of 2 = 88 identical  elements  and 2/2  stator sections  (two 
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Figure  8.11:  Cross  section of a  large Phl  motor  built by ABB and Magnet 
Motor GmbH: 1 - stator frame  section,  2 - ledges clamping  the  stator 
sections,  3 - bolt for mounting  the  stator element,, 4 - stator core, 5 -- 
stator winding, G - cooling duct,  7 - fiberglass bandage, 8 - ~ M S ,  9 - 
rotor yoke, 10 - rotor  ring  (spider). 

teeth or two elements screwed together).  Thc  number of stator  slots is 
z1 = 2. The number of stator phases m I  = 11, i.e., each phase  section 
(pole pair) is formed by p ,  = Z / m l  = 8 clcments  per  phasc which have a 
spatial  angular displacement of 360"/8 = 45O. The coil span is Zl(2nzl) 
and  end  connections are very short.  The  stator inner diameter is 1.3  m  and 
the  stack  length is 0.5  m.  To reduce the core loss,  laminations  thickness of 
0.1 mm has been used. A direct  water cooling system  with hollow stator 
conductors has been  designed. The  rotor consists of  21, = 80 rare-earth PM 
poles secured by a fiberglass bandage. 

The principle of operation  can  be  explained  with  the aid of Fig. 8.12 ill 
which a five-phase, 12-pole,  and 10-element motor is shown.  Generally, for 
an odd  number of phases the number of stator  elements is 2 = 1,c1??21 where 
p ,  is the number of stator  (armature) pole pairs  per  phase. The  stator 
element  pitch is 71 = 27r/Z and  the  rotor pole pitch is 72 = 27r/(2p) = 7r/p. 
After m1 angular  distances (71 - ~ 2 ) ,  where m1 is the  number of phases, the 
phase B is under the  same conditions as phase A, i.e.,  the feasible number 
of phases  can be determined on the basis of the following equality  [19]: 
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3 

Figure  8.12:  Cross  section of simple  multiphase PM motor  with m1 = 5, 
2p = 12, and 2 = 10: 1 - PM, 2 - stator element (tooth  and  winding), 
3 - stator yoke. 

(8.16) 

The l‘+” sign is for  2p < 2 and  the ‘ l -”  sign is for 21, > 2. A  small 
difference between 2 and 2p corresponds to a  large  number of phases  [18, 

The llarrnonic torque  equation  can  be derived on the basis of an analysis 
of space  and  time harmonics of the exciting  magnetic flux density  and  stator 
line current  density [18, 191. 

The large PM motor  has  a  simple  construction,  compact  stator wind- 
ing with  short overhangs, and reduced magnetic  couplings  between  phases. 
The last  enables each phase  winding to be energized individually  with no 
influence of switching of the  adjacent phases. 

Each  stator element  can  be fed from its own inverter,  therefore the in- 
verters  can  be small.  To obtain  a  better modular  drive system,  the winding 
of each stator element  has  been  divided into  three identical  subelements 
as shown in Fig.  8.13.  Each  subelement is fed from a small 5-kVA PWM 
inverter  module IM and, in total, 88 x 3 = 264 inverter  modules  are  used. 

191. 
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1 2 
Figure  8.13: Basic control  unit: 1 - stator  element,  2 - winding  subele- 
ment,  3 - inverter  module, 4 - microprocessor. 

Using this advanced  modular technology a highly reliable  drive has been 
achieved. Owing to  symmetry,  the failure of one  inverter  module  causes 
the switch-off of seven further  modules.  These  modules are in a stand-by 
mode for substituting  other failing inverter  modules. In  this way 97% of the 
rated  output power can be obtained  with  the failure of up  to eight  inverter 
modules. The basic control  unit  (Fig. 8.13) is assigned to two  adjacent 
stator elements. It contains  six  inverter  modules  and a command device 
with a microprocessor. 

The motor efficiency at  rated speed is as high as 96% and exceeds 94% 
in the speed  range from rated speed to 20% of the  rated  speed. At low 
speed,  the winding losses can  be minimized by connecting the  stator wind- 
ing subelements in series [18, 191. 

A similar 1.5-MW PM brushless  motor (Fig. 8.14), the so-called 'MEP 
motor'  (multiple  electronic PM motor)  developed for submarine  and  sur- 
face ship propulsion  has been described in [232]. The rotor  consists of a 
steel  spider  construction  carrying a laminated  core  with  surface  SmCo  PMs 
mounted on it. Both  rotor  and  stator  stacks consist of 0.1 mm  thick lam- 
inations. The  stator is water cooled and  the  rotor is cooled by natural 
convection. All rotor  parts including PMs are  protected  against corrosion 
by fiberglass  bandages  and  epoxy paint.  The  motor  insulating  system is de- 
signed according to class F. The power electronic  modules are mechanically 
integrated ill the  motor housing and  connected to  the corresponding stator 
units. Hall sensors are used to provide speed  and position  signals to  the 
power electronics  converters.  To improve the nlotor  self-starting  capability, 
the  numbers of stator  and  rotor poles are different. The speed is in the 
range of 0 to 180 rpm,  the  d.c. inverter input voltage is in  the range  of 285 
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Figure  8.14:  Longitudinal  section of a 1.5-MW PM motor for ship propul- 
sion designed by ABB: 1 - rotor,  2 - armature,  3 - electronics,  4 - 
housing. 

to 650 V, the  torque is 76 kNm,  number of armature poles (teeth) 2 = 112, 
number of rotor PM poles is 211 = 114,  number of power electronics mod- 
ules is 28, diameter of machine is 2.25 m, length 2.3 m, air gap (nlechanical 
clearance) 4 mm and mass 22,000 kg [232]. Very high efficiency can  be 
obtained in the speed  range from 10 to 100% of the  rated  speed. 

8.6.3 Study of large PM motors  with different rotor 
configurations 

A 3.8-MW,  $-pole,  SmCo PM, load commutated, inverter-fcd synchronous 
motor  has  been  investigated by AEG,  Berlin,  Germany [112]. 

The first rotor is designed with  surface PMs according to  Fig. 8 . 1 5 ~  It 
does  not have a damper. A retaining sleeve (bandage  and epoxy  resin) is 
used to protect  the  PMs  against centrifugal forces. The air gap is limited 
by mechanical constraints  and  rotor  surface losses. 

The calculated subtransient  inductance is equal to  that of the syn- 
chronous  inductance.  Both  amount to 40%. This high value of subtransient 
inductance is due  to  the absence of a  damper. A PM synchronous  motor 
with  such a rotor design and  parameters is not  suitable for operation as a 
load commutated  PM  synchronous motor  (large subtransient  inductance). 
A forced commutated converter (PWM inverter) is the most  suitable power 
source in this case. An increase in the air gap of 1.5 times  causes  a  decrease 
in both  synchronous  and  subtransient  inductances  to 30%. On the  other 
hand,  this design requires 30% more SmCo  material to keep the  air  gap 
flux density at  the previous value. 
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PROTECTIVE CYLINDER 
(BANDAGE  AND EPOXY RESIN) 

DAMPER  BAR 

Figure 8.15: Rotors of large  synchronous  motors studied by AEG: (a) with 
surface PMs without  damper, (b) with  surface  nlagnets  and damper cylin- 
der,  (c)  with salient poles and cage winding. 
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Table 8.2: Comparison of large  variable  speed PM nlotor  drives 

Lo:ui Forced Load 
comn1utntrd con1111utated commutated 

(Fig.  l.4h) (Fig. 1 . 4 ~ )  (Fig.  1.4d) 
Parameter  thyristor CS1 VS1 with GTOs thyristor VS1 

Power factor  leading  leading 

Damner with  without  withoutlwith 
cos d, Q = 3O0 cosd, = 1 (#J = 5 . .  . l00 

Subtransient 
inductance 6%' 40% 'L0 t,o 30% 
hlotor volume 
or mass for l000/0 
the  same  toraue 

80% 85% 

klass of 
SnlCo Phls 100% 50% 70% 

CS1 v s 1   v s 1  
sinlplc  thyristor GTO bridge with thyristor  bridge 

Inverter  bridge \\..it11 d.c. reverse  current with  antiparallel 
link reactor diodes  and d.c. diodes  and t1.c. 

l ink capacitor link capacitor 
Converter volume relatively s~ r~a l l  relativelv larEe medium 
Current 
1larnlonic:s significant small mediunl 
hlotor 
harnlonic losses relatively high low medium 
Torque  ripple  significant low medium 

possible with possible but possible but 
Four-quadrant  any  additional regenerative  regenerative 
operation  elements  capability  capability 

necessarv  necessarv 
with without with  pulsed 
pulsed l ink  any link current 

Starting current problem nnd low 

Speed  range 1:  10 1 : 1000 1:5 
starting  torque 
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To feed the PM synchronous  motor from a load commutated CSI, the 
subtransient  inductance must he reduced to  about 10%. This  can be 
achieved with  the use of a damper.  Fig. 8.15b shows the cross section 
of the designed PM rotor  with an outer  damper  conductive cylinder. The 
air  gap g is twice as much as  that in Fig. 8.15:~ in order to nlinilnize the 
losses in the clamping cylinder. The required PM material  amounts  to twice 
that required in the first design without  the  damper. A calculated  subtran- 
sient  inductance  equal t.0 about 6% is very suitable for load commutated 
converters. To decrease the surface losses in the  damping  cylinder, grooves 
could be  made on the conductive  cylinder  surface. This requires  a  thicker 
cylinder, which increases the PM material volunle required to  obtain  the 
same  air  gap  magnetic flux density. 

A reduction in the  amount of PM material  with a low subtransient 
inductancc is achieved using the configuration shown in Fig. 8 .15~ .  Here, 
internal PMs nmgnctized radially and pole shoes are used. The pole shoes 
are not only used to  protect  the PMs against  demagnetization,  but also 
to carry  the  bars of the  damper winclings. Thc volume of PM material 
is reduced to  about 70% of that required for a clamping cylinder,  but  it 
is still more than in the case of surface  magnets  without dampers.  The 
subtransient  inductance  amounts  to 6%. 

The comparison of large variable  specd PM motor  drives is shown in 
Table 8.2 [ l l a ] .  

8.7 Construction of motors  with  disk  rotors 

Stators of large  axial flux PM brushless  motors  with disk type  rotors usually 
have three basic parts [47]: 

0 aluminum cold plate 
0 bolted  ferromagnetic  core 
0 polyphase winding 

The cold plate is a  part of the frame and  transfers  heat from the  stator  to 
the  heat exchange  surface. The slots  are  machined  into  a  laminated  core 
wound in a  continuous  spiral in the circumferential  direction. The copper 
winding,  frequently  a  Litz wire, is placed i n  slots  and  then  impregnated  with 
a potting  compound.  The  construction of a double disk motor developed 
by Kaman Aerospace, EDC, Hudson, MA, U.S.A. is shown in Fig.  8.16 [47]. 
Specifications of large axial flux motors  manufactured by Kaman are given 
in Table 8.3. 
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Figure  8.16: Double disk PM brushless  motor: (a) cutaway  isometric view. 
1 - PMs, 2 - stator assembly, 3 - housing, 4 - shock snubber, 5 - shock 
mount,  6 - rotor  shaft, 7 - rotor disk clamp, 8 - shaft  seal assembly, 
9 - bearing  retainer, 10 - stator  segment, 11 - center  frame  housing, 
12 - spacer  housing, 13 - rotor  disk, 14 - bearing assembly, 15 - rotor 
seal runner, 16 - rotor  seal  assembly; (b)  stator  segment. 1 - cold plate, 
2 - slotted  core, 3 - winding  terminals, 4 - end  connection cooling block, 
5 - slot  with  conductors.  Courtesy of Kaman Aerospace, EDC, Hudson, 
MA, U.S.A. 
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Table 8.3: Design data of large axial flux PM brushless n~otors manufac- 
tured by Kaman Aerospace, EDC,  Hudson, MA,  U.S.A. 

Quantity PA44-5W-002 PA44-5W-001 PA57-2W-001 

Output power Pout, kW 336  445  746 
Rated  speed,  rpm 2860  5200  3600 
Maximum  speed,  rpm 3600  6000 4000 
Efficiency 
at  rated speccl 0.95  0.96  0.96 
Torque 
at  rated  speed, Nm 1120 822 1980 
Stall  torque, Nrn 1627 1288 2712 
Mass, kg 195 195 340 
Power density, kW/kg 1.723 2.282 2.194 
Torque  density,  Nm/kg  5.743 4.215 5.823 
Diameter of frame,  m 0.648 0.648 0.787 
Length of frame, m 0.224 0.224 0.259 

Drilling industry,  General 
Application  Traction  purpose 

- 5  

Figure  8.17: PM transverse flux motor: (a) single sided, (b) double  sided. 
1 - PM, 2 - stator core,  3 - stator winding, 4 - stator  current, 5 - 
rotor yoke, 6 - mild steel poles shoes,  7 - magnetic flux. 
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Figure 8.18: Three phase TFM consisting of three single phase  units  with: 
(a) internal stator,  (b) external  stator. 

8.8 Transverse flux motors 

8.8.1 Principle of operation 

In a  transverse flux motor (TFM)  the electromagnetic force vector is per- 
pendicular to  the magnetic flux lines. In  all standard or longitudinal flux 
motors  the  electromagnetic force vector is parallel to  the  magnetic  flux lines. 
The  TFM can  be  designed as a single sided  (Fig. 8 . 1 7 ~ ~ )  or  double  sided 
machine (Fig.  8.17b). Single-sided machines are easier to manufacture  and 
have bctter  prospects in practical  applications. 

The  stator consists of a toroidal  single-phase  winding  embraced by  U- 
shaped  cores. The magnetic flux in U-shaped cores is perpendicular to  the 
stator  conductors  and direction of rotation.  The  rotor consists of surface 
or buried PMs and a laminated or solid core. A three-phase  machine  can 
be  built of three  the  same single phase units as shown in Fig.  8.18. The 
magnetic  circuits of either  stator or rotor of each single-phase  unit  should 
be  shifted by 3GO0/(pml)  mechanical degrees where p is the  number of the 
rotor pole pairs  and m 1  is the number of phases. A TFM with  internal 
stator (Fig. 8.18a)  has a smaller  external  diameter. It is also  easier to 
assemble the winding and  internal  stator cores.  On t,lle other  hand,  the 
heat  transfer  conditions  are worse  for internal  than for external  stator. 

If the  number of the  rotor  PM poles is 2p,  the  number of the  stator 
U-shapecl cores is equal to p ,  i.e., the number of the  stator U-shaped cores 
is equal to  the  number of the  rotor pole pairs p .  Each of the U-shaped  cores 
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Table  8.4: TFMs nlanufactured by Landert-Motoren A G ,  Biilach,  Switzer- 
land. 

SERVAX SERVAX SERVAX  SERVAX 
MDD1-91-2 MDD1-91-3 MDD1-133-2 MDD1-133-3 

Number of phases 2 3 2  3 
Continuous  torque 
(no active  cooling) 
0 at  standstill, Nm 3.5  4.5 12 16 
0 a t  300 rpm, Nm 2.5 3.3 8 10 
0 at 600 rpm, Nm 1.5  2  5  7 
Efficiency 
0 a t  300 rpm 0.60 0.65 0.68 0.76 

at  600 rpm 0.65 0.68 0.70 0.80 
EMF  constant, 

Torque constant, 
Nm/A 1.8 2.7 2.8 4 
Rotor  external 
Outer  diameter, mm 91 91 133 133 
Protection  IP54 
Class of insulation F 
Cooling IC410 

V/rpm 0.07 0.07 0.16 0.15 

" 

creates  one pole pair  with two poles in axial  direction. The more the poles, 
the  better utilization  and  smoother  operation of the machine. The power 
factor  also  increases  with the number of poles. TFMs have usually from 
2p = 24 to 72 poles. The  input frequency is higher than power frequency 
50 or 60 Hz and  the speed at  an increased frequency is low. For example, a 
TFM with 2p = 36 fed with 180 Hz input frequency operates  at  the speed 
n, = f / p  = 180/18 = 10 rev/s = 600 rpm. 

Specifications of small two phase  and three phase TFMs manufactured 
by Lande7.t-Motoren A G ,  Biilach,  Switzerland are shown in Table 8.4 [224]. 

The peak value of the line current  density of a single phase is [l221 

(8.17) 

where I,, is the  stator  (armature) r m s  current, NI is the  number of turns 
per  phase, 7 is the  stator pole pitch  and D, is the average  air gap  diameter. 
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Figure  8.19:  Practical single-sided TFMs: (a) with magnetic: shunts ancl 
surface PMs, (b) with  twisted stator cores and  surface  PMs. 

At constant ampere  turns-to-diameter ratio  the line current  density  can  be 
increased by increasing the number of pole pairs. Since the force density 
(shear  stress) is proportional to  the  product A,B,,,g, the  electromagnetic 
torque of the  TFM is proportional to  the number of pole pairs. The higher 
the  number of poles, the higher  the  torque  density of a TFM. 

Since a t  large  number of poles and  increased frequency the speed is  low 
and  the  electromagnetic  torque is high, TFMs  are  inherently well suited 
propulsion  machines to gearless electromechanical  drives. Possible designs 
of magnetic  circuits of single-sided TFMs  are shown in Fig.  8.19.  In both 
designs the  air gap magnetic flux density is almost the  same. However, i n  
the  TFM with  magnetic shunts  the  rotor  can  be  laminated radially [122]. 

8.8.2 EMF and electromagnetic torque 

According to eqn (5.6) the first harmonic of the  magnetic flux pcr pole pair 
per  phase  excited by the  PM  rotor of a TFM is 

(8.18) 

where T = 7rDg/(2p)  is the pole pitch (in  the direction of rotation), l,, 
is the axial  length of the  stator pole shoe  (Fig.  8.20)  and El7,,!,, is the first 
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Figure 8.20: Dimensions of U-shaped stator core  and coil 

harmonic of the  air gap peak  magnetic flux density. With  the  rotor spinning 
a t  constant  speed n, = f / p ,  the  fundamental  harmonic of the  magnetic flux 
is 

2 2 4pl = Q f 1  sin(wt) = -rlPBTrLyl sin(wt) = -rl,kfB,,,, sin(wt)  (8.19) 
7r 7r 

where the form factor k f  = BT,,,l/Blng of the  excitation field  is given by 
eqns (5.2)  and (5.23) in which bp is the  width of the  stator pole shoe  (salient 
pole stator).  The approximate  air  gap  magnetic flux dcnsity BTrlLI can  be 
found using eqn (2.14) both for the  magnetic circuit  shown in Fig. 8.19, 
and Fig.  8.19b. The instantaneous value of the sinusoidal EMF at no load 
induced in N1 armature  turns by the  rotor  excitation flux Q f 1  is 

e f  = Nip- = wN1pQf l  cos(wt) = 27rfNlp@fl  cos(&) 

where p is the number of the  stator pole pairs  (U-shaped  cores). The peak 
value of EMF is 2 7 ~   f n l p Q f l .  Thus,  the rms  value of EMF is 

dt 

(8.20) 

or 
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The electromagnetic power 

where 9 is the angle between the  current I, and EMF Ef. The electro- 
magnetic  torque  developed by the  TFM is 

As in the case of other  motors,  the  EMF  and  electromagnetic  torque  can 
be  brought to simpler forms 

Assuming @ f l  = const,  the EMF constant  and  torque  constant  are, respec- 
tively, 

(8.26) 

For I& = 0 the  total  current I, = I,, is torque-producing  and cos 9 = 1 

8.8.3 Armature winding  resistance 

The  armature winding  resistance  can  approxinlately  be  calculated as 

(8.27) 

where k l ~  is the skin-effect coefficient for resistance (Appendix B), h,, is 
the coil height, h, = la,, - h,,, - is the  top  portion of the “slot”  not filled 
with  conductors, a,, is the  number of parallel wires, u1  is the  conductivity 
of the  armature  conductor  at  a given temperature  and S, is the cross section 
of the  armature single conductor. The “+” sign is for the  external  stator 
and  the “-” sign is  for the  internal  stator. 
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8.8.4 Armature reaction and  leakage reactance 

The mutual  reactance corresponding to  the armature  reaction  reactance in 
a  synchronous  machine  can  arlalytically  be  calculated in an  approximate 
way. One  U-shaped  core  (pole  pair) of the  stator  can  be regarded as an 
&.c. electromagnet  with N 1  t,uru coil which, when fed with  the sinusoidal 
current I u ,  produces  peak  MMF  equal to &‘I, N I .  The equivalent d-axis 
field MMF per pole pair  per  phase which produces the  same  magnetic flux 
density as the  armature reaction  MMF is 

where g’ is the equivalent  air gap  and kf[ l  is the d-axis form factor of 
the  arrrlature reaction  according to eqn (5.24). Thus,  the d-axis armature 
current is 

(8.28) 

At constant magnetic  permeability, the d-axis armature  EMF 

Eoci = 2 J z  f N1p71pBn(ll (8.29) 

is proportional to  the  armature  current I n d .  Thus,  the d-axis armature 
reaction  reactance is 

Similarly, the q-axis armature  reactance 

(8.30) 

(8.31) 

The d  and q-axis form factors of the  armature reaction  can  be found in 
a  similar way as in Section 5.6. Most TFMs  are designed with  surface 
configuration of PMs  and kfd = kfc1 = 1, i.e., Xtr(f = X n q .  

Neglecting the  saturation of the  magnetic  circuit,  the equivalent  air gap 
is calculated as 

0 for the TFM with  magnetic shunts  (Fig.  8.19a) 

g’ 4 ( g  + “> 
Prmc  

(8.32) 
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0 for the  TFM with  twisted  U-shaped cores (Fig.  8.19b) 

(8.33) 

where g is the mechanical clearance in the d-axis, hhf is the  radial height of 
the  PM  (one pole)  and prrec is the relative recoil magnetic  permeability of 
the  PM. To  take  into account the magnetic  saturation,  the equivalent  air 
gap g’ should be multiplied by the  saturation factor ksclt in the d-axis and 
ksatq in the q-axis. 

The  armature reaction  inductances 

(8.34) 

(8.35) 

The leakage inductance of the  stator winding is approximately  equal to  the 
sum of the “slot” leakage inductance  and  pole-top leakage reactance. The 
approximate  equation is 

L1 = PoT[Dg f g 3z (h ,  + M l N ; ( ~ l s  + A l p )  (8.36) 
where h, is the height of coil, h, = h, - h,, - a,  is the  top  portion of the 
“slot”  not filled with  conductors,  the “+” sign is  for the  external  stator 
and  the “-” sign is  for the  internal  stator.  The coefficients of leakage 
permeances are 

coefficient of “slot” leakage permeance 

(8.37) 

(8.38) 

where b, = W ,  - 21, (Fig.  8.20). 
The leakage inductance  according to eqn  (8.36) is much smaller than 

that obtained from measurements  and  the  FEM. Good  results  are  obtained 
if the eqn  (8.36) is multiplied by 3 [123]. For most TFMs L1 > L,,[ and 

The leakage inductance  can also be  estimated as a sum of three  induc- 
tances, i.e., due  to  lateral leakage flux, ”slot” leakage flux and leakage flux 
about  the  portion of the coil not  embraced by the ferromagnetic  core [14]. 

The synchronous  reactances in the d and q axis  according to eqn (5.15) 
are  the  sums of the  armature reaction  reactances  (8.30),  (8.31) ant1 leakage 
reactance X 1  = 27r f L1. 

L1 > Laq. 
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8.8.5 Magnetic  circuit 
Kirchhoff's  equations for the  magnetic voltage drop per pole pair are 

for the  TFM with  magnetic  shunts  (Fig. 8 . 1 9 ~ ~ )  

for the  TFM with  twisted  U-shaped cores (Fig.  8.19b) 

Br B7nq 2- hill = 2- hAf + 2-9 i- c H F e i l F e L  
B71Lg 

POPrrec POP,.,.W PO t 

where H ,  = B r / ( p o p r r e c )  and Ci H F ~ ~ ~ F ~ ~  is the  magnetic voltage drop in 
ferromagnetic parts of the magnetic  circuit (stator  and  rotor  cores).  The 
above  equations  can  be expressed with the aid of the  saturation factor 
of the  magnetic circuit 

for the  TFM with  magnetic shunts  (Fig. 8.19a) 

where 

(8.40) 

for the  TFM with  twisted U-shaped cores (Fig.  8.19b) 

where 

(8.42) 

Both  eqns  (8.39)  and  (8.41) give almost the  same value of the air gap 
magnetic flux density,  i.e., 

(8.43) 

Please  note that  the  saturation  factors ksclt expressed by eqns  (8.40)  and 
(8.42) are different. 
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8.8.6 Advantages and disadvantages 
The  TFM  has several  advantages over a  standard  PM brushless motor,  i.e., 

(a)  better utilization of active  materials  than in standard  (longitudinal 
flux) PM brushless  motors  for the  same cooling system, i.e., higher 
torque  density  or higher power density; 

(b) less winding and ferromagnetic core materials for t,he  same  torque; 
(c) simple stator winding  consisting of a single ring-shaped coil (cost 

(d) unity  winding  factor (kwl = 1); 
(e)  the more the poles the higher the  torque density,  higher power factor 

and less the  torque ripple; 
( f )  a three phase  motor  can  be  made of three  (or  multiples of three) 

identical  single-phase  units; 
(g) a  three phase TFM can  be fed from a standard  three phase  inverter 

for PM brushless  motors using a standard  encoder; 
(h)  the machine  can operate as a low speed  generator. 

effective stator winding, no end  connection); 

Although the  stator winding is simple, the motor  consists of a  large  number 
of poles (2p 2 24).  There is a  double saliency (the  stator  and  rotor)  and 
each  salient pole has a separate  “transverse flux” magnetic  circuit.  Careful 
attention must be given to  the following problems: 

(a) to avoid a  large  numbcr of component,s, it is necessary to usc radial 
laminations  (perpendicular to  the magnetic flux paths in some  por- 
tions of the  magnetic  circuit),  sintered powders or hybrid  magnetic 
circuits  (laminations  and  sintered  powders); 

(b)  the motor  external  diameter is smaller in the so-called “reversed de- 
sign”,  i.e.,  with  external  PM rotor  and  internal stator; 

(c)  the  TFM uses more PM  material  than  an equivalent standard  PM 
brushless  motor; 

(d)  the power factor  decreases as the load increases and special  Ineasures 
must  be  taken to improve the power factor; 

(e) as each stator pole faces the rot,or pole and  the number of stator 
and  rotor pole pairs is the  same, special  measures  must  be  taken to 
minimize the cogging torque. 

8.9 Applications 

8.9.1 Ship propulsion 
The ship  electric  propulsion scheme has  been shown in Fig. 1.22. For ex- 
ample, a 90,000 gt cruise  ship employs two 19.5 MW synchronous  motors. 
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Figure 8.21: Pod propulsor  with  electric  motor. 

Thus,  the  shipbuilding  industry requires the biggest electric  propulsion mo- 
tors. 

An optimum  undisturbed  water inflow to  the propeller and consequently 
reduced propeller  pressure pulses (causing  vibration  and noise) and in- 
creased  propulsion efficiency can  be achieved with  the  aid of pod propulsor 
(Fig. 8.21). Reduction of vibration  and noise considerably  enhances pas- 
senger  comfort. The propeller acts as a tractor  unit  located in front of the 
pod.  The pod can be rotated  through 360" to provide the required thrust 
in any  direction.  This eliminates the  requirement for stern  tunnel  thrusters 
and ensures that ships  can  maneuver  into  ports  without  tug  assistance. 

Rolls-Royce, Derby, U.K. has beell developing a 20 MW TFM for naval 
electric  ship  propulsion  (Fig. 8.22) [185]. The  TFM  has been  considered 
to be the optimum  propulsion  motor to meet the high efficiency and power 
density  requirements.  Each  phase  consists of two rotor  rims  with  buried 
PMs  and two armature coils (outer phase and imler phase) [l851 . An 8- 
phase TFM  emits  a low noise and  has significant reverse mode  capability as 
all  eight  phases are  truly  independent from one another.  The  stator compo- 
nents  are  supported by a water-cooled aluminum  frame. The specifications 
of the  TFM  are shown in Table 8.5 [185]. 

To date, TFMs are  predicted  primarily for a conventional (inboard) 
fit for a  surface ship or submarine [29]. The use of the  TFM for podded 
electromechanical  drives is highly attractive  due  to  the low mass of the 
motor in comparison  with other  PM brushless  motors. 
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Figure  8.22: 20-MW TFM for electric  ship  propulsion: (a) construction; 
(b) longitudinal  section: 1 - U-shaped  twisted  core, 2 - stator winding, 
3 - PM, 4 - mild steel pole. Courtesy of Rolls-Royce, Derby, [ J . K .  

1 2 ? 4 5 6 7 0 9 1011  12 

3 4 5 6 7 8 9 1 0 1 1  12 

Figure  8.23: Diesel-electric submarine: 1 - forward battery cells, 2 - 
snorkel  (air intake), 3 - after  battery cells, 4 - exhaust, 5 - diesel engines 
(compartment l), 6 - generators  (compartment l ) ,  7 -- diesel engines 
(compartment  2), 8 - generators  (compartment 2) ,  9 - electric  propulsion 
motors,  10 - reduction  gear, 11 ~ propulsion  shafts,  12 - propeller. 
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Table  8.5: Specification data of it 20 MW TFM  prototype for naval ship 
propulsion.  Courtesy of Rolls-Royce, Derby, U.K. 

Rated power, MW 20 
Rated  speed,  rpm 180 
Number of polcs 130 
Rated frequency, Hz 195 
Number of phases 8 
Supply  voltage (d.c. link), V 5000 
Nnmber of rotor disks 4 
Number of rotor rims per disk 4 
PM  material  NdFeB 
Force density at  rated load,  kN/m2 120 
Outer  diameter,  m 2.6 
Overall  length,  m  2.6 
Shaft  diameter, 111 0.5 
Estimated overall mass,  t 39 
Power density at  rated load,  kW/kg 0.513 

Mean rim diameter,  m  2.1 1.64 
Number of turns per coil 10 12 
Number of coils per phase 2  2 
Coil current  (rms), A 750 500 
Pcak coil current, A 1000 G70 
Power per  phase 
of  solicl state converter,  KW 3200 1800 
Converter type PWM IGBT VS1 (isolated  phases) 

Outer phase  Inner  phase 
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Figure 8.24: Large PM synchronous  motor Permasyn for submarine  propul- 
sion.  Courtesy of Siemens A G ,  Hamburg,  Germany. 

8.9.2 Submarine  propulsion 
A  typical  LLfleet”  type submarine with  four  diesel  engines and four  electric 
motors is shown  in  Fig. 8.23. The diesel  engines are coupled to electric 
generators which supply power to large  electric  propulsion  motors which 
turn  the propellers  and  charge  batteries.  Approximately, a 100 m long 
submarine uses four 1.2 MW  diesel  engines and 4 MW total power of electric 
propulsion  motors. Diesel engines are  divided  between  two  compartments 
separated by a watertight  bulkhead. If one  room becomes  flooded, the  other 
two  engines  can still  be  operated. 

When  the  submarine  submerges below periscope depth,  the diesel  en- 
gines  are  shut down and  the  electric  motors  continue to turn  the propellers 
being fed from  batteries.  The  snorkel  system  permits a submarine  to  use 
its diesel  engines for propulsion or charge  batteries, while operating sub- 
merged at the periscope level. Both the  air  intake  and  exhaust  are designed 
as masts which are  raised to  the position  above the surface of the  water. 

A  large PM synchronous  motor Permasyn with low noise level, high effi- 
ciency and  small  mass  and volume  specially  designed for submarine  propul- 
sion at Siemens A G ,  Hamburg,  Germany  is shown in  Fig. 8.24. 

8.9.3 Hybrid electric transit bus 

Modern  transit buses  should,  amongst  other  things,  emit  reduced  pollution 
and  be designed  with low floors for easy  access to people  with  physical 
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Figure  8.25: A hybrid  bus  drive  system  with  &.c.  motors and reduction 
gears  integrated  into each of its four driven wheels. 

problems. A hybrzd electrzc bus with  electric  motors  integrated in each of 
its four driven wheels can meet these  requirements. 

The components included in the hybrid  trarlsist  bus  (Fig.  8.25)  are 
brushless  motors  (induction, PM or  switched  reluctance) to supply or ac- 
cept power from the wheels, power electronics  converters, a battery for 
energy storage,  and  the auxiliary power unit  consisting of a diesel engine, 
alternator, rectifier,  and  associated  control [148]. The bus is a  series hybrid 
with four independent  brushless  motors - one  integrated  into each driven 
wheel. 

To minimize emissions and maximize fuel economy the electric  drives 
are powered by a battery-assisted  auxiliary power unit  consisting of a down- 
sized combustion  engine coupled to  an  alternator  operating  under closed- 
loop control.  Each  electromechanical  drive  consists of a  75-kW  brushless 
oil-cooled motor  integrated  with a trarlsmissioll into  a  compact wheel  mo- 
tor  unit. Since the transmission is a  simple single-speed device,  and the 
integrated wheel motor  units are located  right at  the drive wheels, torque 
is transmitted  to  the four rear  drive wheels very efficiently and  the need 
for an expensive and heavy multi-speed  transnlission and a bulky  rear axle- 
differential assembly are  eliminated. The  output  torque from each  propul- 
sion  motor is controlled by a  microprocessor-based  electronics package con- 
taining  both a d.c. - a.c.  inverter  and the  actual motor-control  circuitry. 
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Table  8.6:  Hybrid transit  bus performance 

Parameter Conditions Goal 
Top  speed continuous  operation, level road 93.6 km/h 
Gradeability 16% grade 11.3  km/h 

2.5% grade 71.00 km/h 
Startability  seated load mass 17% grade 

gross vehicle mass 13% grade 
Maximum  acceleration 0% grade  1.47  m/s2 
and  deceleration 0% grade 1.27 m/s2 
(gross vehicle mass) 

The auxiliary power unit  supplies  electric power to each a.c.  integrated 
wheel motor in addition to charging the propulsion  batteries and  supplying 
power to  operate electric accessories. In  fact,  the auxiliary power unit  sup- 
plies average power to  the drives, while the propulsion batteries fill in the 
demand  peaks  during vehicle acceleration  and  also receive power during 
regenerative  braking. The auxiliary power unit is rated  at 100 kW  with 
controls to  operate over a d.c. voltage  range from 250 to 400 V. A battery 
with a capacity of 80 Ah and a total energy storage of about 25 k w h  is 
required [148]. 

The hybrid  bus uses its electronic  drive  controls to  operate  the  a.c. 
motors as generators  during  deceleration  or while maintaining  speed  on a 
downhill grade to recover a portion of its kinetic energy. The recovered 
energy is routed to  the propulsion battery,  thus lowering fuel consunlption 
and emissions. 

The perforrnance of a 12.2-111 long hybrid  electric transit  bus  with a 
seated load mass of 15,909 kg and  gross vehicle mass of 20,045 kg are 
shown in Table  8.6  [148]. 

Table  8.7 shows a comparison of different 75-kW brushless  electric rno- 
tors for propulsion of hybrid  electric buses [159]. 

The  induction motor (IM) has a rotor cage winding. The switched 
reluctance  motor  (SRM) has 6 poles in the  stator  (2 poles per  phase)  and 
4 poles in the  rotor. 

The hybrid  synchronous  motor  (HSM)  has both PM and  electromag- 
netic  excitation. The  PMs  are located  on the  stator  tooth faces and  the 
d.c. excitation  winding is located in rotor  slots. The electromagnetic exci- 
tation is used to boost the  starting  and allows a real field weakening in the 
upper  speed  range. 



Table 8.7: Comparison of different 75 kW brushless  motors for electrical 
vehicles. Courtesy of Voith Turbo GmbH & Co. KG,  Heidenheim, Ger- 
many. 

IM  SRM  HSM  PMSM  PMMS  TFM 
M 

Rotor 
Gear  stages 

Gear  reduction 
ratio 
Number  of 
poles 
Rated  speed, 
'pm 
Rated 
frequency,  Hz 
Airgap,  mm 
Diameter,  mm 

Inner 
Gap 
Outer 

Stack  length, 
mm 
Stack + end 
connections, 
m m 
Material 
of stator 
stack 
Volume, 
I 0-3 m' 
Mass of active 

PM  mass.  kg 
Efficiency 
Inverter  power, 

parts,  kg 

Internal 
Cu cage 

1 

6.22 

2 

940 

49 
I 

I l l  
266 
413 

276 

397 

53.2 

272 

0.900 

Internal External Internal 
2 1 I 

12.44  6.22  6.22 

6  20  24 

I232  616  616 

82  I03  123 
l 2 2 

56 282 313 
278 35 1 34 1 
400 410 410 

200  243  229 

350  285  265 

Laminations 

44.0 37.6 35.0 

I47  106  79 
2.7  4.7 

0.930 0.932  0.941 

Internal 
1 

6.22 

40 

616 

205 
3 

328 
354 
410 

255 

295 

38.9 

71 
7.0 

0.949 

External 
I 

6.22 

44 

570 

209 
1.2 to 2.0 

90 
354 
366 

124 

212 

Soft 
magnetic 
powder 

22.3 

73 
11.5 

0.976 

kVA 396 984 254  36 1 385  455 
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The  PM synchronous  motor (PMSM) has been designed with  surface 
configuration of rotor  PMs. 

The polyphase PM modular  synchronous  motor (PMMSM)  has  the  sta- 
tor coil span equal to only one  t,ooth  instead of full pole pitch  (Fig. 8.8). 
Thus,  the  end connections are extremely short  and  the winding power losses 
are  substantially  reduced. The simple coil shape is easy to manufacture us- 
ing automated techniques  and allows for a high slot fill factor. 

The double-sided TFM has  U-shaped stator cores made of powder ma- 
terials,  buried  magnets  and  external  rotor  [159]. 

8.9.4 Light rail system 
The most important  advantages of a  direct  electromechanical  drive  with 
gearless PM brushless  motor over a geared motor are: 

0 the  gravity center of the bogie can be lowered; 
0 the wheel diameter  can be reduced as motors arc removed from  the 

trolleys  and  gearboxes  eliminated; 
0 it is easy to design a steerable bogie for negotiating sharp curves; 
0 electromechanical  drives  with gearless motors  require  limited  mainte- 

0 the noise is reduced. 
nance (no  oil); 

Typical full load mass of a street car is 37 t and wheel diameter is 0.68 
m. Four gearless  motors  with  rated  torque of 1150  Nm can  replace the 
traditional propulsion  system. The motorwheel is shown in Fig.  8.26 (351. 
The motor is built in the wheel in  order to minimize the overall dimensions 
and to improve the heat  transfer.  To achieve a speed of 80 km/h  the  rated 
power of the motor  should  be about 75 kW.  The  external  rotor  with  PMs 
is integral  with  the wheel and  the  stator  (armature) is integral  with the 
spindle.  Representatively, the  armature  diameter is 0.45 m,  the ext,errlal 
motor  diameter is 0.5 m,  the  armature  stack  length is 0.155 m,  the air gap 
magnetic flux density is 0.8 T and  the  armature line current  density is 45 
kA/m [35]. The motor is located  exterilally while the disk brake is located 
internally. 

The size of the direct wheel drive  with PM TFM as compared  with an 
equally rated  induction motor is shown in Fig. 8.27 [256]. 

In  the 1990s the Railway Technical Research Institute  (RTRI) in Tokyo 
(Kokubunji),  Japan, carried out research in traction  PM  brushless  motors 
for narrow gauge ezpress train to reach a maximum  speed of 250 km/h. 
Japan has  about 27,000 route km of narrow 1067 mm track arid over 2000 
route km of standard 1435 nlm Shznkansen track.  The  target speed increase 
on  narrow  gauge  tracks in Japan is over  160 km/h  at  the beginning of the 
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Figure 8.26: Gearless  motorwheel for a light rail vehicle with PM brushless 
motor: 1 - st,ator, 2 - external  rotor  with PMs, 3 - axle of the wheel, 4 
- rotor enclosure, 5 - terminal  board, 6 - rim of the wheel, 7 - brake. 
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Figure  8.27:  Cornparison of dircct w i d  electrorncchanical  drives  with 
brushless motors. 1 - PM TFM, 2 - induction  motor,  3 - clutch. 
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Figure  8.28:  Steady-state  characteristics of RMTlA PM brushless  motor 
at  constant  speed n = 1480 rpm. 
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525mm 
m W 

Figure  8.29: RMTlA  traction  PM brushless motor: 1 - surface  PMs,  2 - 
internal  stator,  3 - position  sensors,  4 - wheel. Courtesy of K.  Matsuoka 
and  K.  Kondou  [176], Railway  Technical  Research  Institute, Kokubunji, 
Japan. 

Table  8.8: Specification data of RMTl PM brushless  motor for narrow 
gauge  express trains developed by K.  Matsuoka  and  K.  Kondou [176], Rail- 
way  Technical  Research  Institute, Kokubunji,  Japan. 

Rated continuous power, kW 80 
Rated continuous torque, Nm 516 
Rated voltage, V 580 
Rated  current, A 86 
Rated  speed,  rpm 1480 
Rated frequency, Hz 74 
Number of poles, 2p 6 
Torque constant,  Nm/A 6 
Cooling Forced ventilation 
Mass without  axle, kg 280 
Power density, kW/kg 0.286 
Torque  density, Nm/kg 1.843 
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21st century (a  speed record of 256 km/h on 1067 mm track was achieved 
in 1973 in the Republic of South Africa). 

Several motor designs and drive  configurations have been studied.  The 
specifications of the  RMTlA motor  with  surface PMs rated  at 80 kW, 580 
V, 1480 rpm  motor  are given in Table 8.8 and  steady  state load charac- 
teristics  are  plotted in Fig.  8.28  [176]. The gearless wheel mounted  motor 
with  internal  stator  (armature) is shown in Fig.  8.29  [176]. 

Numerical  example 8.1 
The speed of a  large,  three-phase, 24-pole, brushless  motor is  2000 rpm. 
The full pitch armature winding  has been designed from AWG copper con- 
ductors  with  square cross section. The height of a single conductor is 
h, = 3.264 mm,  the number of conductors per slot  arranged  above each 
other in  two layers is m,[ = 8 and  the  conductivity of copper a t  75OC is 
01 = 47 x lo6  S/m.  The  ratio of the end  connection-to-effective core length 
is Lle/Li = 1.75.  Find the coefficient of skin effect. 

Solution 

The frequency of current in the  armature  conductors is 

f=- 2ooo x 12 = 400 Hz 
60 

The reduced height  of the  armature  conductor  calculated on the basis of 
eqn (B.7) is 

E 1  M h,J-fi = 0.003264J.rr X 0.4n X lop6 X 47 X l o6&@ = 0.888 

The coefficients cpl((1) and Ql(E1) calculated on the basis of eqns  (B.5)  and 
(B.6)  are 

cpl(J1) = 1.05399 9 1  ((1) = 0.20216 

The coefficient of skin effect according to eqns  (8.14) and (8.15) is 

e for a 120' square wave 

Kln = 0.811 [ 1.05399 + (v - c) 0.202161 = 3.642 
16 

e for a 180° square wave 

I ( lR  = 1.133 [1.05309 + (v - g )  0.202163 = 5.088 



Since the skin effect is only in that  part of a  conductor which lies ill the 
slot,  the practical coefficient of skin effect  will be  smaller,  i.e., 

0 for a 120' square wave 

e for a 180' square wave 

5.088 + 1.75 
1 + 1.75 

rC;ll = = 2.486 

The coefficient of skin effect  is too high and  either  stranded  round con- 
ductors or rectangular  conductors  with  transpositions  must  be used. The 
winding  has  been  incorrectly designed since at  400 Hz the winding losses 
exceed 1.961 (120' square wave) and 2.486 (180° square wave) times the 
losses calculated for d.c.  current. 

Numerical  example 8.2 
A  three-phase,  50-kW, 6000-rpm1 200-Hz,  346-V (line-to-line),  Y-connected 
PM synchronous  motor has stator winding  impedance Z1 = R1 + jX1 = 
0.027 + j0 .026 R,  inner stator  diameter Dlll l  = 0.18 m, effective length of 
stator core L,  = 0.125 m, number of stat,or  turns per  phase NI = 32, stator 
winding  factor kzul = 0.96 and air gap lnagnetic flux density B,,,!, = 0.7 T. 
The PMs are uniformly distributed on the  rotor surface. The  total air gap 
(PMs, damper,  bandage, mechanical clearance)  multiplied by thc  Carter's 
coefficient, k c  and  saturation factor /csnt is gt = g k ~ l ; , ~ , , ,  + l ~ , ~ ~ / p , . , . e c  = 15 
mm. The  stator core losses are equal to 2% of the  output power, the  stray 
losses are equal to 1% of the  output power and  the  rotational losses are 
equal to 436 W.  Find  the  output power, efficiency and power factor a t  load 
angle S = 14.4'. 

Solution 

This motor is very similar to  that described in [B]. The number of pole 
pairs is p = f /?ls = (200/6000) x GO = 2. The pole pitch 

T I T D ~ ~ ~ ,  X 0.18 r = - -  
21, 4 

- = 0.1414 m 

For the surface PM rotor,  the form factors of the  armature field k ~ ~ i  = 
IC,, = 1. According to eqns (5.31),  (5.32) and (5.33) the  armature reaction 
reactances  are 
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= 4 X 3 X 0 . 4 ~  x lo-" X 200 
(32 x 0.96)' 0.1414 x 0.125 

2iT 0.015 
= 0.534 R 

According to eqns  (5.15)  the  synchronous  reactances  are 

X,,i M X , ,  = 0.026 + 0.534 = 0.56 R 

The magnetic flux excited by the  rotor is calculated  on the basis of eqn 
(5.6) 

2 
@f = -0.1414 X 0.125 X 0.7 = 0.007876 Wb 

7T 

The form factor of the  excitation field has been assumed k f  M 1. 

flux is 
Through  the use of eqn (5.5) the EMF induced by the rotor  excitation 

E f  = T &  X 200 X 32 X 0.96 X 0.007876 = 215 V 

The phase  voltage is V, = 346/& M 200 V. 
The  armature  current in d-axis - eqn  (5.40) 

200(0.56 X 0.9686 - 0.027 X 0.2487) - 215 X 0.56 
I n d  = 0.56 x 0.56 + 0.027' 

-42.18 A 

where cos b = cos 14.4" = 0.9686 and sin 6 = sin 14.4" = 0.2487 
The  armature  current in q-axis - eqn  (5.41) 

200(0.027 x 0.9686 + 0.56 x 0.2487) - 215 x 0.027 
0.56 x 0.56 + 0.0272 Iaq = = 86.79 A 

The current in armature winding  according to eqn (5.42) is 

In = J(-42.18)2 + 86.7g2 = 96.5 A 

The angle 9 between E f  and I ,  (Fig. 5.4) 

l a d  

L 86.79 
9 = arctan - = arctan = arctan(-0.486) = -25.9' 

(-42.18) 

Since E f  > V,, the d-axis armature  current l a d  is negative  and the angle 
9 is negative. This means that  the motor is overexcited (Fig. 5.4b). 
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The  input power on  the basis of eqn (5.43) 

P,,, = 3VI ( IILq cos 6 - l a d  sin 6) 

= 3 X 200[86.79 X 0.9686 - (-42.18) X 0.24871 = 56,733 W z 56.7 kW 

The  input  apparent power 

Si, = m1  V1 I ,  = 3 x 200 x 96.5 = 57,900 VA = 57.9 kVA 

Power factor cos 4 
P,, 56 733  COS^ = - = - = 0.9798 
S,, 57,900 

and 4 = 11.52’ 

The  stator  (armature) winding losses according to eqn (€3.12) 

AP, = mII2R1 = 3 x 96.S2 x 0.027 = 754.3 W 

The  input power  is the  sum of the  output power and losses, i.e., 

p,,, = Pout  + Ap, + 0.02Pm1t + O.OIPout + APT,, 

where AP,, = 0.02Po,,t and APst, = O.OIP,,,t. Thus,  the  output power is 

1 
1.03 

= “(56,733 - 754.3 - 436) = 53,924.9 W 

The  stator core losses 

APp, = 0.02 X 53,924.9 = 1078.5 W 

z5 54 kW 

The  stray losses 

APs,, = 0.01 X 53,924.9 = 539.2 W 

Total losses at  6 = 14.4’ 

C A P  = APIL + AP,, + AP3,, + APT,, 

= 754.3 + 1078.5 + 539.2 + 436 = 2808 W 

The efficiency 
53,924.9 
56,733 

77- = 0.95 or 95% 

Methods of calculating  the power losses are given in Appendix B and in 
rnany publications,  e.g., [8, 1561. 
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Numerical  example 8.3 
A three-phase, 160-kW, 180-Hz, 346-V (line-to-line),  Y-connected, 3600- 
rpm, 300-A, surface-type PM synchronous  motor has  the following arma- 
ture winding  parameters:  number of slots z1 = 72, coil pitch w,/r = 10, a 
single-layer armature winding and number of turns  per phase N I  = 24. 
The  armature resistance is R1 = 0.011 R ,  the d-axis synchronous in- 
ductance is L,d = 296 x lo-' H and  the q-axis synchronous  inductance 
is L,, = 336 x lo-' H. The  stator inner  diameter is DlZll = 0.33  m 
and  the effective length of the  stator core is Li = 0.19  m. The air  gap 
magnetic flux density is Brng = 0.65 T, the core and  stray losses are 
A P F ~  + APst, = O.02POut, and  the  rotational losses are AP,.,, = 1200 
W. 

(a) Find the electromagnetic  torque, power factor, efficiency and  shaft 
torque at the load angle 6 = 26'; 

(b) Redesign this  motor  into a six-phase  motor keeping similar ratings. 

Solution 

This  three-phase  motor is very similar to  that described in the  paper [7]. 

(a) Three-phase motor 

For f = 180 Hz and R, = 3600 rpm = GO rev/s,  the number of pole 
pairs is p = 180/60 = 3 and  the number of poles 22, = G .  The pole pitch 
T = x x 0.33/6 = 0.1728 m. The pole pitch in slots is 72/6=12. The phase 
voltage is V1 = 346/& = 200 V. 

Synchronous  reactances 

The rotor  magnetic flux according to eqn (5.6) 

L 

n- 
@f = - X 0.1728 X ~ 0 . 1 9  X 0.65 = 0.013586 Wb 

The form factor of the  excitation field has been assumed kf FZ 1. 
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For the number of slots  per pole per  phase 41 = 21/(2pnzl) = 72/(6 X 

3) = 4 the winding  factor  according to cqns  (A.15) to  (A.17) is 

k " l  = kdl kpl = 

where the  distribution  factor 

sin[.rr/(2m1)] 
41 sin[.rr/(2Tnlql)I 

kdl = 

and  the  pitch factor 

0.9578 X 0.966 = 0.925 

- sin[.rr/(2 x 3)] - = 0.9578 
4sin[.rr/(2 x 3 x 4)] 

The EMF excited by the  rotor flux calculated  on  the basis of eqns  (5.5) 

E f  =  IT^ X 180 X 24 X 0.925 X 0.013586 = 241.2 V 

The  armature  currents for 6 = 26' (sin 6 = 0.4384, cos 6 = 0.8988)  accord- 
ing to  eqns  (5.40) to (5.42) 

200(0.3766 X 0.8988 - 0.011 X 0.4384) - 241.2 X 0.3766 
l a d  0.3348 x 0.3766 + 0.O1l2 

-191.6  A 

200(0.011 X 0.8988 + 0.3348 X 0.4384) - 241.2 X 0.011 = 226.9 A 
I n s  = 0.3348 x 0.3766 + 0.O1l2 

9 = arctan - = arctan ~ = arctan(-0.8444) = -40.18' Iud -191.6 
Ian 226.9 

I ,  = J(-191.6)2 + 226.g2 = 296.98 A 

The  input  active power according to  eqn  (5.43) 

PtTL = 3 X 200(226.9 X 0.8988 - (-191.6)0.4384] = 172,560.8 W M 172.6 kW 

The  input  apparent power 

Si, = 3 X 200 X 296.98 = 178,188 VA 178.2 kVA 

The power factor 
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P,, 172,560.8 cos4 = - = = 0.97 and 4 = 14.1‘ 
Sill 178,188.0 

The electronlagnetic power according to  eqn  (5.44) 

Pc!17,1 = 3[226.9 X 241.2 + (-191.6)226.9(0.3348 - 0.3766)] 

= 169,657.8 W M 169.7 kW 

The developed torque  according to eqns (5.19) and (5.45) 

226.9 X 241.2 (-191.6) X 226.9 
= 3  

2~ x 60 + 3  2x x GO 
(0.3348 - 0.3766) 

= 435.5 + 14.5 = 450 N m  

The reluctance  torque Tdrel = 14.5 Nrn is very small  compared  with the 
synchronous  torque T d s  = 435.5  Nm. 

The  armature winding losses according to eqn (B.12) 

AP, = 3 X 296.982 X 0.0011 = 2910.4 W 

The  rotational loss is APT,, = 1200 W. The core and  stray losses are  equal 
to  0.02POut.  Thus,  the following equation  can  be  written 

1 
1.02 

= ~ ( 1 7 2 , 5 6 0 . 8  - 1200 - 2910.4) = 165,147.4 W M 165.1 kW 
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The efficiency 

165,147.4 
172,560.8 v =  = 0.957 or 95.7% 

The shaft  torque 

Pout 165,147.4 TStL = - - 
2 ~ n ,  2 ~ 6 0  

- = 438.1 Nm 

(a) Six-phase motor 

The number of slots  per pole per  phase will be twice as small,  i.e., 

72 
cl1 = - 6 x 6  

= 2  

For the  same coil pitch (w,/T = 10/12  or 10 slots)  the  pitch  factor remains 
the  same.  i.e., k,,l = 0.966 while the  distribution factor on the basis of eqn 
(A.16) will increase,  i.e., 

s i n [ ~ / ( 2  x S)] 
= 2 s i n [ ~ / ( 2  X 6 X 2)] 

= 0.9916 

The winding  factor  according to eqn  (A.15) 

k?,1 0.9916 X 0.966 = 0.958 

The number of turns per  phase  should  be the  same, i.e., N1 = 24. This 
is because the air gap  magnetic  nux  density must  remain  the  same, i.e., 
Brng = 0.65 T to obtain  the  same  torque as that developed by the  three- 
phase  motor. The magnetic flux excited by the  rotor is the  same,  i.e., 
@f = 0.013586 Wb. 

The number of coils for a single-layer winding is equal to half of the 
number of slots,  i.e., c1 = z1/2 = 36. The number of coils per  phase will be 
6. If there  are two parallel  conductors a,, = 2, the  number of conductors 
per coil  is 

In the previous three-phase  motor with 12 coils per  phase the number of 
parallel  conductors  should have been a,, = 4 so that NI, = 8, since the 
armature  current was approximately twice as high. In the six-phase  motor 
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the cross section of armature  conductor is twice as small  because there 
must  be  space for twice as many  conductors in each coil to accommodate 
the coils in the  same  slots. 

The  armature resistance will remain  approximately  the  same as the 
number of coils in which the  same  span per phase  has  been reduced twice, 
i.e.,  the  length of conductor  has halved and  the cross section of the conduc- 
tor  has also  halved. This means that R1 M 0.011 R. 

The synchronous  reactances of the six-phase  motor can  be  estimated 
on  the  assumption  that  the  armature reaction  reactances  are  predominant. 
Analyzing  eqns  (5.31)  and  (5.33), only the number of phases and winding 
factor will change. The  saturation factor of the  armature  circuit is approx- 
imately  the  same because the  magnetic flux density  has  not  been  changed. 
The synchronous  reactance Xd6) of the six  phase  motor will increase to 

6 0.958 
3  0.925 

2 

X i 6 )  M - (-) X i 3 )  = 2.145Xi3) 

Thus 

X , d  = 2.145 x 0.3348 = 0.7182 Cl and X,, = 2.145 x 0.3766 = 0.8078 R 

The phase  voltage  should  be  kept the  same,  i.e., VI = 200 V. For the  star 
connection, the line voltage  according to eqn  (8.3) is 

For a  six-phase  system  and star  connection,  the line voltage is equal to  the 
phase  voltage.  Similarly, for a  six  phase  system  and a polygon connection, 
the line current is equal to  the phase current. 

The EMF induced by the  rotor  excitation flux, given by eqn (5.5), will 
increase due  to  an increase in the winding  factor,  i.e., 

Er = nJZ180 X 24 X 0.958 X 0.013586 = 249.8 V 

For the  same load angle b = 26', the new armature  currents  are I u d  = 
-99.15 A, Iuq = 107.18 A, and I ,  = 141.6. The  armature  current has de- 
creased by more than half. The angle between the q-axis and  the  armature 
current I ,  is 9 = -42.8'. 

The  input  active power absorbed by the six-phase  motor is PLn = 
167,761.4 W, the  input  apparent power is Si, = 175,212 VA and  the power 
factor is cos 4 = 0.9575 (4 = 16.7'). There is a  slight  decrease in  t,he power 
factor as compared  with the  three-phase  motor. 
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The electromagnetic power is Pel,n = 166,354.4 W, the developed  torque 
is T d  = 441.3  Nm (T(1 = 450  Nm for the  three-phase  motor).  The syn- 
chronous  torque is T(ls = 426.1  Nm and  the  reluctance  torque is TdTCl  = 
15.15  Nm.  Although the  number of phases  has doubled,  the  armature wind- 
ing losses are halved since the  armature  current  has been  reduced  more than 
twice, i.e., 

AP, = 6 X 146.012 X 0.011 = 1407.1 W 

The  output power 

Pout = -(167,761.4 - 1200 - 1407.1) = 161,916.1 W 
1 

l .02 

The efficiency 

161,916.1 
= 167.761.4 

= 0.9652 or 96.52% 

The increase  in the efficiency is only  0.86% as compared  with the three- 
phase  motor.  The  shaft  torque 

161,916.1 
27r X 60 Tsh = = 429.5  Nnl 

Numerical  example 8.4 
The design data of a single-sided three phase TFM with  external  rotor  and 
surface  PMs  are given in Table  8.9. The  stator windings are Y-connected 
and  the  stator  magnetic  circuit is composed of U-shaped  cores  with  I-shaped 
magnetic flux shunts between them  (Fig.  8.19;~).  Both  U-shaped  and I- 
shaped cores are  made of cold-rolled electrotechnical  steel. The rotor Phls 
are glued to laminated  rings  (two  rings  per  phase) of the  same axial  width 
as PMs. Find  the  steady  state  performance of the  TFM for = 0. The 
saturation of the  magnetic  circuit  and influence of the  armature reaction 
flux on the rotor  excitation flux can  be  neglected. 

Solution 

The average pole pitch 

IT x 207 
7-E" ITDy - - ~ = 18.06 mm 

2P 36 
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Number of stator phases m1 = 3  
Rated  speed,  rpm 
Rated  armature  current, A 
Number of pole pairs  (U-shaped or I-shaped  cores  per  phase) 
Number of rotor poles 
Average air  gap  diameter,  m 
Air gap in the d-axis, mm 
Stator pole shoe  thickness  (circumferential),  m 
Axial width of U-shaped  core, mm 
Axial width of I-shaped  core, mm 
Height of U-shaped  core, mm 
Axial width of U-shaped core pole, mm 
Width of leg and height of yoke of U-shaped core, mm 
Height of I-shaped  core, mm 
I-shaped  core  thickness  (circumferential), mm 
Number of turns per  phase 
Number of parallel  conductors 
Conductivity of stator wire at  2OoC, S/m 
Height of the  stator wire, mm 
Width of the  stator wire, mm 
Height of PM, mm 
Width of PM (circumferential  direction), mm 
Length of PM (axial  direction),  m 
Height of the  rotor  laminated yoke, mm 
Remanent  magnetic flux density, T 
Coercive force, A/m 
Rotational loses a t  480 rpm,  W 
Stacking coefficient 
Temperature of stator windings,  "C 

480 
I ,  = 22.0 

p =  18 
2 p  = 36 

D, = 0.207 
g = 0.8 

bp = 0.012 
W ,  = 52 
W ,  = 52 
h, = 52 
l ,  = 15 
a,, = 15 

15 
12 

NI = 70 
a,  = 1 

0 1  = 57 x 106 
h, = 2.304 
W ,  = 2.304 
hll.r = 4.0 

W A ~  = 17.0 
lhf = 17.0 
h,, = 8.0 
B, = 1.25 

H, = 923 X 103 
AP,,, = 200 

I C ,  = 0.95 
75 

Temperature of rotor, OC 40 
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The motor  external  diameter  without  the  rotor  external cylinder (support- 
ing structure) 

DIlILt = D, + g + 2(h, + hrY) = 207 + 0.8 + 2(4 + 8) = 231.8 mm 

The length of the motor  without  the  rotor  bearing disks 

L = ml'w,, + (0.6. .  . l.Ol,)(nzl - 1) = 3 x 52 + 0.8 x 15 x 2 = 180 mm 

The air gap magnetic flux density a t  no load for unsaturated  magnetic 
circuit (ksat = 1)  can  be found on the basis of eqn  (8.43),  i.e., 

1.25 
1 + 1.078 x 0.814.0 B t n ,  = = 1.0283 T 

where 

1 B, 1 
Prrec  = " - - 

p0 H ,  0 . 4 ~  X lo-" 
1.25923 x lo3 = 1.078 

The magnetic flux densities  in the  U-shaped  and  I-shaped cores are  ap- 
proximately  the  same.  These values secure low core losses at increased 
frequency. The magnetic flux density  in  the  rotor  laminated  ring 

1 1 17 
2 hrv 2 8 B,, = - B,,LS = - 1.0283- = 1.0925 T 

Armature winding current  density 

In - 
22 

J ,  = ~ 
- 

awhcwc 1 x 2.304 x 2.304 
= 4.14 A/mm2 

Winding  packing  factor  (space  factor) 

Nlawhcwc - 70 x 1 x 2.304 x 2.304 - 
h,"bIl  22 x 22 

= 0.768 

where 

h,,, = h, - 2a,, = 52 - 2 x 15 = 22 mm 

and 

b,, = W, - 24, = 522 x 15 = 22 mm 

The winding  packing  (space)  factor,  depending  on the insulation  thickness, 
for  low voltage TFMs  and  square wires is approximately  0.75 to  0.85. 
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Reluctance of the  air  gap 

9 -  0.0008 R, = - - 
pob,l, 0.471. X lo-' X 0.015 X 0.012 

= 3.5368 X 10' 1/H 

Reluctance of the  PM 

hhi - 0.004 
RPM = - poprrecb,l, 0 . 4 ~  X 1 O " j  X 1.078 X 0.015 X 0.012 

= 1 6 . 4 ~ 1 0 ~  1/H 

Reluctance  per pole pair  with  ferromagnetic  laminations  being neglected 

Rpole = 4(R, + RPM) = 4(3.5368 + 16.4)10-' = 79.745 X 10' 1/H 

Armature reaction (mutual)  inductance in the d-axis calculated  on the basis 
of reluctance 

1 1 
L a d  = p N ;  - = 18 X 702 = 0.001106 H 

%ole 79.745 x 106 

Line current  density 

A = -  IaN1 - 22 ' 70 = 42,635.6  A/m 
27 2 x 0.01806 

- 

Peak value of line current  density 

A,, = J Z A  = &42,635.6 = 60,295.9  A/m 

Tangential force density  (shear  stress) 

f s r l  = Qp,wBmgA = 0.623 X 1.0283 X 42,635.6 = 27,313.7 N/m2 

where the  PM coverage coefficient 

b, l ,  12 x 15 
QPhf = - - ~ = 0.623 

WMMI,~,~ 17 X 17 
- 

Pole shoe-to-pole  pitch ratio 

12.0 
= 7 - 18.06 

bp - - = 0.664 

Form factor of the  excitation field according to eqn (5.23) 

4 0.664 X T 

71. 2 
kf = - sin = 1.1 
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Peak value of the  fundamental  harmonic of the air  gap  magnetic flux density 

Btng1 = kfB,, = 1.1 X 1.0283 = 1.131 T 

Fundamental llarmonic of the  magnetic flux according to  eqn  (8.18) 

2 
Qf1  = -0.01806 X 0.015 X 1.131 = 1.952 X Wb 

n- 

No-load EMF at rated  speed n, = 480/60 = 8 rev/s  according to eqn  (8.20) 

E f  = n f i  X 70 X 182 X 1.952 X X 8 = 157.3 V 

Coefficient of the slot leakage permeance  according to eqn  (8.37) 

22 15 
3 x 22 22 

X I ,  = - + - = 1.015 

where 

h, = 52 - 22 - 15 = 15  mm 

Coefficient of pole-top leakage permeance  according to  eqn  (8.38) 

5 x (0.8/22) 
5 + 4 x (0.8/22) A l p  = = 0.0353 

Leakage inductance  according  to  eqn  (8.36) multiplied by 3  (correction 
factor) 

L1 N" 3xO.4n-x 10-6xn-[0.207-0.0008-(0.022+0.015)] x702 X (1.015+0.0353) 

= 0.010313 H 

Equivalent  air  gap  according to  eqn  (8.32) 

1.078 

Armature  reaction  (mutual)  inductance in the d-axis  according to  eqn  (8.34) 
for kfd = k f ,  = 1 

Lad = 20.48 x lo-' x 702 x 18°'0180B x 0'0151.0 = 0.0010596 H 
7r 0.01804 
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is almost  the  same as that calculated  on the basis of reluctances. For surface 
PMs, the  armature reaction  inductance in the q-axis L,, = L a d  = 0.0010596 
H. Synchronous  inductances 

L,s,i = L1 + L,,i = 0.010313 + 0.0010596 = 0.011372 H 

L,, = L1 + L,, = 0.010313 + 0.0010596 = 0.011372 H 

Synchronous  reactances 

x,,i = 2nfLS,1 = 2nx144x0.011372 = 10.29 0 and x,, = x,d = 10.29 0 

where the  input frequency 

480 
60 f = n,sp = -18 = 144 HZ 

Electromagnetic power at  l a d  = 0 

PelnL = nz lE f I ,  = 3 x  157.3  x 22 = 10'381.8 W 

Electromagnetic  torque at  l a d  = 0 

T d  = - 10381'8 = 206.54 Nm 
2n  x 8 

where 71, = 480 rpm = 8  rev/s. EMF constant 

E f  157.3 
k~ = - = - = 0.3277 V/rpm 

n, 480 

Torque constant  at I a d  = 0 (cos Q' = 1) according to eqn (8.26) 

= - x  (0.3277  x 60) x 1 = 9.39 Nm/A 
3 

2n 

Average length of turn for armature  system  with I-shaped shunts 

llnv = n(Dg - h T L )  = n(0.207 - 0.052) = 0.487 m 

Conductivity of copper wire at  75OC 

57 x 106 
1 + 0.00393(75 - 20) 

cl1 = = 46.87 x 10' S/m 

Reduced  thickness of conductor  and  Field's  functions for resistance  accord- 
ing to eqns (B.5), (B.G) and  (B.7) 
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(1 X hcJT X f X p0 X 01 = 0.002304J~ X 144 X 0.4 X T X 10-6 X 46.87 X 106 

= 0.002304 X 163.23 = 0.376 

sinh(2 x 0.376) + sin(2 X 0.376) 
= 0‘376cosh(2 x 0.376) - cos(2 x 0.376) 

= 1.00178 

w1((1) = 2 X 0.376 
sinh(0.376) - sin(0.376) 
cosh(0.376) + cos(0.376) 

= 0.00666 

Number of conductor layers 

h, - 2a, - 0.003 0.052 - 2 x 0.015 - 0.003 
m,l 

awhc 
- - 

1 x 0.002304 
= 8  

Skin effect coefficient for the  armature resistance  according to eqn  (B.lO) 

k ln  M 1.00178 + - 82 - 1 
3 

0.00666 = 1.1416 

Armature winding  resistance 

N1’lau = 1.1416 70 x 0.487 
1 x 46.87 x lo6 x 0.2304 x 0.2304 R1 = ~ I R  = 0.1564 fl 

a7uff1 

The increase of the resistance  due to  the skin effect is approximately 4%. 
Since (1 < 1,  the skin effect has  practically no influence on  the slot leakage 
inductance. 

Stator winding losses 

AP, = 3 X 0.1564 X 222 = 227.1 W 

Mass of the  stator U-shape cores per  phase 

mu = 7700pb,ki [w,h,, - (h, - a,)b,] 

= 7700 X 18 X 0.012 X 0.95[0.052 X 0.052- (0.052 -0.015) X 0.0221 = 2.986 kg 

Mass of the  stator I-shaped cores 

m 1  = 7700pb,k~w,a, = 7700 X 18 X 0.012 x 0.95 x 0.052 X 0.015 = 1.232 kg 
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The magnetic flux density in the U-shaped  core is Blu M = 1.0283 
T (uniform cross section). The corresponding specific core losses a t  1.0283 
T and 50 Hz are A p p , ~  = 2.55 W/kg. The magnetic flux density in the 
I-shaped  core  has  been  assumed Bpe1 = l.lB7ng = 1.131 T (10% increase 
due  to grooves for bandages). The corresponding specific core losses a t  
1.131 T and 50 Hz are App, ,  = 3.25 W/kg. The  stator  (armature) core 
losses (Appendix B, Section  B2) 

APF, = ml(&F,urnu + A P F ~ I ~ I )  

1.333 

= 3(2.55 X 2.986 + 3.25 X 1.232) (g) = 206.5 W 

Stray losses 

AP,,, M 0.0125Pe1,, = 0.0125 X 10,381.8 = 129.8 W 

Output power 

Pout = Pelrn - APT,, - AP,,, = 10,381.8 - 200 - 129.8 = 10,052.0 W 

Shaft  torque 

Pout - 10,052.0 
T S l l  = - - = 200  Nm 

2rn, 2 r  x 8 

Input power 

10.052.0 
10.815.4 

~ = 0.929 

Phase  input voltage ( I ,  = IUq,  Q = 0') according to eqn (5.47) 

v1 = J(Ef  + I,R1)2 + (I,Xsq)2 

= J(157.3 + 22.0 X 0.1564)' + (22.0 X 10.29)2 = 277.8 V 

The line-to-line  voltage is V ~ L - L  = 4 x 277.8 = 481 V. 
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Power factor  according to eqn (5.46) 

cos 4 M E f  + IaR1 - 157.3 + 22.0 X 0.1564 
V1 

- 
277.8 

= 0.579 

Mass of rotor yokes per  phase 

= 2 X 7700~(0.207 + 0.0008 + 2 X 0.004 + 0.008) X 0.008 X 0.017 = 1.472 kg 

Mass of PMs 

nZpAf = 7 5 0 0 N p ~ f h ~ 1 ~ ~ ~ 1 1 . 1  = 7500 x 72 x 0.004 x 0.017 x 0.017 = 0.G24 kg 

where the number of PMs per  phase Nphf = 2 x (2p) = 2 x 36 = 72. Mass 
of armature winding  per  phase 

m, = 8200Nll~,,,u,,,h,w, 

= 8200 X 70 X 0.487 X 1 X 0.002304 X 0.002304 = 1.484 kg 

Mass of active  materials  per  machine 

= 3(2.986 + 1.232 + 1.484 + 0.624 + 1.472) = 23.39 kg 

Power and  torque  density 

The  steady  state performance  characteristics a t  n S  = 480 rpm  are shown 
in Fig.  8.30. All values have been  computed in the  same way as those for 
the  rated  current. 

If the negative  component of d-axis current is injectcd,  the  input voltage 
decreases  and the power factor  increases. For example, a t  Q = -10' 

ICld  = I ,  sin Q = 22.0 sin( - 10') = -3.82 A 

Iu(j = I,COS@ = 22.Ocos(-1O0) = 21.67 A 
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Figure 8.30: Steady  state  characteristics at n, = 480 rpm: (a) input  and 
output power versus torque, (b) torque  and  phase voltage  versus currcnt, 
(c) efficiency and power factor  versus  torque. 
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Input voltage per phase  obtained  on  the  basis of phasor  diagram 

= J(157.3 - 3.82 X 10.29)2 + (21.67 X 10.29 + 3.82 X 0.1564)2 = 252.8 V 

The line-to-line voltage at  = -10' is V ~ L - L  = X 252.8 = 437.9 V. 
The load angle 

6 = IaqXs, - IadRl = sin-' 21.67 X 10.29 + 3.82 X 0.1564 = 62.180 

V1 252.8 

Power factor 

cos4 = cos(6 + 6) = cos(62.18' - 10') = 0.613 

Electromagnetic power for X,d = X,,  according to eqn (5.44) 

PelrlL = mlIa , ,Ef  = 3 x 21.67 x 157.3 = 10,226 W 

Input power 

Pi,, = Pelrn + AP,, + AP, = 10,226.0 + 206.5 + 227.1 = 10,659.7 W 

Output power 

Pout = PelrrL - APT,, - AP,,,. = 10,226.0 - 200.0 - 129.8 = 9896.2 W 

Shaft  torque 

9896.2 
2.rr x 8 TSll = - = 196.9 NIn 

Efficiency 

9896.2 
v = 10,659.7 

= 0.928 

Although  the power factor  increases, both  the  shaft  torque  and efficiency 
slightly  decrease. 



Brushless  Motors of 
Special Construction 

9.1 Single-phase motors 

Many industrial  and domestic  applications,  computers, office equipment 
and  instruments require  small  single-phase  auxiliary  electric  motors rated 
up  to 200 W fed from 50 or 60 Hz single-phase  mains.  Applications,  such as 
fans,  sound  equipment and small  water  pumps were a  decade ago the exclu- 
sive domain of the very low-efficiency shaded pole induction  motor.  Owing 
to cost effective magnets  and power electronics, PM brushless  motors  can 
successfully replace cage induction  motors. Higher efficiency and  smaller 
sizes of PM brushless  motors  reduce the energy consumption, volume and 
mass of apparatus. 

9.1.1 Single-phase two-pole motors  with nonuniform 
air  gap 

A salient pole PM synchronous  motor  can  be designed with nonuniform air 
gap as a self-starting  motor.  With regard to the  stator magnetic  circuit, two 
types of construction  can  be identified: U-shaped, two-pole asymmetrical 
stator  magnetic  circuit  (Fig. 9.1)  and two-pole symmetrical  stator mag- 
netic  circuit  (Fig. 9.2). In both  asymmetrical  and  symmetrical  motors,  the 
nonuniform  air gap can  be smooth  (Figs  9.la  and 9.2a.) or stepped  (Figs 
9.lb  and 9.2b). The leakage flux of a U-shaped stator is higher than  that 
of a symmetrical stator. Nonuniform air gap, i.e., wider at  one  edge of the 
pole shoe than  at  the opposite  edge, provides the  starting  torque as a result 

419 
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Figure 9.1: Single-phase PM synchronous  motor  with  asymmetrical stator 
magnetic  circuit: (a) smooth nonuniform air  gap,  (b)  stepped nonuniform 
air  gap. 

of  misalignments of the  stator  and  rotor field axes at  zero current  state. 
The rest angle 00 of the  rotor is t,lle angle between the center  axis  of 

the  stator poles and  the axis of the PM rotor  flux.  These  motors  are only 
self-starting  when,  with  the  armature  current I ,  = 0 ,  the angle 00 > 0. 
The largest  starting  torque is achieved when the rest  angle 00 = 90'. The 
motor  constructions shown in Fig. 9.1 limit the rest  angle to Bo 5 5 . .  . 12", 
which consequently  results in a small starting  torque.  The nlotors shown 
in Fig. 9.2 can  theoretically achieve 00 close to 90" [ G ] .  

With zero current i n  the  stator winding, the rest  angle 00 > 0 as the 
attractive forces between PM poles and  the  stator  stack align the  rotor 
center  axis  with  the minimum  air gap (minimurn  reluctance).  After  switch- 
ing on  the  stator voltage the  stator  magnetic flux will push  the  PM  rotor 
towards the center  axis af the  stator poles. The rotor  oscillates  with  its 
eigenfrequency. If this eigenfrequency is close enough to the  stator winding 
supply  frequency, the amplitude of mechanical oscillat,ions will increase and 
the  motor will begin to  rotate continuously. The eigenfrequency  depends 
on the moment of inertia of the  rotor  and mechanical parameters. Larger 
motors  with lower eigenfrequency thus require lower supply frequencies. It 
is important  to know the  dynamic behavior of these  motors a.t the design 
stage  to  ensure  the desired  speed  characteristics. 

The advantages of these  motors  are  their  simple  nlechanical  construction 
and  relatively high efficiency a t  small  dimensions  and rated power. Owing 
to a  simple  manufacturing process, it is easier to fabricate  the  asymmetrical 
stator  than  the  symmetrical  stator.  The  symnetrical design can achieve 
almost  the maximum possible starting  torque (00 close to go"), while the 
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Figure 9.2: Single-phase PM synchronous  motor  with  symmetrical stator 
magnetic  circuit: (a) smooth nonuniform a.ir gap,  (b)  stepped nonuniform 
air  gap. 

asymnletrical design has a relatively  small starting  torque.  It should  be 
noted that  the direction of rotation in both designs cannot  be  predeter- 
mined. 

The disadvantage is the limited size of the motor if it is to be utilized in 
its  self-starting mode.  Fig.  9.3 shows the oscillations of speed  and current 
during  start-up of a lightly loaded small  motor  [240]. If the load increases, 
the oscillations of speed  decrease more quickly than  those in Fig.  9.3. 

The electromagnetic  torque developed by the  motor  can  be found by 
taking  the derivative of the magnetic coenergy with  respect of the  rotor 
angular  position Q - eqn  (3.75). If the magnetic saturation is neglected, 
the  torque developed by the motor  with p = 1 is [S] 

where the  electrodynamic  torque is given by the first term,  the  reluctance 
torque is given by the second term, 9s = NI@, is the peak linkage flux, Q 
is the angle of rotation related to  the d-axis and T d r e l m  is the peak value 
of the  reluctance  torque.  When considering  characteristics of the  motor 
coupled to  the machine to be  driven,  the following differential  equations for 
the electrical and mechanical  balance can  be  written [S]: 

 VI,^ sin(wt + qv)  = i,R1 + L1 - + -Qf sin Q d i ,  dQ 
dt dt (9.2) 
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Figure  9.3:  Speed  and  current versus time in self-starting  mode for a two- 
pole synchronous  motor  with  oscillatory starting: 1 - speed, 2 - current. 

where V,,,, is the peak  terminal  voltage, p,, is the voltage  phase  angle, 
i, is the  instantaneous  stator  (armature)  current, R1 is the  stator winding 
resistance, L1 is the  stator winding  inductance, J ,  is the  inertia of the drive 
system  together  with  the load and TSlL is the  external load (shaft)  torque. 

To simplify the analysis, it is advisable to calculate  the  characteristics 
for an unloaded  motor,  i.e., Tsh = 0, with the  reluctance  torque neglected 
T d r e l m  = 0. The equation of mechanical balance a t  no load takes  the 
following simple form [5j: 

d2e 

dt2 
J,- = i,9f sine (9.4) 

Solving eqn (9.4) for ia(t)  and inserting  into eqn (9.2), and  then differenti- 
ating for B gives [5]: 

- sln(wt + p,,) = - [sin(wt + p,, + 2e) + sin(wt + p,, - 2e)] Vlm . VI m 

2 4 

J,R1 d2B d26 dB 
Pf dt2  dt2  dt 

+--sine+ --cos0 

+--[3si11e - sin(30)) d6 9f 
dt 4 (9.5) 

Eqn (9.5) is used to determine  whether  or  not  the  motor  can  run-up  and 
pull into  synchronism,  and how silently it will operate [5]. 
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Figure 9.4: Single-phase  multi-pole PM synchronous  motor  with oscillatory 
starting: (a) magnetic  circuit, (b) general view. 

9.1.2 Single-phase  multi-pole motors 
with oscillatory starting 

Single-phase PM motors  rated  up  to a few watts  can also have a cylindrical 
magnetic  circuit,  multi-pole  stator  and rotor and  the  self-starting ability as 
a result of mechanical  oscillations. The magnetic  circuit of such a motor is 
schematically  sketched in Fig. 9.4a. The  PM rotor is shaped as a six-point 
star. Each pole is divided into two parts. Distances between two parts of 
poles are  not  equal: the  distance between every second pole is equal to  2r;  
for the  remaining poles the  distance is 1 . 5 ~ .  The  stator toroidal  winding is 
fed from a single-phase  source and  creates 36 poles. The number of poles 
is equal to  the  number of teeth. Under the  action of &.c. current  the  stator 
poles change  their  polarity  periodically  and attract  the  points of rotor star 
alternately in one  or the  other  direction. The rotor starts  to oscillate. The 
amplitude of mechanical oscillations increases until the  rotor is pulled into 
synchronism. 

The direction of rotation is not determined.  To  obtain  the  requested 
direction,  the motor  must be equipped  with a mechanical blocking system 
to oppose the undesirable  direction of rotation,  e.g., spiral  spring, locking 
pawl, etc. 

Owing to  constant  speed, these  motors have been used in automatic con- 
trol  systems,  electric clocks, sound  and video equipment, movie projectors, 
impulse  counters,  etc. 
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Figure 9.5: Single  phase  multi-pole PM synchronous  motor  with  oscillatory 
starting  manufactured by AEG: (a)  dismantled  motor,  (b)  rotor  construc- 
tion. 

The  PM single-phase  motor  with  oscillatory  starting for impulse  coun- 
ters  manufactured by AEG has a disk rotor  magnetized  axially as shown 
in  Fig. 9.5. Mild steel claw  poles are placed at both sides of the  PM rotor. 
To obtain  the  requested  direction of rotation  each  pole is asymmetrical. 

The  stator consists of a toroidal  single-phase  winding  with  inner  salient 
poles, the number of which is  equal to  the number of rotor poles. The 
stator poles are  distributed  asymmetrically  pair by pair.  One pole of each 
pair  is  shorted by a ring.  Polarity of each  pole  pair  is the  same  and  changes 
according to  the  stator a.c. current.  The  oscillatory  starting is similar to 
that of the motor shown in  Fig. 9.4. Specification data of SSLK-375 AEG 
motor is: Pout x 0.15 W, P,, x 2 W, VI = 110/220 V, 2 p  = 16, f = 50 Hz, 
n, = 375 rpm, q = 7.5%, starting  torque Tat = 0.785 Nm with  regard to 
1 rpm,  shaft  torque at synchronous  speed Tsh = 1.47 Nm. This  motor  can 
be  used for measurement of d.c.  pulses. The  stator winding fed with a d.c. 
pulse  can  produce a magnetic field in the  air  gap which turns  the  rotor by 
one  pole pitch, i.e.  each  pulse turns  the  rotor by 22.5O since the motor  has 
16 poles and 360°/16 = 22.5O. Thus,  one  full  revolution  corresponds  to 16 
pulses.  Such  motors are  sometimes  equipped  with a mechanical  reducer. 
In  this case the angle of rotation is determined by the gear  ratio. 

PM multi-pole  synchronous  motors  with  oscillatory  starting  are  char- 
acterized by high  reliability,  small  dimensions,  relatively  good power factor 
and  poor efficiency as compared  with  their low rated power and  price. 
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Figure 9.6: Single-phase PM brushless  motor  drives:  (a)  triac  converter; 
(b) four-switch  converter;  (c)  full-bridge  converter; (d)  cost effective  single 
phase  PM  brushless  motor. 

9.1.3 Single-phase converter-fed PM brushless motors 

A single-phase PM brushless  motor  behaves as a  self-starting  motor if the 
input  voltgae is controlled  with  regard to  the rotor  position. The  motor 
is self-starting  independently of the  North  or  South  rotor pole  facing Hall 
sensor which  is placed  in the g-axis of the  stator.  The desired  direction 
of rotation  can  be achieved with  the  aid of the electronic  circuitry  which 
produces  the  stator field with a proper  phase  shift  related  to  the  rotor 
position [127]. 

The simplest  electronics  circuitry  with  a  triac is shown  in  Fig. 9.6a. The 
triac  is  switched  on only  when the  the  supply  voltage  and  the  motor  EMF 
are  both  positive  or  negative (1271. The  task of the  electronics  circuitry 
is to feed the  motor at starting  and  at transient  operation,  e.g.,  sudden 
overload. The  motor  is also equipped  with a synchronization  circuit which 
bypasses the power electronics  converter  and  connects the  motor  directly 
to  the  mains at rated  speed [127]. 

In  the line-frequency  variable-voltage converter  shown  in  Fig. 9.6b the 
switches 1 and 3 are  in  on-state when the  supply voltage and  the  motor 
EMF  are  both positive  or  negative [127]. The switches 2 and 4 conduct  the 
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Figure 9.7: Cost effective single-phase PM  TFM. 1 - stator left star  shaped 
steel  disk,  2 - stator right star  shaped  steel  disk, 3 -stator winding (single 
coil),  4 - steel  bush, 5 - shaft,  6 - ring PM magnetized  radially,  7 - 
steel  hub. 

current when the  supply voltage  and  motor EMF have opposite signs and 
the voltage across the motor  terminals is zero.  Converters  according  to  Figs 
9.Ga and 9.6b produce pulse voltage waveforms, low frequency  harmonics 
(torque ripple)  and  transient state at starting is relatively long. 

The  d.c. link power electronics  converter  according to Fig. 9 . 6 ~  provides 
the  starting  transient  independent of the  supply frequency and reduces the 
harmonic  distortion of the inverter input  current.  The  motor is supplied 
with a square voltage waveform at variable frequency. 

The cost effective single-phase brushless  motor has  a salient pole stator 
and ring-shaped PM. Fig. 9.6d shows a four pole motor  with  external  rotor 
designed for cooling fans of computers  and  instruments. 

The cost effective single phase PM brushless  motor  can also be designed 
as a TFM with  star  shaped  stator core  embracing the single-coil winding 
[131]. I n  the single phase  motor shown in Fig. 9.7  the  stator  has six teeth, 
i.e., half of the  rotor  PM poles. The  stator left and  right  star  shaped steel 
disks are shifted by 30 mechanical degrees,  i.e.,  one pole pitch to face rotor 
poles of opposite  polarity. In this way closed transverse  magnetic flux paths 
are  created. The cogging torque  can be reduced by proper  shaping of the 
stator salient poles. 
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9.2 Micromachine  world 
A micromachine is defined as a very small  electromechanical apparatus for 
applying mechanical power and  having several miniaturized parts each with 
a definite  purpose [116]. In  the case of micromotors,  microgenerators or mi- 
croactuators  the  external dimensions  are in the millimeter  or  submillinleter 
range; however, the developed torque or thrust should  be high enough to 
overcome the friction of bearings.  Both electromagnetic and electrostatic 
electromechanical  energy  converters can  be used as micromotors. 

Practical  micromotors, microgenerators  and  microactuators  can operate 
using many different principles [114]: 

(a) electromagnetic  and  electrostatic devices use forces based on field 
energy changes. 

(b) piezoelectric energy  converters in the form of linear actuators  and 
ultrasonic  frequency  motors  are based on  special solid state  structures. 

(c)  magnetostrictive  and magnet,ic shape memory alloys in the form of 
linear actuators use forces based on special solid state effects in  elcc- 
tromagnetic field. 

(d)  shape memory alloys or thcrmobimetals use forces based on thermal 
solid-state  structure effects. 

(e)  membrane  actuators use forces based on chemical reactions. 
( f )  membrane  actuators  and piston  motors use forces based on hydraulic 

or  pneumatic effects. 

Electrostatic  micromachines  are micromachined out of silicon. Silicon is 
arguably the most suitable  material. It has  a  modulus of elasticity  similar 
to steel,  a  higher  yield-strength  than  stainless  steel, a higher strength-to- 
mass  ratio than aluminum  and  has  a high thermal  conductivity  and a low 
thermal expansion coefficient. Although silicon is difficult to machinc using 
normal cutting tools, it can  be chemically etched  into  various shapes. 

The manufacturing,  research  and  development  infrastructures for silicon 
are  already well established. The raw materials  are well known and avail- 
ability and processing expertise have the experience of more than 30 years 
of development in the IC industry. All this  infrastructure  and know-how 
have been borrowed for advanced micro electromechanical  systems, while 
enjoying the  advantages of batch processing - reduced cost and  increased 
throughput. 

Most of the  applications have focused on electrostatic  ~nacrodr~ues llav- 
ing typical  rotor  diameters of 100 pm. Electrostatic  micromotors have been 
fabricated  entirely by planar IC processes within the confines of a siticon 
wafer. This is done by selectively removing wafer rnatcrial  and  has been 
used for many  years for most silicon pressure  sensors. Over the  last  decade, 
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Figure 9.8: Fabrication  sequence for a magnetic  nlicrornotor: (a) polyimidc 
deposition,  dry  etching; (b)  bottom core  electroplating;  (c)  patterning of 
conductor; (d) magnetic  via and  rotor pin electroplating;  (e)  photosensitive 
polyimide  deposition  and developing; ( f )  top core and  stator pole  electro- 
plating;  (g)  rotor  and  stator microassembly. 

surface  micromachining, silicon fusion bonding,  and  a process called LIGA 
- based on a combination of deep  etch  X-ray  lithography,  electroforming 
and molding processes - have also evolved into  major  micromachining tech- 
niques.  These  methods  can be complemented by standard IC processing 
techniques  such as ion implantation,  photolithography, diffusion, epitaxy, 
and thin-film deposition (411. 

The electromagnetic  microdriue is an  attractive  option i n  applications 
with  dimensions  above 1 mm and where high voltages, llccded i n  elcctro- 
static drives,  are  unacceptable or unattainable. 

The fabrication  process of a magnetzc  micromotor (Fig. 9.8) would start 
with a silicon wafer as substrate,  onto which silicon nitride is deposited. 
Onto  this  substrate, Cr-Cu-Cr layers are deposited using electron-beam 
evaporation, to form an electroplating seed layer. Polyimide is then  spun 
on  the wafer to build electroplating molds for the  bottom  magnetic core. 
A 40 pm thick polyimide layer is built-up. After curing,  the holcs which 
contain  bottom magnetic cores are  etched  until the copper seed layer is 
exposed. The electroplating forms are  then filled with NiFe permalloy (581. 

The range of applications for microdevices is extremely  wide,  starting 
from microconnectors,  slide  bearings, actuators  and  vibration sensors to 
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micronlotors. In fact, nlicro-nlechanical sensors are found in acceleration 
sensors for triggering  air bags in an automobile  crash, closed loop  engine 
management  systems  and  pressure  measurement of fuel, oil, hydraulic and 
air-flow systems on automobiles  [41].  Micromotors  and  microactuators are 
used in high precision manufacturing, glass-fiber and  laser  mirror adjust- 
ments,  military ancl aerospace  industry, medical engineering,  hioenginccr- 
ing,  and microsurgery. By inserting  a  micromotor  intravascularly,  surgery 
can be done without large opcnings of vessels. 

9.3 Permanent  magnet  micromotors 

PM brushless  micronlotors dominate for rotor  dimensions  above 1 mm and 
they  can  be of disk or cylinclrical construction. High energy  rare carth 
PMs are used  for rotors. The magnets move synchronously  with the  rotat- 
ing or  travelling  magnetic fields produced by current gold paths on silicon 
substrates [251]. The planar coils can be fabricated,  e.g., by local electro- 
plating of gold. A large cross scction of the gold lincs is nccessary to keep 
the powcr consumption  and  thermal load at  acceptable levels. For NdFeB 
magnets  with  a  typical dirncnsion of 1 111111, forces of 150 pN,  torques of 100 
nNm and maxinlum  speeds of 2000 rpm  can  be achieved [251]. The PMs 
are guided in channels or openings in the silicon itself or  in additional glass 
layers. 

9.3.1 Micromotors  with  planar coils 

A disk-shaped  rare carth PM, nlagnetizcd  radially, rotates  on  the silicon 
chip  surface  driven by four surrounding  planar coils (2511, as shown in Fig. 
9.9. Thc planar coils on silicon substrate  gcnerate a rotating field which is 
predorninalltly  horizont,al, whilc thc magnet is held in position by the guitlc 
hole in the glass sheet. 

According to  [251],  a very sntall PM with  its height of 1.0 mm and 
cliameter of 1.4 mm can  be used. The diameter of the guide hole is 1.4 mm. 
Each  planar coil extends over an angle of  80' and  has  a resistance of 1.4 R. 
The synchronous  speed of 2000 rpm was obtained at  the  current of 0.5 A. 
This  current i n  two opposite coils generates  a  mean  lateral  magnetic field 
of 90 A/m. For a  perpendicular  orientation of field and  magnetization, a 
maximum  torque of l l G  nNm is produced by the  motor. 

Owing to their  simple  construction  and the developments in IC man- 
ufacture,  it is possible that these  PM micromotors will be  reduced in sizc 
in the near future. PMs with  a  diameter of 0.3 mm have  already bcen 
nlanufacturetl  [251]. 
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Figure  9.9: Micrornotor with  rotating  PM. 

Etched  windings arc also used in some  slotless  axial flux micromachines 
[115, 116, 1141. The advantage of the slotless  winding design is the elimina- 
tion of torque  ripple  associated  with  slots, the  tooth  saturation  and  tooth 
losses. The disadvantage is that  thc coils are  stressed by the electromag- 
netic forces and by the mechanical vibration.  These  motors  are not  robust 
enough for all applications. 

A four layer etched  winding is shown in Fig. 9.10 [114]. The conduct- 
ing material for the  prototypes is gold with  some addition of palladium. 
Extremely high accuracy is necessary in the etching  process of multilayer 
windings using the thick film technology. For substrate, different ceramic 
materials  and glass have been used. The cross section of the  conductors is 
from 3750 to 7500 pm2 and  the  distance between conducting  paths varies 
from 150 pm  to 200 pm. The current  density in a multilayer  etched  winding 
is very high: from 1000 to 10,000 A/mm2 [115, 1141. Thin ferromagnetic 
liquid layers with p, M 10 can also be manufactured  [115].  This solution 
reduces the nonferromagnetic  air  gap. 

Fig.  9.11 shows a schematic of the disk type 8-pole prototype micro- 
motor  with  etched  winding  [115]. The dimensions of the NdFeB PM  are: 
thickness 3 mm,  outer  diameter 32 mm and  inner diameter  9 mm. Although 
the  stator  laminated core  reduces losses, it is difficult to manufacture. In 
a four layer etched stator winding as in Fig.  9.11b  the  current  conducting 
path  has a width of 0.4 mm and a thickness of 0.1 mm. The electric  time 
constant of the  stator winding  per  phase is LI/Rl  = 0.7 ps. The four phase 
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Figure  9.10:  An  example of four layer winding for a PM micromotor.  Cour- 
tesy of TU Berlin, Germany. 

LAYER 1 

LAYER 2 

Figure 9.11: Etched  winding disk type PM motor: (a) schematic, (b) layout 
of etched  windings. 1 - windings (2+2 phases), 2 - back iron,  3 - 
bearing, 4 - shaft, 5 - PM. Courtesy of TU Berlin, Germany. 
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Figure 9.12: Construction of penny-motor: 1 - shaft, 2 - soft  steel yoke 
cover, 3 - PM ring,  4 - ball bearing,  5 - stator winding, 6 - flange, 7 
- bottom  steel yoke. 

stator winding is  fed  by four transistors.  Magnetoresistive  position  sensors 
have been used. The sensor PM has  the dimensions 3 x 3 x 1 mm. The 
torque of 0.32 mNm at a speed of 1000 rpm  and  input voltage 3.4 V has 
been  developed. 

Ultra-flat PM micromotor, the so called penny-motor is shown in Fig. 
9.12 [149]. The thickness is 1.4 to 3.0 mm,  outer  diameter  about 12 mm, 
torque  constant  up  to 0.4 pNm/mA  and speed up  to 60,000 rpm. A 400 
pm eight pole PM  and  three-strand 110 pm disk shaped litographically pro- 
duced stator winding have been used [149].  Plastic  bound NdFeB magnets 
are a cost effective solution. However, the  maximum  torque is achieved 
with  sintered NdFeB magnets. A miniature ball bearing has a diameter 
of 3 mm.  Penny-motors find applications in miniaturized  hard disk drives, 
mobile scanners  and  consumer  electronics. 

9.3.2 Micromotors of cylindrical construction 

Cylindrical  micromotors are usually designed as two-phase, 2-pole or 4- 
pole brushless machines with  slotless stator windings. The  torque  constant 
(6.15) is from 2 X Nm/A to 7 x Nm/A [116].  Construction 
examples are shown in Fig.  9.13  [116]. The  stator  armature coils consist of 
a few turns of flat  copper wire (typical  thickness 35 p m ) .  
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Figure 9.13: Construction of cylindrical  brushless PM micromotors: (a) 
synchronous  micromotor designed at  Eindhoven  University of Technology, 
Netherland, (b) 4-mW, 2-V micromotor designed by Toshiba Co. 1 - 
stator coil, 2 - st,ator yoke, 3 - rotor  magnet,  4 - stainless  steel  shaft, 5 
- bearing. 
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9.4 Actuators for automotive  applications 
PM brushless actuators  can provide high torque  density  and conversion 
of  electric  energy into mechanical energy a t  high efficiency. Most rotary 
electromechanical actuators for motor vehicles must  meet the following re- 
quirements [204, 2051: 

0 working stroke less than one full revolution  (less than 360’) 
0 high torque 

symmetrical  performance both in left and  right  directions of rotation 
the  same  stable equilibrium  position for the  PM cogging torque  and 
electromagnetic  torque. 

Basical  topologies of PM brushless actuators  are shown  in Fig. 9.14 [204, 
2051. The  stator consists of an external  magnetic  ciruit  and  excitation coil. 
The rotor is comprised of two mechanically coupled toothed ferromagnetic 
structures  and a multipole PM ring  or disk inserted  between  them  (cylin- 
drical and disk actuators) or below them (claw pole actuator).  The number 
of salient teeth of the magnetic parts is equal to half of PM poles and de- 
pends on the required  angle of limited  angular  motion. The limited  angular 
motion of the  PM  with respect of the  toothed  ferromagnetic  parts is per- 
formed in addition to  the full rotary motion of the  rotor [205]. This  feature 
requires an additional  air  gap between the  stator  and  rotor which deteri- 
orates  the performance. Since the  torque is proportional to  the  number 
of independent  magnetic  circuit  sections  equal to  the  number of PM pole 
pairs,  multipole rotary  actuators provide the so-called “gearing effect”. 

With  the increase of the  PM energy and applied  magnetic field strength 
the  magnetic flux density  distribution in the air gap changes  from sinu- 
soidal to  trapezoidal when the  saturation level is approached. The  actuators 
shown in Fig. 9.14 have been succesfully implemented in General  Motor’s 
Magnasteer power steering  assist  system [204, 2051. Both  sintered  and die 
quench  (Table  2.3) NdFeB magnets have been used. 

9.5 Integrated  starter-generator 
The integrated  starter-generator (ISG) replaces the conventional starter, 
generator  and flywheel of the engine,  integrates  starting  and  generating 
in a single electromechanical device and provides the following auxiliary 
functions: 

0 automatic vehicle start-stop  system which switches off the combustion 
engine at  zero load (at traffic lights) and  automatically  restarts engine 
in less than 0.3 S when the gas pedal is pressed; 
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Figure 9.14: Rotary  PM  actuators for automotive  applications: (a) cylin- 
drical,  (b) disk type,  (c) claw pole. 1 - PM, 2 - excitation  coil,  3 - 
toothed  magnetic  circuit,  4 - claw poles, 5 - terminal  leads, 6 - torsion 
bar, 7 - pinion.  Courtesy of Delphi  Technology, Shelby, MI, U.S.A. 
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Figure 9.15: Direct  drive ISG replaces the classical generator  (alternator), 
starter, flywheel, pulley and  belt. 1 - ISG,  2 - flywheel, 3 - classical 
starter, 4 - classical generator  (alternator). 

pulse-start  acceleration of the combustion  engine to  the required  crank- 
ing idle speed  and only then  the combustion  process is initiated; 
boost  mode  operation,  i.e., the ISG operates as electric  auxiliary mo- 
tor  to  shortly  drive or  accelerate the vehicle at low speeds; 
regenerative  mode operation,  i.e., when the vehicles brakes,  the ISG 
operates as electric  generator,  converts  mechanical  energy  into elec- 
trical energy and helps to recharge the  battery; 
active  damping of torsional  vibration which improves  driveability. 

Automatic vehicle start-stop  system  and  pulse-start acceleration improves 
the fuel economy up  to 20% and reduces emissions up  to 15%. The rotor of 
the  ISG, like a flywheel, is axially fastened  on the crankshaft between the 
combustion  engine and  clutch  (transmission) as shown in Fig.  9.15. Because 
the  application of ISG eliminates the  traditional  generator  (alternator), 
starter, flywheel, pulley and  generator  belt,  the  number of components of 
the vehicle propulsion  system is reduced. 

The ISG is rated between 8 and 20 kW  and  operates on a 42 V electrical 
system.  Both  induction  and  PM brushless  machines  can  be  used. To reduce 
the cost of ISGs,  ferrite  PMs  are economically justified. The ISG is a flat 
machine  with the  outer  stator  diameter  approximately  0.3  m  and number 
of poles 2 p  2 10.  Buried  magnet  rotor  topology  according to Fig. 5 . l j  is 
recommended. For example, for a three-phase 12 pole machine the number 
of the  stator  slots is 72. The ISG is interfaced  with the vechicle electrical 
system  with  the aid of 42 V d.c.  six  switch  inverter. 
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Figure 9.16: Spherical  three-axis  motor  with a PM rotor: 1 - armature 
winding, 2 - armature core, 3 - PMs,  4 - rotor  core, 5 - shaft, 6 - 
spherical  bearing.  Courtesy of TH Darmstadt, Germany. 

9.6 Three-axis  torque  motor 

The three-axis  torque motor can be designed as a PM or  reluctance spherical 
motor. It can  be  used,  e.g., in airborne telescopes. This  motor  has double- 
sided stator coils, similar to disk motors.  There  are usually slotless stator 
coils to reduce  torque  pulsations. The rotor  can  rotate 360' around  the 
x-axis,  and by only a few degrees in the y- and  z-axis. 

Fig. 9.16 shows an example of a three-axis  torque  motor, designed and 
tested at  the Technical  University of Darmstadt [g, lo].  The rotor  segments 
cover a  larger  angle than  the  stator segments. The overhang  ensures a 
constant  torque  production for the  range of y- and z-axis movement - 10' 
for this  motor  (Fig.  9.16). 

In designs with  a  complete  spherical  rotor three  stator windings shaped 
as spherical  sections have to envelop the  rotor.  The  three windings  corre- 
spond to  the  three  spatial axes and  are  thus aligned perpendicular to each 
other.  These  three  stator windings can  be  replaced  with just one  winding 
when the spherical  rotor  and stator have a  diameter  smaller  than  the di- 
ameter of the  sphere, as shown in Fig.  9.16. The  stator winding  can then 
be divided into four sections  with  each  section  being  controlled  separately. 
Depending  on the  number of the winding  sections  activated and  on  the di- 
rection of the  MMF wave, each of the  three  torques may be  produced.  The 
four inverters  supplying  the  winding  sections  are shown in Fig.  9.17. 

type of motor is usually done using the  FEM. 
Owing to  the spherical structure,  the performance  calculation  of this 
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Figure  9.17: Four inverters  suppling  the  winding  sections of a spherical 
motor.  Courtesy of TH Darmstadt, Germany. 

9.7 High speed synchronous motors 

9.7.1 Requirements 
High speed  motors that develop rotational speeds in excess of 10,000 rpm 
are necessary for grinding  machines,  mixers,  centrifugal  compressors,  pumps, 
machine tools,  textile  machines,  drills,  dental  drills,  aerospace technologies, 
etc. Since the centrifugal force acting on a rotating mass is proportional to 
the linear velocity squared  and inversely proportional to  its radius of rota- 
tion,  the  rotor must  be designed with a small diameter  and  must have a very 
high mechanical  integrity. The  actual  trend is to use induction, switched 
reluctance or PM brushless  motors. The main  advantages of high-speed 
PM brushless  motors are: 

0 high power density 
0 compact design 
0 no rotor losses 
0 good heat  transfer  conditions  since only the  external  stator needs to 

0 high efficiency. 
be cooled 

The efficiency of high speed PM brushless  motors rated at 80 to 120 kW and 
70,000 to 90,000 rpm exceeds 96%. The best PM rotor  designs  are  interior- 
type  rotors  (Fig.  5.lb, 5.1i, 5.1j). Surface  and  inset-type PM rotors  can 
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only be used with an  external  rotor can  (nonferromagnetic or ferromagnetic 
can). If the  magnetic  saturation effect is used effectively, a  thin  steel  can 
is better  than one  made of nonferromagnetic  material.  To  increase the 
electromagnetic  coupling between the  magnets  and  the  stator,  the  air  gap 
should  be  made as small as mechanically possible. However, the use of a 
small  air gap increases the pulsation of the magnetic flux density  due  to 
stator  slotting. 

To minimize the  torque ripple  and  acoustic noise, the  stator  slots should 
be closed (Fig.  6.16~).  The  saturation effect should  also  be used effectively 
to design the slot closing bridge. 

The  output equation  (5.66) for a PM synchronous  machine (Chapter  5) 
indicates that  the developed power is basically proportional to  the speed 
and  the volume of the  rotor,  i.e.,  the  output coefficient (5.69) itself is de- 
pendent  upon  both  the  rotor geometry  and  speed. The objective  function 
is generally the maximum output power available from a  particular  electri- 
cal machine at  a  particular  speed. The power is, of course,  limited by the 
thermal  and mechanical constraints placed on the machine volume. The 
rotor  diameter is limited by the  bursting  stress at the design speed  and 
the  rotor axial  length is limited by its stiffness and  the first whirling speed 
to be maintained  above  the  rated speed. The  stator volume is limited by 
winding losses and  heat  dissipation. 

In  the design of a high speed PM brushless  machine the following aspects 
should be considered: 

(a) Mechanical  design  constraints are  important  due  to  the high cyclic 
stress placed on  the  rotor  components. Materials  with high fatigue 
life are favored. Owing to  the high frequency of operation,  materials 
with low melting  points,  such as aluminum,  should  be avoided or 
restricted. 

(b) Capital and operational  costs are generally  directly  linked. The use 
of magnetic  bearings over traditional rolling element  bearings or oil 
lubricated  bearings is a very important  consideration.  The  capital 
cost of magnetic  bearings is high, but  the  operational  costs  are less 
since the rotational loss and power consumption is reduced and  there 
is no maintenance. 

(c) Dynamic  analysis of the  rotor assembly, including shaft, core  stack 
and  bearing sleeves should  be  carried out  with  great  detail using the 
FEM 3D simulation. 

(d) Static  and  dynamic  unbalance. Even very small  unbalance  can pro- 
duce high vibration. For example,  a  static unbalance of 0.05 N at  a 
speed of 100,000 rpm produces an  additional  centrifugal force of more 
than 600 N. 
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Figure 9.18: Cross  section of high speed PM synchronous  motor  with cylin- 
drical  magnet and  three  stator slots: 1 - PM, 2 - stator core, 3 - stator 
winding. 

High speed PM brushless  motors  integrated  with  magnetic  bearings and 
solid state devices are used in gas compressors  providing a true oil free 
system, reduced  maintenance  and high efficiency. 

9.7.2 Super high speed motors 
A super high speed PM synchronous  motor rotating at 500,000 is shown 
in Fig. 9.18 [65]. The rotor  consists  of a cylinder of high coercivity PM 
material  magnetized  radially and reinforced by a nonferromagnetic high 
tensile  material  such as stainless  steel  forming an  external  can.  The  stator 
has  three  teeth (salient  poles), three  slots,  and  three or  six coils. 

In assessing the power limit a t  a particular  speed  it is important  to 
investigate the  optimum  relationship between the  rotor  diameter  and  the 
outer  stator  diameter,  and  the complex coupling of the mechanical  bursting 
and whirling constraints  with  the winding loss and power development. 

For the three-slot  winding  motor (Fig. 9.18) the normalized  torque can 
be  written as [65] 

t N  = 
t C I T r L  

B s a t J , , , ( & J u t / 2 ) 3  

3 7r 

2 3 3 
= -(l - r - h) x [-(h + 2r)  - 2 ( l  - r - h)sin 71 N (9.6) 

where J,,, is the peak stator  current  density averaged over the slot area, Bsat 
is the limit of flux density of the  lamination  material, r = D1zTL/Dlout,  h = 

7r 
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Figure  9.19: Normalized torque  contours h versus r .  

( 2  x hp) /Dlout ,  h, is the pole height and telrn is the  peak  electromagnetic 
torque  per  axial  length in newtons. The contours of t N  are  plotted  on  a 
graph of h versus r as shown in Fig. 9.19. The available sections of the 
contours of t N  are confined between the feasibility boundary h = 1 - 2r 
when the  tooth  tips  are  touching,  and h = 1 - r when there  can  be  no yoke 
(backing  iron)  and hence no magnet flux if the  lamination flux density is 
to be  maintained at  BSat. Fig.  9.19 is significant in indicating first that 
even with  extreme  approximation  and  simplification of the formulation an 
optimum  geometry  exists,  and second, that optimum  geometry  prefers  a 
small  rotor  diameter in relation to  the  stator  outer  diameter [65]. 

There  are essentially two mechanical constraints in a high speed ma- 
chine design: the  bursting condition  and the whirling condition [65]. The 
bursting  condition effectively provides a  limit  on the value of Dlln for a 
given rotational  speed  and  the value of 2 h ~ / D l % ~ ,  while whirling  limits 
the overall generated power associated  with the  shaft resonance. A torque 
equation  can  be  formulated which is a  function of these two mechanical 
constraints,  the  relationship of the  rotor  diameter D1ilL and  the  magnet 
thickness h~ , and power loss [65]. 

9.7.3 High speed motors with canned rotor 

The mechanical  integrity of the  PM  rotor  can  be improved with  the design 
of a canned rotor. 

The rotor  can is usually made of thin  steel, nonferromagnetic  materials 
as brass,  copper or carbon/graphite  and reinforced plastic.  Metal  cans  can 
be used up  to  the  rotor linear  speed of 240 m/s.  Carbon  graphite wound 
cans  can  be used up  to 300 m/s, 
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Figure 9.20: High speed, 5-kW, 150,000 rpm PM brushless  motor:  (a) 
longitudinal  section, (b) circuit  configuration of the quasi-current  source 
inverter. 1 - PMs, 2 - can, 3 - stator  core, 4 - stator  winding, 5 - 
shaft; D, on = inverter  operates as a VSI, D, off = inverter  operates as a 
CSI. 
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Fig.  9.20a shows a  5-kW,  150,000  rpm  motor  with  surface PMs and 
nonferromagnetic  stainless  steel  can [238]. The input  voltage is V1 = 200 
V, input frequency is f = 2500 Hz,  number of poles 2p = 2, the effective air 
gap is 6 mm,  outer  stator  diameter is  90 mm, thickness of stator  lamination 
is 0.1 mm,  stator winding d.c. resistance  per  phase is R1 = 0.093 R ,  and 
stator winding leakage inductance is L1 = 0.09 mH. By expanding  the 
air  gap  the slot  ripple losses can  be  substantially  reduced. High energy 
NdFeB  magnets  are  therefore  required. At the  rated speed  150,000  rpm, 
the circumferential  speed will reach  nearly 200 m/s  and  the  resultant  stress 
is calculated as high as 200 N/mm2. Because this far exceeds the allowable 
stress of the  magnet (80 N/mm2),  to prevent the  magnet from exfoliating, 
initially,  a  nonferromagnetic  stainless  steel  can was shrunk on the PMs to 
retain  them [238].  Although  the stainless  steel  has low electric  conductivity, 
the losses occurred in a  relatively  thick  can were still  quite large at  the 
speeds over 100,000  rpm. Nonconductive fiber reinforced plastic was then 
used [238]. 

The slot  ripple losses in the  can  are: 

A P  - - ~ c ( B , , , s ~ n ) 2 D ~ l c d c  , W 
7r3 

c - 1800 (9.7) 

where n is the  rotor  speed in rev/s, D,, l,, d ,  and 0, are  the  mid-diameter 
in m, effective length in m, thickness in m,  and  the  conductivity in S/m of 
the  can, respectively. The  amplitude of the high frequency magnetic flux 
density  due  to slot  openings  (slot  ripple)  can  be  calculated as 

where 

and BaUg is the average  magnetic flux density in the air gap, b14 is the  stator 
slot  opening in m  (see  Fig. A.l) ,  g is the  air  gap between the  stator core and 
PM, and kc is Carter's coefficient of the  air  gap according to eqn  (A.22). 
Decreasing the slot  opening  and/or increasing the air gap reduce the slot 
ripple. For a copper  can  with its electric  conductivity 0, = 47 x lo6 S/m 
at 75OC, diameter D, = 0.1 m, length 1, = 0.1 m, and  thickness d ,  = 1.5 
mm the ripple losses in the  can  are AP, = 53.2 W at n = 100,000 rpm  and 
AP, = 0.532 W a t  n = 10,000 rpm.  The following machine parameters 
have been assumed: = 2  mm, g = 4 mm, Bat,, = 0.7 T which give 
U = 1.281 and 'Bmsl = 0.01256 T. 
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Figure 9.21: Canned  rotor of segmented  construction:  (a)  single  segment, 
(b)  three-segment  rotor. 1 - PM, 2 - nonferromagnetic  material, 3 - 
can,  4 - steel  sleeve,  5 - complete  rotor  consisting of three  segments. 
Courtesy of SatCon, Cambridge, MA, U.S.A. 

To provide a high  frequency (f = 2500 Hz) and realize a compact power 
circuit, a quasi-current  source  inverter  (CSI)  has  been  employed.  This 
inverter  consists of a diode  rectifier, a current-controlling d.c. chopper  and a 
voltage  type  inverter  (Fig. 9.20b) [238]. To  improve the  input power factor, 
the large  electrolytic  capacitor of the filter c d  has  been  replaced  with a 
substantially  reduced film capacitor, which is enabled by the  appropriate 
current  control of the chopper. 

A  canned PM rotor  proposed by SatCon  Technology Corp., Cambridge, 
MA, U.S.A., is  shown  in  Fig. 9.21. The  rotor is divided  into  segments. 
Within  each  segment a can  holds  plastic  bonded  NdFeB PM magnetized 
radially.  Although  bondend  NdFeB  exhibits  almost  half the  remanent mag- 
netic flux density of the sintered  NdFeB, the lower electric  conductivity 
limits  the  rotor  eddy  current losses at high  speeds. A high  speed  motor 
developed by SatCon for centrifugal  compressors  rated at 21 kW, 47,000 
rpm, 1567 Hz has  the  rotor  diameter 4.6 cm, efficiency 93 to 95% and power 
factor cos4 M 0.91 [147]. The predicted  reliability  is  30,000  h  lifetime  and 
cost 13.4 $/kW (10 $/hp) for rotor  and  stator  set  (assembly  separate) [147]. 

9.7.4 High speed spindle drives 

Owing to  the improvements  in power electronics  and  control  techniques  the 
electrical  spindle  drives have  shown a drastic  evolution.  At  present  time 
spindle  drives for very  high  speeds  acquire the speed  range  between  10,000 
and 100,000 rpm [28]. Moreover, there is demand to  increase the speed 
limit up  to 300,000  rpm for special  applications.  This  evolution  has been 
a consequence of the high  speed  metal  cutting,  milling  and  grinding ma- 
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Table 9.1: Specifications of small high speed  slotless PM brushless  motors 
manufactured by Koford Engineering, U.S.A. 

Winding  Winding  Winding 
Parameter 101 102 103 
Peak output power, W 109 181 22 
Rated  supply voltage, V 12  12 24 
No load speed,  rpm 155,000 200,000 48,900 
Stall  torque, x ~ O - ~  Nm 28.8 36.8 17.6 
Stall  current, A 40 66 8 
Continuous  torque, x ~ O - ~  Nm 4.45 2.54 5.72 
No load current, A f50% 0.492 0.770 0.115 
EMF  constant,  xlOP5 V f12% 7.74 6.00 49.10 
Torque constant, x ~ O - ~  Nm/A 0.72 0.558 4.38 
Maximum efficiency 0.79 0.80 0.67 
Winding  resistance, R f 15% 0.3 0.18 3.0 
Armature  inductance, mH 0.13 0.10 2.4 
Mechanical 
time  constant, ms 17 17 9 
Rotor  moment of inertia,  xlO” kgm2 0.3 
Static friction, x ~ O - ~  Nm 0.092 
Thermal resistance 
winding-to-frame, OC/W  7.0  7.0 8.0 
Thermal resistance 
frame-to-ambient, OC/W 24.0 
Maximum  winding temperature, OC 125 
External dimensions, mm diameter  16,  length 26 
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chine tools used in manufacturing processes, e.g.,  light alloys for aerospace 
applications. The main  demands for high speed  electrical  spindles are [28]: 

0 higher “power speed’’ product compared  with the values for standard 
applications,  particularly for milling and  grinding machines; 

0 increased  bearing  robustness as a  result of high mechanical  stresses 
during  the machining processes; 

0 position  control at  zero speed in order to allow for automatic changing 
of tools; 

0 high efficiency cooling system  to reach the highest output power- 
to-volume ratio  compatible  with  the  actual  magnetic  and  insulation 
material  technology; 

0 suitable  lubrication  system in order to  get high quality  behavior  and 
minor friction  problems; 

0 capability to work  in different positions; 
0 duty cycle requirements in proportion to  the large size of the pieces 

to work. 

9.8 Slotless motors 
Cogging effect can  be  eliminated if PM brushless  motors are designed with- 
out  stator  slots, i.e., the winding is  fixed to  the inner  surface  of  the lam- 
inated  stator yoke. Sometimes, a drum-type winding,  e.g., coils wound 
around  the cylindrical stator core are more  convenient for small  motors. 
In  addition to zero cogging torque, slotless PM brushless motors have the 
following advantages over slotted  motors: 

higher efficiency  in the higher speed  range which makes them excellent 

0 lower winding cost in small sizes; 
higher winding-to-frame thermal  conductivity; 

0 lower acoustic noise. 

small power high speed  motors  (Table 9.1); 

The drawbacks  include lower torque  density,  more PM material, lower  ef- 
ficiency in the lower speed  range and higher armature  current.  With  the 
increase in the  total air gap (mechanical  clearence  plus  winding  radial  thick- 
ness) the air gap magnetic flux density  according to eqn (2.14) decreases 
and consequently so does the  electromagnetic  torque. The height of PMs 
must significantly increase to keep the  torque close to  that of an equivalent 
slotted  motor. 

Table 9.1 shows specifications of small two pole high speed  motors  with 
slotless windings manufactured by Koford Engzneering, U.S.A. These mo- 
tors  are designed either  with Hall sensors  or for sensorless  controllers  and 
can  be  used,  e.g., in laboratory  pumps,  handpieces  and  medical  instruments. 
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1 2  

Figure  9.22:  Imbricated  rotors: (a) with a single stack,  (b) nlultistacked 
rotor. 1 - PM , 2 - flux guide. 

9.9 Motors  with  imbricated  rotors 
The imbricated  rotor is a claw type  rotor  incorporating  one  or more axially 
magnetized  circular PMs  and mild steel flux guides  [25, 1661. The flux 
guides  consist of disks  with pole fingers embracing PMs  (Fig.  9.22).  The 
air  gap  magnetic flux density can  be higher than  the  operating point of 
the  magnet  due  to  concentration of flux by careful balance of the  magnet 
dimensions and mild steel [166]. This is very important for ferrite PMs 
with low B,. For NdFeB PMs sufficient cross section of mild steel  must 
be provided to prevent saturation.  These  rotors were first used in tractor 
generators in the 1950s [15). 

Numerical  example 9.1 
Find  the perfornlance  characteristics of the single-phase two-pole PM syn- 
chronous  motor  with  oscillatory starting shown in Fig.  9.23a. The  input 
voltage is V, = 220 V, input frequency is f = 50 Hz,  conductor  diameter 
is d, = 0.28  mm, number of turns per coil is NI = 3000, number of coils is 
N ,  = 2  and NdFeB PM diameter is dhl = 23 mm. 

Solution 

For the class F enamel  insulation of the 0.28-mm conductor,  its  diameter 
with  insulation is 0.315 mm. If the  conductors  are  distributed in 20 layers 



Figure 9.23: Single-phase PM synchronous  nlotor  with  asymmetrical stator 
magnetic  circuit  and  smooth nonuniform air gap:  (a) dimensions, (b) mag- 
netic flux plot in rotor’s  rest  position of Bo = 5’ (the rest  angle is shown in 
Fig. 9.1). 

(20 X 0.315 = 6.3 mm), 150 turns in each layer (150 X 0.315 = 47.25 
mm), they  require a space of 6.3 x 47.25 = 297.7 mm’. Assuming a spool 
thickness of 1 mm,  9 layers of insulating  paper of thickness  0.1 mm (every 
second layer) and  an  external protective  insulation layer of 0.6 mm,  the 
dimensions of the coil are:  length 47.25 + 2 x 1.0 M 50 mm  and thickness 
6.3 + 9 X 0.1 + 0.6 = 7.8 mm plus the necessary spacing, i n  total,  the  radial 
thickness will be  about  8.6 mm. 

The average  length of the  stator  turn on the basis of Fig.  9.23a is llau = 
2(9 + 8.6 + 20 + 8.6) = 92.4 mm. 

The resistance of the  stator winding is calculated at  a temperature of 
75°C. The conductivity of copper at  75O C is 01 = 47 x 10‘ S/m.  The 
cross section area of a conductor S,, = 7rdz/4 = 7r x (0.28 X 10”’)’)/4 = 
0.0616 x lo-‘ m’. 

The  total winding  resistance of the two coils is 

211auN1 - 2 x 0.0924 x 3 000 R,=----- 
01s~  47 X 10‘ X 0.0616 X 

= 191.5a 

The calculation of the winding  inductance  and  reluctance  torque is done 
using a two-dimensional finite element model and  the  energy/current per- 
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Figure  9.24:  Characteristics of a single-phase two-pole PM synchronous 
motor:  (a)  torques versus rotor  angle; (b) self-inductance  versus  rotor  angle 
at I ,  = 0.275 A. 1 - reluctance  torque at I ,  = 0; 2 - total  torque at 
I ,  = 0.26 A. 
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turbation  method  (Chapter  3, Section  3.12).  Fig. 9.23b shows a flux plot 
of the motor in its rest  position at  an angle of 5". The reluctance  torque 
and  total  torque as functions of rotor  angle are shown in Fig.  9.24a. The 
stator  current  at V1 = 220 V is about 0.26 A which corresponds to  the 
current  density J ,  = 0.26/0.0616 = 4.22 A/mm2.  The self-inductance as a 
function of the  rotor angle is plotted in Fig.  9.24b. 

Numerical  example 9.2 
A 1.5 kW, 1500 rpm, 50 Hz PM brushless  motor  has the  stator inner di- 
ameter Dlzrl = 82.5 mm and  air  gap (mechanical  clearance) in the d-axis 
g = 0.5 mm. The height of surface NdFeB PMs is h~ = 5 mm, remanence 
B, = 1.25 T and coercivity H ,  = 965 kA/m.  The  standard  slotted  stator 
has been replaced by a slotless stator  with inner diameter D:, = 94 mm 
(inner  diameter of winding) and winding  thickness t,,, = 6.5  mm.  The  rotor 
yoke diameter  has  proportionally been increased to keep the  same mechan- 
ical clearance g = 0.5 mm between magnets  and  stator winding. 

Neglecting the  saturation of magnetic  circuit  and  armature reaction 
find the  torque of the slotless  motor. How should the rotor  be redesigned 
to  obtain 80% of the  torque of the  standard  slotted  motor? 

Solution 

The shaft  torque of the  slotted motor 

1500 
27r( 1500/60) T S t L  = = 9.55 Nm 

The magnetic flux density in the air gap of the  slotted  motor according to 
eqn  (2.14) 

1.25 
1 + 1.03 x 0.5/5 

B, M = 1.133 T 

where the relative recoil magnetic  permeability ,urrec = 1.25/(0.47r X 10W6 X 

965,000) = 1.03. The magnetic flux density of a  slotless  motor 

1.25 
1 + 1.03 x 7/5 

B; zz = 0.512 T 

where the  total nonferromagnetic  air gap t,, + g = 6.5 + 0.5 = 7  mm. 
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The  shaft  torque of the slotless  motor using PMs with  the  same height 

The slotless  motor  can develop 80% torque of the  slotted motor if the 
magnetic flux density will increase to 

To  obtain  this value of the  magnetic flux density  the height of the PM 
according to eqn (2.14)  must  increase to 

hif  = 
B::,gg‘prrec 0.7955 x 7 x 1.03 
B, - Bn1g” 

- - 
1.25 - 0.7955 

!z 12.6 mm 

The volume and cost of PMs will approximately  increase hhr/hnl = 12.6/5.0 = 
2.52 times. 
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Stepping Motors 

10.1 Features of stepping motors 
A rotary stepping  motor is defined as a singly-excited motor  converting elec- 
tric pulses into  discrete  angular displacements. It has  salient poles both  on 
the  stator  and  rotor  but only one  polyphase  winding. Normally, the  stator 
carries the winding which is sometimes called a control winding. The  input 
signal  (pulse) is converted  directly into  a requested  shaft  position, without 
any  rotor  position  sensors  or feedback. Stepping  motors  are  compatible 
with  modern  digital  equipment. 

Stepping  motors find their  applications in speed and position  control 
systems  without  expensive feedback loops (open loop control). A typical 
control  circuit of a stepping  motor  (Fig. 1.7) consists of an input controller, 
logic sequencer and power  dnwer. Output signals  (rectangular  pulses) of 
a logic sequencer are  transmitted  to  the  input  terminals of a power driver 
which distributes  them  to each of the phase  windings (commutation).  Step- 
ping motors  can  be classified in three ways: 

0 with  active  rotor (PM rotor) 

0 with  reactive  rotor  (reluctance  type) 

0 hybrid  motors. 

A stepping  motor  should  meet  the following requirements: very small step, 
bidirectional operation, noncumulative  positioning  error (less than f 5 %  of 
step  angle),  operation  without missing steps,  small  electrical  and mechani- 
cal time  constants]  can  be  stalled  without  motor  damage.  Stepping  motors 
provide very high torque a t  low speeds,  up  to 5 times the  continuous  torque 
of a  d.c.  commutator motor of the  same size or  double the  torque of the 

453 
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equivalent  brushless  motor. This often  eliminates the need for a  gearbox. 
The most important  advantages of stepping  motors  are 

0 rotational  speed  proportional to  the frequency of input pulses 

0 digital  control of speed and position 

0 opeu-loop  control  (except for special  applications) 

0 excellent response to  step commands,  acceleration  and  deceleration 

0 excellent low speed-high torque  characteristics 

0 very small steps  without mechanical gears (it is possible to  obtain one 
step per 24 h) 

0 simple  synchronization of a  group of motors 

0 long trouble-free life. 

On  the  other  hand,  stepping motors  can show the  tendency of losing syn- 
chronism,  resonance  with  multiples  of the  input frequency, and oscillations 
at  the end of each  step.  The efficiency and  speed of stepper  motors  are 
lower than  those of brushless  motors. 

Typical  applications of stepping  motors  are  printers,  plotters, x - Y ta- 
bles, facsimile machines,  barcode  scanners, image scanners,  copiers, medical 
apparatus,  and  others. 

10.2 Fundamental equations 

10.2.1 Step 

The step of a  rotary  stepping  motor is the  angular  displacement of the  rotor 
due  to  a single input pulse,  i.e., 

0 for a PM stepping  motor 

360' 
8, = - 

2 p m  1 
0 for a  reluctance  stepping  motor 

or 

or 8, = - 
pm1 

lT (10.1) 

21T 
227721'12 

e, = - (10.2) 

where p is the  number of rotor pole pairs, m1 is is the number of stator 
phases, z2 is the  number of rotor  teeth, n = l for a symmetrical  commuta- 
tion,  and n = 2 for an asymmetrical  commutation. 
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10.2.2 Steady-state  torque 
Under constant  current  excitation (f = 0) the  steady-state synchronizing 
torque Tdsyn developed by the motor varies as a  function of mismatch  angle 
p0 (electrical  degrees) between the  direct axis of the  rotor  and  the axis of 
the  stator MMF, i.e., 

Tdsyn = Tdsynm sin(p8)  (10.3) 

where Tdsynrn is the maximum  synchronizing  torque for p 8  = f90'. 

10.2.3 Maximum  synchronizing torque 
The maximum  synchronizing  torque is proportional to  the  stator MMF iN  
and  the  rotor  magnetic flux @ f ,  i.e., 

T d s y n m  = piNQrf = pi@! (10.4) 

where Q f  = N @ f  is the peak linkage flux. The synchronizing torque in- 
creases  with the number of the rotor pole pairs p .  

10.2.4 Frequency of the  rotor oscillations 
The frequency of the  rotor oscillations  can  be found through  the  solution of 
a differential  equation of the  rotor motion  (Section  10.9). The  approximate 
analytical  solution gives the following result: 

(10.5) 

where J is the moment of inertia of the  rotor.  In  practical  stepping  motors 
where the torque-frequency  curves are nonlinear  (Section 10.10.3), the main 
resonance  frequency is slightly lower than fo. 

10.3 PM stepping  motors 
In  a steppzng motor  with  an  active  rotor the rotor PMs produce an excita- 
tion flux @f. The two-phase control  winding  located on the  stator salient 
poles receives input  rectangular pulses, as in Fig.  10.1. The synchronizing 
torque is produced  similarly to  that in a  synchronous  motor. The commu- 
tation  algorithm is ( + A )  + (+B) + ( - A )  + ( -B)  + ( + A )  . . . .  Since 
the  stator  control winding  consists of two phases (two poles per phase),  the 
value of step for this motor is 8,  = 36O0/(pml) = 360'/(1 x 2) = 90". It 
means that  the rotor  turns by 90' after  each  input pulse as a  result of the 
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Figure 10.1: Principle of operation of a stepping  motor  with  active 
(a) rotor  positions  under  action of input pulses, (b) phase  voltage 
forms. 

rotor: 
wave- 

synchronizing  torque. This motor is characterized by a four-stroke commu- 
tation (four  strokes  per  each full revolution). The value of step  can also 
be  written as Os = 360°/(2pml) = 36Oo/(kp) = 360°/(4 x 1) = 90') where 
k = 2ml is the number of strokes  per  revolution. 

The claw-pole canstack motor shown in Fig. 10.2 is a type of PM  step- 
ping motor  [61]. It is essentially a low-cost, low-torque, low-speed machine 
ideally suited to applications in fields such as computer  peripherals, office 
automation, valves, fluid metering  and  instrumentat,ion. The  stator looks 
similar to a metal  can  with  punched teeth  drawn inside to form claw-poles. 
In a two-phase motor, two stator phases  (windings A and B and two claw- 
pole systems)  produce  heteropolar  magnetic fluxes. The rotor  consists of 
two multipole  ring PMs mounted  axially on the  same  shaft.  The  rotor pole 
pitches of two ring  magnets  are aligned with  each other while the  stator 
pole pitches are shifted by a half of the  rotor pole pitch. The number  of 
poles is such that  the canstack  motors have steps angles in the  range  of 7.5 
to 20'. In two-phase  configuration the  control  current waveforms are as in 
Fig. 10.lb. 

Fig.  10.2b shows how the  canstack  motor  operates.  With phase A being 
excited  with  positive  current the  rotor moves left to reach an equilibrium 
position. Then,  the  current in phase A is turned off and  phase B is ellergized 
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Figure 10.2: "Canstack" PM stepping  motor: (a) general view; (b)  principle 
of operation. 

Table 10.1: Specifications of canstack  stepping  motors  manufactured by 
Thomson Airpm Mechatronics LLC, Cheshire, CT, U.S.A. 

Unipolar 42M048C Bipolar 42M048C 
Specifications 1 u   2 u  1B  2B 
Step  angle,  degrees V C  

Step  angle  accuracy, % 
d.c.  operating 
voltage, V 
Number of leads 
Winding  resistance, R 
Winding  inductance, mH 
Holding torque 
(two  phases  on), Nm 
Detent  torque, Nm 
Rotor  moment 
of inertia, kgm2 
Rotation 
Ambient  operating 
temperature, OC 
Mass, kg 
Dimensions,  mm 

I .J 

f 5  

5 12 5 12 
6  6 4 4 

9.1  52.4 9.1 52.4 
7.5  46.8 14.3 77.9 

7.34  8.75 
0.92 

12.5 
bidirectional 

-20 to +70 
0.144 

22 (len&hl. d42 
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with  positive current.  The  rotor  turns  further in the  same  direction since 
the  stator claw-poles of phase B are  shifted by the half of the rotor pole 
pitch. In the next  step  the phase B is turned off and phase A excited  with 
a  negative  current which further  advances the  rotor movement to  the left 
until it reaches the next  equilibrium  position. The commutation  algorithm 
according to Fig. 10.lb provides continuous four stroke  rotation. 

The canstack  construction  results in relatively  large step angles, but 
its overall simplicity  ensures economic high-volume production at  very low 
cost.  Drawbacks  include resonance effects and relatively  long setting  times, 
rough  performance at  low speed unless a  microstepping  drive is used and 
liability to undetected  position loss as a  result of operating in open  loop. 
The  current of the motor shown in Fig.  10.2 is practically  independent of 
the load conditions.  Winding losses at full speed  are relatively high and 
can  cause excessive heating. At  high speeds  the  motor  can  be noisy. 

Specifications of selected canstack  stepping  motors  manufactured by 
Thomson  Airpax  Mechatronics LLC,  Cheshire, CT, U.S.A. are given in 
Table 10.1. 

10.4 Reluctance  stepping  motors 

A steppzng motor  with  a  reactive  rotor (reluctance  stepping  motor) pro- 
duces a reluctance  torque. The magnetic flux paths  tend  to  penetrate 
through  the  magnetic circuit  with  minimal  reluctance. The reluctance 
torque  tends  to align the rotor  with the  symmetry  axis of the  stator  salient 
poles. 

A reluctance  stepping  motor  has  a  rotor  made of mild steel  and a 
salient pole stator  with  a  multiphase control  winding. The motor shown in 
Fig.  10.3  has  a  three-phase stator winding. For certain  time intervals two 
neighboring phases are fed simultaneously. The  commutation  algorithm is: 
A + A + B + B + B + C - + C - + C + A - + A  . . . .  Thisisanasymmet-  
rical,  six-stroke  commutation  with  a step value of BS = 36Oo/(z2m1n) = 
360'/(2 X 3 X 2) = 30'. 

Reluctance  stepping  motors  are  not  sensitive to  current  polarity  (no 
PMs) and so require a different driving arrangement from the  other  types. 

In order to increase the  output torque  without  degrading  acceleration 
performance,  parallel  stators  and  rotors  are  added. A three-stack  stepping 
motor has  three  stators  mutually shifted from each other,  and  three  rotors 
(Fig.  10.4a).  This makes it possible to  obtain  a large  number of steps  with 
small  angular  displacement when three (or  more)  stators  are subsequently 
fed with  input pulses. The distribution of the  static  torque for subsequent 
stators fed with pulses according to  the sequence A,  A+ B ,  B ,  B +C,  C, c+ 
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Figure 10.3: Principle of operation of a reluctance  stepping  motor  (with 
reactive rotor): (a) rotor  positions  under  action of input pulses, (b) phase 
voltage waveforms. 

STACK STACK S l A C K  
FIRST SECOND lHlRCi 

Figure 10.4: Three-stack  stepping  motor: (a) construction, (b) torque as a 
function of the  angular displacement. 
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2A - 2B 

1B 
Figure  10.5:  Simple 12 step/rev hybrid stepping  motor. 

A , .  . . is shown in Fig.  10.4b. The aggregates TA+TB, TB+Tc, and Tc+TA 
are  the  resultant  torques  produced by two stators.  The torque-to-inertia 
ratio remains the  same. 

10.5 Hybrid  stepping  motors 

A hybrid stepping  motor is a modern stepping motor which is becoming, 
nowadays, more and more popular in industrial  applications.  The  name 
is derived from the fact that it combines the  operating principles of the 
PM and  reluctance  stepping  motors. Most hybrid  motors are two-phase, 
although five-phase versions are available. A recent  development is the 
“enhanced  hybrid”  stepping  motor which uses flux focusing magnets to 
give a significant improvement in performance,  albeit at  extra cost. 

The  operation of the hybrid stepping  motor is easily understood when 
looking at  a very simple model (Fig.  10.5) which produces 12 steps per 
revolution. The rotor of this machine consists of two star-shaped mild steel 
pieces with  three  teeth on each. A cylindrical PM magnetized  axially is 
placed between the mild steel pieces making  one  rotor  end  a North pole 
and  the  other  a  South pole. The  teeth  are offset at  the  North and  South 
ends as shown in Fig. 10.5. The  stator  magnetic  circuits consists of a 
cylindrical yoke having four poles which run  the full length of the  rotor. 
Coils are wound on the  stator poles and  connected  together in pairs. 
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Figure 10.6: Full stepping, one phase  on: (a) rotor  positions; (b) phase 
voltage waveforms. 

10.5.1 Full stepping 

With no current flowing in any of the  stator windings, the  rotor will tend 
to  take  up  one of the rest  equilibriun  positions shown in Fig. 10.5. This is 
because the  rotor PM is trying to minimize the  reluctance of the  magnetic 
flux path from one  end to  the  other.  This will occur when a pair of North 
and  South pole rotor  teeth  are aligned with two of the  stator poles. The 
torque  tending to hold the  rotor in one of these  positions is usually  small 
and is called the detent  torque. The motor will have twelve possible detent 
positions. 

If current is  now passed through  one  pair of stator windings (Fig. 10.6a) 
the  resulting  North  and  South  stator poles will attract  teeth of the opposite 
polarity  on each  end of the  rotor.  There  are now only three  stable positions 
for the  rotor,  the  same as the  number of the rotor tooth  pairs.  The  torque 
required to deflect the  rotor from its  stable position is  now much greater, 
and is referred to as the holding  torque. By switching the  current from the 
first to  the second set of stator windings, the  stator field rotates  through 
90' and  attracts a new pair of rotor poles. This  results in the rotor  turning 
through 30°, corresponding to one full step.  Returning  to  the first set of 
stator windings but energizing them in the  opposite  direction,  the  stator 
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A 

Figure  10.7: Full stepping, two phases  on: (a) rotor  positions; (b) phase 
voltage waveforms. 

field  is  moved through  another 90’ and  the  rotor  takes  another 30’ step. 
Finally the second set of windings are energized in the opposite  direction to 
give a  third  step position. Now, the  rotor  and  the  stator field go back to  the 
first condition,  and  after  these four steps  the  rotor will have moved through 
two tooth pitches or 120’. The motor  performs 12 steps/rev. Reversing 
the sequence of current pulses the  rotor will be moving in the  opposite 
direction. 

If two coils are energized simultaneously (Fig. 10.7), the  rotor takes up 
an intermediate  position  since it is equally attracted  to two stator poles. 
Under  these  conditions  a  greater  torque is produced  because  all  the  stator 
poles are influencing the  rotor.  The  motor  can  be  made to  take a full step 
simply by reversing the  current in one  set of windings; this causes  a 90’ 
shifting of the  stator field as before. In fact,  this would be the normal way 
of driving the  motor in the full-step  mode, always keeping two windin 
energized and reversing the  current in each  winding  alternately.  When t l  
motor is driven in its full-step  mode,  energizing two windings  or  “phases 
a t  a  time  (Fig.  10.7b),  the  torque available  on  each step will be  the  same 
(subject  to very small  variations in the  motor  and drive  characteristics). 
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10.5.2 Half stepping 

By alternately  energizing  one  winding  and  then two windings (Fig.  10.8), 
the  rotor moves through only 15' at each stage  and  the  number of steps 
per  revolution is doubled.  This is called half stepping, and most  industrial 
applications  make use of this  stepping  mode. Although there is sometimes 
a  slight loss of torque,  this mode  results in much better  smoothness at  low 
speeds  and less overshoot at  the end of each step. 

In  the half-step  mode two phases are energized alternately  and  then 
only one  phase (Fig.  10.8b). Assuming the drive delivers the  same winding 
current in each case, this will cause  greater  torque to be  produced  when 
there  are two windings  energized. In  other words alternate  steps will be 
strong  and weak. This is not as much of a problem as it may appear  to 
be. The available torque is obviously limited by the weaker step,  but  there 
will be a significant  improvement in low speed  smoothness over the full-step 
mode. 

Approximately  equal torque  on every step  can  be  produced by using a 
higher current level when there is only one  winding  energized. The motor 
must be designed to  withstand  thermally  the  rated  current in two  phases. 
With only one  phase  energized, the  same  total power  will be  dissipated 
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Figure  10.9:  Current waveforms to produce  approximately  equal  torque: 
(a) half step  current, profiled, (b) waveforms of a microstep  motor. 

if the  current is increased by 40% [61]. Using this higher current in the 
one-phase-on state produces  approximately  equal  torque  on  alternate  steps 
(Fig.  10.9a). 

10.5.3 Microstepping 

Energizing both phases  with  equal currents  produces  an  intermediate  step 
position halfway between the one-phase-on  positions. If the two phase  cur- 
rents  are unequal, the  rotor position will be  shifted  towards the stronger 
pole. This effect is utilized in the microstepping drive which subdivides  the 
basic motor  step by proportioning  the  current in the two windings. In  this 
way the  step size is reduced and  the low-speed smoothness is dramatically 
improved.  High-resolution  microstep  drives  divide the full motor  step  into 
as many as 500 microsteps, giving 100,000 steps per  revolution.  In this  sit- 
uation  the  current  pattern in the windings closely resembles two sinewaves 
with a 90" phase  shift between them  (Fig.  10.9b).  The  motor is now being 
driven very much as though it is a conventional  5.c. two-phase synchronous 
motor.  In  fact,  the  stepping  motor  can  be  driven in this way from a 50 or 
60-HZ sinewave source by including a capacitor in  series  with  one  phase. 

10.5.4 Practical  hybrid  motor 
The practical  hybrid  stepping  motor  operates in thc  same way as the simplc 
model shown in Fig. 10.5. A larger  number of teeth on the  stator  and  rotor 
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Figure 10.10: Hybrid  stepping  motor  performing 200 steps per  revolution: 
(a) cross section  (only the winding of phase A is shown),  (b)  rotor. 1 - 
stator core, 2 - PM, 3 - ferromagnetic disk with  teeth, 4 - shaft. 

gives a smaller basic step size. The  stator  has a two-phase  winding.  Each 
phase  winding  consists of two sections. The  stator shown in Fig.  10.10 has 
8 poles each with  5  teeth, making a  total of 40 teeth [ G l ] .  If a tooth is 
placed in each of the zones between the  stator poles, there would be a total 
of .zl = 48 teeth.  The rotor  consists of an axially  magnetized PM located 
between two ferromagnetic  disks  (Fig.  10.10)  with 2 2  = 50 teeth per  disk, 
two more than  the number of uniformly distributed  stator  teeth (611. There 
is a half-tooth  displacement between the two sections of the  rotor. 

If rotor  and  stator  teeth  are aligned at  12 o'clock, they will also be 
aligned at  G o'clock. At 3 and 9 o'clock the  teeth will be  misaligned. How- 
ever, due  to  the displacement between the  sets of rotor  teeth,  alignment 
will occur a t  3 and 9 o'clock at  the other  end of the  rotor. 

The windings are  arranged in sets of four,  and wound such that dia- 
metrically  opposite poles are  the  same. So referring to Fig.  10.5, the  North 
poles at  12 and G o'clock attract  the South-pole  teeth at  the front of the 
rotor;  the  South poles at  3 and 9 o'clock attract  the North-pole  teeth at  
the back. By switching current  to  the second set of coils, the  stator field 
pattern  rotates  through 45' but  to align with  this new  field the  rotor only 
has to  turn through 8, = 360"/(100 x 2) = 1.8' where 2 p  = 100 (two  disks 
with 50 teeth  each)  and m1 = 2. This is equivalent to one quarter of a 
tooth pitch  or 7.2' on  the  rotor, giving 200 full steps  per revolution. 
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Figure 10.11: Double winding stepping  motor lead configuration: (a) 4- 
lead, (b) 5-lead, (c) 6-lead, (d) 8-lead. 

There  are as many detent posit,ions as there  are full steps per  revolution, 
normally 200. The  detent positions  correspond to rotor  teeth being fully 
aligned with  stator  teeth.  When  the power is applied,  there is usually 
current in both phases  (zero  phase state).  The resulting  rotor  position 
does  not  correspond  with a natural  detent  position, so an unloaded  motor 
will always move by at least  one half a step  at power-on. Of course, if the 
system is turned off other  than at  the zero phase state, or if the motor is 
moved in the meantime, a greater movement may be seen at  power-up. 

For a given current  pattern in the windings, there  are as many stable 
positions as there  are  rotor  teeth (50 for a 200-step motor). If a  motor is 
desynchronized, the resulting  positional  error will always be a whole number 
of rotor  teeth or a multiple of 7.2’. A motor  cannot “miss” individual steps 
- position  errors of one or two steps must  be due  to noise, spurious  step 
pulses or a controller  fault. 

The  stator  and  rotor  tooth pitches  should  meet the condition [106]: 

t l  = t 2  180’ 
1800 - t 2  

(10.6) 

where t l  = 360°/z1 and t 2  = 3 6 0 ° / . z 2  are  the  stator  and  rotor  tooth pitches 
in degrees, respectively. 

Table  10.2 specifies design data of selected two phase  hybrid  stepping 
motors  rnanufactured by MAE,  Offanengo, Italy. 

10.5.5 Bipolar and unipolar motors 

In bipolar PM and hybrid  stepping  motors  the two phase  windings are made 
with no center taps  with only 4 leads  (Fig. 1O.lla). 
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Table 10.2: Specifications of two phase  hybrid  stepping  motors  manufac- 
tured by MAE,  Offanengo, Italy. 

0150AX08  0100AX08 0033AX04 0220AX04 
Specifications  0150BX08 0100BX08  0033BX04 0220BX04 
Step  angle, degrees 
Step angle  accuracy, % 
Rated  phase  current, A 1.5 1 .o 
Maximum 
applicable  voltage, V 
Number of leads 8 8 
Phase  resistance, Cl 1.5  3.4 
Phase  inductance, mH 1.5 3.8 
Holding torque 
(unipolar, 
two phases on), Nm  25  27 
Holding torque 
(bipolar, 
two phases on), Nm 33 34 
Detent  torque, Nm 
Rotor  moment 
of inertia, 10" kgm2 
Insulation  class 

1.8 
5 

0.33 2.2 

75 
4  4 

33.8  0.7 
54.6 1.2 

32 31 
3.4 

56 
B 

Rotation bidirectional 
Ambient operating 
temperature, OC -20 to +40 
Mass, kg 0.34 
Dimensions,  mm 40 (length), 457.2 
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To reverse the  current  without increasing the  number of semiconductor 
switches, the so called unipolar or bifilar windings  with  center tap on each 
of the two windings are used in PM and  hybrid stepping  motors  (Fig. 10.11b 
to cl). The center  taps  are typically wired to  the positive  supply,  and the 
two ends of each  winding are  alternately grounded to reverse the direction 
of the  magnetic field provided by that winding. A bifilar winding  consists 
of two parallel windings wound in opposite  directions. If all the windings 
are  brought  out  separately,  there will be a total of 8 leads  (Fig.  10.11d). 
Although  this configuration gives the  greatest flexibility, there is a lot of 
motors  produced  with only G leads,  one lead serving as a common connec- 
tion to each  winding. This  arrangement  limits  the  range of applications of 
the  motor since the windings cannot  be  connected in parallel. 

10.6 Motion  control of stepping  motors 

The control  circuit turns  the  current in each winding on and off and controls 
the direction of rotation.  The basic control methods of stepping  motors  are 
[259]: 

(a) bipolar  control when the whole phase  winding is switched on (Fig. 
10.12a); 

(b) unipolar  control when only half of the phase  winding is switched on 
at  the same  time  (Fig.  10.12b). 

Control  methods affect the torque-step  frequency  characteristics. In  a bipo- 
lar  control the  torque is high because the whole winding  carries the cur- 
rent.  The  disadvantage is that  to reverse the  current, eight  semiconductor 
switches are necessary. A unipolar  control method is simple and fewer 
semiconductor  switches  are  needed.  On  the  other  hand,  the full torque is 
never produced  since only half of the winding  carries the  currrent.  The 
diodes  in  Fig. 10.12 are used to  protect  the switches  against reverse voltage 
transients. 

For unipolar  control where each winding  draws  under  0.5 A the follow- 
ing IC Darlington  arrays  can drive  multiple  motor  windings  directly from 
logic inputs: ULN200X family  from Allegro Microsystems, DS200X from 
National  Semiconductor or MC1413 from Motorola. Examples of bipolar 
ICs  (H-bridge  drivers)  are: IR210X from International  Rectifier, L298 from 
SGS-Thompson (up  to 2 A) and LMD18200 from Nation.al  Semiconductor 
(up  to  3A). 
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Figure 10.12: Control  methods of 
control, (b) unipolar  control. 

two-phase  stepping  motors: (a) bipolar 
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Figure 10.13: Two-phase PM  stepping  motor  with  shaft position  transduc- 
ers: (a) power windings, (b) transducer  arrangement. 

10.7 PM stepping  motors  with  rotor  position 
transducers 

Stepping  motors  with PM surface  rotors usually develop  higher  torque than 
hybrid  stepping  motors.  On  the  other  hand,  position  resolution of stepping 
motors  with  surface  configuration of PMs is less than  that for hybrids. 
Rotor  position  transducers  can  improve the resolution. 

Fig.  10.13 shows a two-phase PM  stepping  motor called sensorimotor 
with 24 poles uniformly spaced  around the  stator  and 18 surface PMs  on 
the  rotor [129]. The  stator two-phase  winding uses only 20 poles whilst 
the  other four are used in a shaft position  transducer which measures the 
inductance.  Under  the  motor  operation  the  inductance of each coil varies 
as a sine wave. One cycle of inductance values corresponds to a 20' shaft 
rotation  and one shaft  rotation  produces 18 sensing cycles. The transducer 
coils are positioned  on the  stator in such a way as to  obtain maximum 
inductance for one coil of a pair and minimum for the  other coil (six pole- 
spacing betwcen coils or 90'). Each pair of coils is connected in series 
across a 120-kHz square-wave  source. Voltage signals at the center  points 
between each coil pair  are utilized for sensing the  shaft  position.  Pairs of 
coils produce  a.c.  square wave signals  shifted by 90' from each other. A 
position  detector  converts the two signals into corresponding d.c. signals 
by a sampling  technique. The resulting values feed an analog-to-digital 
converter that produces a hexadecimal  signal  representing the  shaft posi- 
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Figure  10.14:  Detent  positions (a)  and  (b) of a single phase stepping  motor. 

tion.  Position  resolution up  to 1 : 9000 is realistic. The  operation of the 
sensorimotor is similar to  that of a  d.c. brushless  motor. 

10.8 Single-phase stepping  motors 

Single-phase  stepping  motors  are widely used in watches, clocks, timers, 
and  counters.  The  stator  made of an U-shaped  laminated  core  with  two 
poles and  a yoke is common. The winding  with  concentrated parameters is 
located  on the yoke. The air gap is nonuniform as shown in Fig.  10.14. The 
rotor is a two-pole PM cylinder. For an unexcited stator winding the  stable 
rest  position of the  magnetic poles of the  rotor is in the narrowest parts of 
the air gap as in Fig.  10.14a or b. If the winding is excited to produce flux in 
the direction  shown in Fig.  10.14a1 the  rotor will rotate clockwise through 
180° from  position (a) to  (b).  The magnetic  polarities of the  stator poles 
(narrowest part of the  air  gap)  and  PM repel each other. To turn  the rotor 
from position (b)  to  (a),  the  stator winding  must  be  excited as indicated  in 
Fig. 10.14b. 

A wrist-watch  stepping  motor operates  on  the  same principle  (Fig. 
10.15). The  rare-earth  PM  rotor  with  its  diameter of about 1.5 mm is 
inside the  stator mild steel  core.  Two external bridges are highly saturated 
when the winding is excited so that  the flux passes through the  rotor.  The 
uniform air  gap is created by two internal  slots. The  stator voltage wave- 
form consists of short  rectangular pulses (a  few ms) of positive and negative 
polarities  (Fig. 10.15~).  A circuit for memorizing the  rotor position and ex- 
citation in the correct  polarity is  used  in order  not to miss the first step 
when  one starts a  watch  after  synchronizing it  with a standard  time. 
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Figure 10.15: A single-phase wrist-watch  stepping motor: (a) general view, 
(b) air  gap  and  stator poles, (c)  input voltage waveform. 

10.9 Torque  and  voltage  equations 

The electromagnetic  torque developed by the  current iA in phase winding 
A (Fig. 10.16) is [l321 

TJS"~'~ = - p i A ~ ~ ' f  sin(p8) = - p i A ~ ~ f  sin(p8) (10.7) 

where p is the  number of rotor pole pairs, N is the  number of stator  turns 
per  phase, @f is the peak flux per pole pair  produced by PMs, and 8 is the 
rotational angle. The magnetic flux Qf can  be found on  the basis of the 
demagnetization  curve  and  permeances  (Chapter 2) or by using the  FEM 
(Chapter  3).  The peak flux linkage is IT'f = N Q f  . In a similar way, the 
electromagnetic  torque  produced by the  current z~ can  be  found as [l321 

~JsBy)n = - p i B ~ @ f  sinb(8 - 711 (10.8) 

where y is the  space angle between center  axes of the neighboring sta- 
tor  phase  windings  (Fig. 10.16). For a single-phase  excitation y = 0 and 

= (both poles are  coincident).  Eqns  (10.7)  and (10.8) are also 
valid for a hybrid  motor, but p must  be  replaced by the  number of  rotor 
teeth z2 [145]. 
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The torque  produced by a two-phase stepping  motor is the  superposition 
of torques  produced by each phase  alone,  i.e., 

The voltage  equations for the  stator phase windings are 

d i A  
= RiA + L- + M -  - - [ N @ f  cos(pe)] 

d i B  d 
d t   d t   d t  (10.12) 

U = Rio + L- + M-- - - N G ~  cos[p(e - 4 1  d i B  d i A  d 
d t  d t   d t  (10.13) 

in which v is the  d.c.  input voltage, L is the self-inductance of each phase, 
M is the  mutual  inductance between phases,  and R is the stator-circuit 
resistance  per  phase. It  has been  assumed that L and M are  independent 
of a.  

Neglecting the  spring  constant,  the mechanical balance  equation  for 
torques  has  the following form 
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Figure 10.17: Steady-state  characteristics: (a) torque-angle, (b) torque- 
current. 

d28 dB 
dt2 d t  J -  + D- f T S l l  = T d s p  (10.14) 

where J is the moment of inertia of all rotating masses  including the  rotor, 
D is the  damping coefficient taking  into  account  the &.c.  component of 
mutual  attraction between the  rotor flux and  the  stator field, air  friction, 
eddy-current,  and  hysteresis effects. 

Eqns (lO.ll), (10.12)  and  (10.13) are nonlinear  equations and can be 
solved only numerically. It is also possible to solve them  analytically by 
making  simplifications [145]. 

10.10 Characteristics 

10.10.1 Torque-angle characteristics 

The  steady-state torque-angle  characteristic is the  relation between the ex- 
ternal  torque of the excited  motor  and the  angular displacement of the 
rotor  (Fig.  10.17a).  The maximum steady-state  torque is termed  the hold- 
ing torque which corresponds to  the angle 8,. At  displacements  larger  than 
e,,,, the  steady-state  torque  does not  act in a direction  towards  the original 
equilibrium  position, but in the opposing  direction  towards  the  next equi- 
librium  position. The holding torque is the  maximum  torque  that  can  be 
applied to  the  shaft of an excited  motor  without  causing  continuous  motion. 
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Figure 10.18: Torque-frequency characteristics of a stepping  motor. 

10.10.2 Torque-current characteristics 

The electromagnetic  torque developed by a stepping  motor is proportional 
to  the  stator  input  current  (Fig. 10.17b). The  graph of the holding torque 
plotted  against  the  stator  current per phase is called the torque-current 
characteristic. 

10.10.3 Torque-frequency characteristics 

The performance of the  stepping motor is best  described by the torque- 
frequency  characteristic (Fig.  10.18). The frequency is equal to  the number 
of steps per  second. There  are two operating ranges: the start-stop  (or pull 
m )  range and  the slew  (or pull out)  range. 

The  torque of the  stepping  motor decreases  with an increase in fre- 
quency, which can  be  attributed  to  the following factors: (a) at constant 
power the  torque is inversely proportional to  the frequency, (b)  the  action of 
the  damping  torque  set  up  due  to  the  rotating  EMF,  (c)  the  stator winding 
EMF becomes close to  the  supply voltage,  and  current  through the  stator 
windings does  not have enough  time to reach the  steady-state value within 
a  step  period, which reduces the  resultant  stator flux. 

The maximum  starting  frequency is defined as the maximum  control 
frequency at  which the unloaded  motor  can start and  stop  without losing 
steps. 

The maximum slewing  frequency is defined as the maximum  frequency 
(stepping  rate)  at which the unloaded  motor  can  run  without losing steps. 



The maximum  starting torque or maxzmum  pull-in  torque is defined as 
the maximum load torque  with which the energized motor  can start and 
synchronize  with the pulse train of a very low frequency ( a  few Hz), wit,hout 
losing steps,  at  constant  speed. 

The start-stop  range is the  range where the  stepping motor  can start, 
stop and reverse the direction by applying pulses at  constant frequency 
without losing step. If an inertial load is added,  this  speed  range is reduced. 
So the  start-stop speed  range  depends on the load inertia.  The  upper limit 
to  the  start-stop range is typically  between 200 and 500 full step/s (1.0 to 
2.5  rev/s) [61]. 

To operate  the motor at  faster  speeds  it is necessary to  start  at a  speed 
within  the  start-stop range  and  then  accelerate the motor  into  the slew 
region. Similarly,  when  stopping the motor it must  be  decelerated back 
into  the  start-stop range before the clock pulses are  terminated. Using 
acceleration  and  deceleration  “ramping” allows much higher speeds to  be 
achieved,  and in industrial  applications  the useful speed  range  extends to 
about 10,000 full step/s (3000 rpm) [61]. Continuous  operation at  high 
speeds is not  normally possible with  a  stepping  motor  due to rotor  heating, 
but high speeds  can be used successfully in positioning  applications. 

The torque available in the slew range  does  not  depend on load inertia. 
The torque-frequency  curve is normally measured by accelerating  the motor 
up  to speed  and then increasing the load until  the  motor  stalls.  With  a 
higher load inertia, a lower acceleration rate must be used but  the available 
torque at  the final speed is unaffected. 

10.11 Applications 

Stepping  motors  are used in numerically  controlled  machine  tools, robots, 
manipulators,  computer  disks,  computer  printers,  electronic  typewriters, 
X - Y  plotters, telefaxes, scanners, clocks, cash  registers,  measuring  instru- 
ments,  metering  pumps,  remote  control  systems,  and in many  other ma- 
chines. 

Fig. 10.19 shows an  automatic surface  grinding  machine  with  three  step- 
ping motors.  In digitally-controlled  industrial  drives, where large  torques 
are  required,  the so-called electrohydraulic  stepping motors (Fig. 10.20) 
have been used since 1960 [259]. 

The electronic  typewriter shown in Fig.  10.21 uses four stepping  motors. 
The Hewlett Paclcard X-Y plotter  driving  mechanism is shown in Fig. 10.22 

An  optical microscope (Fig. 10.23) used in medical research laboratories 
requires  a  sub-micron  positioning in order to  automate  the visual  inspection 

(2021. 
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Figure 10.19: A modern  surface-grinding machine: 1,2,3 - stepping mo- 
tors, 4 ~ motion  controller, 5 - control  panel, 6 - grinding wheel, 7 - 
safety guard.  Courtesy of Parker  Hannifin  Corporation, USA. 

1 2 3 4 

5 5 
Figure 10.20: Electrohydraulic stepping  motor: 1 - electric stepping mo- 
tor, 2 - tooth  gear, 3 - four-edge control  slider, 4 "screw, 5 - oil dis- 
tribution  panel, 6 - hydraulic  motor  with  axial  piston  system, 7 - inlet 
and  outlet of oil. 
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1 2 3 4 
Figure 10.21: Electronic  typewriter  with four stepping  motors for: 1 - 
ribbon  transportation,  2 - daisy wheel, 3 - carriage, 4 - paper feed. 

\ 
\ 
\ 
\ 

1 

Figure 10.22: Driving mechanism of X - Y  plotter using stepping  motors: 1 
- stepping  motor, 2 - sheave pulley, 3 - plastic  pulleys on ball bearings, 
4 - nylon-coated  stainless  twisted fibre cable, 5 - Y arm envelope, 6 - 
pulling mounting block on  pen  carriage, 7 - damper. 
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Figure 10.23: Stepping  motors for specimen  positioning in an  optical mi- 
croscope: 1 - microstepping motor, 2 - specimen.  Courtesy of Parker 
Hunnifin  Corporation, USA. 

process [61]. This  can  be  done  with  the aid of high-resolution  microstepping 
motors  (Fig.  10.9). 

Numerical  example 10.1 
A two-phase, two-pole PM stepping  motor  (Fig.  10.la) has N = 1200 turns 
per  phase and is loaded with an external  torque Ts/l = 0.1 Nm. The motor 
is  fed with  rectangular waveforms (Fig. 10.lb) the  magnitude of which is 
in = io = 1.5 A. Only  one  phase,  A  or B, is  fed at  a  time.  Find the peak 
magnetic flux @f required to accelerate an inertial  load J = 1.5 X lop4 
kgm2 from R1 = 50 to 0 2  = 250 rad/s  during At = 0.08 S. 

Assumption: The  stator field reaction on the  rotor  magnetic field, leak- 
age flux, and  damping coefficient are neglected. 

Solution 
1. The angular  acceleration 

dR R2 - R1 - 250 - 50 -~ - 

dt  At 0.08 

2. The electromagnetic  torque  required - eqn (10.14) 

- - = 2500 rad/s2 

dR 
dt 

TdsYn = J -  + TSlL = 1.5 x lop4 x 2500 + 0.1 = 0.375 + 0.1 = 0.475 Nrn 
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The first term is predominant  and  the  torque developed by a stepping motor 
is mainly  dependent on the  dynamic  torque  (torque required to accelerate 
the  inertia of the  rotor  and  other  rotating masses). 

3. The magnetic flux. The maximum flux linkage is a t  p 0  = 0. The  step 
angle for 21.' = 2  and m1 = 2  according to eqn  (10.1) is 0, = 90'. It means 
that for a four stroke  commutation  the necessary torque developed by the 
motor  should  be  calculated for 0 = 0, = 90'. Thus,  the  magnetic flux 
required is 

Tdsyn - 0.475 
@f = - 

p N i ~  sin(p0) 1 x 1200 x 1.5sin(  1 x 900) 
= 2.64 x Wb 

If, for example,  the dimensions of PM are W A ~  = 25 mm, lbf = 35  mm,  and 
the leakage flux is neglected, the air gap  magnetic flux density  should  be 

Anisotropic  barium  ferrite  can  be used for the  rotor  construction. To design 
the  magnetic circuit follow all steps of Example 2.2 or 3.2 .  

Numerical  example 10.2 
The hybrid  motor shown in Fig. 10.10 has  the  rotor  outer  diameter DaoUt = 
51.9 mm,  stator  outer  diameter Dlout = 92 mm and  air  gap g = 0.25  mm. 
The  stator  has S poles each with 5 teeth  and  the  rotor  has 22  = 50 teeth 
on each ferromagnetic  disk. 

Calculate  the ideal stator  tooth  pitch.  Find  the  magnetic flux distri- 
bution, using the  FEM, for one  rotor disk with  the  stator  and  rotor  teeth 
aligned and  with  the  teeth  totally misaligned.  Assume that there is  no 
current in the  stator winding. 

Solution 

The rotor  tooth  pitch,  with 50 teeth, is t 2  = 360°/50 = 7.2'. The most 
suitable  stator  tooth pitch is defined by eqn (10.6), i.e., 

7.2' tl = 
180' - 7.2' 

180' = 7.5' 

A 2D cross-sectional  FEM  analysis of one pole of the motor is sufficient 
to show the flux distribution.  The  stator  teeth  are  rectangular in shape 
while the  rotor  teeth  are  trapezoidal.  Fig. 10.24a shows the  magnetic flux 
distribution  with  the  stator  and  rotor  teeth aligned and  Fig. 10.24b shows 
the magnetic flux distribution  with  the  teeth misaligned. 
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Figure 10.24: Magnetic flux distribution of hybrid stepper  motor  with: (a) 
stator  and  rotor  teeth aligned and  (b)  stator  and  rotor  teeth misaligned. 

Numerical  example 10.3 
A PM stepping  micromotor  according to [241] is shown in Fig.  10.25a. The 
4-pole cylindrical  rotor  made of isotropic  barium  ferrite  has the  outer di- 
ameter of 1.0 mm, inner  diameter of 0.25 mm and  length of 0.5  mm. The 
stator winding  consists of a single coil with N = 1000 turns  made of copper 
conductor  with  its  diameter d = 25 x lo-'  m = 25 pm.  The average  length 
of the  stator  turn is 3.4  mm. The motor is  fed with  3 V rectangular pulses. 
The frequency of the  input pulses is variable; however, 100 Hz has  been 
assumed as the  rated frequency. 

Find  the  magnetic flux distribution in the  longitudinal  section of the mo- 
tor  and  the  steady-state synchronizing  torque as a function of the  rotor 
position. 

Solution 

1. The cross section  area of the  stator  conductor is S = ~ d ~ / 4  = n(25 x 
10-G)2/4 = 490.87 x m2. 

2. The  stator winding  resistance a t  75OC according to eqn (B.l)  

1000 x 0.0034 
47 x 10' x 490.87 x 10-l2 

R =  = 147.4 R 
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Figure 10.25: PM stepping  micromotor: (a) outline, (b) magnetic flux 
distribution in the  longitudinal section at  B = 20° and i, = 0.02 A. 
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Figure 10.26: Synchronizing torque  and  reluctance  torque as functions of 
the  rotor position. 
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3. The magnitude of the  current pulse 

4. The current  density 

0.02 
J =  

490.87 x 
= 40.74 x loG A/m2 

as in other  types of electric rnicronlotors is very high. 

5. A 2D FEM model has been built. The magnetic flux distribution  at 
8 = 20' and i = 0.02 A is plotted in Fig. 10.25b. 

6. The synchronizing  torque is calculated using the Maxwell stress  tensor 
line integral  method.  The  PM  rotor is shifted in increments of  5" until a 
full electrical cycle is completed.  Fig. 10.26 shows the  reluctance  torque 
of the unexcited  motor and  the  total synchronizing  torque of the excited 
motor which is the  sum of the  reluctance  and electromagnetic  synchronous 
torque. The zero rotor  angle 8 = 0 corresponds to  the q-axis of tllc  rotor 
aligned with  the  center axis of the vertical stator pole. 
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Opt irnizat ion 

Optimization  methods  try to find the maxim.um or minimum of a func- 
tion,  where  there may exist  restrictions  or constraints on  the  independent 
variables.  Finding the maximum or minimum of a  function which is also 
the global maximum or minimum of the function  has  considerable difficulty 
and is the complex part of any  optimization  method.  In engineering, it is 
generally  considered  practical only to search for local solutions. 

In  the  optimization of electrical  machines the objective function and 
constraints  can  be  computed using either  the classical (circuital)  approach 
or a numerical field computation  approach, such as the  FEM.  The  FEM is 
more accurate  than  the classical approach  but requires  substantially  more 
sophisticated  software  and  computational  time.  In  numerical field compu- 
tation problems the  standard prerequisites of local optimization  (convexity, 
differentiability,  accuracy of the  objective  function)  are usually  not guaran- 
teed.  Deterministic  optimization  tools for solving local optimization,  such 
as steepest-descent,  conjugate  gradient  and  quasi-Newton  methods,  are  not 
ideally suited to numeric  electromagnetic  problems [110]. This is due  to  the 
difficulties with  numerical  calculation of derivatives  because of discretiza- 
tion  errors  and  numerical  inaccuracy.  Recently,  non-iterative  optimization 
schemes have been  proposed using artificial  neural  networks [186]. Stochas- 
tic  methods of optimization  have, however, become more  popular over the 
last few years for optimization of electrical  machines due  to  their high 
probability of finding global minima [36] and  their  simplicity.  Stochastic 
methods  such as simulated  annealing [221], genetic  algorithm (GA) [36] and 
evolution  strategies [l421 have been successfully used  for different aspects 
of electrical  machine  design. 

The recently  proposed population-based  incremental learnzing (PBIL) 
method [l61 is a stochastic  non-linear  programming  method which shows 
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many  advantages over the present  stochastic  methods.  Stochastic  opti- 
mization  has the  disadvantage  that  it is not very efficient. This problem is 
compounded by the large computation  time of the numeric field computa- 
tions. A solution to  this problem is the use of response surface methodology 
[33], which has already been successfully used for optimization of d.c. com- 
mutator motors  with  segmental PMs [36]. 

1 l. 1 Mat  hematical  formulation of 
optimization  problem 

The optimization of an electrical  machine  can  be  formulated as a general 
constrained  optimization  problem  with  more than one  objective,  i.e.,  min- 
imization of costs,  minimization of the  amount of PM material, maximiza- 
tion of the efficiency and  output power, etc.  Finding  the  extremum (Extr)  
of vector-optimization  problems is defined as 

Ext r  F(.') = Extr  [fl(.'), f2(.'), . . . , fk(.')] (11.1) 

where 

subject  to specified equality  and inequality  constraints: 

si(.') I 0, i = 1 , 2 ,  . . . ,  nL (11.2) 

h,(.') = 0, j = 1 , 2 ,  . . . , p  (11.3) 

and specified limits for the  independent variables: 

xmzn I 3 5 .'ma, 
-+ (11.4) 

In the above  eqns  (11.1) to (11.3) F(?) is the vector  objective  function  with 
the objectives fi(.') to be  minimized, .' is the vector of design  variables used 
in the  optimization, gi are  the nonlinear  inequality  constraints, h, are  the 
equality  constraints,  and  and ZmaX are vectors of lower and  upper 
bounds for the design variables. 

In vector  optimization  problems  there is a conflict between the individ- 
ual  objective  functions fi(.') since  there  exists  no  solution  vector 2 for which 
all  objectives  gain  their  individual  minimum. Vector optimization  problems 
can  be  transformed from multi-objective  optimization into single objective 
optimization using the  method of objective weighting. Although  objective 
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weighting always leads to a  noninferiority (Pareto-optimal) feasible solution 
[59], the  estimation of the weighting factors  and the  optimization  starting 
point  are  subjective choices and  their influence can  rarely  be  estimated in 
advance. 

A more  practical  method of optimization is to minimize only one  ob- 
jective  function while restricting the  others  with  appropriate  constraints. 
Most constraints will be  upper or lower bound  inequality constraints, which 
means  constrained  optimization  procedures  are  required. The optimization 
is thus  done for a feasible region, in which all the  constraints  are satisfied 
for the design  variables. 

11.2 Non-linear programming methods 
In non-linear  programming both  the objective  and  constraint  functions may 
be non-linear. There is no general  agreement to  the  best  optinlization 
method  or  approach [92]. The extremely  vast subject of non-linear pro- 
gramming  has  been  divided  into  direct  search  methods,  stochastic  methods 
and  gradient  methods [34]. A short review of these  three classes is described 
below. 

Most numerical field problems have constraints of one form or another. 
A summary of the main  constrained  optimization  techniques is also given 
below. 

11.2.1 Direct search methods 
Direct  search  methods are  minimization  techniques that do  not  require the 
explicit  evaluation of any  partial derivativcs of the  function,  but  instead 
rely solely on values of the  objective  function, plus  information  gained from 
earlier  iterations.  Direct  search  methods  can loosely be divided into  three 
classes: tabulation, sequential  and  linear  methods [34]. 

Tabulation methods assume that  the minimum lies within  a known 
region. The methods of locating  the  optimum  are: (i) evaluation of the 
function a t  g r i d  points covering the region given by the  inequalities, (ii) 
random  searching assuming that  the minimum would be  found  within  a 
sufficiently large  number of evaluations, or (iii)  a generalized Fibonacci 
search finding the solution of the  multivariate  minimization  problem by 
using a sequence of nested  univariate  searches [92]. 

Sequential methods investigate the objective  function by evaluating 
the  function at  the vertices of some  geometric  configuration in the space 
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of the  independent variables. This  method  originated from the evolution- 
ary  operation  (EVOP).  EVOP is based on factorial  deszgns. The objective 
function is evaluated at the vertices of a  hypercube in the space of the inde- 
pendent  variables. The vertex  with the minimum  function value becomes 
the center  point of the  next  iteration  and  a new design is constructed  about 
this  point.  This is a  mutation  type search  mechanism to direct  the search 
towards  the  optimal. Fractional  factorial  experimentation assumes  system- 
atic  and  symmetric  vertices to reduce the  number of objective  function 
evaluations. 

The  simplex  method evaluates  the  objective  function of 72 independent 
variables a t  n+ 1 mutually  equidistant  points,  forming  the  vertices of a reg- 
ular  simplex. The vertex  with  the highest value is reflected in  the centroid 
of the remaining n vertices, forming a new simplex. The size of the simplex 
is reduced if one  vertex  remains  unchanged for more than M consecutive 
iterations,  thus narrowing the search to  the  minimum. 

Linear methods use a  set of direction  vectors to direct  the  exploration 
[93]. There is a  large  number of linear  methods  available  such as: 

(i) The alternating  variable  search  method which considers  each  indepen- 
dent variable in turn  and  alters  it  until  a minimum of the function is 
located, while the remaining (n  - 1) variables  remain fixed. 

(ii) The  method of Hooke  and  Jeeves which uses exploratory moves and 
pattern moves to direct  the search  towards the minimum by attempt- 
ing to align the search  direction  with the  principal axis of the objective 
function. 

(iii) Rosenbrock’s  method which uses n mutually  orthonormal direction 
vectors. Perturbations along  each  search  direction are  done in turn 
and if the result is  no greater  than  the  current  best value, this  trial 
point replaces the  current  point.  This is repeated  until  the minimum 
is obtained. 

(iv) Davies,  Swann  and  Campey  method uses 71 mutually  orthonormal di- 
rection  vectors  and a linear  univariate  search  algorithm on each di- 
rection in turn. After each stage is complete, the direction  vectors 
are redefined. 

(v) Quadratic  convergent  methods minimize functions which are  quadratic 
in the  independent variables  making use of conjugate  directions. 

(vi) Powell’s  method is based on mutually  conjugate  directions  and  ensures 
that a  direction is replaced only if by doing so a new set of direction 
vectors, at  least as efficient as the  current  set, is likely to be  obtained. 
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11.2.2  Stochastic methods 

Simulated  annealing (SA).  This  method  generates a sequence of states 
based on an analogy from thermodynamics where a system is slowly cooled 
in order to achieve its lowest energy state.  This is done using nature’s own 
minimization  algorithm based on the  Boltzmann  probability  distribution. 
Thus,  the design configuration is changed from one to two with  objec- 
tive  functions f l  and f2  with a probability of P = exp[-(f2 - fl)/lcT]. If 
f2 > f l ,  the  state  with  probability P is accepted. If f2  < f l ,  the  probability 
is greater than one and  the new state is accepted.  At a given temperature, 
the configurations are  arbitrarily changed using a random  number  gener- 
ator  and  the designs are also changed with a dictated  probability  greater 
than one. The  temperature is thus lowered  for the  next  round of searches. 
This makes uphill excursions less likely and  limits  the search  space. SA 
ultimately converges to  the global optimum. 

Multiple-restart  stochastic hillclimbing (MRSH). This  method ini- 
tially  generates a random list of solution  vectors of the  independent vari- 
ables, using binary  vectors. The solution  vector  corresponding to  the min- 
imum  result of the  objective function is used in an iterative  loop.  A  bit of 
the solution  vector is toggled and  evaluated. The minimum for a sufficiently 
large  number of iterations is assumed to be  the minimum of the objective 
function. 

Genetic  algorithm (GA).  This search  method is rooted in the mech- 
anisms of evolution and  natural genetics.  A GA combines the principles of 
survival of the  fittest  with a randomized  information  exchange.  GAS gen- 
erate a sequence of populations by using a selection  mechanism, and use 
crossover as the search mechanism to guide the search  towards  the  optimal 
solution. 

Population-based incremental learning This is a combination of evo- 
lutionary  optimization  and hillclimbing [16]. PBIL is an  abstraction of the 
GA that maintains  the  statistics of the  GA, but) abstracts away the crossover 
operation  and redefines the role of the  population. 

11.2.3 Gradient methods 

Gradient  methods  select the direction St,  of the n dimensional  direction 
vector, using values of the  partial derivatives of the  objective  function F 
with  respect to  the  independent variables, as well as values of F itself, 
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together  with  information gained from earlier  iterations. The solution is 
thus improved, that is 

F(G+l) I F ( % )  ?,+l = 2, + hisi (11.5) 

where h, is the  step increment  and is the search  direction.  Types of 
gradient  optimization  methods  are: 

Methods of steepest  descent use the normalized  gradient vector a t  
the  current point to  obtain a new point using a specified step  length. 

Newton’s  methods use a second order  truncated Taylor  series  expan- 
sion of the objective  function F(?). The method  requires  zero,  first and 
second derivatives of the function at  any  point. 

Quasi-Newton  methods use an  approximation of the second derivative 
of the function which is updated  after each iteration. 

11.2.4 Constrained optimization techniques 

Constrained  optitnization  problems  are  generally  transfortned to uncon- 
strained ones and  are  then optimized using one of the non-linear  program- 
ming methods  described  above. Some of the techniques used on constrained 
problems  are: 

Feasible direction  method attempts  to  maintain feasiblilty by search- 
ing from one feasible point to another  along feasible arcs.  This  method 
assumes a feasible point  can  be found when the  procedure  starts. 

Penalty  function transforms  the  optimization problem to include the 
Constraints which enable F to be maintained  whilst  controlling  constraint 
violations by penalizing them.  Exact  penalty  function is similar to  the 
classical penalty  function  except that  the absolute value of the constraints 
are used [92]. 

Sequential unconstrained  minimization technique is also  similar 
to  the classical penalty  function  except the  penalty coefficient is increased 
after each step of the  algorithm. 
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Augmented Lagrangian function or multiplier penalty function 
uses a  Lagrangian  function to which the  penalty  term is added.  The prob- 
lem is transformed to  an augmented  Lagrangian  function which is mini- 
mized. 

11.3 Population-based incremental  learning 
In  terms of Darwinian models of natural selection  and  evolution, life 2s a 
struggle in which  only  the  fittest  survive  to  reproduce. GAS based on  natural 
selection and genetic  recombination were first  proposed by Holland [126]. 
GAS generate  a  sequence of populations by using a selection  mechanism, 
crossover and mutation as search  mechanisms. In  nature,  competition for 
resources such as food means that  the  fittest individuals of a species domi- 
nate over the weaker ones. This  natural phenomenon is called ‘the survival 
of the  fittest’.  The  fittest individuals thus  get a chance to reproduce  ensur- 
ing,  implicitly, the survival of the  fittest genes. The reproduction  process 
combines the genetic  material  (chromosome) from the  parents  into a new 
gene. This exchange of part of the genetic  material  among  chromosomes is 
called crossover. 

GAS encode the  solution as a population of binary  strings.  Each  solution 
is associated  with a fitness value determined from the  objective  function. 
The main operation in GA is crossover, although mutation plays the role 
of regenerating lost genetic  material by causing  sporadic  and  random al- 
teration of the  bits of the binary  strings. GAS are generally  characterized 
by their  population  size, crossover type, crossover rate  and  elitist selection. 
These  control  parameters affect how  well the  algorithm performs. The op- 
timum  set of parameters is dependent  on  the  application being  optimized. 

PBIL is an  abstraction of the GA that explicitly  maintains the  statistics 
contained in a GA’s population,  but  abstracts away the crossover opera- 
tion [16]. PBIL is in fact a combination of evolutionary  optimization and 
hillclimbing. The PBIL  algorithm uses a real valued probability  vector 
which, when sampled, reveals a high evaluation  solution  vector  with high 
probability. 

The  PBIL  algorithm  creates a probability  vector from which samples 
are  drawn  to  produce  the  next generation’s  population. As in the GA, the 
solution is encoded into a binary vector of fixed length.  Initially  the values 
of the  probability vector are  set  to 0.5. A number of solution  vectors,  anal- 
ogous to  the population in GAS, are  generated based  upon the  probabilities 
of the  probability vector. The probability  vector is pushed  towards the 
generated  solution  vector  with  the highest evaluation  (fitness  value).  This 
probability vector can  thus  be considered a prototype for high evaluation 
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vectors for the function  space being explored.  Each  bit of the  probability 
vector is updated using 

P, = [P2 x (1.0 - 61)] + (61 x .i) (11.6) 

where P, is the probability of generating a one in the  bit position i, oE is 
the  ith position in the solution  vector for which the  probability vector is 
being changed  and 61 is the learning rate.  The learning  rate is the  amount 
the  probability vector is changed after each cycle. A new set of solution 
vectors is produced  after each update of the  probability vector. The entries 
in the  probability vector start  to drift  towards either  0.0 or 1.0 as the search 
progresses to represent a high evaluation  solution  vector. 

Mutation is used in PBIL for the  same reasons as in the GA,  to inhibit 
premature convergence. Mutations  perturb  the  probability vector  with a 
small  probability in a random  direction.  PBILs  are  generally  characterized 
by their  number of samples,  learning rate,  number of vectors to  update 
from and  mutation  rate. Fig. 11.1 shows a flow chart  representation of 
PBIL. 

PBIL  has been shown to work as well, or better,  than  the GA. The 
main  advantage of the  PBIL over the GA is that since PBIL is character- 
ized  by  fewer parameters  and  their values are less problem-related, as little 
problem-specific knowledge as possible is needed. 

11.4 Response surface methodology 

When using a numeric field computation based on a FEM  analysis, tlle ob- 
jective  function being optimized will require a lengthy  computation  time. 
Owing to  this large computation  time a faster  approach  than  PBIL is  re- 
quired. Response  surface  methodology (RSM) is a collection of mathemati- 
cal and  statistical techniques useful for analyzing  problems of several inde- 
pendent  variables and model exploitation. 

By careful design of the  FEM  experiments, RSM seeks to  relate tlle out- 
put variable to  the  input variables that affect it.  The conlputer  experimen- 
tal result y as a function of the  input  independent variables 2 1 ,  2 2 , .  . . ,x,, 
is 

where 6(5) is the bias  error  and be is a random  error  component [33]. If 
the  expected result is denoted by E(y)  = S ,  then  the surface  represented 
by S = f ( z l , 5 2 , .  . . , xT , )  is called the response  surface. 
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*l 
Figure  11.1: Flow chart of PBIL algorithm. 

The form of the  relationship between the result and  the  independent 
variables is unknown. A polynomial expression is used as a suitable  ap- 
proximation for the  true functional  relationship  between y and the inde- 
pendent  variables. A polynomial  expression of degree d can  be  thought of 
as a Taylor’s  series  expansion of the  true underlying  theoretical  function 
f(5) truncated after terms of dth order. The assumption that low order 
polynomial  models  can be used to approximate  the  relationship between 
the result and  the  independent variables  within a restricted region of the 
operability  space is essential to RSM. Second order  polynomial models are 
used to model the response  surface. 

n n n n  

i=l 2= 1 i=l.7=1 

where i < j and  the coefficients b, ,  bi, bii and bij are found using the 
method of least  squares.  These  unknown coefficients can  be  estimated 
most effectively if proper  computer  experimental  designs  are used to collect 
the  data. Designs for fitting  response  surfaces are called response  surface 
designs. 
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11.4.1 Response  surface  designs 

An  experimental design for fitting  a second order  model  must have at  least 
three levels of each factor, so that  the model parameters  can  be  estimated. 
Rotatable designs  are the preferred class of second  order  response  surface 
designs [33]. The variance of the  predicted response a t  a  point 2 ,  in a 
rotatable design, is a function only of the  distance of the point from the 
design center  and  not  a  function of direction. 

The collecting of the  sample  results is essential  since a sufficiently accu- 
rate  approximation  has  to  be found with a minimum of experiments. If not 
all the factorial  combinations  are  employed,  the  design is called an incom- 
plete  factorial  design. The Box-Behnken  three  level  design has  been chosen 
for investigating the response  surface. This is an incomplete  factorial de- 
sign which is a reasonable  compromise  between  accuracy of the function 
and  the required  number of computations. The design  generates second 
order rotatable designs or  near-rotatable  designs, which also possess a high 
degree of orthogonality. 

11.4.2 Estimation of errors in  response  surface  fitting 
The errors in design of experimental  methods  are  generally  divided  into 
two types [33]: (i) systematic  or bias errors 6(?) which are  the difference 
between the  expected value of the response E(y) = S and  the  approximate 
objective  function f(.'), and (ii) the  random or  experimental  error E in 
sampling. 

In numeric  computer  experiments,  replicated  experiments  result in the 
same  result, so random  errors  cannot  be defined. Only the  bias  error from 
systematic  departure of the fixed polynomial from the real  response, due 
to  an insufficient polynomial order,  can  be  calculated. An estimate of the 
variance of the bias  error is [l831 

(11.9) 

where S, is the  standard  error of estimate, m is the  number of observations, 
p is the number of coefficients in the polynomial, yi is the observed response 
and i j i  is the predicted response. The normalized  error is [36] 

- S  6 = e  
Yo 

(11.10) 

where yo = (g1 + y2 + . . . + ylL)/m. The accuracy of the response  surface 
E(y)  is varied by changing the size of the investigated  region,  since only 
second order  polynomials are used. 
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Figure  11.2: Flow chart of the control  program which produces the motor 
output  characteristics. 

11.5 Modern  approach  to  optimization of PM 
motors 

The aim of the  optimization procedure is to minimize the cost of the  active 
material of the  motor, while ensuring  a  rated power and high efficiency. 
It is proposed to optimize  a PM motor using the  PBIL  with RSM. The 
PBIL  does  not  optimize  the  performance  characteristics  directly,  but uses 
polynomial  fits of the performance  characteristics of the  motor,  created 
using RSM. 

The motor's  characteristics  are  calculated using FEM  (Chapter 3) and 
classical machine  theory for a  number of combinations of input  parame- 
ters.  Fig. 11.2 shows the logic sequence followed  by the  control  program. 
The  output characteristics  and  input  parameters  are used to fit polynomial 
equations of second order to every output  characteristic.  These polynomials 
are used as objective  functions and  constraints in the  PBIL  optimization. 

The following simplifications are made for the  FEM:  (a)  the  end leakage 
reactance is calculated using classical theory  (Appendix  A,  eqn  (A.lO))  since 
it would be very difficult to calculate using a two-dimensional FEM;  (b)  the 
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induced EMF and  inductive  reactance are assumed constant  throughout  the 
load range,  and  equal to  the value obtained at  rated  current;  (c)  the model 
is independent of rotor  position. 

11.5.1 PM d.c. commutator motors 

Consider a PM d.c.  commutator  motor  with  segmental  magnets, as in Fig. 
4.1 (Chapter 4). The optimization  problem  can  be stated as minimize the 
cost 

c(2) = V M C P h f  + vwc, + vccc (11.11) 

where V M ,  V,,  VC are  the volume of the PM, copper  conductors  and  steel 
core,  respectively,  and cpbf ,  cw, cc are  the price  per m3 for the PM, copper 
conductors  and  electrotechnical  steel, respectively. The optimization is 
subject  to  the  constraints: 

Pout (4 2 b W 

77(2) L c 

H*n, , (4  I d kA/m 

Dollt(Z) 5 e mm 

where is the electromagnetic torque, Pollt is the  output power, 71 is 
the efficiency, H,,,,, is the  maximum  magnetic field intensity of the PM 
and Dout is the  outer  stator  diameter, a is the value of electromagnetic 
torque, b is the value of output power, c is the value of efficiency, d is 
the value of magnetic field intensity  and e is the value of the  stator  outer 
diameter.  These  output  characteristics  are  computed via  postprocessing of 
the numeric field solution. 

The torque is computed by using the Maxwell stress  tensor  according 
to eqn (3.71) multiplied by DzOut/2 (Chapter 3, Section 3.11), i.e., 

(11.12) 

where D20ut is the  outer  diameter of the  rotor, Li is the effective length of 
the  rotor  stack, B,, and Bt are  the normal and  tangential colnporlents of 
the flux density over a  contour placed in the middle of the air  gap. 

The cost of active  material,  i.e., PMs, copper wire and  electrotechnical 
steel is calculated  according  to  eqn (1 1.11). 
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The maximum field strength H,,,,, is computed from the  FEM  results 
with  the  armature  current  three times the  rated  current. 

The power loss in the  rotor  steel  and in the  stator yoke are  computed 
using the specific loss curves given by the  manufacturers.  An  additional loss 
factor is multiplied to basic core loss results to account for higher harmonics 
in the  magnetic flux. 

The power balance is computed in order to evaluate the  output power 
Po,,t, the  speed n and  the efficiency v. The electromagnetic power is 

where I ,  is the  armature  current, 1 R, is the  armature  circuit  resistance, 
APF, are  the  armature core losses and I,AVb, is the brush drop loss. The 
efficiency is then 

and speed 

11.5.2 PM synchronous motors 
A surface PM rotor  and  a  buried  PM  rotor  synchronous  motor have been 
considered.  Only the  rotor is being  optimized since the  stator of an ex- 
isting  induction  motor  has  been used. The objective  function attempts  to 
minimize the volume of PM  material used. The optimization  problem  can 
be expressed as: minimize Vhf(2) subject  to  the  constraints 

(11.14) 

where V*[ is the magnet volume, Pellll(d) is the desired electromagnetic 
power, JCltll is the  current  density  thermal limit a t  PelTrl([i), v,i is the desired 
electrical efficiency at  Peln,(d), y and hhf are  the mechanical minimum sizes 
for the air gap and PM respectively, and D,,,,, is the maximum  diameter 
of the  outer edge of the  PMs. 
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The independent  variables used in the surface PM rotor design are  the 
air  gap g, PM thickness h h ~  and  the overlap  angle p, and in the case of 
the buried PM rotor design the air gap g,  PM thickness hM and PM width 
whf (Fig  11.3).  The motor  performance  obtained from the  FEM, using flux 
linkage and magnetizing  reactances, is shown in Chapter 5,  Examples  5.1 
to 5.3. 

The objective  function is not easily expressed in terms of the indepen- 
dent  variables. RSM is thus not used for modelling the  objective function 
directly, but  rather for modelling the  performance  characteristics of the 
PM synchronous  motor, used in the  constraints,  in  terms of the indepen- 
dent  variables. 

The characteristics for a  number of combinations of the independent 
variables  (factors) are calculated using the  FEM.  The factors  range over 
the whole problem  space  and  their  combinations are  determined by the 
Box-Behnken three level design method,  with 3 factors  and  3 levels the 
design needs 15 runs.  Response  surfaces are  created for the  output char- 
acteristics E f ,  X s d ,  X s q ,  X a d  and Xuq.  A 2nd  order  polynomial is fitted 
to each of these five characteristics using the least  squares  method.  These 
five polynomial  equations are  then used to  calculate  the  electromagnetic 
power, efficiency and  stator  current in the  optimization  procedure.  The 
PBIL  optimization is used  for the minimization of the  PM volume with  the 
constraints  stated in eqn (11.14). 

The volume of the  magnet on the pole face of a  surface PM rotor is 
V n f / ( 2 p )  = 0.25,L3(D220ut - DkiTl) lhf ,  where l h ~  is the  magnet axial  length, 
D2011t and  DhfiTl  are the  outer  and inner diameters of the  PM, respectively. 
The volume of magnet  per pole is 2hhfwhflh~. 

Numerical  example 11.1 

Optimization of a surface PM rotor. The  stator of a  commercial 
380-V, SO-Hz, four-pole  1.5-kW  induction  motor has been used to design 
a  synchronous  motor  with  surface type  PM  rotor. Table  11.1 shows the 
results for different constraints in electromagnetic output power, efficiency 
and power factor. The results show that  at low power ratings  (1.5  kW)  the 
design needs a substantial increase in PM material if the power factor is 
constraincd to a  minimum of 0.9 at  rated power. At the high power rating 
of 2.5  kW  the power factor well exceeds the design minimum. 

The most feasible power rating for this motor  should  ensure that  the 
stator winding  current  density  remains well below the specification  limits, 
but also maximizes the power output. A power rating of 2.2 kW is thus 
considered appropriate  due  to  the excellent power factor at  rated power and 
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Figure 11.3: Geometric  layout of PM rotors showing design variables for: 
(a) surface PM rotor, (b) buried PM rotor. 

Table 11.1: Optimization of surface PM  rotor using RSM 

Pelm 77 cos 4 9 p hll.~ cos4  PM volume 
per pole 

kW % mm dea  mm  mm3 

1.5 90 - 0.3 76.85' 0.77 0.754 4191 
2.0 90 - 0.3 72.00' 1.15 0.871 5857 
2.5 90 - 0.3 73.80' 1.75 0.974 9056 

1.5 90 0.90 0.3 74.78" 1.46 0.900 7669 
2.0 90 0.90 0.3 70.23' 1.38 0.900 6793 
2.5 90 0.90 0.3 73.80' 1.75 0.974 9056 

Final result 
2.2 90 0.90  0.3 71.40' 1.36 0.913 6838 



t,he  lnaxinlum use of the  stator windings. The  stator used in this motor 
is from a 1.5  kW  induction  motor.  The increase in power rating  to 2.2 
kW, when  operating as a synchronous  motor, is due  to  the higher stator 
winding current  density possible in PM  synchronous  machines,  and  the 
improved efficiency and power factor. The  stator winding current  density 
has  increased from 9.93 A/mm2, for the  induction  motor, to 10.3 A/mm2 
for the  PM synchronous  motor (forced ventilation). 

Higher time  and  space harmonics have been ncglected and  thc effects 
of cogging torque have also been neglected throughout  this  optimization 
procedure. The cogging torque  can  drastically  be  reduced using an appro- 
priate  PM overlap  angle [162]. Skewing of the  stator  teeth is not possible 
as an existing  stator is being  used. Using a PM p = (k + 0.14)tl where k is 
an integer and t l  = 36Oo/z1 is the  stator slot  pitch  (angle),  the minimum 
cogging torque  can  be achieved [162]. The overlap  angle is thus decreased 
from ,l? = 73.8' to 71.4'. The air  gap  and  magnet thickness are again  op- 
timized for this fixed overlap  angle.  Table 11.1 shows the final optimized 
rotor  details. 

The performance of this optimized  motor is compared  with an  initial 
surface PM design.  Fig. 11.4 colrlpares the  electronlagnetic power and  Fig. 
11.5 compares  thc efficiency  for thc two motors. The optmimized  surface PM 
synchronous  motor  has  superior efficiency at  the desired rated power with 
a reduction in the PM volume from 15,000  mm3 per  pole for the  initial 
design (Example 5.1) to 6838 mm3  per pole for the optimized  motor. 

Numerical example 11.2 

Optimization of a buried PM rotor. The  stator of a comnlercial 380- 
V, 50-Hz, four-pole  1.5-kW  induction  motor has been used to design a 
synchronous  motor  with  buried-type PM  rotor.  Table 11.2 shows the  results 
for different constraints in electronlagnetic output power, efficiency and 
power factor. 

The most feasible power rating is again chosen to be  2.2 kW.  The current, 
density in the  stator winding is J,  z 10.4 A/mm2 (forced ventilation). 

The cogging torque  can  be minimized in the final design by creating 
asymmetry of the  rotor  magnetic  circuit.  This  has a marginal effect on 
the  optimization point  since it does  not  change  any of the optimization 
parameters. 

The performance of this  optimized  motor is compared  with an initial 
buried PM motor design (Figs  11.6 and 11.7).  The optimized  buried PM 
motor uses G627 mm3 of PA4 material, while the  initial design uscs 16,200 
mm3  (Example  5.3).  It has also superior efficiency at  rated  output power. 
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Figure 11.4: Electromagnetic power versus load angle for surface PM mo- 
tors. 
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Figure 11.5: Efficiency versus load angle for surface PM motors. 
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Table 11.2: Optimization of buried P M  rotor using RSM 

Pelrn 7 cos4 g h~ cos 4 PM volume 
Der  Dole 

kW % mm  mm mm mm3 

1.5 90 - 0.3 15.21 1.21 0.717 3672 
2.0 90 - 0.3 16.90 1.35 0.817 4561 
2.5 90 - 0.3 20.18 1.62 0.913 6535 

1.5 90 0.90 0.3 21.54 2.01 0.910 8673 
2.0 90 0.90 0.3 20.87 1.52 0.900 6329 
2.5 90 0.90 0.3 19.32 1.72 0.910 6627 

Final  result 
2.2 90 0.90 0.3 19.28 1.55 0.909  5977 
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Figure 11.6: Electromagnetic power versus load angle  for  buried PM mo- 
tors. 
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Figure 11.7: Efficiency versus load angle for buried P M  motors. 

The optimization of the surface  and  buried PM synchronous  motors 
both showed improved  performance over their  initial  designs. The volume 
of PM material was also  reduced in both designs. The buried PM motor 
design is considered the  superior design since it uses the minimum of PM 
material  and  has a high efficiency over a wide power range  (Fig. 11.7). 

The RSM using the PBIL is thus seen as an  appropriate  method for 
optimization of PM synchronous  motors  with the aid of the FEM. This 
optimization  technique  can easily be  extended for the  optimum design of 
the whole synchronous  motor. 
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Maintenance 

12.1 Basic requirements to electric  motors 
Electric  motors  are the most  popular  machines in everyday life. Very differ- 
ent  requirements have resulted in the  manufacture of many different types 
and topologies of electric  motors, the  number of which increases  with the 
development  of science and technology. The basic technical and economic 
requirements  to  electric  motors  can  be classified as follows: 

0 General  requirements: 
- low cost 
- simplc  construction  and  manufacturing  technique 
- high efficiency and power factor 
- low EM1 and RFI level 
- long service life 
- high reliability 

0 Requirements  depending on application  and  operating conditions: 

- repairability,  essential for medium  and  large power motors 

- minimum size and mass at  desired performance for airborne  ap- 
paratus 

- resistance to  vibration  and  shocks,  essential for transport  and 
agricultural  drives  and also for airborne  equipment 

- resistance to environmental effects and  radiation  essential for 
electromechanical  drives  operating in nuclear reactors,  space ve- 
hicles, underwater vehicles, and in tropics 

- explosion safety,  essential for mine drives 
- low noise, essential for sound and vision equipment 

505 
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- low amount of gas escape,  essential for electromechanical  drives 
installed in vacuum  equipment 

0 Additional  requirements for motors used in servo  drives and  auto- 
matic  control systems: 

- fast response 
- stability of performance. 

12.2 Reliability 
Reliability of an electrical machine is the  probability  that  the machine will 
perform  adequately for the  length of time  intended  and  under the operating 
environment  encountered.  Reliability  of  machines  intended for a long  ser- 
vice  life  is to be ensured on a reasonable level with  due regard to economic 
factors,  i.e.,  the best level of reliability is that obtained at  minimum  cost. 
The  quantitative  estimate of machine reliability is made by using probability 
and mathematzcal  statistics methods. 

According to reliability theory, all pieces of equipment  are classified as 
repairable or nonrepairable, i.e.,  those  that  can  be repaired  upon  failure 
and  those that  cannot.  A failure (mechanical, thermal,  electric, magnetic 
or performance  degradation) is an event involving a full or partial loss of 
serviceability. Electrical  machines,  depending  on  their  applications, may 
fall into  either of these classes. 

The theory of reliability usually treats failures as random events.  There- 
fore, all the  quantitative  characteristics  are of a probabilistic  nature.  The 
most suitable  characteristics for the analysis of electrical  machines are listed 
below. 
Probability of trouble-free operation, P(t ) .  This is the  probability 
that  the trouble-free  running  time of a machine,  until  failure, is longer than 
or equal to  the specified time  interval. 

Statistical  estimation of the non-failure  probability is made, provided 
that  the machines that fail are neither  repaired  nor  replaced by  new units, 
by using the formula 

(12.1) 

where No is the number of machines at the beginning of the  test  and n(t)  
is the  number of machines failed within  time t .  

The probability of electrical machine failure 

Q ( t )  = 1 - P ( t )  (12.2) 
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Figure 12.1: Characteristic of intensity of failures. 

Intensity of failures, X(t).  This is the  probability of failures of a machine 
per  time  unit  after  a  predetermined  moment.  Statistical  estimation of the 
intensity of failures is made from the formula 

(12.3) 

where n( t )  is the number of machines failed within the  time interval At 
and N,, is the average  number of machines operating  trouble-free  within 
the  time interval At. 

Intensity of failures is equal to  the probability of failure  density to the 
non-failure  probability ratio,  i.e., 

(12.4) 

A typical  characteristic of the intensity of failures, X ( t ) ,  obtaincd for small 
electrical  machines from the  tests is shown in Fig.  12.1. A rclatively high 
intensity of failures is within  the  time interval 0 5 t 5 tl .   This interval 
illustrates an early-failure  period  within which failures occur due to man- 
ufacturing  defects.  Tllen,  the  intensity of fai!ures reduces rather  abruptly. 
The interval t i  5 t 5 t 2  shows a period of normal operation.  Upon  the 
expiration of time t 2  the  intensity of failures suddenly  increases due  to me- 
chanical  wear,  electrical wear or  deterioration of materials  characteristics 
of the machine  components. 

Hence, the  intensity of failures for a period of normal  operat,ion of the 
machine  can  be  assumed constant,  i.e., X = const. According to statis- 
tics  theory,  random  failures, the intensity  of which is independent of the 
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Table 12.1: Intensity of failures X ( t )  of electrical  and  electronic  components 
per  hour 

Small  electrical  machines (0.0100 . . .8.0) x l / h  
Transformers (0.0002 . . . o m )  x 10-4 1/11 
Resistors (0.0001 . . .0.15) x l / h  
Semiconductor devices (0.0012 . . .5.0) x l / h  

time,  are  distributed according to  the  exponential law. 111 such a case, the 
probability of trouble-free  operation  obeys the  exponential law 

P( t )  = e-Xt  (12.5) 

Average time of trouble-free operation, tcLu. The following fornlula is 
used for statistical  estimation of the average  no-trouble  time 

(12.6) 

where t t ,  is the  no-trouble  time of an  ith specimen. 

tation of the  no-trouble service  time of the machine 
The average  time of trouble-free operation is the  mathematical expec- 

ttav = l P( t )d t  
03 

(12.7) 

which defines an average time  interval between the beginning of operation 
and  the first  failure. At X = const, the average  no-trouble  time t,,, = 1/X 
can also characterize  the average no-trouble  time  between two failures. 

12.3 Failures of electric motors 
Electrical  machines  with movable parts  are less reliable than  semiconductor 
devices or static converters a s ,  e.g.,  transformers  (Table 12.1). It is evident 
from experience that most failures occur due  to  trouble  with  the mechanical 
parts  and windings of electrical  motors or changes in their  characteristics. 
Given below are  the  parts most likely to fail: 

0 Bearings: 
- broken spacer  or  ring 
- wedging of bearing  due  to poor  condition of bearing  lubricant 
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Speed  reduction  gearboxes, if built-in: 
- cracked teeth 
- worn teeth 

Sliding contact: 

- mechanical  damage to brush holders 

- damage to  commutator caused by brushes 
- poor  contact between commutator  and brushes due  to wear of 

brushes  or insufficient pressure of brush stud  on  brush 

Windings: 

- broken turns or  leads as result of burning  due  to overloads, me- 
chanical strain  due  to  temperature  fluctuations or  electrical cor- 
rosion action, especially at  high humidity, disrupted soldered 
connections 

- earth or turn-to-turn  fault of insulation as a  result of poor elec- 
tric  strength, especially at severe thermal  conditions  and high 
humidity 

0 Magnetic  system: 

- changes in PM performance due  to high temperature, shocks, 
vibrations,  and  strain 

- changes in characteristics of laminations as a result of short cir- 
cuits between them, electrical  corrosion, etc. 

The most  vulnerable  part is the sliding contact of d.c. PM  commutator 
motors. The condition of bearings  and  sliding contacts  greatly  depends 
on the speed of rotation of the  rotor. Wear of most parts,  commutator 
and  brushes in particular, increases  with the  rotational  speed, hence, the 
reliability of these  parts  and of the motor as a whole reduces. 

Fig.  12.2  illustrates  the average trouble-free  operation  time t,,, of frac- 
tional horsepower commutator  motors as a function of angular  speed R = 
27rn (solid line) at  which they were tested [13]. The  rated speed and  the 
time  within which they were tested  are assumed as unity. It means that 
the service life that can be guaranteed by the  manufacturer  depends  on 
the  motor  rated  speed. For fractional horsepower commutator  motors  the 
guaranteed service life  is about 3000 h for the  rated speed n = 2500 rpm 
and 200.. ,600 h for the  rated speed n = 9000 rpm. 

A higher  reliability of electric  motors  can  be  obtained by eliminating 
the sliding contact.  The  guaranteed service life of fractional-horsepower 
brushless  motors is minimum 10,000  h  at  12,500  rpm. Some disk rotor PM 
brushless  motors  can  run for over 100,000  h  without a failure [GO] .  
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Figure 12.2: Average time of trouble-free  operation of fractional horsepower 
d.c.  commutator  motors as a  function of per-unit  angular  speed R (solid 
line)  and temperature I9 (dash  line). 

Reliability of motor  insulation  greatly  depends  on  ambient  temperature, 
relative  humidity and  temperature of the  motor itself.  Experiments  with 
a  number of d.c.  and a x .  fractional horsepower motors have shown that 
failures due  to excessive humidity  and high or low temperature account for 
70 to 100% of the  total number of failures  resulting from operating  the mo- 
tors  under unspecified conditions.  Fig. 12.2 shows the average failure-free 
time t,, of fractional horsepower d.c.  commutator  motors as a  function of 
ambient  temperature I9 (dash line) at  which they were tested.  The  rated 
ambient  temperature  and  the  time corresponding to  this  temperature  are 
assumed as unity. In  addition to probability of failures,  motors operat- 
ing at  temperatures beyond the specified limits worsen their  performance 
characteristics. 

In selecting  electrical  motors for a particular  drive  system,  their  ther- 
mal  conditions  must  be given serious  consideration.  Fractional horsepower 
motors  are commonly manufactured as totally enclosed machines.  When 
mounted in the  equipment,  the frame  can  be  joined to a metal  panel  or 
any  other  element to improve the  conditions of heat  transfer.  When in- 
stalling  fractional horsepower machines in enclosed units  or  compartments 
accommodating  other  heat-emitting  components,  it is extremely  essential 
to calculate  correctly the  surrounding  temperature at  which the machine 
is expected to  operate. An increase in the  ambient  temperature causes an 
increase in the  absolute  temperature of the  motor which influences its relia- 
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bility and  characteristics.  Even very small  motors  are  themselves  intensive 
heat  sources.  In thermal  calculations,  it is important  to  take  into  account 
their  operating  conditions such as duty cycle, no-load or full-load running, 
frequency of startings  and reversals. 

Reliability  of  electric  motors may reduce in the course of service due  to 
vibrations,  shocks,  and  too low atmospheric  pressure. 

To  increase the reliability of electric  motors the following measures 
should  be  taken: 

0 improvement of electromagnetic  and mechanical design 
0 improvement of manufacturing  techniques 
e application of good  quality  materials 
0 increase of heat  resistance,  particularly mechanical and  electrical  prop- 

e use machines  under operating conditions as specified by the manufac- 
erties of insulation 

turer. 

Reliability of electrical  motors is associated  with  their  mechanical and elec- 
trical endurance. This may be  determined by the service life of a motor 
from the beginning of its  operation  until  its  depreciation. The mechani- 
cal and electrical endurance is usually a criterion for evaluating  repairable 
motors. 

The service expectation of electrical  machines  depends on the  type,  ap- 
plications and  operating conditions. For large  and  medium power machines 
it is usually 20 years, for general  purpose  small d.c.  and  a.c. machines 2 
years,  and for very small  machines as toy motors below 100 hours. 

12.4 Calculation of reliability of small PM 
brushless motors 

Probability of trouble-free  operation of a  small PM machine  with  built-in 
speed  reduction  gearbox  can  be  calculated using the following equation 

P ( t )  = Pb(t)Pg(t)Pur(t) (12.8) 

where Pb( t ) ,  P,(t) and Pur@) are probabilities of trouble-free operation of 
bearings,  gears  and  winding, respectively. I t  means that  the most  vulner- 
able  parts of small PM brushless  motors are  their bearings,  gears (if any), 
and  the  armature winding.  Under  normal  operating  conditions, PMs have 
practically no influence on the reliability of a motor. 
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Probability of trouble-free  operation of bearings is 

Pb(t) = Ph( t )  (12.9) 
2 = 1  

where PI,,(t) is probability of trouble-free operation of the  ith bearing  and 
l is the number of bearings. The life of an individual  bearing is defined as 
the number of revolutions  (or  hours at some given speed) which the  bearing 
runs before the first evidence of fatigue develops in the material of either 
ring or any rolling element. 

The dynamic specific load capacity of a bearing 

CI, = QI,(ntt)o.3 (12.10) 

is a  function of the equivalent load QI, in kG, speed n in  rpm  and  time t t  of 
trouble-free  operation in hours also called “rating  life”.  The equivalent load 
Qt, may be  the  actual, or the permissible, load on the bearing  and  depends 
on  radial  and axial loads. Under  normal  conditions,  a  bearing  installed in 
an electric  motor  should work from 5 to 10 years.  Assuming that a  motor 
operates 8 h  per  day,  the  time of trouble-free operation is tt = 14,000  to 
21,000 h. 

Probability of trouble-free  operation over a  period of normal  operation 

(12.11) 

is a  function of Weibull’s distribution of parameters k and TL obtained from 
experiments.  These  parameters  depend  on  the average  time ttav of trouble- 
free operation. For the  majority of bearings t tav/t t  = 4.08 or 5.0 which 
corresponds to k = 1.34 or  1.17  and TL = 5,35tt or 6.84tt [165]. For these 
parameters Weibull’s equation  takes  the following forms [165]: 

Pbi(t) = exp [ - (L) 5.35tt l.’‘] for t tav / t t  = 4.08 (12.12) 

If the intensity of failures XI,  of a bearing is independent of time,  probability 
of trouble-free  operation is expressed by eqn (12.5) in  which X = 2x1,. 
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Table 12.2: Classes of insulation, permissible temperatures 6,,,,, and  tem- 
perature coefficients at of time of service expectation 

Class 
of Y A E B  F H C 
insulation 

67,1(1x, 'C 90 105 120 130 155 180 > 180 

at ,  1/'C 0.057 0.032 - 0.073  0.078 0.085 0.055 

Probability of trouble-free  operation of gears is 

(12.14) 

where P,j(t) is probability of trouble-free  operation of j t h  toothed wheel 
and g is the  number of wheels. The approximate  probability of trouble-free 
operation P,, can  be  calculated on the basis of eqn  (12.5) in which X = X,, 
is the  intensity of failures of the j t h  toothed wheel. 

Probability of trouble-free  operation of a winding is expressed by 
eqn  (12.5) in  which X = X,,,. To find the intensity of failures X,, of the 
armature windings, the average time of service  expectation 

which, in principle,  depends on the time of service  expectation of the wind- 
ing. In  the above  equation T,', is the average  time of service expectation 
of the winding at  the permissible temperature d,,,,, for a given class of 
insulation  (Table  12.2)  and  relative  humidity from 40 to 60% , 6 is the 
temperature of the winding  under  operation and at, is the  temperature co- 
efficient of time of service  expectation  (Table  12.2).  Time T,', corresponds 
to  the  calendar  time of service expectation,  approximately 15 to 20 years 
or 1.314 x 10' to 1.752 x 10' h  and is usually assumed TA 5 10' h  [165]. 
The higher the  temperature of the given class of insulation  the longer the 
time TL. 
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Intensity of failure of a winding is a function of TL, i.e., 

where X v t ~  = l/TL is the  intensity of failures of a  winding  alone at  permis- 
sible temperature d,,,, and  relative  humidity 40 to 60%. 

There  are also possible failures as a result of broken or aging  soldered 
connections between coils of the winding or terminals.  Intensity of failures 
of a  winding  including soldered connections is (1651: 

X i  = Xl, + mscXsc (12.17) 

where X,, is the intensity of failures of one  soldered  connection  and msc is 
the  number of connections. 

Reliability of a  winding  depends very much on the  operating conditions. 
The influence of such  external  factors as humidity,  overload,  vibration  and 
shocks is taken  into account by the coefficient of operating  conditions ytu. 
Intensity of failures of a winding  including  conditions of operation is 

x, = rwx:: (12.18) 

12.5 Vibration  and noise 
Sounds  are  set  up by oscillating  bodies of solids,  liquids or gases. The 
oscillation is characterized by its frequency and  amplitude. According to 
frequency, oscillations are classified as: 

0 low frequency  oscillations, f < 5 Hz 
0 infrasound,  5 < f < 20 Hz 
0 audible  sounds, 20 5 f 5 16,000 Hz or even up  to 20,000 Hz 
0 ultrasound,  16,000 < f < lo6 Hz. 

In  engineering  practice, low frequency oscillations of solids, below 1 kHz, 
are called vibration. 

Noise is an audible  sound  or  mixture of sound that has an unpleasant 
effect on  human  beings,  disturbs  their  ability to  think,  and  does not convey 
any useful information [84]. 

Part of the  vibrational energy within the  audible  range is transformed 
into sound energy. There is airborne  noise radiating  directly from the vi- 
bration  source  and structure-borne  noise transmitted  to  the  surroundings 
via  mechanical  connections,  couplings,  base  plates, supports,  etc. Vibra- 
tion  and noise produced by electrical  machines  can  be  divided into  three 
categories [243]: 
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e electromagnetic  vibration  and noise associated  with  parasitic effects 
due  to higher space  and  time  harmonics,  phase  unbalance,  and mag- 
netostrictive  expansion of the core laminations 

e mechanical  vibration and noise associated  with the mechanical as- 
sembly, in particular  bearings 

e aerodynamic  vibration  and noise associated  with flow  of ventilating 
air  through or over the  motor. 

12.5.1 Generation  and  radiation of sound 

The acoustic field is characterized by the acoustic  pressure p and velocity 
v of vibrating  particles. The acoustic  wave propagation is expressed as 

(12.19) 

where A is the wave amplitude, x is the direction of wave propagation,  c is 
the wave  velocity or phase  velocity (for  air c = 344 m/s), W = 2n f and f is 
the frequency. 

The wavelength is expressed as a  function of c  and f , i.e., 

c  2nc x = - = -  m (12.20) 
f w  

The velocity of particles  (in  the y direction,  i.e.,  axis  corresponding to  the 
displacement) 

(12.21) 

In  a medium  with  linear  acoustic  properties the sound  pressure  p is pro- 
portional to  the  particle velocity v ,  i.e., 

p = pcv N/m2 (12.22) 

where p is in phase  with C, p is the specific density of the medium  (kg/m'). 
For air p = 1.188 kg/m' at  2OoC and 1000 mbar (1 bar = lo5 Pa = lo5 
N/m2).  The product pc is called the speczfic acoustic  resistance, i.e., 

Xe[Z,] = pc = - p Ns/m3 (12.23) 
V 

where Z ,  is the complex  acoustic  impedance [243]. 

change  caused by the  sound or vibration wave  [243] 
The sound  pressure is characterized by the r m s  value of the pressure 
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kx 

Figure 12.3: Radiation  factor curves for a cylindrical radiator  and r = 
0,1 ,2  , . . .  6. 

A part,icle of the rnediunl under  an  action of a sound wave oscillates 
and posseses both  the kinetic  energy and strain  (potential) energy. The 
variation of the denszty of the kmetzc  energy is 

1 1 .  W W 

2  2 
eklll = -pv2 = -pW'~2 sin2 (ut - ::L.) = sin2 (ut - ,x) 

(12.31) 
where the average (mean) energy  density 

EklT1 = -pw2A2 J/m3 
1 
2 

The sound power level 

(12.32) 

P I S  
Po I ,  So 

L\\, = 10 loglo - = 10 log,,, ~ = L + 10  log,,, S dB (12.33) 

where So = 1 m 2 ,  pO = IuSo = W is the reference sound power and 
L is tllc  sound level. One decibel is expressed as 

I I 
Io IO 

lolog,,) - = 1 01' - = 1OA = 1.2589 (12.34) 

The  ratio of sound  intensities of n dB is equal to 1.2589". 
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Figure 12.4: Magneto-mechanical-acoustic system. 

Acoustic 
Noise 

12.5.2 Mechanical model 
Fig.  12.4 shows how the electrical energy is converted into acoustic  energy 
in an electrical  machine. The  input  current  interacts  with  the  magnetic 
field producing very small high-frequency forces which act  on  the inner 
stator core  surface.  These forces excite the  stator core  and  frame in the 
corresponding frequency range  and  generate  mechanical vibration. As a 
result of vibration,  the surface of the  stator yoke and  frame displaces  with 
frequencies corresponding to  the frequencies of forces. The surrounding 
medium (air) is excited to  vibrate  too  and  generates  acoustic noise. 

The acoustic power radiated from the frame is very small,  approximately 
to of the  input power of an electrical  motor. This causes  a low 

accuracy of calculation of the acoustic power. 
The  stator  and frame assembly as a  mechanical  system is characterized 

by a distributed mass M ,  damping D and stiffness K .  The electromag- 
netic force waves excite the mechanical system to  generate  vibration,  the 
amplitude of which is a function of the  magnitude  and frequency of those 
forces. 

The mechanical system  can  be  simply  described by a lumped  parameter 
model  with N degrees of freedom in the following matrix form 

(12.35) 

where q is an ( N ,  1) vector  expressing the  displacement of N degrees of 
freedom, { F ( t ) }  is the force vector applying to  the degrees of freedom, [ M ]  
is the mass matrix, [D]  is the  damping  matrix  and [K]  is the stiffness matrix. 
Theoretically, this  equation  can  be solved using a structural  FEM package. 
In  practice,  there  are problems  with  predictions of [D]  matrix for laminated 
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materials,  physical  properties of materials,  accuracy in calculation of forces 
and  proper  selection of force components  [249]. 

12.5.3 Electromagnetic  vibration  and noise 

Electromagnetic  vibration  and noise is caused by generation of electromag- 
netic fields. The  slots,  distribution of windings in slots,  air  gap  permeance 
fluctuations,  rotor  eccentricity  and  phase  unbalance give rise to mechanical 
deformations  and  vibration.  MMF  space  harmonics,  saturation  harmonics, 
slot  harmonics and eccentricity  harmonics  produce  parasitic higher har- 
monic forces and  torques. Especially  radial force waves in &.c.  machines, 
which act  both  on  the  stator  and  rotor,  produce  deformation of the mag- 
netic  circuit. If the frequency of the radial force is close to or  equal to any 
of the  natural frequencies of the machine,  resonance  occurs. The effects are 
dangerous  deformation,  vibration  and increased noise. 

Magnetostrictive noise in most  electrical  machines  can  be neglected due 
to low sound  intensity  and low frequency. 

In  inverter fed motors  parasitic  oscillating  torques  are  produced  due to 
higher time  harmonics.  These  parasitic  torques  are, in general, greater  than 
oscillating  torques  produced by space  harmonics. Moreover, the voltage 
ripple of the rectifier is transmitted  through  the  intermediate  circuit  to  the 
inverter  and  produces  another kind of oscillating  torque. 

For the  stator  with frame  under  assumption of identical  vibration of the 
core and  frame,  the amplitude of the radial displacement as given by eqn 
(12.19) due  to  vibration  can  be found as [265] 

where P,. is the  amplitude of the  radial force  pressure of electromagnetic 
origin (5.113), f is the frequency of the  excitation  radial force density wave 
of the given mode, f,. is the  natural frequency of a particular  mode  and C D  
is the  internal  damping  ratio of the  stator  (obtained from measurements). 
According to (2611 

2ncD = 2.76 X f i- 0.062 (12.37) 

The single-mode  radiated acoustzc power as a  function of the  radiation 
factor C(.) given by eqn  (12.30)  and  radial  vibration  displacement A,  given 
by eqn  (12.36) is expressed by eqns  (12.28) and (12.29) in which v = wAT, 
i.e., 

P = p~(wA, . )~a ( r )S  (12.38) 
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where for a frame  with its dimensions D f  and L f  the  radiation surface 
S = T D f L f .  

12.5.4 Mechanical  vibration  and noise 
Mechanical  vibration  and  noise is mainly due  to  bearings,  their defects, 
journal ovality, sliding contacts,  bent  shaft,  joints,  rotor  unbalance,  etc. 
The rotor  should  be precisely balanced as it can  significantly  reduce the 
vibration. The rotor  unbalance  causes  rotor  dynamic  vibration  and ec- 
centricity which in turn results in noise emission from the  stator,  rotor, 
and  rotor  support  structure.  Both sleeve and rolling bearings are used in 
electrical machines. 

The sound  pressure level of sleeve bearings is  lower than  that of rolling 
bearings. The vibration  and noise produced by sleeve bearings  depends  on 
the roughness of sliding  surfaces,  lubrication,  stability and whirling of the 
oil film in the bearing,  manufacture  process,  quality  and  installation. The 
exciting forces are produced at  frequencies f = n due  to rotor  unbalance 
and/or eccentricity and f = Nsn due  to axial grooves where n is the speed 
of the  rotor in rev/s  and Ns is the number of grooves [243]. 

The noise of rolling bearings  depends  on the accuracy of bearing  parts, 
mechanical resonance frequency of the  outer  ring,  running  speed, lubrica- 
tion  conditions,  tolerances,  alignment,  load,  temperature  and presence of 
foreign materials. The frequency of noise due  to unbalance  and eccentricity 
is f = n and frequencies of noise due  to  other reasons are f 0: d i n / ( d ,  +do)  
where d, is the  diameter of the inner  contact  surface  and do is the  diameter 
of the  outer  contact surface [243]. 

12.5.5 Aerodynamic  noise 

The basic  source of noise of an  aerodynamic  nature is the fan. Any obstacle 
placed in the air stream produces a noise. In non-sealed motors,  the noise 
of the  internal fan is emitted by the vent holes. In totally enclosed motors, 
the noise of the  external fan predominates. 

The acoustic power of turbulent noise produced by a fan is [68] 

P = (5)  G 

G l  (12.39) 

where k f  is a coefficient dependent on the fan shape, p is the specific density 
of the cooling medium, c is the velocity of sound, vbl is the circumferential 
speed of the blade wheel and Dbl  is the  diameter of the  blade wheel. The 
level of aerodynamic noise  level due  to  the fan is calculated by dividing 
eqn (12.39) by Po = W and  putting  the result into eqn (12.33). For 
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example, for k, = 1, p = 1.188 kg/m3, c = 344 m/s, 'ubi = 15 m/s and 
D b l  = 0.2 m the aerodynamic noise  level  is L,  = 75.9 dB. 

According to  the  spectral  distribution of the fan noise, there is broad- 
band noise (100 to  10,000 Hz) and  siren noise (tonal noise). The siren effect 
is a pure  tone  being  produced as a result of the  interaction between fan 
blades,  rotor  slots or rotor  axial  ventilation ducts  and  stationary obstacles. 
The frequency of the siren noise  is [68, 2431 

where v are  numbers  corresponding to harmonic  numbers, N b l  is the number 
of fan  blades and 71bl is the circumferential  speed of the fan in rev/s. Siren 
noise can  be eliminated by increasing the  distance between the impeller  and 
the  stationary  obstacle. 

12.5.6 d.c. commutator  motors 
In  d.c.  commutator  motors, noise of mechanical and  aerodynamic origin 
is much higher than  that of electromagnetic  origin. The commut,ator  and 
brushes are  one of the  major sources of noise. This noise depends  on  the 
following factors [243]: 

0 design of brushgear  and  rigidity of its  mounting 
0 backlash between the brush holder and  brush,  and between the com- 

0 brush  pressure 
0 materials of the  brush  and  commutator, especially the friction coeff- 

size, tolerances  and commutator unbalance 
0 deflection of the  commutator sliding  surface  during  rotation 
0 condition of the commutator  and  brushes, especially coarseness of the 

0 current load 
0 operating  temperature 
0 environmental effects such as dust, ambient temperature, humidity. 

mutator  and  brush 

cient between them 

sliding  surfaces 

12.5.7 Synchronous  motors 
In large  synchronous  motors  the  vibration  and noise of mechanical origin 
can exceed those of electromagnetic  origin. Noise produced by small  syn- 
chronous  motors is mainly  produced by electromagnetic effects. Mechanical 
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natural frequencies of small  motors are very high so they  are poor  sound 
generators. 

For both  the  induction  and PM synchronous  motors fed from solid state 
converters the most significant sound levels occur at the  modulation fre- 
quency of the  inverter,  i.e., at  the frequency of the major  current harmonic 
with lesser contributions at multiples of that frequency. Important causes 
of sound  generation  are  torque  pulsations [ 2 5 2 ] .  

12.5.8 Reduction of noise 

Mechanical,  aerodynamic  and  electromagnetic noise can  be reduced by 
proper  motor design and  maintenance. 

The noise of mechanical origin can  be  reduced, from the design point 
of view, by predicting the mechanical natural frequencies,  proper  selection 
of materials,  components  and  bearings,  proper  assembly,  foundation,  etc., 
and from a maintenance  point of view by proper  lubrication of bearings, 
monitoring  their looseness, rotor  eccentricity, commutator  and  brush wear, 
joints, couplings and  rotor mechanical balance. 

The aerodynamic noise can  be  reduced, from the design point of view, 
by proper selection of the number of fan blades,  rotor  slots  and  ventilation 
ducts  and dimensions of ventilation ducts  to suppress  the siren effect as 
well as optimization of air  inlets  and outlets, fan cover, etc.,  and from a 
maintenance  point of view  by keeping the  ventilation  ducts  and fan  clean. 

The electromagnetic noise can  be reduced from the design  point of view 
by proper  selection of the number of slots,  i.e.,  suppressing  the  parasitic 
radial forces and  torque  pulsations, length-to-diameter ratio, electromag- 
netic  loadings, skewing of the  slots, keeping the  same  impedances of phase 
windings and from a maintenance  point of view by feeding the  motor  with 
balanced  voltage system, elimination of time  harmonics in the inverter in- 
put voltage  and selection of proper  modulation  frequency  of  the  inverter. 

12.6 Condition  monitoring 

As an electromechanical  drive becomes more  complex,  its  cost of main- 
tenance rises. The condition monitoring can  predict  when the drive will 
break down and  substantially  reduce  the  cost of maintenance  including re- 
pairing.  Electric  motors  are the most  vulnerable  components of electrical 
drive  systems  (see  Table 12.1) so their  condition  and  early  fault  detecting 
is crucial. 

Condition  monitoring of electric  motors  should  be  done on-line with  the 
aid of externally  mounted  sensors a s ,  for example,  current  transformers, 
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accelerometers, temperature sensors,  search coils, etc.  without  any change 
of the  motor  construction,  rearrangement of its  parts or  changing its  rated 
parameters. The following methods  can  be employed: 

0 aural  and visual  monitoring 
0 measurements of operational  variables 
0 current monitoring 
0 vibration  monitoring 
0 axial flux sensing. 

Aural  and  visual  monitoring  require highly skilled erlgineerirlg personel. 
The failure is usually discovered when it is well advanced.  Measurements 
of  operational  variables  such as electric parameters,  temperature,  shaft ec- 
centricity, etc.,  are simple and inexpensive but as in the case of aural  and 
visual  monitoring,  there is a danger that  the fault is detected  too  late. 

The most  reliable, rich in information,  simple  and  sophisticated  method 
is monitoring  the  input  current,  vibration or  axial flux. A current  trans- 
former  can be used as a  current  transducer. For vibration  monitoring ac- 
celerometers can  be  installed. For axial flux sensing  a coil wound around 
the  motor  shaft  can  be  installed. Because it is often inconvenient to wind 
coils around  the  shaft of a  motor that is in service, a printed  circuit split) 
coil has been proposed (2061. 

Monitoring  techniques are based on time domain  measurements  and 
frequency domain  measurements. 

Time  domain signals  can detect, e.g., mechanical damage to bearings 
and  gears.  The  time signal may be averaged over a large number of periods, 
synchronous  with the motor  sgeed,  to allow synchronous  averaging. Back- 
ground noise and  periodic  events not synchronous  with the motor  speed  are 
filtered out. 

A periodic  time  domain waveform, if passed through a narrow  band-pass 
filter with a controllable  center frequency, is converted  into  frequency com- 
ponents which appear as output peaks when the filter pass  band  matches 
the frequency components.  This technique is adopted in high frequency 
spectral  analysers. An  alternative  approach is to sample  the  time  domain 
waveform a t  discrete  intervals  and to perform  a  discrete  Fourier  transform 
(DFT) on  the  sample  data values to  determine  the  resultant frequency spec- 
tra.  The time necessary to compute  the  DFT of the  time  domain signal 
can  be  reduced by using a  fast  Fourier transform (FFT) calculation pro- 
cess which rearranges  and minimizes the  computational  requirements of the 
DFT process. Modern  monitoring  techniques commonly use FFT. 

Vibration  or  current  spectra  are often  unique to a particular  series of 
motors or even particular  motors.  When  a  motor is comnlisioned or when 
it is  in a healthy state a reference spectrum is monitored which can  later 
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be cornpared with  spectra  taken in successive time  intervals. This allows 
some conclusion and progressive motor  condition to  be  formulated. 

In  analysis of frequency spectra of the  input  current usually the ampli- 
tude of sidebands  are compared to  the  amplitude of the line frequency. The 
following problems in P M  brushless  motors  can  be  detected on the basis of 
time  domain  input  current  measurement: 

(a) unbalanced  magnetic pull and  air  gap  irregularities 
(b) rotor mechanical unbalance 
(c)  bent  shaft 
(d) oval stator,  rotor or  bearings. 

Common  faults which can  be  detected by vibration  monitoring of electric 
motors  are [207, 2431: 

(a) rotor mechanical unbalance or eccentricity,  characterized by sinu- 
soidal  vibration at  a frequency of once  per  revolution  (number of 
revolutions  per  second) 

(b) defects of bearings which result irl frequencies depending on the de- 
fect,  bearing  geometry  and  speed, usually 200 to 500 Hz 

(c) oil whirl in bearings,  cllaracterized  typically by frequencies of 0.43 to 
0.48 number of revolutions  per second 

(d) rubbing  parts, characterized by vibration  frequency  equal to or a  nul- 
tiple of the  number of revolutions  per  second 

( e )  shaft misalignment, usually characterized by a frequency of twice per 
revolution 

( f )  mechanical looseness in either  motor  mounts or  bearing  end bells 
which results in directional  vibration  with a large  number of harmon- 
ics 

(g) gear  problems  characterized by frequencies of the  number of teeth per 
revolution, usually modulated by speed 

(h) resonance (natural frequencies of shaft, machine housing or attached 
structures  are excited by speed  or  speed  harmonics) which results in  
sharp  drop of vibration  amplitudes  with small  change in speed 

(i) thermal unbalance which results in a slow change in vibration  ampli- 
tude as the motor  heats up 

(j) loose stator  laminations which result in vibration frequencies equal 
to  double  the line frequency with  frequency  sidebands  approximately 
equal to 1000 Hz 

(k) ullbalance line voltage,  characterized by vibration  frequency  equal to 
double  the line frequency. 

By sensing the axial flux, many  abnormal  operating  conditions  can be iden- 
tified, e.g. [206]: 



(a) unbalanced  supply,  characterized by an increase in certain even har- 
monics of flux spectrum  proportional  to  the degree of unbalance 

(b)  stator winding interturn  short  circuits, characterized by a decrease in 
certain higher harmonics  and  subharmonics of flux spectrum 

(c)  rotor eccentricity  characterized by an increase in frequency of flux 
spectrum  equal  to  the line frequency and  its second  harmonic. 

A unified analysis of the various  parameter  estimators  and  condition mon- 
itoring  methods  and  diagnosis of electrical machines can  be found in dedi- 
cated  literature,  e.g., in [248]. 

12.7 Protection 
The motor  protectzon depcnds  principally on the motor  importance which is 
a function of motor size and  type of scrvice. The biggcr the  motor  the more 
expensive the electromechanical  drive  system is and all necessary measures 
should be taken to protect  the motor  against  damage. The mum  func t ion  of 
protection is the  detection of a  fault  condition,  and  through the opening of 
appropriate  contactors or  circuit  breakers, the disconnection of the faulty 
item from the  plant.  The  potential  hazards considerecl in  electric  motor 
protection  are: 

1. Phase  and  ground  faults  (short  circuits between phascs  or  phase and 

2. Thcrmal tlamagc  from: 
carth) 

0 overload (excessive mechanical load) 
0 locket1 rotor 

3. Abnormal  conditions: 

0 unbalanced  operation 
0 undervoltage and overvoltage 
0 reversed phascs 
0 switchillg on the volt,agc while motor is still  running 
0 unusual  environnlental  conditions (too high or  too low tempcr- 

ature, pressure, humidity) 
0 irlcompletc feeding, e.g.,  rupturing of a fuse in one  phase 

4. Loss of excitation ( i n  PM motors this means the  total  demagnetiza- 

5. Operation  out of synchronism (for synchronous  motors  only) 
6. Synchronizing out of phase (for synchronous  motors only). 

tion of magnets) 
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Most of the undesired effects cause excessive temperatures of the  motor 
parts, in particular windings. There is an old rule  of thumb  that says each 
10°C increase in the  operating  temperature of the  winding  results in a 50% 
loss of insulation  life. 

Protective devices applied for one hazard  may  operate for other,  e.g., 
overload relay can also protect  against  phase  faults.  Protection  can  be  built 
in the motor  controller  or  installed  directly  on the motor.  Motors  rated  up 
to 600 V are usually switched by contactors  and  protected by fuses or low- 
voltage  circuit  breakers  equipped  with  magnetic trips.  Motors  rated from 
600 to 4800 V are switched by power circuit  breakers  or  contactors.  Motors 
rated from 2400 V to 13,000 V are switched by power circuit  breakers. 

The simplest  one-time  protective devices are fuses. As a  result of ex- 
cessive current,  the fusible element  melts,  opens the  circuit  and disconnects 
the motor from the power supply. 

The thermal  relay of a “replica” type is the  thermoelectromechanical 
apparatus which simulates, as closely as possible, the changing thermal 
conditions in the  motor allowing the  motor to  operate  up  to  the point be- 
yond which damage would probably  be  caused. This relay consists of three 
single-phase  units,  each  unit  comprising  a  heater and  an  associated bimetal 
spiral  element. The bimetal  elements  respond to a rise in  temperature of 
the  heaters which in turn  produce movement of the contact assembly. The 
single-phasing  protection is usually incorporated in the three-phase  ther- 
mal  simulation relay. The short  circuit  protection against  short  circuits in 
the motor  winding  or  terminal  leads is often  built in the  thermal relay as 
separate overcurrent or earth-faults elements  or both. 

The stalling  relay is used in conjunction  with  the  thermal overload and 
single-phasing relay. It consists of a  control contactor  and  a  thermal over- 
load unit  fitted in the  same case. 

An alternative to  the  thermal relay is an electronic  overload  relay (Fig. 
12.5) using solid state devices instead of bimetallic  elements  [212]. 

For small  and  medium power motors  with rated  currents  up  to 25 A (or 
Pout 5 15 kW), simpler  and less expensive thermal  trips  and electromag- 
netic  trips  instead of thermal overload relays are technically and economi- 
cally justified.  In a thermal  trip the  motor  current passing  directly  through 
a bimetal  strip or the  heater  operating  with a bimetal  element is  fed from 
current  transformers  connected to  the  motor power circuit.  Bimetal ele- 
ments  operate  the mechanical trip  to open  the  motor  contactor  under  an 
overload condition. The electromagnetic  trip consists of a series-wound coil 
surrounding a vertical  ferromagnetic  plunger and  an  associated time-lag, 
i.e., oil or silicone fluid filled dashpot or  air vane. The  adjustable overload 
current  lifts  the plunger which opens  the  motor  contactor.  The electromag- 
netic  trips  are relatively  insensitive to small  overloads. 
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Figure 12.5: Block  diagram of a  typical  electronic  overload relay. 
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Figure 12.6: Block diagram of a microprocessor relay SPAM 010/011 for 
protection of three-phase  motors  rated  up to 20 kW  and 525 V. 1 - mi- 
croprocessor, 2 - protection  function  generators,  3 - status relays, 4 - 
checking contacts,  5 - circuit breaker relay coil, 6 - circuit  breaker, 7 - 
fuses, 8 - three-phase  current  transformer, 9 - input  transformers, 10 - 
input signal  limiters,  11 - A/D converter, 12 - contacts for simulation 
of protection  functions,  13 - rectifier, 14 - ammeter,  15 - input level 
adjustment, 16 - three-phase  motor.  Courtesy of ABB. 
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Thennastors bonded to  the enamel armature  conductors  during  manu- 
facture  are commonly referred to as motor  overheat  protection. Thermistor 
connections are  brought  out  to  an electronic  control  unit  and  interposing 
relay rnounted separately for small  motors  and usually built  into  termi- 
nal boxes of  motors  rated above  7.5 kW. The relay is activated when the 
thermistors  indicate  the  winding  temperature  and,  indirectly,  the  phase 
currents, exceed their  permissible values. 

Undervoltage  protection is necessary to ensure that  the nlotor  contactors 
or  circuit  breakers  are  tripped  on a conlpletc loss of supply, so that when 
the  supply is restored it is not overloaded by the  simultaneous  starting of 
all the motors.  Undervoltage release coils operating  direct on the  contactor 
or  circuit  breaker, relays or  contactors  with  electrically held-in coils are 
usually used. 

The  state of the  art in the motor  protection  are microprocessor  pro- 
tection  relays. These  advanced technology multifunction relays are pro- 
grammed to provide the following functions: 

0 thernml overload protection  with  adjustable  current/time curves 
0 overload prior alarm  through  separate  output relay 
0 locked rotor  and  stall  protection 

high-set overcurrent  protection 
0 zero phase  sequence or earth-fault  protection 
0 negative  phase  sequence or phase  unbalance  protection 
0 undercurrent  protection 
0 continuous  self-supervision. 

The block diagram of a microprocessor relay SPAM 010/011 manufactured 
by ABB is shown in Fig.  12.6.  Characteristics,  selection  and  examples  of 
applications of electromechanical  protection devices can  be  found in [26, 
84, 212, 2131. 

12.8 Electromagnetic  and  radio  frequency 
interference 

Electromagnetic  compatibility (EMC) is defined as the  ability of all types 
of equipment which emit high frequency signals, frequencies higher than 
the  fundamental  supply frequency, to  operate in a manner that is mutu- 
ally compatible. Designers of electrical  machines  should  be  aware of the 
EMC specifications which affect their overall design. All electrical  motors 
can  be a source of electromagnetic  interference (EMI) and radio  frequency 
znterference (RFI). RFI is an electric  disturbance  making  undesired  audio 
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or video effects in received signals  caused by current  interruption in electric 
circuits a s ,  e.g.,  sparking between a brush and  commutator. 

The main  reasons for minimizing EM1 are  the high frequency noise con- 
ducted  into  the  mains  supply will be  injected into  other  equipment which 
could affect their  operation,  i.e., noisy signals  being fed into  sensitive  loads 
such as computers  and communication equipment,  and  the interference ra- 
diated  into  the  atmosphere by electric and  magnetic fields can interfere 
with  various  communication  equipments.  Three-phase  electrical  motors of- 
ten  draw  currents  that have frequency  components that  are odd  integer 
multiples  (harmonics) of the  fundamental  supply frequency. These  har- 
monic currents cause increased heating  and lead to a  shorter lifetime of 
appliances. 

Conducted  noise  emissions are suppressed using filters, usually with a 
passive low pass filter designed to  attenuate frequencies above 10 kHz. Un- 
der non-linear loads,  such as those  associated  with adjustable  speed drives 
and electronic power supplies, significant power dissipation  can  occur  within 
these  filters [39]. Shield radiated emissions can  be  suppressed by metallic 
shields and minimizing  openings in the enclosures. 

The filtering  required to reduce high frequency emissions may be rather 
costly  and  reduce the efficiency of the electromechanical  drive. 

EM1 regulations  set the  limits for conducted  and  radiated emissions 
for several classes of products.  One of the most important  international 
standards-setting  organizations for commercial EMC is CISPR,  the  Inter- 
national  Special  Committee  on  Radio  Interference in IEC  (International 
Electrotechnical  Commission) [239]. The  European  community  has devel- 
oped a common set of EMC  requirements largely based  on CISPR  stan- 
dards.  The Federal  Communication Commission (FCC)  sets  the  limits of 
radiated  and  conducted emissions in the  U.S.A. An  example of a guide 
for electrical  and  electronic  engineers  containing  complete coverage of EM1 
filter design is the book cited in reference (1991. 

12.8.1 Commutator  motors 

Commutator  motors  are  a source of serious EM1 and  RFI.  The  stronger 
the  sparking  the more  intense the interferences.  Wrong  maintenance, dirty 
or worn commutator, wrong selection of brushes,  unbalanced commutator, 
unbalanced rotor,  etc.,  are  the most  serious  reasons for EM1 and  RFI.  RFI 
causes clicks in radio  reception  being  heard in the whole band of radio 
waves. TV reception is disturbed by change in brightness of screen  and 
time  base which in turn makes a  vertical movement of image lines on  the 
screen. EM1 and  RFI  are  emitted directly from their  source and connecting 
leads as well from  the power network from which the  motor is  fed via 
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Figure 12.7: RFI circuits  and filters of commuator  motors: (a) asymmet- 
rical circuit of high frequency current, (b) symmetrical  circuit of high fre- 
quency current,  (c),  (d),  (e)  RFI filters. 
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1 4 6 1 2  3 5 

Figure 12.8: Elimination of RFI in a three-coil PM commutator  motor: 
1 - A-connected armature winding,  2 - armature  stack, 3 - cylindrical 
PM,  4 - commutator, 5 - frame, G ~ resistor of RFI filter. 

converter.  They  are received by radio  or TV antennas.  In  addition,  RFI 
can  be  transnlitted  to  radio or TV  sets by electric  installation,  or even by 
water  and gas pipes and any  metal  bars. 

The interference  current of high frequency flows through  the electric  net- 
work feeding the  motor,  then  through  capacitance C,l between the feeding 
wire and  the  earth  and  capacitance C,z between the source of interfer- 
ence  and  the  earth  (Fig.  12.7a).  This high-frequency current, called asym- 
metrical high frequency current causes  particularly  strong interference. A 
grounded  motor  frame intensifies the level of RFI since it closes the circuit 
for high frequency current.  Symmetrical high  frequency currents  are closed 
by capacitances C, between wires (Fig.  12.7b). 

To  eliminate RFI, filters  consisting of RLC elernents are used (Fig. 
12.7c,d1e).  The resistance R is needed to  damp high frequency oscilla- 
tions. The choke has a high inductance L for the high frequency current, 
since its  reactance XL = 2n f L increases as the frequency f and  inductance 
L increases. The capacitive  reactance Xc = 1/(2nfC) is inversely propor- 
tional to  the frequency and capacitance C. For high frequency currents  the 
capacitive  reactancc is low. 

Symmetrical  inductances  connected in series  with the  armature winding 
at  both  its terlninals  can  damp oscillations  more effectively than one induc- 
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Figure 12.9: Typical EM1 filter for three-phase  input. 

tance only. In  series  motors, field coils are used as RFI filter inductances. 
In  the filter shown i n  Fig. 1 2 . 7 ~  the  highfrequency  current circuit is closed 
by capacitors C. The capacitor Cl is a  protective  capacitor  against  electric 
shock. If the  motor frame is touched by a  person who is in contact  with 
the  ground,  the  current flowing through the human  body to  the  earth will 
be  limited by capacitor Cl, the  capacity of which is  low (about 0.005 pF) 
as conlpared  with C (from 1 to 2 p F  for d.c. motors). 

RFI filters are effective if the connection  leads between capacitors  and 
brushes are as short as possible (less than 0.3 m).  This  results in minimiza- 
tion of interference emitted  directly by the source. It is recommended that 
the RFI filters  be  built into  motors. If this is not  possible,  all  connection 
leads  must  be  screened.  Resistances  can effectively damp oscillations and 
improve the  quality of RFI filter (Fig.  12.7d). A simple RFI RL filter for 
three-coil PM commutator  motors for toys  and home appliances is shown 
in Fig. 12.8. 

12.8.2 Electronically commutated  brushless  motors 
Brushless d.c.  motors use inverter-based power electronics  converters. The 
current  and  voltage waveforms from these  converters are  either  square- 
wave or sinusoidal.  In both cases the converter  generates the desired wave- 
forms using PWM, switched a t  20 kHz typically. When  a voltage abruptly 
changes amplitude  with  respect  to  time,  the derivative d v / d t  changes pro- 
duce  unwanted  harmonics. The nonlinear  characteristics of solid-state de- 
vices worsen the  situation.  This  accounts for the large  impulse currents 
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Figure  12.10: Power circuit of a three-phase modified converter  with EM1 
suppression  components. 

through  the power leads which are associated  with EM1 and significant 
voltage waveform distortion in the power system. 

The reduction of electrical noise is usually done by ensuring  proper 
grounding, avoiding extended  cables from inverter to  motor,  twisting  the 
cables  and  filtering the  input power to  the  inverter drive. 

To  prevent  radiated noise, the motor  ground  wire is required to  be 
twisted  or  tightly  bundled  with the  three line wires. The motor power 
wiring is to be  kept as far away as possible from the  rotor position  signal 
wiring and  any other light current wiring. A shielded cable is recommended 
for connection of the encoder  or resolver with  the  inverter  motion control 
section. 

Placing  filters  on power lines to inverters  not only suppresses  harmonics 
leaving the  drive,  but also protects  the drive from incoming high frequency 
signals.  Fig  12.9 shows a three-phase low pass filter used for EMI/RFI 
filtering [239]. 

These line filters are bulky and increase the cost of the drive substan- 
tially. Fig 12.10 shows a low cost  alternative: an inverter  with EM1 sup- 
pression components [264]. These  include: 

grounding  capacitance C l  from both sides of the  d.c. link to  the  heat 
sink close to the switching devices which provides a physically short 
path for RF ground  currents flowing from the switching device to  the 
motor; 
Line capacitance C2 across the  d.c.  link, close to  the switching devices 
which provides a low impedance  for  differential  mode RF  current 
flowing from switching devices such as  reverse recovery current of 
the diodes as well as from the cable-motor  load; 
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(c) line capacitance  C3 across the ax. power input  terminals close to  the 
diode rectifiers which serves as another  shunt circuit in combination 
with  the  d.c. line capacitance for differential mode noise compensa- 
tion,  particularly for the noise caused by the diodes of rectifier; 

(d) a common  mode  line  inductance L1 inserted in each  phase of the ax. 
input power circuit of the rectifier provide a high impedance for the 
RF currents  to  the power mains; 

(e) a common  mode  inductance  L2  inserted in each phase of the &.c. 
output power circuit of the inverter  reduce the  time derivative of 
output mode  voltages  imposed on the motor but  do not affect the 
line to line  voltages. 

12.9 Lubrication 

12.9.1 Bearings 

In PM machines usually rolling  bearings and porous metal bearings are used. 
The  stress levels in rolling bearings  limit the choice of materials to those 

with  a high yield and high creep strength. Steels have gained the widest 
acceptance as rolling contact  materials as they  represent the best  compro- 
mise amongst  the  requirements  and also because of economic considera- 
tions.  Steels  with addition of C, Si, Mn and  Cr  are  the most popular. 
To increase  hardenability  and  operating  temperature  tungsten (W),  vana- 
dium (V), molybdenium (MO) and nickel (Ni)  are  added. Basic methods of 
mounting rolling bearings for horizontal  shafts are shown in Fig.  12.11. 

Porous  metal  bearings  are used in small or large  electric  motors. The 
graphited  tin bronze  (Cu-Sn-graphite) is a general  purpose alloy and gives a 
good balance between strength, wear resistance,  conformability and ease of 
manufacture.  Where  rusting is not  a  problem, less expensive  and  stronger 
iron-based alloys can  be used. Assemblies of self-aligning porous  metal 
bearings  with provision for additional  lubrication  are shown in Fig.  12.12. 
In most  electric  motor  bearings the  lubricant  material is oil or grease. 

12.9.2 Lubrication of rolling bearings 

Grease lubrication. Grease  lubrication is generally used when rolling 
bearings operate  at normal  speeds,  loads  and  temperatures.  The  bearings 
and housings for normal  applications  should  be filled with  grease up  to 30 
to 50% of the free space. Too much grease will result in overheating. The 
consistency,  rust-inhibiting  property  and  temperature  range  must  be  care- 
fully considered when selecting a grease. The grease  relubrication  period 



Figure 12.11: Basic methods of installation of rolling bearing for horizontal 
shaft: (a) two deep groove radial ball bearings, (b) one ball bearing  with 
one  cylindrical roller bearing. 

3 2 

Figure 12.12: Installation of self-aligning porous metal  bearings for small, 
horizonal shaft motors: 1 - bearing, 2 - oil soaked felt pad, 3 - key hole, 
4 - oil hole, 5 - slot to take key, G - end cap  (may  be filled with  grease). 
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is the  same as the service life of the grease and  can  be  estimated from the 
formula  [191]: 

(12.41) 

where h.6 is a factor  depending on the  type of bearings, 72 is speed in rpm 
and d 6  is bearing  bore  diameter in mm. For spherical roller bearing  and 
tapered roller bearings kb = 1, for cylindrical  and needle roller bearings 

= 5 and for radial  ball  bearings k b  = 10. 
The  amount of grease  required for relubrication is [l911 

mg = 0.005Dbwb g  (12.42) 

where D6 is the  outer  bearing  diameter in mm and is bearing  width in 
mm. 

The advantages of using a grease  lubricant  are: 

0 it is convenient to apply  and to retain  the  lubricant  within  the  bearing 

0 it  stays  to cover and  protect  the highly polished surfaces even when 

0 it helps to form a very effective closure between shaft  and housing 

0 it offers freedom from lubricant  contamination of the surrounding 

housing 

the  bearing is at  rest 

thus  preventing  entry of foreign matter 

areas. 

Oil lubrication. Oil lubrication is used when operating  conditions such 
as speed  or temperat,ure preclude the use of grease. Ball and roller bear- 
ings must  be  lubricated  with oil when the  running speed is  in excess of the 
recommended  maximum  grease  speed and also when the  operating  temper- 
ature is over 93'C. A guide to suitable oil kinematic viscosity for rolling 
bearings is presented in the form of graphs in Fig.  12.13  [191]. The unit for 
kinematic viscosity is centistoke,  i.e., 1 cSt = lo-' m2/s. Oil viscosity is 
estimated  on  the basis of bearing  bore,  speed  and operating  temperature. 

12.9.3 Lubrication of porous  metal  bearings 
As a general  recommendation,  the oil  in the pores  should be replenished 
every 1000 h of use or every year, whichever is sooner. In some  cases,  graphs 
in Fig. 12.14 should  be used to modify this  general  recommendation (1911. 
The lower the  bearing porosity the more frequent the  replenishment.  The 
oil loss increases  with the  shaft velocity and  bearing  temperature. 

Graphs in Fig. 12.15 give general  guidance on the choice of oil dynamic 
viscosity according to load  and temperature [191]. The unit for dynamic 
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Figure 12.13: Graphs for the selection of oil kinematic viscosities for rolling 
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Figure 12.15: Graphs for the selection of oil dynamic viscosity expressed in 
centipoises at  60°C. 

viscosity is centipoise, i.e., 1 CP = kg/(ms).  The following rules  apply 
to  the selection of lubricants [191]: 

lubricants  must have high oxidation  resistance 
unless otherwise  specified,  most standard porous  metals  bearings are 
impregnated  with  a highly refined and  oxidation-inhibited oil with an 
SAE 20130 viscosity 
oils which are not  capable of being mixed with  common  mineral oils 
should  not  be  selected 
grease  should be used only to fill a  blind  cavity of a sealed assembly 
(Fig. 12.12) 
suspensions of solid lubricants  should  be avoided unless experience in 
special  applications  indicates  otherwise 
manufacturers  should  be  contacted for methods of re-impregnation. 

Numerical  example 12.1 
Find  the  probability of trouble-free  operation P ( t )  within  a  time  period 
t = 5000 h for a  three-phase, 1500 rpm  PM brushless  motor  with  a  built-in 
speed  reduction  gearbox. The motor  has two radial ball bearings,  three 
toothed wheels, msc = 9 soldered armature winding  connections and class 
F insulation. The average  expectation of service of the  armature winding 
is T,',, = 100,000 h,  operating  temperature of the winding is 19 = 105OC, 
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coefficient of the winding  operation ytU = 1.5,  intensity of failures of one sol- 
dered  connection X,, = 0.3 x 1/11, probability of failure-free operation 
of one  toothed wheel Pgj( t )  = 0.9986 ( t  = 5000 h), bearing  permissible load 
Q b  = 45 kG, and  dynamic specific load capacity of a bearing C,, = 7170 
kG(hx rpm)".3. 

Solution 

1. Bearings 

The time of trouble-free  operation of one  bearing  can  be found on  the basis 
of eqn (12.10),  i.e., 

Assuming t tau / t t  = 5,  the average time of trouble-free  operat,ion is ttau = 
5 X 14,620 = 73,100  h.  The average expectation of service of the bearings 
is TL = 6.84 x 14, G20 = 100,000 h. Probability of trouble-free  operation of 
one  bearing  according to eqn  (12.13) is 

Pbi(t) = exp [ - (-) = 0.9704 
5000 

Probability of trouble-free  operation of two the  same  bearings 

Pt,(t) = Pfi(t) = 0.97042 = 0.9417 

2. Reduction  gears 

Probability of trouble-free  operation of three  similar  toothed wheels in a 
reduction gear box is 

Pg(t)  = Pi j ( t )  = 0.9986'' = 0.9958 

3.  Armature winding 

Intensity of failures of the  armature winding  according to cqn  (12.lG) 

X/, = exp[0.078(105 - 155)] = 0.2024 X lo-" 1/11 

where XtUT = 1/105 = l / h  and  the  temperature coefficient at = 0.078 
1/"C is according to Table  12.2. 

Intensity of failures of the  armature winding  including  soldered  conI1~c- 
tions on the basis of eqn  (12.17) is 
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X::, = 0.2024 X + 9 X 0.03 X lom6 = 0.4724 X lo-' l / h  

Intensity of failures of t,lle armature winding including  conditions of oper- 
ation  on  the basis of eqn  (12.18) is 

X, = 1.5 X 0.4724 X lop6 = 0.7086 X l / h  

Probability of trouble-free  operation is expressed by eqn  (12.5) in which 
X = X,,, i.e. 

P,,,(t) = exp(-0.7086 x lop6 x 0.5 x lo4)  = 0.9965 

4. Probability of failure-free operation of the motor 

Probability of failure-free operation of the motor  within  the  time period of 
5000 h is calculated using eqn  (12.8),  i.e., 

P ( t )  = 0.9417 X 0.9958 X 0.9965 = 0.9344 

If,  say, 100 such  motors  opcratc within the  time period t = 5000 h,  7  motors 
out of 100  will probably  not  survive,  i.e., 6 motors will  fail due  to failure of 
bearings, 1 motor due  to failure of gears,  and  1  motor  due to failure of the 
armature winding.  One out of 7  damaged  motors  can fail either as a result 
of bearings  and  winding  failure,  or  bearings  and  gears  failure, or winding 
and gear  failure. 

Numerical  example 12.2 
A 7.5 kW PM brushless  motor  has the frame  diameter  Df = 0.248 m 
and frame  length  Lf = 0.242 m .  The amplitude of surface  vibration of a 
standing wave a t  f = 2792.2 Hz and  mode  number r = 2 is 0.8 X lop8 mm. 
Calculate  the  radiated acoustic power. 

Solution 

The angular  frequency is W = 27r f = 27r x 2792.2 = 17,543.91  l/s,  the wave 
number k = w / c  = 17,543.91/344 = 51 l/m,  the radius from the center 
x = Df/2  = 0.248/2 = 0.124 nl and  the  product kx = 51 x 0.124 = 6.324. 
The wave vclocity in thc air is c = 344 m/s. 

From Fig.  12.3  the  radiation factor for = 2  and kx = 6.324  is c7 M 1.2. 
The external  surface of cylindrical  frame 
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S = T D f L f  = ~ 0 . 2 4 8  X 0.242 = 0.1885 m2 

A standing surface wave can be  split  into two waves rotating in opposite 
directions  with half of the  amplitude of vibration,  i.e., A,. = 0.4 X lo-’ mm 
[261]. The radiated  acoustic power according to eqn (12.38) 

P = p c ( ~ A , . ) ~ a ( r ) S  

= 1.188 x 344(17,543 x 0.4 x lo-’)’ x 1.2 x 0.1885 = 4.552 x lo-’ W 

where the  air  density p = 1.188  kg/m3 a t  2OoC and 1000 mbar. 

The sound level according to eqn  (12.33) 

4.552 X lo-’ 
10-12 

L,  = lolog,, = 36.58 dB 

The  other  rotating wave of the  same  vibration  amplitude will double 
the  sound level, i.e., 

2 x 4.552 x lo-’ 
10-12 

L ,  = lolog,, = 39.59 dB 

Numerical  example 12.3 
The bore  diameter of a ball bearing is d b  = 70 mm,  its  outer  diameter 
Db = 180 mm,  width WI, = 42 mm,  operating  temperature 19 = 7OoC 
and  speed n = 3000 rpm.  Estimate  the  relubrication period and  amount 
of grease for grease  lubrication  and  the  kinematic viscosity of oil for  oil 
lubrication. 

Solution 

1.  Grease  lubrication 

The relubrication  period  according to eqn  (12.41) is 

14 x 10‘ 
t ,  = 10 = 2 778 h = 4  months 

3 o o o m  
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where kb = 10 for radial ball bearings. The  amount of grease is estimated 
according to eqn  (12.42),  i.e., 

m, = 0.005 x 180 x 42 = 37.8 g 

2. Oil lubrication 

The oil kinematic viscosity for d b  = 70 mm, n = 3000 rpm  and 6 = 7OoC 
on the basis of graphs in Fig.  12.13 is 8.5  centistokes = 8.5 x m2/s. 
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Appendix A 

Leakage Inductance of a.c. 
Motors 

A . l  Slot  leakage  permeance 
The  saturation of the magnetic  circuit due  to leakage fluxes is neglected. 

angular  open  slot is 
The coefficient of leakage permeance (specific-slot permeance) of a rect- 

0 in the case of a slot  totally filled with  conductors 

XIs = - 
111 1 

3bl1 
0 in the case of an empty  slot  (without any conductors) 

The width of the  rectangular  slots is b l l  and  its height is /ll1. 

The coefficients of leakage permeances of the  slots shown in Fig. A. l  are 

0 open  rectangular  slot  (Fig. A.la):  

0 semi-open (semi-closetl) slot (Fig. A.lb):  

545 
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Appendix A 

Figure A.l:  Armature  slots of single layer windings: (a) open  rectangular 
slot,  (h) semi-closed rectangular  slot,  (c) semi-closed trapezoidal  slot, (d) 
semi-closed oval slot,  (e) semi-closed oval slot of internal  stators of brushless 
motors  or  d.c.  commutator motor  rotors, ( f )  semi-closed round  slot. 

0 semi-open  trapezoidal  slot  (Fig. A.lc): 

where 

4t2 - t4(3 - 41nt) - 1 
kt = 3 4(tZ - 1)2(t - 1) ' 

0 semi-open oval slot  according to Fig. A.ld or  Fig. A.le (internal  sta- 
tors of brushless  motors  or  d.c. commutator  motor  rotors): 

where kt is according to eqn (A.6). 
0 semi-closed round  slot  (Fig. A. l f ) :  
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The above specific-slot permeances  are for single-layer windings. To ob- 
tain  the specific permeances of slots  containing  double-layer  windings,  it is 
necessary to multiply  eqns (A.l)  to  (A.8) by the  factor 

3 U J C / T  + 1 
4 

This  approach is justified if 213 5 w C / r  5 1.0. 

A.2 End connection leakage permeance 

The specific permeance  of  the  end connection  (overhang) is estimated  on 
the basis of experiments. For double-layer,  low-voltage,  small- and  medium- 
power motors: 

(A.lO) 

where 11, is the length of a single end connection and 

21 
Q1 = - (A.l l )  

2Pm 1 

is the number of slot z1 per pole per  phase. For cylindrical  machines 

11, % (0 .083~  + 1.217) PDlZlL + hlt + o,02 
Ill (A.12) 

2P 
where hlt is the height of the  stator  tooth. 

windings,  i.e., 
Putting w,/lle = 0.64,  eqn  (A.lO) also gives good  results for single-layer 

XI, = 0.2q1 

For double-layer,  high-voltage  windings, 

(A.13) 

(A.14) 

where the  primary winding  factor k,,,1 for the  fundamental  space  harmonic 
v = 1 is the  product of the  distribution factor kdl and  pitch  factor k,l, i.e., 

(A.16) 
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In  general, 

for most windings. 

A.3 Differential leakage permeance 
The specific permeance of the differential leakage flux is 

Apperldix A 

(A.17) 

(A.18) 

(A.19) 

where the differential leakage factor r,11 can  be  calculated  according to 
[84, 156, 2231, i.c., 

(A.20) 

The winding  factor for the higller spacc  harmonics v > 1 is k7,)lV. In 
practical  calculations it is convenient to use the following fornlnla 

0q: + 2) . 30" 
S111 - - I 

41 1 
The  Carter's coefficient is 

(A.21) 

(A.22) 

where t l  is the slot  pitch  and 

The curves of the differential leakage factor 7,11 arc  plotted in  Fig.  A.2. 

A.4 Tooth-top leakage permeance 
The  tooth-top specific permeance  (between the heads of teeth) is 

(A.24) 
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Figure A.2: Curves of the differential leakage factor ~ d 1 .  

A.5 Leakage reactance per phase 
The leakage reactance of the armature windings of a.c. machines [84, 156, 
223) is 

where po = 0 . 4 ~  x lopG H/m is the permeability of free space, q1 is according 
to eqn ( A . l l ) ,  N1 is the number of turns per phase, Li is the effective length 
of the armature core and p is the number of pole pairs. 
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Appendix B 

Losses in ax. Motors 

B. l  Armature winding losses 
The  armature winding resistance  per  phase for the  d.c.  current is 

where N1 is the number of armature  turns per  phase, llau is the average 
length of turn, a is the number of parallel paths or conductors, u1  is the 
electric  conductivity of the  armature  conductor  at given temperature (for 
a copper  conductor c1 z 57 x lo6 S/m  at 2OoC and 01 z 47 x 10' S/m 
at 75OC), and sa is the  conductor cross section. The average  length of the 
armature  turn is 

l l a u  = 2 ( - b  + 11,) 03.2) 

in which the  length 11, of a single end  connection is according to eqn (A.12).  
For a x .  current  the  armature winding  resistance  should be divided into 

the resistance of bars R1b and  resistance of the  end connections RI,, i.e., 

2N1 
R1 = R l b  + RI, = - ( L ~ ~ I R  + 11,) e klRRldc (J3.3) 

an1 Sa 

where k l ~  is the skin-effect coefficient for the  armature  resistance. 

55 I 
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For a double-layer winding and wC = r [158): 

where 

sinh - sin 
Q1(rl) = 2t1 c o s h ~ l  + cost, 

and my[ is the  number of conductors  per  slot  arranged  above each other 
in two layers (this must  be an even number), y is the phase  angle between 
the  currents of the two layers, cl is the electric  conductivity of the  primary 
wire, f is the  input frequency, blcorl is the width of all the  conductors in a 
slot, bll is the  slot  width, h c  is the height of a conductor in the slot  and 
Llb is the  length of the  conductor  (bar) if different from Li. If there  are T L , ~  

conductors  side by side at the  same height of the  slot,  they  are  taken as a 
single conductor  carrying  n,[-times  greater  current. 

I n  general, for a three-phase  winding y = 60" and 

16 Ql (< l )  

For a chorded  winding ( W ,  < r )  and y = 60" 

The skin-effect coefficient k l ~  for llollow conductors is given, for exanlple, 
in [l581 

If m,l = 1 and y = 0,  the skin-effect coefficient kin = cpl(t1) (x for a 
cage winding). 

If y = 0  the  currents in all  conductors  are  equal  and 

m:[ - 1 
klR  cpl(<l) + 3 Ql( t1 )  (B.lO) 

Eqn (B.lO)  can also be used for calculation of additional  winding losscs in  
large d.c.  commutator  motors. 

For srnall nlotors  with  round armature  conductors fcd froln power fre- 
quencies of 50 or 60 Hz, 
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The armature winding losses are 

AP, = mlI:Rl M mlI:RldcklR (B.12) 

Since the skin effect is only in this  part of the  conductor which is located in 
the  slot,  the  armature winding losses should  be  multiplied by the coefficient 

B.2 Armature core losses 

The armature core losses APIFe can be calculated on the basis of the 
specific core losses, and masses of teeth  and yoke, i.e., 

where kadt > 1 and k(Lci!/ > 1 are  the factors  accounting for the increase 
in  losses due  to metallurgical  and  manufacturing processes, Apl/so is the 
specific core loss in W/kg  at 1 T and 50 Hz, Blt is the  magnetic flux density 
in a  tooth, B1, is the  magnetic flux density in the yoke, mlt is the mass of 
the  teeth,  and mly is the mass of the yoke. For teeth kacit = 1.7  to 2.0 and 
for the yoke kady = 2.4 to 4.0. 

Brushless PM machines  produce  a  distorted nonsinusoidal air  gap flux, 
unlike induction  motors  and  sinusoidally fed synchronous  motors  with elec- 
tromagnetic  excitation. The rotor PM excitation  system  produces a trape- 
zoidal shape of the  magnetic flux density waveform. The  stator windings 
are fed from switched d.c. sources  with PWM or  square wave control. The 
applied  voltage thus  contains many harmonics which are  seen in the  stator 
flux. There is a poor correlat!ion between measured  core losses and  those 
calculatecl using classical methods.  There  are  errors between 25 and 75% 
W 1 .  

B.3 Rotor core losses 
The rotor core losses are  due  to  the  pulsating flux produced by the  rapid 
changes in air  gap  reluctance as the  rotor passes the  stator  teeth.  These 
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losses are negligible in surface-mounted PM motors,  due  to  their large ef- 
fective air  gaps.  These  rotor losses can  sometimes be significant in buried 
PM  motors  and surface PM motors  with mild steel pole shoes. 

The rotor losses are of a higher frequency than  the fundamental fre- 
quency and  there  are flux density  fluctuations  on  the  constant flux density. 
The losses can  thus  be  obtained using the harmonic  method described in 
[go, 161, 1951. 

B.4 Core loss finite  element  model 
The core losses within  the  stator  and  rotor  are  calculated using a  set of 
finite element  models,  assuming constant  rotor  speed  and balanced  three- 
phase armature  currents.  The eddy current losses, within the cores, in the 
two-dimensional distorted flux waveforms can  be expressed by the following 
equation [ g o ]  

(B.15) 

where U F ~ ,  dFe and p~~ are  the electric  conductivity,  thickness,  and specific 
density of laminations, respectively, n are  the  odd  harmonics,  and B,,, and 
BrLY are  the harmonic  components of the  magnetic flux density in x and y 
directions. 

The field distribution at  several time  intervals in the  fundamental cur- 
rent cycle is needed to create  the  magnetic flux density waveforms. This is 
obtained by rotation of the  rotor grid and phase  advancement of the  stator 
currents. From  a field solution, for a  particular  rotor  position,  the magnetic 
flux densit.y at  each element  centroid is calculated. The flux density values 
can be used to  obtain  three flux density  components in an element from a 
single FEM  solution. 

The hysteresis  and excess losses can also be  calculated using the  FEM, 
e.g., see reference [89]. 

B.5 Stray losses 
The stray, high-frequency losses in the  ferromagnetic cores of &.c. machines 
fed with  sinusoidal  voltage, 
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adjacent to  the air gap (surface losses) and in the volume of the  teeth 
(pulsation losses). Pulsation losses are  due to  the magnetic flux ripples 
depending on the  mutual position of the  stator  and  rotor  teeth or  salient 
poles. 

The calculation of stray losses is difficult and does  not guarantee a 
satisfactory  accuracy.  In  practice,  the  stray losses of small and medium 
power machines are evaluated as a fraction of the  output power, i.e., 

A p S t T  = I c S t T P O U t  (B.17) 

The coefficient of stray losses kstT = 0.03. . .0.05 for small  machines rated 
up  to 10 kW , ICstT = 0.005. . . 0.01 for medium power machines rated up to 
100,000 kW and k,tr = 0.003. . .0.005 for large power machines. 

B.6 Rotational losses 
The rotational or mechanical  losses APT,, consist of friction losses A P f ,  in 
bearings,  windage losses APwi,d and ventilation losses APvent.  There  are 
many  semi-empirical  equations for calculating  the  rotational losses giving 
various  degrees of accuracy. 

The friction losses in bearings of small  machines  can  be  evaluated using 
the following fornlula 

A P f ,  = kfbG,n x W (B.18) 

where IC,, = 1 to 3 ,   G ,  is the mass of rotor in kg and n is the  speed in rpm. 
The windage losses of small  machines  without a fan can  be  found as 

follows: 

0 when the speed  does  not exceed 6000 rpm: 

APwznd M 2D&,,,Lin3 x W (B.19) 

0 when the speed is higher than  15,000  rpm: 

aPWitLd M o.~D&,,~ ( I + 5- L:ut) n3 x 10-6 W (B.20) 

where the  outer  diameter Dzout of the  rotor  and effective length Li of the 
core are in meters  and  the speed n is in rpm. 

According to ABB in Switzerland,  the  rotational losses of 50-Hz salient- 
pole synchronous  machines  can  be expressed by the formula 
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where the  stator inner  diameter Dlzn and effective length of the  stator 
core are in meters, n is in rev/s  and k,,, = 30 for salient pole synchronous 
machines. 

B.7 Losses in rotor  can 
The losses in the rotor can of high speed PM motors  are expressed by eqn 
(9.7) in Chapter 9 [238]. The same  equation  can  be used for calculating  the 
losses in a cylindrical damper. 

B.8 Losses for nonsinusoidal current 
Higher time  harmonics  generated by static  converters  produce  additional 
losses. The higher harmonic frequency in the  primary is n f. The  armature 
winding losses, the core losses, and  the  stray losses are  frequency-dependent. 
The mechanical losses do  not  depend on the  shape of the  input waveform. 

The frequency-dependent losses of an inverter-fed  &.c.  motor are 
0 stator  (armature) winding losses: 

n=l l,= 1 

0 stator  (armature) core losses 

(B.23) 

0 stray losses: 

00 m 2 

AP,,, = c APstrlL = [APstTIl,=l c (") n 2  (B.24) 
I,? n= 1 n= 1 

where kin,, is the  a.c.  armature resistance for 12 f, I,,, is the higher llarmonic 
rms arlnature  current, is the higher harmonic  inverter output voltage, 
VIr  is the  rated voltage, [ A P ~ , V ~ ] , , = ~  are  the  stator core losses for R = 1  and 
rated voltage  according to eqn (B.13), AP,,, are  the  stray losses for n = 1 
according to eqn  (B.lG),  and 2 = 1...1.5. 



Symbols and 
Abbreviations 

magnetic vector potential 
line current  density 
amplitude of the radial  displacement 
number of parallel  current paths of the  armature winding of a.c. 
motors;  number of pairs of parallel  current paths of the  armature 
winding of d.c.  commutator  motors 
vector magnetic flux density 
magnetic flux density 
instantaneous value of the magnetic flux density;  width of slot 
brush  shift 
skew of PMs 
pole shoe  width 
skew of stator  slots 
number of commutator  segments;  capacitance; cost 
cost of ferromagnetic  core 
cost of all other  components  independent of the  shape of the machine 
cost of PMs 
cost of shaft 
cost of winding 
wave velocity; tooth width 
cost of copper  conductor  per kg 
armature  constant  (EMF  constant) 
cost of ferromagnetic core per kg 
cost of PMs  per kg 
cost of steel  per kg 
torque  constant 
vector  electric flux density 
diameter 
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e 
F 

external  diameter of PM 
EMF, rms value 
Young modulus  (elasticity  modulus) of the core 
EMF per  phase  induced by the  rotor  without  armature reaction 
internal EMF per  phase 
resultant  reactive EMF of self-induction and  mutual  induction of a 
short-circuited coil section  during commutation 
instantaneous EMF; eccentricity 
force; MMF; energy functional;  vector-optimization  objective func- 
tion 
MMF of the  rotor  excitation  system 
armature reaction MMF 
frequency 
natural frequency of the r th  order 
space  and/or  time  distribution of the  MMF 
permeance 
air gap (mechanical  clearance) 
air  gap between PM  and  stator yoke in d.c. machines 
equivalent  air gap 
nonlinear  inequality  constraints 
vector  magnetic field intensity 
magnetic field intensity 
height 
equality  constraints 
height of the  PM 
current; sound  intensity 
armature  current 
instantaneous value of current or stepping  motor  current 
vector electric current  density 
moment of inertia 
current density in the  armature winding 
lumped stiffness 
coefficient, general  symbol 
skin effect coefficient for armature  conductors 
Carter’s coefficient 
reaction  factor in d-axis; coefficient of additional losses in armature 
core 
reaction  factor in g-axis 
distribution  factor 
EMF constant k~ = C E @ ~  

form  factor of the field excitation k~ = B 1 r L Y ~ / B m g  
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PM skew factor 
stacking  factor of lanlinatiolls 
coefficient depending  on  the number of lllanuf;Lct,~lretl 111achines 
overload capacity  factor ko(:f = P,,L(LJ:/F',,,Lt 
pitch  factor 
sat,uration  factor of the nlagnctic  circuit  due to t,hc maill (lillkage) 
magnetic flux 
stator slot skew factor referrcd to  the slot  (toot,h)  pitdl t l  

stator slot skew factor referred to  the pole pitch T 

torqlle  constant k~ = C T @ ~  

winding  factor k,[,1 = k,ilkTJ1 

inductance;  length 
axial  length of the interpole 
armature  stack effective length 
sound power level 
length of the one-sided end  cor~rloction 
length of ferromagnetic yoke 
axial  lengtll of PM 
magnetization vector 
nlutual  intluct,ance 
ballistic coefficient of demagnetizatioll 
lumped  mass 
number of phases; nxus 
amplitude  modulation  ratio 
frequency modulation  ratio 
numbcr of turns per  phase;  nunlbcr of m;dlines 
rotational  speed in rpm; independellt variablcs 
number of curvilinear  squares betwccn adjacent  cquipotent,ial lines 
no-load speed 
nunher of curvilinear squares hetwcell adjacent, flux lines 
active power; acoustic power; probabilit,y 
clectrornagnctic power 
active power losses 

Aplp0 specific core loss in W/kg  at 1T and 50 Hz 

p,. radial force per  unit  area 
Q electric  charge,  reactive power 
Q,,, enclosed electric  charge 
R resistance 
R, armature winding  rcsistance of d.c. conltlnltator nwtors 
R1 armature winding  resistance of a x .  motors 

2, number of pole pairs;  sound  pressure 
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Subscripts 



Superscripts 
inc incremental 
(sq) square wave 

Abbreviations 

A/D 
ASM 
a.c. 
CAD 
DBO 
DFT 
DSP 
d.c. 
EMF 
EM1 
EVOP 
FEM 
FFT 
GA 
IC 
ISG 
LDDCM 
MMF 
MRSH 
MTOE 
MVD 
PBIL 
PFM 
PLC 
P M 
PWM 
RFI 
SA 
SCARA 
TFM 
TSM 
uv 
URV 
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Construction, 169 
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Starting, 134 
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Transverse flux motor (TFM), 379 - 
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